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1.0 – Introduction 
 

  

 

1.1 – D

The purpose of this Design for Assembly (DFA) guide is to assist GWT’s customers in designing printed circuit 

boards (PCBs) that can be assembled in an efficient and cost-effective manner. The following sections will 

define the various tolerances, rules, and procedures to which GWT adheres during the PCB assembly process.

efinition of DFA 

 

  

   

 

 

Design for Assembly refers to a specific method of design that takes into account not only the functionality of 

a finished product, but also the cost and efficiency of the assembly process for that product. Many design 

decisions can have an immense impact on these factors of efficiency and cost during the assembly process, 

which will in turn affect the overall quality and reliability of the finished product.

 

 

 

 

1.2 – 

For PCB projects in particular, a clear understanding of DFA will help to reduce the costs of parts procurement 

and component placement, which normally account for a majority of the total price in full turnkey service. 

These techniques can act to minimize a project’s overall lead time and protect against assembly issues that 

would otherwise necessitate design revision or time-consuming rework.

The principles of DFA are closely related to those of DFM (Design for Manufacturing), and both of these 
methods should be carefully considered in order to create the best possible product. Global Well Tech 
Limited also provides a DFM Guidelines document in an effort to provide clients with a complete picture of 
their options in PCB Fabrication as well as PCB Assembly.

Scope 

These DFA guidelines will proceed with a clear and comprehensive discussion around the strategies of DFA as 

they relate specifically to PCB projects.  Though many of these strategies apply in a general sense to all areas 

of design, this discussion will offer definitive examples and illustrations in the realm of PCB assembly 

specifically. A brief outline of these strategies is given below: 

▪ Reduction & Combination 

▪ Standardization 

▪ Minimization of Risk 

▪ Simplification 

▪ Clarity 

▪ Understanding Assembler Capabilities*

 

 

 

▪ Orientation 

▪ Spacing 

▪ Sizing 

▪ Standards & Certifications 

Each of these six points are extremely important in the overall picture of DFA, but the final strategy of 

understanding assembler capabilities is the most explicit and multi-faceted; this point also tends to affect a 

designer’s ability to achieve the remaining five strategies. With this in mind, a longer section of this document 

has been dedicated to the specific PCB assembly capabilities of Global Well Tech Limited in the following 

areas:

▪ Reflow Soldering 

▪ Wave Soldering 

▪ Manual Soldering 

▪ Special Assembly Requirements 

▪ Common Assembly Issues 

▪ Testing Methods
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1.0 – Introduction 
The purpose  of this  Design  for Manufacturability  (DFM ) guide  is to assist  customers  in designing  printed 


circuit  boards  (PCBs ) that  can be manufactured  quickly  and efficiently . These  DFM  guidelines  define  the 


various tolerances, rules, and testing procedures to which Hopetimepcb adheres during PCB manufacturing. 


It is beneficial to all parties involved, in terms of both cost and efficiency, if these issues can be addressed 


during the design stage, rather than during production. By providing this guide, we hope to avoid the potential 


scenario where our client has finished designing a board, but must later revise their design due to facility 


limitations. 


DFM guidelines are essential to promote a client’s understanding of the various options that we offer, the 


reasons  for  each  of  these  options , and  the  limitations  of  Hopetimepcb ’s production  facilities . At 


Hopetimepcb ,


 


we  specialize  in turn -key  production  rigid  multi -layer  PCBs  with  part  procurement  and 


placement. 


 


For a quick overview of our manufacturing specifications,


 


please see our other document on our website 


www.hopetimepcb.com titled “Capability”.


 


1.1 Scope
 


Consulting these DFM guidelines during your design process


 


allows


 


you to plan a PCB that conforms to the 


capabilities  of hopetimepcb ’s facilities . A strong  understanding  of our manufacturing  ability  enables  our 


clients to achieve


 


the special features that their designs require while maximizing efficiency to both time and 


money.


 


Listed below are a few of the more notable benefits found in designing for manufacturability:


 


•


 


Higher quality


 


results by working within facility capabilities


 


•


 


Reduced lead times


 


by avoiding unnecessary delays


 


•


 


Lower labor and material costs


 


from correcting errors


 


•


 


Higher first-pass yields


 


•


 


Minimized environmental impact


 


by avoiding waste from re-making boards


 


To fully reap the benefits listed above, our clients must understand our abilities concerning the specific type of 


PCB option(s) that they require. This guide is,


 


therefore,


 


divided into sections according to the different types 


of options and features that we offer at hopetimepcb. Those sections are as follows:


 


•


 


Required Documents


 


•


 


Laminate Materials Selection


 


•


 


PCB Manufacturing Capabilities


 


•


 


HDI Technology Capabilities


 


•


 


Surface Finish: Options and Requirements


 


•


 


Solder Mask: Options and Requirements


 
 


•


 


Silkscreen: Options and Requirements


 


•


 


Electrical Testing 


 


•


 


Controlled Impedance PCB


 


•


 


Panelization


 


•


 


Report Types and Report Writing


 


•


 


RoHS Compliance
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2.0 Required Documents  
Various  PCB design  files  and other  forms  of documentation  are required  for Hopetimepcb  to fabricate  a 


printed  circuit  board  and populate  the components  onto  that  board . There  are two file formats  we can 


translate and accept


 


for manufacturing: ODB++ and Gerber version RS-274X. 


In the OBD++ format, all data required for PCB fabrication and assembly are included within the .TGZ 


compressed archive. Should you choose to use this format, you only need to provide the .TGZ archive, along 


with a Bill of Materials (BOM) for assembly. 


If you choose to use the Gerber file format, please ensure that you are using the RS-274X version. This format 


specifies a set of files, where each individual file represents one type of design drawing, such as top copper, 


bottom solder mask, or top silkscreen. Please ensure that you provide a Gerber file for each design element in 


your PCB layout, as well as any other relevant documentation for fabrication and assembly. When using the 


Gerber format, additional files are required for board assembly, a centroid file for pick and place, as well as a 


Bill of Materials with part numbers. 


2.1 Gerber Files – RS-274X Format 


RS-274X, also known as Extended Gerber or X-Gerber, is one of three distinct formats for Gerber files and is 


the current industry standard. RS-274X format is an open ASCII vector format used by standard PCB design 


industry software for processing 2D binary images. All Gerber Files are also Computer Numerical Control (CNC) 


files, and so it is possible to drive a PCB fabricator using Gerbers since fabricators are CNC machines. Gerber 


files describe various board images, such as copper layers, solder mask, silkscreen, and paste mask. This data 


includes traces, vias, pads, component footprints, and planes, as well as drilling and milling data. 


RS-274X is the “middle child” of the three Gerber file formats. The oldest format for Gerber files is RS-274D, or 


Standard Gerber, which has now been generally deprecated in favour of the Extended Gerber format. The data 


in RS-274X is much more comprehensive than RS-274D since the RS-274D format keeps many of its critical 


information separate from the main data file. The RS-274X format offers several benefits over the now-


obsolete RS-274D, including high-level commands and controls, allowing for more precise machine plotting. 


Gerber X2, the third and latest Gerber format, was released in February of 2014. It is fully backwards-


compatible with the RS-274X format but includes some extra metadata to avoid ambiguity. Gerber X2 has not 


yet seen widespread industry adoption, and so RS-274X remains the standard at present. 


PCB layouts are created using a computer-aided design (CAD) system and saved in the RS-274X format, where 


the Gerber set contains the complete description for each layer of the PCB. Typically, the CAD system outputs 


one Gerber file for each relevant layer. These Gerber files can be loaded into a computer-aided manufacturing 


(CAM) system to provide data for each step of the PCB production process.  


In keeping  with industry  standards , we at hopetimepcb  accept the RS-274X Gerber format. This allows our 


clients to use the CAD design tool of their choice, provided that they can output their finished design files in 


Gerber


 


format. The Gerber RS-274X format includes separate files for the different copper layers, silkscreen 


layers, solder mask layers, and milling/drilling  locations  included  in a given design. Along with your Gerber 


files , you  should  send  a PCB  Manufacturing  Drawing and  a PCB  Assembly  Drawing , as well  as a Bill  of 


Materials


 


for your order. A brief description for each of these file types is given in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1 


PCB Manufacturing Drawing PCB Board fabrication information 


PCB Assembly Drawing PCB components onboard assembly information 


Bill of Materials Table of information on all components to be placed on board 


Netlist component electrical connectivity information 


Gerber Files Group of files below 


Route files information on PCB copper design, e.g. traces, pads 


Drill files information on PCB design drill holes 


Solder Mask Files Information on areas not to cover with solder mask, e.g. pads, holes 


Board Outline File board size and shape information 


Silkscreen board surface markings information 


2.2 ODB++ 


ODB++ is a printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing database, with different data stored in a hierarchy of files 


and file folders. For convenient transmission of data, some common operating system commands can be used 


to create a single compressed file, while preserving the hierarchy information. That compressed file containing 


the printed circuit board (PCB) design information can be sent directly to a PCB Fabrication and Assembly 


company, such as hopetimepcb . ODB++ stands for Open Data Base, with the ‘++’ suffix added in 1997 when 


component  descriptions  were  enabled . ODB ++ was developed  and disseminated  by Valor  Computerized 


Systems, but was later acquired by Mentor Graphics in 2010.  


The vast majority of electronic devices include a PCB, which acts to house the electronic components that 


power the device, and also to connect these components in a specific manner. Computer-aided design (CAD) 


software is often used to create the layouts for these PCBs, and that layout information must then be 


transferred to a photolithographic computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) system. These CAD and CAM systems 


are generally produced by different companies, and therefore must use an intermediary file format, such as 


ODB++, for successful data exchange. ODB++ has two versions: the original (owned by Mentor), as well as an 


XML version called ODB++(X), which was donated to the IPC organization by Valor Computerized Systems. 


We at hopetimepcb  can work  with  ODB ++ files  of revision  7.0 or lower ; there  are no restrictions  on the 


design  tool


 


used for PCB layout , as long as the design  can be translated  to ODB++ format  files. That being 


said, we hopetimepcb can NOT accept ODB++(X) files. If you find some trouble in outputting your ODB++ files


, please forward your .CAM or .PCB files to us to attempt the conversion on your behalf. 


2.3 Drill / Route File 


Drill Files define the size and coordinates of any holes to be drilled in a PCB design. These files can be used to 


control a drilling machine, which creates holes for Vertical Interconnect Access (VIA), mounting, and THT 


component placement. 


On a standard 2-sided PCB, drill files are needed for the CNC machine to make accurate through-vias. For more 


complex multi-layer boards, many of the holes will be micro-vias, which pass through only a few layers rather 


than the entire board. These types of holes are also known as blind and buried vias. We will need a separate 


drill file, with a distinct name, for each layer pair that will be included in your design.  
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For Example: Let us assume that you have a 4-layer board with most vias extending all the way from top to 


bottom, and some buried vias extending from layer 1 to layer 2. In this case, you should have two drill files, 


with one of them named “Drill_1-4” and another named “Drill_1-2”. 


Route Files are a type of file that define the electrically-conductive copper traces, known colloquially as 


“routing”, on a PCB design. These files are used to control a fabrication machine in order to lay copper traces 


on a PCB board. 


Regarding the submission of drill and route files to hopetimepcb : if you use the ODB++ format, drill files and 


route files will both be included in the .TGZ compression file. If you choose to use the Gerber RS-274X format, 


then separate drill files and route files will need to be provided in RS-274X format. 


2.4 Netlist File 


Netlist files contain the connectivity information for an electronic circuit. A netlist file is a collection of several 


related lists, one list for each group of electrically-connected pins. This file is generated from the circuit’s 


schematic design, and it is used in PCB layout to determine which component pads should be connected by 


copper traces on the finished PCB 


We at Hopetimepcb  request  a netlist  file for the electrical  testing  of your  bare  PCBs ; we ensure  an exact 


match between the actual connectivity  on your PCB and that of your netlist file for every board that leaves 


our facility . The ODB++ format contains  your netlist  file by default , and so there will be no need to provide 


one separately . If you use the Gerber RS-274X format , then you will need a separate  netlist  file in IPC356 


format.


 


2.5 Centroid File / Pick and Place File
 


We require a centroid data file –also known as a Pick and Place


 


file–


 


in order to accurately assemble a PCB. The 


main purpose of a centroid data is to hold information on the position and orientation of all surface mount 


technology (SMT) devices on a circuit board design. Centroid files contain data regarding reference designators, 


XY locations, rotations, component packages, and placement on either the top or bottom side of the board.


 


•


 


Reference Designator –


 


Short alphanumeric code assigned to each part in the layout (R12, C17)


 


•


 


Component Value/Package –


 


Component part numbers, part values, and package size


 


•


 


Layer –


 


Either the top or the bottom side


 


•


 


XY Location –


 


Cartesian coordinates, beginning at the origin


 


•


 


Rotation –


 


Described part orientation in degrees (0, 45, 90, etc.)


 


2.6 Assembly Bill of Materials (BOM)
 


Bill of Materials is a list of all


 


the parts that are needed for the PCB Assembly and matches those parts to the 


Reference Designators in the PCB layout.


 


We require this list in a Microsoft Excel format. If multiple instances 


of the same part are used on one board, then they are all listed on one line of the BOM with their corresponding 


reference designators and total quantity. The following information comprises the BOM;


 


incomplete BOMs 


may be acceptable, however,


 


it is always best to include all of the following information in your BOM to 


minimize the risk of purchasing errors.
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• Item # - Unique item number for each component (1, 2, 3) 


• Ref Des – Matches BOM item to PCB layout location 


• Quantity – Quantity of this component that will be needed for each board 


• Manufacturer – The name of this component’s manufacturer 


• Manufacturer Part # - The part number assigned to a component by its manufacturer 


• Description – Brief component description 


• Package – Packaging size (ex. 0805) or type (ex. BGA, QFN) 


• Type – SMT or THT 


• Your Instructions – Any special requirements that you have for this part 


We provide a sample Bill of Materials on our website that may be used as a basis for your Bill of Materials.  


2.7 Drawings 


Design drawings are not strictly required for all PCB fabrication and assembly projects, but they can help to 


make your intentions clearer to our production team, particularly regarding special requirements. We 


recommend you include design drawings for projects with a high number of layers or components. 


2.7.1 PCB Manufacturing Drawing 
PCB manufacturing drawings only contain that information which is needed for the fabrication of the PCB. This 


could be information such as the project name, board dimensions, board thickness, tolerances, material, 


copper weight, number of copper layers, or surface finish. These may be a list of notes beside the board’s 


artwork or listed in a separate file. Other special information may also be included in the manufacturing 


drawing, such as controlled impedance requirements, via-in-pad tenting, gold-plated edge connectors, and so 


on.  


Figure 1: Assembled Printed Circuit Board 
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2.7.2 PCB Assembly Drawing 
PCB assembly drawings contain that information that is needed for assembly of the various components onto 


a PCB. Basic component information, such as position and orientation, are provided on this drawing, along with 


special requirements, such as height limit. Three-dimensional renderings could also be included to clarify 


special requirement areas but are not necessary for typical boards. 


2.8 Standard Manufacturing Specifications 


The following list outlines the parameters we require to manufacture your design. Please provide this 


information when requesting a quote as well, in order to price your project properly. 


• Project Name – PCB name and Version #  


• Dimensions [inches] – Board length and width 


• Number of layers – 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 layers 


• Total thickness [inches] – Board thickness for one board with all layers included 


• Surface Finish – Example: HASL, ENIG, Immersion Tin, Immersion Silver  


• Solder mask – Indicates the desired solder mask colour for your PCB, and to which sides of the 


    board that solder mask will be applied 


 


Advanced parameters which may also be specified include 


• Profiling – Indicate any panelization requirements for your project 


• Impedance Control – Do you require a specific impedance for RF transmission lines 


• Material (substrate) – Example: FR4 or IT-180A 


• Silkscreen (Legend)– Indicates the desired silkscreen colour for your PCB, and to which sides of 


  the board that silkscreen will be applied 


• Testing – Electrical testing is standard with all our orders and cannot be excluded to ensure quality. 


• Printed board handling and storage guidelines – Special information regarding safe handling if required 
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3.0 Laminate Materials Selection 
Laminates are the primary material used in PCB fabrication, and different laminates have different properties, 


performances, and associated costs. This section outlines the various laminate options that may be selected 


for your PCB Design and gives a brief comparison and contrast between those options.  


3.1 Material Selection & Properties 


As the first step in this DFM guideline, we will provide information to assist you in the selection of a suitable 


laminate material that meets your performance requirements while minimizing manufacturability issues. We 


start here because the cost of raw laminates is generally the single largest constituent of PCB fabrication cost.  


The key factors to consider when selecting a laminate material for a PCB design are the cost, the quality, and 


the lead time. Due to the amount of material needed for PCB fabrication, it is essential to optimize the size of 


your designs; even a small difference in size can result in a significant difference in cost. 


Different materials incur different costs and possess different characteristics, but higher quality laminates are 


typically also more expensive. The following are some of the main characteristics to take note of when 


comparing the properties of different laminates: 


Tg = Glass Transition Temperature – Temperature at which a critical change of physical properties will occur. 


In the case of laminates, it transitions from a hard, glassy material into a soft, rubbery material. Hopetimepcb 


offers many High-TG options for high-temperature and high-power PCB applications. 


Td = Decomposition Temperature - Temperature at which the laminate chemically decomposes. 


Dk = Dielectric Constant (also referred to as εr in electromagnetics) – Indicates the relative permittivity of 


an insulator material, which refers to its ability to store electrical energy in an electric field. 


Df = Dissipation Factor – Indicates the efficiency of an insulating material by showing the rate of energy loss 


for a certain mode of oscillation, such as mechanical, electrical, or electromechanical oscillation. 


Our fabrication facilities are located in China, so it is advisable to choose high-quality local laminates in order 


to minimize the shipping cost and lead time. The Shengyi S1000-H (Tg 150) laminate is generally our default 


choice for a high-performance, mid-Tg laminate. Shengyi S1000-H is comparable to Isola FR406 (Tg 150), a 


standard North American laminate option. As outlined in Table 2 below, FR406 does slightly outmatch Shengyi 


S1000H in terms of Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor, but some clients may be willing to compromise 


on these factors for a lower cost and/or a faster lead time. 


Table 2 
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Shengyi S1141 (TG 130) is a good alternative to lower the cost of your project, at the sacrifice of some quality. 


In cases where higher quality is needed, we recommend Shengyi S1000-2M (TG 170), which is the closest in 


quality to Isola FR406 (Tg 170). Where quality is the highest priority, we would recommend utilizing ITEQ 


IT180A (TG 180), which is also RoHS compliant. ITEQ IT180A (TG 180) is comparable in quality and to Isola 


370HR (TG 180). We at Hopetimepcb  would suggest using Shengyi S1000H (Tg 130) for typical projects. We 


would recommend using one of the higher quality laminate materials if any of these three conditions occur: 


1) If the PCB Design has 8 or more layers 


2) If Copper Board is heavy with a copper weight heavier than 3oz 


3) If PCB Board is thin with a board thickness of less than 0.5mm 


3.2 Laminate Material and Thickness 
Table 3 


Core material thickness, 
including copper (mm.) 


Copper Weight (oz.) 


0.145 mm. H/H oz. 


0.17 mm. 1/1 oz. 


0.185 mm. H/H oz. 


0.2 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.25 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.3 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.4 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.5 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.6 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.7 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.8 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.9 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.0 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.1 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.2 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.5 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.6 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


2.0 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


2.2 mm. 1/1 oz. 


2.4 mm. 1/1 oz. 


2.5 mm. 1/1 oz. 


3.0 mm. 1/1 oz. 
 


Table 3 lists the core material thickness with 
copper weight for normal FR4 Material 


• 1/1 = 1 oz. copper per square foot on 
BOTH sides of the sheet 


• 1/0 = 1 oz. copper per square foot, coated 
on only 1 ONE side of the sheet 


• H/H = 0.5 oz. copper per square foot, 
coated on BOTH sides of the sheet 


• 0/0 = UNCLAD (NO Copper). 
 


3.3 Prepreg Designation and Thickness 


Prepreg is a bonding material used in the fabrication of multi-layer PCB boards, which, after curing, has the 


same properties as the core /base layer materials. Prepregs have various glass styles 106, 1080, 3313, 2116 


and 7628 used by board fabricators. Board fabricators use a variety of prepreg glass styles. These styles include 


106, 1080, 3313, 2116 and 7628. Limitations may apply to the number and types of prepreg, so it is best to 


contact a Hopetimepcb representative for further details. 
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Table 4 


Prepreg /Glass Styles Pressed Thickness (mm) Prepreg Resin content 


106 0.05 mm. Approx. 73% 


1080 0.075 mm. Approx.  65% 


3313 0.09 mm. Approx.  57% 


2116 0.115 mm. Approx.  55% 


7628 0.185 mm. Approx.  46% 


7628H 0.195 mm. Approx.  51% 


3.4 Copper Weight & Heavy Copper for Materials 
Copper clad FR-4 laminate materials are measured using ounce (oz.) weight per square foot. 


• 0.25 oz. = 0.00035” (8.75μm) 


• 0.5 oz. = 0.0007” (17.5 μm) 


• 0.75 oz. =0.00105” (26.25μm) 


• 1.0 oz. = 0.0014” (35 μm) 


• 2.0 oz. = 0.0028” (70 μm) 


• 3.0 oz. = 0.0042” (105 μm) 


• 4.0 oz. or more = 0.0056” (140 μm) or more 


Heavier copper weights allow for higher current carrying capability and heat dissipation characteristics in high 


power designs, making heavy copper a common choice for automotive, power distribution, and welding 


equipment  industries . Hopetimepcb  Electronics  is capable  of fabricating  multi -layer  PCB  boards  with  a 


maximum  copper weight of 10 oz. Copper weight of 4 oz. or higher will require an additional  estimate , and 


may  also  affect  lead  times . The specified  copper  weight  for a board  will  also  impact  the trace  width  and 


spacing requirements of the board, as shown in Table 5, below: 


Table 5 


Layer Type Copper Weight Width / Spacing 


Internal Layer 


1/2 oz. 3.0 / 4.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 3.0 mil (minimum) 


1 oz. 4.0 / 5.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


2 oz. 5.0 / 7.0 mil (preferred)     –     4.0 / 5.5 mil (minimum) 


3 oz. 6.0 / 10.0 mil (preferred)   –     5.0 / 8.0 mil (minimum) 


External Layer 


1/2 oz. 4.0 / 4.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


1 oz. 4.0 / 6.0 mil (preferred)     –     4.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


2 oz. 5.0 / 8.0 mil (preferred)     –     5.0 / 6.0 mil (minimum) 


3 oz. 6.0 / 10.0 mil (preferred)   –     6.0 / 8.0 mil (minimum) 
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3.5 RF Substrates 


For radiofrequency applications requiring very high fidelity, some clients find that standard FR4-type material 


does not meet signal loss requirements due to its relatively high dielectric constant of approximately 4.5. As 


such, specialized dielectric materials for RF applications offer lower dielectric constant to satisfy such design 


requirements . Hopetimepcb  stocks  Rogers  RO 4350 B  as our  standard  RF substrate . We  offer  core 


thicknesses  of 10mil, 20mil or 30mil in stock, and the copper  weight  can be 0.5oz/0.5oz or 1oz/1oz. Other 


sizes  available  for special  order  with  added  lead -time  are  6.6mil , 13.3mil , 16.6mil , 60mil . The  dielectric 


constant of this material  is 3.76 at 1GHz and averages 3.66 for 8GHz to 40GHz. Further details can be found 


on the material’s datasheet . Additional  RF materials  may be available upon special request with added lead 


time.


 


The dielectric constant of a material


 


describes the ratio of that


 


material’s permittivity


 


to


 


the permittivity of 


vacuum.


 


Technically speaking, a material’s permittivity describes the electric field strength between two 


charges separated by that material.


 


The dielectric constant of a material affects its parasitic capacitance, which 


can become quite significant at high operational frequencies.


 


Equation 1 and Equation 2 illustrate the effects 


of dielectric constant on signal loss. Equation 1 describes the capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor—derived 


from Maxwell’s Laws—where any two copper


 


layers of a PCB can be viewed as parallel plates separated by the 


dielectric material. The k variable represents the dielectric constant in Equation 1, and clearly,


 


the capacitance 


increases with k. 


 


Equation 2 described capacitive reactance, which decreases inversely to capacitance and 


frequency; this explains the increased significance of material dielectric constant for high-frequency operation.


𝐶 =
𝑘𝜀0𝐴


𝑑
 𝐸𝑞𝑛. 1 𝑋𝐶 =


1


2𝜋𝑓𝐶
 𝐸𝑞𝑛. 2 


While standard rigid FR4-type materials are composed of glass-reinforced epoxy, RF materials primarily make 


use of Polytetrafluoroethylene, also known as PTFE, or by its trademark name: Teflon. In addition to its 


advantages in dielectric constant, PTFE materials also boast impressive thermal characteristics for high-


temperature PCB applications. With high TG (glass-transition temperature) values, reaching up to 280°C, PTFE 


materials are suitable for both high frequency and high-power applications. 


When preparing your project for PCB Fabrication using PTFE materials, it is important to reach out early in the 


process, if possible, for a quotation. Projects involving Rogers and other high-frequency PCB materials will 


require a special estimate, not covered by Hopetimepcb ’s online quoting tool. Extra care is necessary in 


PCB Fabrication  for high-frequency  materials  since PTFE is relatively  soft compared  to FR4-type materials , 


making  it more susceptible  to damage  while handling . The fabrication  of plated  through -holes and slots is 


also more difficult for PTFE materials, due to the famous non-stick properties of Teflon.  
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3.6 Metal-Core PCBs 


For  PCBs  with  very  high  thermal  demands , Hopetimepcb  can  also  provide  professional  metal -core  PCB 


fabrication  options, where a metal base is bonded to the copper signal layers, separated  by a dielectric  for 


insulation. Metal-Core PCBs are often used to help conduct heat away from vital components  in high power 


designs, such as amplifiers, power supply modules, motor drives, commercial lighting, and many automotive 


applications. The standard Metal-Core PCB design consists of three main components: 


Signal Layer: Contains copper pads and traces, subject to copper weight specifications defined in Section 3.4 


Dielectric Layer: Offers high electrical insulation and high thermal conductivity 


Metal Core: Most commonly aluminum for low-cost, but other options such as copper are available 


Figure 2 shows a simple diagram of the standard Metal-Core PCB components described above: 


 


Figure 2: Simple Metal-Core PCB Visualization 


Hopetimepcb generally provides metal-core PCB fabrication with core thicknesses ranging from 0.031” to 


0.125”, but we can also handle orders for other sizes with a special estimate. We also provide heavy 


copper options for the signal, power, and ground layers of your design, from 0.5 oz. to 10 oz. or more.  
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3.7 Multi-Layer Stack-Up 


Multi-layer boards have some physical properties which need to be considered by both the designer and 


manufacturer in order to ensure quality construction. Multilayer board designs should have an even number 


of layers for the best quality. Choose each layer’s dielectric thickness from the provided core or prepreg 


thicknesses  listed  in Table  3 and  Table  4. For  possible  combinations , please  consult  our  Hopetimepcb 


manufacturing team for what are suitable and achievable dimensions and tolerances. 


 


It is recommended that multi-layer designs balance the lay-up relative to the Z-axis median to minimize bow 


and twist. In other words, a layer stackup list should read the same from top to bottom as it does from bottom 


to top. Dielectric thickness, copper thickness and the location of layers, median, Z-axis need to be balanced. If 


the Multi-layer design rules are adhered to, the PCB should meet specifications for the maximum allowable 


bow and twist of 0.25mm per 25mm (1%) or better. It is also beneficial to balance the circuitry distribution 


between the front and back of the board as much as possible. This is more of a concern with thicker copper 


weights. 


 


Thickness Tolerance increases as the overall thickness of a multi-layer board increases. You should specify a 


tolerance of ±10% for the overall thickness, which is thicker than 1mm, or +/-0.1mm for 1mm thickness or 


thinner. Also, you need to always indicate where the thickness measurement is to be taken. 


3.8 Multi-Layer Stack-Up Recommendation 


We at Hopetimepcb  can fabricate  multi -layer PCB boards  up to a maximum  of 40 layers . PCB’s with more 


than 20 layers will require an additional estimate before production can begin. Below are our recommended 


stackups for a normal board thickness of 62mil. We at Hopetimepcb  do offer custom stackups, please let us 


know what you need, and our CAM engineer will review it for feasibility. 


2 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 57.7 mil  


2 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 


 


4 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 36.6 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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6 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 16.9 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 16.9 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


6 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 


8 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


6 Inner 5 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


7 Inner 6 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


8 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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10 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (1080*2) 5.9 mil  


6 Inner 5 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


7 Inner 6 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


8 Inner 7 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


9 Inner 8 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


10 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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3.9 Buried Capacitance 


Buried Capacitance is a PCB production methodology where decoupled capacitance is gained from inserting a 


very thin dielectric layer inside a PCB. Adding buried capacitance to a board eliminates the need for decoupling 


capacitors, freeing up more PCB space as redundant pads and conductors can be removed. Having a lower 


number of components on a PCB will lower the cost and simplifies PCB assembly operations and also reduces 


the number of required steps. New technology, like this, grants greater freedom to designers, which allows 


them to design PCBs with greater performance, or equivalent performance in a smaller board size. Lastly, using 


buried capacitance can also reduce noise and high-frequency electro-magnetic interference to improve PCB 


quality. Figure 3 (below) illustrates an 8 layer board with buried capacitance.  


 


Figure 3: Buried Capacitance Stackup  (Eight Layers) 
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3.10 Material Substitutes (North America vs China) 


China Substitute Materials 


• Shengyi S1141 (TG 140) 


• Td 300, Dk 4.2, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link  
 


• Shengyi S1000H (Tg 150)  


• Td 325, Dk 4.38, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• Shengyi S1000-2M (TG 170) 


• Td 340, Dk 4.28, Df 0.017 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• ITEQ IT180A (TG 180) 


• Td 350, Dk 4.3, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


North American Laminates 


• Isola FR406 (TG 170)  


• Td 300, Dk 3.93, Df 0.0167 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• Isola 370HR (TG 180)  


• Td 340, Dk 4.04, Df 0.021 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


Table 6 


 


Finally, apart from the laminate quality, we must also take the available laminate’s material cost and delivery 


lead time into account. Since Hopetimepcb ’s PCB Fabrication and Assembly facilities are based in China, the 


cost for importing North American laminates would be higher and increase the lead time, as illustrated in the 


chart above. Thus, from this comparison chart, we can conclude that the use of local substitute is preferable 


due to the lower material costs and shorter lead time.  


Table 7 


Material Price Matrix 
 Cost in China Lead Time Cost in N.A. Lead Time 


370HR 130% Longer 100% Shorter 


FR408HR 150% Longer 120% Shorter 
 


S1141 70% Shorter 120% Longer 


S1000-H 75% Shorter 120% Longer 


S1000-2 70% Shorter 120% Longer 


IT180A 80% Shorter 140% Longer 


 


Tg 150 Tg 170 Tg 180Tg 130


YYYYYYYYRoHS


0.210.0150.01670.0170.01670.0150.01670.015Df (50% resin @ 2 GHz)


4.044.33.934.283.934.383.934.2Dk (50% resin @ 2 GHz)


340350300N/A300N/A300N/ATd (TGA @ 5% weight loss)


370HRIT180AFR406S1000-2FR406S1000-HFR406S1141


U.S.ChinaU.S.ChinaU.S.ChinaU.S.China
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4.0 Standard PCB Manufacturing Capabilities 
PCB Manufacturing Capability is a summary of a PCB manufacturing facility’s PCB fabrication and assembly 


options, limits and tolerances in regards to what circuit boards can be produced. This section introduces our 


facility’s fabrication and assembly capabilities as well as cost and lead time requirements. Often clients will 


make PCB design choices based on the manufacturer’s fabrication capabilities. With the knowledge of our 


capability, limits, and tolerances, mistakes can be reduced, and time can be saved. Since all PCBs should 


essentially be designed for manufacturing, these guidelines aim to aid the transition from design to fabrication 


and assembly. 


4.1 PCB Technology Matrix 


A brief overview  of technological  specifications  that determine  if a PCB can be fabricated  by Hopetimepcb 


are  listed  in Table  8 below . For  a more  comprehensive  list  of our  capabilities , please  refer  to our  other 


document PCB Fabrication Specifications. 


Table 8 


Feature Hopetimepcb Capability 


Minimum trace width 4 mil (increases w/ copper weight – see Section 3.4) 


Minimum hole size 0.1mm (laser) – 0.15mm(mechanical) 


Maximum hole size 0.15mm (laser) – 6.0 mm (mechanical) 


Minimum clearance 3 mil (but increases with higher copper weight) 


Board thickness limits 0.2mm - 6mm for 2-layer board 


Board thickness tolerance ±10% (>1.0 mm)  –  ±1.0 mm (<1.0 mm) 


Maximum allowed copper weights 0.5oz (0.685mils) to 20oz (27.4mils) 


Maximum & minimum board size 0.2”x0.2” to 14”x20” (or larger for bare boards) 


Aspect Ratio 10:1 (for OSP finish, 8:1) 


Layer count- The number of layers in a multilayer PCB Up to 40 (below 20 recommended) 


Bow & Twist 0.75% 


Impedance Control ±5% (50 Ω) -- ±10% (>50 Ω) 


Special features Gold fingers, multiple surface finishes, jump score, 
blind/buried/micro vias, via filling, etc. 


 


PCB key factors also affect each other; thus, they increase or decrease in relation to each other; for example: 


• The trace width and the clearance affect each other; when trace width increases, the trace clearance 


will decrease, and its impedance will also decease. 


• The minimum hole size and board thickness affect aspect ratio, so when minimum hole size decreases 


or board thickness increases, the aspect ratio will enlarge. 


• Hole sizes will affect the annular ring and the space between hole to other features. When hole size 


enlarges, the annular ring and space will decrease. 


• Copper weight affects impedance. When copper weight increases, the impedance will decrease. 
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4.1.1 Pricing 
Hopetimepcb  offers  baseline  pricing  for PCB fabrication  and assembly . These will start with default  values 


and can be customized to meet your needs. The final cost will be affected by material choice and component 


cost . Material  and component  prices  are constantly  changing  due to fluctuation  in market  prices . Some 


factors that affect PCB fabrication and assembly cost include: 


• Board Size- While the PCB board is larger than 50x50mm, a smaller PCB can lower cost while a larger 


PCB board will cost more. Boards of less than 50x50mm are more complex to manufacture. 


• Number of layers- Price will increase as the number of layers increases. 


• Laminate Materials- A laminate material with Tg 140 would cost less while higher quality laminate 


with Tg 180 will cost more. 


• Copper Weight- Copper Weight is separated into inner and outer layers. A higher copper weight, along 


with a larger number of layers, will increase production cost. 


• Gold Finger- used to interconnect to PCBs with sockets on them like a PC motherboard. Gold fingers 


will increase price based on quantity and the number of sides requiring gold fingers. 


• Via in Pad- Holes under the component pads, will increase the cost by adding an extra step to 


fabrication. 


• Blind, Buried, Micro-via- Special vias require extra processing steps and multiple lamination steps. 


• Board Thickness- The overall cost will vary depending on the board thickness required. 


•  Surface finish-  Hopetimepcb offers  the choice of Gold Immersion, HASL, Lead-free HASL, OSP and Silver 


Immersion at no additional cost. Hard Gold, Selective Gold Plating, etc., will affect pricing.  


• Impedance Control- calculate electrical impedance and buried impedance. Tighter manufacturing 


tolerance to meet requirements adds to cost. TDR coupon & report are included. 


• V-scoring, Tab Routing, and Mouse holes- Used to form multiple boards into a panel with no extra 


charge for services if multiple boards all have the same design. If multiple PCB designs are needed for 


panelization, additional fees for this service will apply. 


• Special Features- countersink holes, etc. 


• If the requirements of the PCB do not conform to the capacity of the factory; e.g. layer count, board 


thickness, board size, surface finish, and special features; then cost will be affected. 


4.1.2 Lead Time 
Lead time is an estimate of the amount of time needed to complete one operation or process from start to 


end. One type of lead time is the material delivery lead time which is the estimated time needed for board 


assembly materials to arrive at hopetimepcb  facilities for non-standard materials. Another type of lead time 


is the manufacturing lead time, an estimate by our production facilities for the time needed to fabricate and 


assembly  a PCB in question . Our minimum  lead time for bare PCBs is 5 days ; however , lead time increases 


with quantity and number of layers. For turn-key orders, our standard lead time is 14 days; however, you may 


ask one of our sales associates about rushed service. Factors beyond layers and quantity that affect lead time 


include:


 


•


 


Copper weight-


 


each extra ounce over 3oz. will add one extra day lead time


 


•


 


Oversized


 


or very small boards require an extra day lead time


 


•


 


Black solder masks


 


require an


 


extra day lead time for bare boards


 


only (not turnkey)


 


 


Table 7 shows the standard lead times for various numbers of PCB layers, which is the main factor in 


determining the manufacturing time required for a bare PCB. Please note that there are many other factors 
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that can impact the overall project lead time, such as order quantity or special requirements like via in pad or 


oversized dimensions. 


Table 9 


Layers 5 days 6 days 7 days 8 days 9 days 10 days 11 days 12 days 13 days 


1-2 Layers X X X X X X X X X 


4 layers  X X X X X X X X 


6 layers   X X X X X X X 


8 layers    X X X X X X 


10 layers     X X X X X 


12 layers      X X X X 


14 layers       X X X 


16 layers        X X 


18 layers         X 


4.2 Etch Factor 


What is etching? 
PCB etching is the process of selectively removing unwanted copper from a PCB’s copper-clad substrates. The 


two primary methods of removing the copper cladding are mechanical etching and chemical etching.  


Mechanical etching uses a CNC machining tool with a special cutting tool to remove narrow strips of copper 


from the boundary of each pad and trace in order to electrically isolate them from the rest of the copper foil. 


Chemical etching uses a corrosive solution to dissolve away unwanted copper. A protective layer is cut to match 


the PCB’s Gerber design files and then blocks the applied chemicals maintaining the pads and traces that need 


to remain intact . We at Hopetimepcb  use chemical  etching  as a normal  method due to its precision  and 


efficiency.


 


What is etch factor?
 


To produce


 


the copper


 


layer


 


features designed by our client, we use


 


a


 


corrosive solution


 


to remove the 


unwanted copper area, thus leaving behind the desired pattern. But when etching, the corrosive solution


 


will 


not only etch the unwanted copper, but also etch the walls of the


 


copper features of the design


 


(this means


 


undercut). 


 


Figure 4


 


(below)


 


illustrates the result.


 


The ratio “D/C”  is equal to the etching factor.


 


Thus,


 


the depth 


to which the etching occurs is proportional to


 


copper layer thickness (i.e. thicker copper has deeper etching).


 


This occurs because thicker copper requires more time exposed to the chemicals in order to be fully removed;


 


thus,


 


the corrosive chemicals have more time to etch the walls before being washed away.


 


The etch factor for PCBs manufactured by Hopetimepcb depends


 


on whether the layer is inside the board or 


outside. Etch Factor for outer layers is 1.4,


 


and the Etch Factor for inner layers is 2.5.
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Figure 4: Etching Dimensions Profile View 


4.3 Drill Selection 


4.3.1 Hole Diameter 
We Hopetimepcb can drill holes with sizes listed 


below.


 


Table 10 


Available mechanical holes size 0.15mm - 6.0mm 


Available laser holes size 4mil - 6mil (0.1mm-0.15mm) 


Note:   If the holes size is bigger than 6.0mm, we can also build them as cutouts (by milling), but the tolerance 
needs to be +/-0.15mm 


 


Holes drilled into printed circuit boards can either be plated in copper or left bare. The plated holes will be 


covered with copper on their walls after copper layers are etched, and they are used for forming electrical 


connections from one copper layer to another in a PCB. Non-plated holes are usually used for positioning or 


mounting, and thus do not require copper on their walls. Please indicate your choices in your Gerber files. Your 


circuit design program should be able to assist with this. 


For multilayer boards, holes can be categorized based on their depth into through-holes, blind holes and buried 


holes. Through-holes will be drilled through the whole board from the top to bottom layer, blind holes will be 


drilled from one outer layer to an inner layer, and buried holes are drilled from an inner layer to another inner 


layer. See section 5.3 Micro-via for further explanation of these hole types. A separate drill hole layer is 


necessary for each different depth of hole up to a maximum of 4 types. For example, a board with through-


holes and buried via between layers 2 to 3 and 4 to 8 will require 3 different layers with hole locations and 


sizes. 


4.3.2 Drill Tolerances 
Hole size tolerance is the allowable range of variation for a PCB’s drilled hole from the specified hole size from 


the PCB design.  


Pressfit holes are plated holes with tighter tolerance, which are used for through-hole components that are 


not soldered to the board.  
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Hopetimepcb can control the various drill tolerances, as described in Table 11 


below.


 


Table 11 


Plated hole size +/-3mil 


Pressfit hole size +/-2mil 


Non-plated hole size +/-2mil 


Hole location +/- 3 mil 


4.3.3 Slot Size Tolerance 
Slots are special holes which have different length from their width. And usually, if their length is longer than 


twice their width, we will call them “long slots”; otherwise, we will call them “short slots”.  


We at Hopetimepcb can control the slots size tolerance according to Table 12 below. 


Table 12 


Plated short slots +/-0.15mm 


Non-plated short slots +/-0.1mm 


Plated long slots +/-0.1mm 


Non-plated long slots +/-0.075mm 


4.4 Aspect Ratio 


Aspect Ratio is calculated by dividing the maximum board thickness with the smallest drilled hole diameter size 


specified for that board design. Maximum board thickness is the PCB thickness without copper plating, solder 


or solder mask. The aspect will affect the difficulty of plating. The bigger the aspect ratio is, the harder the 


plating process will be. 


We Hopetimepcb can build the board with aspect ratio listed in Table 13 below: 


Table 13 


Minimum plated holes size Available aspect ratio Maximum available board thickness 


0.15mm <=8 : 1 1.2mm 


0.20mm <=10 : 1 2.0mm 


0.25mm <=12 : 1  (20 : 1 is also available, 
but need an estimate at first) 


3.0mm                                                               
(If thicker, need an estimate at first) 


4.5 Annular Ring 


The annular ring is the width of the copper area around a via to connect it with the PCB trace network. Annular 


ring size is an important PCB design consideration since, during PCB fabrication, many conditions can cause 


holes to not be drilled perfectly centred. Therefore, it is necessary to design a sufficiently thick ring to allow for 


manufacturing tolerances and still produce a reliable electrical connection to the via. See Figure 5 below for an 


illustration. We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate the board with an annular ring listed in Table 14 below. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of Annular Ring 


Table 14 


Copper weight (oz.) Minimum annular ring needed 


0.5 oz. or 1.0 oz. 4.0mil (using 3.5mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


2.0 oz. 6.0mil (using 5.0mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


3.0 oz. 8.0mil (using 6.0mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


4.6 Tear Drop Pads 


Tear Drop Pads are an extra feature that adds additional 


copper at the junction of annular rings with PCB traces. It is 


named this due to the teardrop like shape made with the 


ring. This teardrop shape design feature enhances 


structural integrity against possible thermal or mechanical 


stresses, while also compensating for small fabrication 


tolerances that may compromise structural integrity. A 


common type of fabrication error is hole misalignment, 


which removes too much copper from the junctions of a via 


pad and PCB trace, causing the possibility for a broken trace 


connection or too thin of a connection. Tear Drop Pads 


leave extra copper and lowers the chance of board 


functional  problems occurring due to hole misalignment. 


We at Hopetimepcb typically add tear drop pads 


whenever possible if an annular ring is thinner than 7mil since it will increase tolerance limits for mistakes 


reducing the possibility of PCB problems occurring after fabrication and assembly. 


Whether tear drop pads are needed or not depends on the annular ring thickness of the plated holes: 


• For annular ring  < 7mil  tear drop pads are recommended to add, but not necessary 


• For annular ring  >= 7mil  tear drop pads are not needed 


4.7 Hole Clearance 


Clearance means the space between two features. Usually, there will be slight misalignment between different 


copper layers, and we will locate holes according to the fiducial marks which we add on the working panels. 


So, if the space between the hole and other copper features is too narrow, the holes may be drilled too close 


Figure 6: Teardrop Annular Ring 
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to the copper features because of misalignment, potentially causing a short-circuit or damaged pads. The 


higher the layer count is, the bigger the misalignment could be, and the larger the clearance we will need. 


The clearance to design between the holes to other copper feature will depend on the layer count, as shown 


below in Table 15: 


Table 15 


Layers count Minimum clearance between the hole to other copper feature 


<=6 8.0mil preferred (6.5mil minimum) 


8 10.0mil preferred (7.0mil minimum) 


>=10 12.0mil preferred (8.0mil minimum) 


 


4.8 Conductor Clearance 


Conductor clearance is the distance between traces or other copper elements. Sufficient trace clearance is 


essential to ensure manufacturing tolerances do not compromise the function of your board. In addition, to 


ensure the conductor width can match the Gerber, we must compensate (or enlarge) the conductor in Gerber 


to counteract the effect of undercut, as explained in Section 4.2 Etch Factor. The heavier the copper weight is, 


the deeper the etching, thus wider conductor clearance is needed to compensate. 
The minimum conductor clearance depends on the copper weight, as shown in Table 16 below. 


Table 16 


Copper weight minimum clearance (inner layers) minimum clearance (outer layers) 


0.5oz 4.0mil preferred (3.0mil minimum) 4.0mil preferred (3.0mil OK only in a few places) 


1oz 5.0mil preferred (4.0mil minimum) 6.0mil preferred (5.0mil minimum) 


2oz 7.0mil preferred (6.0mil minimum) 8.0mil preferred (7.0mil minimum) 


3oz 10.0mil preferred (9.0mil minimum) 12.0mil preferred (10.0mil minimum) 


>3oz Ask our sales team to verify Ask our sales team to verify 


 
Copper traces and other features must also be kept at least 0.2 mm (8 mil) from the board edge for standard 


tab routing, or 0.4 mm (16 mil) for V-Scoring. Feature-to-edge requirements are intended to protect against 


potential damage to copper features when individual boards are separated from the fabrication panel. 


4.9 Via Holes Treatment 


The plating thickness in vias will be determined by the parameters when doing copper plating for the board. 


Our copper plating can range from 20µm to 30µm. If you require thicker via plating, it will affect the copper 


weight on top and bottom layers, since the thicker the plating for the via holes, the thicker the top and bottom 


layers will be plated. If thermal conduction is your concern, we recommend filling the via holes with non-


conductive epoxy and then plate over it using the "Via in pad" process. There is a cost to this process, however, 


it is less costly, and more reliable, than filling the hole with a conductive material. 


Solder mask opening (also called solder mask clearance) indicates the area which should not be covered with 


solder mask oil. These openings are required to be on their own separate layer in the Gerber files for each 
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outer side of your board. For the via holes in your board’s Gerber files, if you have not designed a solder mask 


opening for them, we can treat them following ways outlined in Table 17. 


Table 17 


Via hole treatment Limiting Condition Extra cost 


Plugged with solder mask 1. The hole diameter must be smaller than 0.5mm; 
2. No solder mask opening on both sides; 
3. Finished board thickness should be 0.5mm ~ 2.4mm. 


No 


Covered with solder mask N/A No 


Via-in-pad 1. The hole diameter must be smaller than 0.6mm; 
2. Finished board thickness is bigger than 0.5mm ~ 2.4mm. 
3. The material cannot be PTFE material. 


Yes 


Plugged with solder mask: The holes will be built as normal through-holes first, and then be filled with solder 


mask oil. After plugging, light will not be able to go through the holes. When you are using a part with a BGA 


package, we advise that you plug the via holes under BGA area to avoid a short circuit when assembling. 


Covered with solder mask: Solder mask oil will cover the top of the copper pads of the via holes, and solder 


mask oil may also flow into the holes, but the holes are not filled, and light is able to go through these holes. 


Via-in-pad: The via holes will be filled with non-conductive epoxy, and then plated over them. While there are 


some via holes which are designed on SMD pads, we may also need to build via-in-pad to avoid the risk of 


leaking tin when assembling certain designs. 


4.10 Finished Board Thickness 


Finished overall board thickness can be measured from a PCB’s top layer to its bottom layer, including the 


solder mask and copper layers. This dimension is used for designing enclosures for the board. Do not forget to 


account for component height in your overall design. The maximum board thickness will be, as shown in Table 


18 below. 


Table 18 


Layers count Maximum board thickness (inches) Maximum board thickness (mm) 


<=2 layers 0.149 preferred (0.177 possible) 3.8 preferred  (4.5mm possible) 


>2 layer 0.149 preferred (0.236 possible) 3.8 preferred  (6.0mm possible) 


Note:     For 2 layer boards, if the board is thicker than 3.0mm, we may have to build it as a mock 4-layer 
board since we do not have the suitable substrate to match this thickness.  


4.11 Overall Finished Profile Tolerance 


A surfaces profile is a 3-dimensional tolerance zone outline around a surface plane defined by using basic radii 


dimensions, coordinate dimensions, angular dimensions. The profile tolerance is a uniform boundary around a 


board surface where there are elements of the surface generated by offsetting each point forming two 


tolerance zones. Profile tolerances is what controls a feature's form, size, orientation, and sometimes location 


with profile elements that are curved lines, straight lines, and areas.  


We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate a PCB with tolerances listed in Table 19. 
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Table 19 


 imperial metric 


Hole to board edge ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


Board edge to board edge ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


V-score to V-score ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


4.12 Board Outline 


As part of your design’s Gerber files, we require an outline of your board’s final shape. By doing this, you may 


control your final result and ensure conductors and components have a safe clearance from the edge. We at 


Hopetimepcb  require a clearance of 0.2mm (8mil) for standard routing and 0.4mm(16mil) for V-score edges, 


between your copper and board edge, to allow for manufacturing tolerance. A larger clearance is preferred, if 


possible .


 


Edge connectors  do not require  this clearance . We are capable  of cutting  complex  shapes to your 


board  at no additional  cost . Our minimum  cutter  size 0.8mm, thus  all cut-outs , must  be larger  than  this . 


Otherwise,


 


they may be a slot hole. Our outer board tolerance is +/-0.15mm. 


4.13 Edge Bevel 


Edge beveling is the process of making a transitional edge between two faces of a PCB usually performed on 


the outer edge of the PCB. Bevelling is commonly used on edge connectors to allow for smoother insertion into 


another circuit board socket. The edge connection pins are often called gold fingers because they are plated in 


gold, and there are several of them grouped together in parallel. Gold fingers are further discussed in Section 


6.7 Edge Connector Plating. For gold fingers, we at Hopetimepcb have the options listed below: 


• Available beveling angle:  20, 30, 45 and 60 degrees 


• Residual thickness after beveling:  >=0.3mm (0.2mm is okay, but ask for an estimate) 


You can calculate the depth or residual thickness of the bevelling using the geometry shown below in Figure 7. 


 


Figure 7: Edge Bevelling of Gold Finger Profile View 


𝑑 =
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑟


2 ∗ sin 𝑎
 


Where d is depth, a is the bevel angle, t is board thickness, and tr is residual thickness. 
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5.0 HDI Technology Capabilities 
In addition  to our standard  PCB options , we at Hopetimepcb  can also build  HDI boards , including  features 


such as laser-drilled microvias  or blind /buried vias. HDI boards commonly  include even smaller  trace width 


and spacing  requirements  than our usual  minimums . Our capability  for HDI PCB designs  is specified  in this 


section.


 


What are
 
HDI boards?


 


High-Density Interconnect (HDI) Technology is used in the trace network of multi-layer PCB boards fabrication 


to interconnect different PCB layers . Hopetimepcb ’s manufacturing facility maintains various limits or 


tolerances ,


 


which are


 


recommended to follow for HDI PCB fabrication to avoid problems with your fabricated 


PCB.


 


Various


 


types of micro-via,


 


such as blind via and buried via in the various layers ,


 


are used to make these 


complex


 


HDI


 


PCBs. 


 


5.1 Tight Trace
 
Width /


 
Spacing (Trace/Space)


 


The traces of a printed circuit board are a continuous path of copper on which electricity travels. The clearance 


space on a PCB design refers to the space or gap used to separate traces from other elements on the copper 


layer. We must maintain a minimum clearance space for each trace width to prevent short-circuiting


 


and allow 


for manufacturing tolerances. The minimum clearance trace width and space


 


will be dependent on the copper 


weight of internal and external layers on the board. For our


 


capability of trace width and space on


 


HDI boards, 


please see Table 20 below.


 


Table 20


 


Trace Width / Spacing 


Internal Layer 


1/2OZ:      3.0/4.0mil (preferred)        3.0/3.0mil(minimum) 


1OZ:          4.0/5.0mil (preferred)        3.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


2OZ:          5.0/7.0mil (preferred)        4.0/5.5mil(minimum) 


3OZ:          6.0/10.0mil (preferred)      5.0/8.0mil(minimum) 


External Layer 


1/2OZ:      4.0/4.0mil (preferred)        3.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


1OZ:          4.0/6.0mil (preferred)        4.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


2OZ:          5.0/8.0mil (preferred)        5.0/6.0mil(minimum) 


3OZ:          6.0/10.0mil (preferred)      6.0/8.0mil(minimum) 


5.2 BGA 


BGA is abbreviated from Ball Grid Array, a form of surface mount technology (SMT). BGA is now chosen more 


commonly in circuit design. BGA packages were developed due to the market demand for a more robust and 


convenient package to permanently mount integrated circuits with large numbers of pins. BGA allows for more 


interconnection pins per surface area than possible on a dual in-line or flat package. Some BGA components 


even mount integrated circuits with over 100 pins. To achieve this, the entire bottom of a BGA chip is largely 


filled with interconnection pins. By not limiting connections to the perimeter, connections under the SMD 


package will increase the efficiency of how space is utilized.  
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Over the years, Hopetimepcb has accumulated a vast amount of Ball Grid Array (BGA) assembly expertise and 


has developed  a  dependable  process  over  time. Currently ,  our fabrication  and assembly  facilities  use the 


most  up to date  BGA placement  equipment , and we also utilize  X-ray inspection  equipment to verify  the 


soldering . We have  a proven  record  of producing  BGA  circuit  boards  with  excellent  yield  rates  and  the 


highest quality in the electronics manufacturing industry. At Hopetimepcb, we can process BGA packages 


with the specifications listed in Table 21. 


Our skilled workforce employs thermal profiles even for low volume prototype boards, as it is a key function in 


the BGA assembly process. We carefully review the circuit board files and BGA chip datasheets to make the 


most appropriate thermal profile for BGA assembly. Lead-free BGA circuit boards pass through a particular 


lead-free thermal profile to prevent ball issues, which may occur due to using a lower temperature. 


Alternatively, the costly leaded BGA boards are diverted through specific leaded processes to avoid high 


temperatures, which lead to pin shorts. We have effective quality inspection procedures in place to offer high-


quality services.  


We possess high-tech BGA placement equipment, precise BGA assembly processes, and automated x-ray 


inspection (AXI) system to provide better quality BGA circuit board assembly. AXI is used to identify assembly 


defects; our team uses 2D x-rays to render 3D images, to verify the issues such as a circuit board broken vias 


in inner layers and BGA ball’s cold solder break. 


Table 21 


Capability of BGA package 


Available Size 2mmx3mm ~ 45mmx45mm 


Available material Ceramics,  plastics 


Available pitch Minimum 0.4mm (0.35mm is okay, but an estimate is needed.) 


5.3 Micro-via 


A standard micro-via consists of tiny copper-plated holes with a diameter of 6mil (0.15mm) or less and are 


made using a laser drill. Micro-vias can connect adjacent layers, allowing a single multilayer PCB to hold more 


circuit traces, which increases PCB circuit density. Although a single standard micro-via can only link two 


adjacent copper layers, there will still be significantly more available space for traces. Micro-vias consisting of 


various types such as blind via and buried via are used in High-Density Interconnect (HDI) PCB designs. Via-in-


pad technology is also available, as described in Section 4.9, to further increase circuit density. 


A standard micro-via is a highly reliable type of interconnection structure and should be used in a board design 


whenever possible. For an HDI PCB, the circuit routes need to interconnect several layers to connect 


components, but a standard micro-via can only be used to connect two adjacent layers. Thus, in order to use 


micro-via in HDI board design, we need to use the micro-vias in a compound design structure to connect more 


than two adjacent layers. There are two types of complex structures that use a standard micro-via: staggered 


and stacked structures. These structures are described below in sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 


We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate micro-via with a size ranging from 4mil (0.1mm)  to a maximum size of 6


mil (0.15mm). Fabrication of these vias  will require separate drill files  for each layer pair, with the via hole 


positions  on all of the different  layers of a multi-layer PCB; for example , one drill file for all top-to-bottom-


layer holes, and another for all second-to-third layer holes, etc. 
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An HDI PCB board layer with buried and blind vias can be laminated on the same side a maximum of three 


times. This means that a board can be processed in a maximum of 3 steps for blind or buried vias. For example, 


as boards are built from the center, we can have a buried via through a center layer, then a second process can 


add layers on either side with more buried vias and then a third pressing can add blind vias to the outer layers. 


Finally, through-holes can be drilled for a total of 4 drilling stages. See Figure 8 below for an example.  


 
Figure 8: Example of 10-layer HDI board with maximum via steps 


Table 22 


Summary of HDI Capabilities 


Laser Drilling 
Diameter 


4 mil (0.1 mm) – 6 mil (0.15 mm) 


Maximum 
Blind/Buried Steps 


3 


Max. Through-Hole 
Drilling Stages 


4 


Max. Aspect Ratio for 
Laser Via Fill Plating 


0.9:1 (preferred) – 1:1 (maximum) 


Min. Gap Between 
Blind/Buried Hole 
Wall & Conductor 


8 mil (laminate once) – 9 mil (laminate twice) – 10 mil (laminate 3 times) *preferred 
7 mil (laminate once) – 8 mil (laminate twice) – 9 mil (laminate 3 times) *minimum 


Min. Gap Between 
Laser-Drilled Hole 
Wall & Conductor 


7 mil (1+N+1) – 8 mil (2+N+2) 


Min Space Between 
Laser Holes & 
Conductor 


6 mil (preferred) – 5 mil (min.) 


Min Pad Size for 
Laser Holes 


10 mil (4 mil hole diameter) – 11 mil (5 mil hole diameter) 


Min BGA Pad Size 
12 mil (LF-HASL) – 10 mil (Other Surface Finish) – (Preferred) 
12 mil (LF-HASL) – 10 mil (HASL) – 7 mil (Other Surface Finish) – (Minimum) 
*See Section 6.0 for details on surface finish options 


BGA Pad Size 
Tolerance 


±1.5 mil (pad < 10 mil)  –  ±15% (pad > 10 mil)  –  (Preferred) 
±1.2 mil (pad < 12 mil)  –  ±10% (pad > 12 mil)  –  (Minimum) 
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5.3.1 Blind via 
A Blind via is a copper-plated hole on an HDI PCB that can connect one of the external layers with one or more 


internal layers, passing through two or more inner layers. Blind via can only be seen on one side of the board 


since it can only connect an outer layer to inner layers. However, a blind-via connection cannot pass through 


the entire board connecting directly to the other outer layer, though it must connect to one of the external 


layers.  


5.3.2 Buried via 
A Buried via is a copper-plated hole interconnecting two or more inner layers, but not connecting to an external 


layer. A buried via is hidden inside or buried within the board, so they are invisible from the outside as a buried 


via can only pass between the inner layers. Buried vias are only used to connect the various inner layers while 


not connecting to any outer layer. Thus, the drilling must be done before the pressing process of the PCB. For 


example, 1+n+1, 2+n+2, or 3+n+3, “n” represents a core layer with buried via on this multilayer board, and 


the numbers represent the couples of laser holes above the core layer. Also, laser holes on these inner layers 


can be plated closed with copper. 


  


Figure 9: Illustration of via types 


5.3.3 Stacked Micro-via 
Stacked micro-via is a type of compound design structure which stacks micro-via on top of each other. Stacked 


micro-via use space efficiently, allowing you to achieve the highest possible circuit density and are easier to 


use than a staggered structure. Unfortunately, stacked micro-via are less reliable as the via experiences greater 


thermal stress during the solder reflow step. Consequently, they are considered to be less reliable than even a 


through-via.  


5.3.4 Staggered Micro-via 
Staggered micro-via is a type of compound design made by placing micro-via with small offsets from each other 


between layers. This is the most reliable complex design structure, but it requires slightly more space in the 


HDI PCB design. 


5.4 Multiple Laminations/ Sequential Lamination 
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Lamination is a technique to manufacture a composite material with multiple layers, in this case, a multi-layer 


PCB. Laminating board materials into a multi-layer PCB involves fusing two or more different laminate boards 


using heat, pressure, welding, or adhesives. There are many different processes for lamination, and a variety 


of PCB materials allow for several lamination processes that may be applied to PCB design.  


For non-HDI boards, a single lamination step fuses all layers. For HDI boards, our technique for creating a 


multilayer PCB is sequential lamination, a process starting on a core layer fused with a conductive and dielectric 


layer on both sides using multiple pressure passes. Sequential lamination allows both blind and buried via to 


be created during the build-up process allowing discrete or formed components to be embedded using High-


Density Interconnect (HDI) technology for HDI PCB manufacturing. Due to the complexity of the sequential 


lamination  process , it may  add  considerable  cost  to board  fabrication  as well  as increasing lead  time .   


Hopetimepcb suggest consulting with one of our representatives if your design for an HDI PCB requires to be 


constructed  using sequential  lamination . Although  Hopetimepcb  has the capability  to fabricate  multi-layer 


PCBs with up to 40 layers, it is recommended  to design your PCBs with 20 layers at most. A PCB layer refers 


to a core, copper and prepreg layer in a PCB board, not including the silkscreen, solder mask, and other layers


.
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6.0 Surface Finish: Options and Requirements 
Applying the surface finish is one of the most important yet least understood steps of PCB fabrication. Surface 


finishes are used to cover and protect a PCB’s soldering pads. As a PCB designer, it is essential to understand 


the various finishes that are available to you, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each finish.  


Surface finish acts as a protective coating to shield copper not covered by a solder mask on a printed circuit 


board (PCB). A surface finish can be applied to a PCB using one of three primary ways: dipping, immersion, or 


electrolytic fusion. Dipping involves lowering and dipping parts of an unfinished PCB into a vat of liquid metal 


surface finish while restricting it to cover only the desired locations with the surface finish. Immersion is a 


method where a PCB is fully immersed in a bath of liquid metal surface finish, thereby fully galvanizing the PCB. 


Lastly, in the electrolytic plating process, the PCB is immersed in a solution containing dissolved metal ions 


known as an “electrolyte”. An electric current is then passed through that solution so that metal ions deposit 


themselves onto the conductive surface of the PCB. Many different types of surface finishes exist, and we at 


Hopetimepcb offer a variety of the most popular finished as options in our PCB fabrication services. 


6.1 HASL/LF-HASL 


Hot Air Solder Leveling (HASL) is the most common type of PCB 


surface finish used in the industry. HASL finishes are composed 


of solder, with proportions of approximately 63% tin and 37% 


lead, commonly referred to as a 60/40 split. The process for 


applying this finish is begun by dipping the circuit board into a 


molten pot of the tin/lead alloy after the solder mask has been 


applied. Next, a Hot Air Leveler (HAL) removes the excess solder, 


using hot air knives to leave behind only the thinnest possible 


layer. This remaining layer of solder protects the traces 


underneath it from corrosion, while easing the task of soldering 


components to the board by pre-tinning the whole pad. HASL is 


a very cost-effective surface finish compared to other types of 


finishes and thus is considered a great choice for general-


purpose boards.  


Lead-Free Hot Air Solder Leveling (LF-HASL) is similar to HASL in 


appearance and usage; however, the solder, in this case, contains a mix of 99.3% Tin and 0.6% Copper.  This 


alloy results in a higher melting point for lead-free solder, when compared with leaded solder. LF-HASL is a 


replacement for leaded solder, used when a lead-free or RoHS compliant PCB is required. Please note that a 


laminate with higher temperature tolerance is needed for applying this finish; otherwise, the process is 


identical.  


In the past, HASL was one of the most popular surface finish choices due to its qualities as a low cost and robust 


solution. Recent fundamental changes in the PCB industry, such as new, more complex surface mount 


technology (SMT), have revealed HASL’s shortcomings. HASL is not suitable for use with SMT due to uneven 


surfaces not being compatible with fine pitch components. Recently, lead-free LF-HASL became available, but 


now there are other lead-free options more suitable for a high-reliability product. 


Figure 10: Example of a HASL Surface Finish 
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Pros 


 Low-Cost Finish 


 Widely Available 


 Repairable Layer 


 Excellent Shelf Life 


 


Cons 


 Uneven Surfaces 


 Not Good for Fine Pitch Components 


 Thermal Shock 


 Not Good for Plated Through-Hole (PTH) 


 Poor Wetting 


 New Call-to-action 


 Solder Bridging 


 May Contain Lead (HASL) 


Hopetimepcb  offers a variety of surface finish options, all for a standard  price, including  HASL. Please note 


before  ordering  that  standard  HASL  finishes  contain  lead; therefore , boards  with  this finish  will  not meet 


RoHS standards. We suggest planning for the LF-HASL option if you want this type of surface finish. 


6.2 ENTEK/OSP 
Organic Surface Protectant (OSP) is a type of water-


based, organic surface finish that is typically applied to 


copper pads on a PCB. OSP is an organic chemical 


compound that will selectively bond to copper pads and 


provides an organometallic layer to protect that copper 


layer. However, OSP is not as robust as HASL and is very 


sensitive to small abrasions requiring gloves to avoid 


scratches. OSP is an environmentally-friendly compound, 


and extremely green in comparison with other lead-free 


finishes, which typically have more toxic substances or 


require substantially higher energy consumption. OSP is 


a good lead-free surface finish with very flat surfaces, but 


it has a very short shelf life. To apply this surface finish, 


you only need to dip the PCB into a chemical bath of the 


OSP compound, but you must note that this may only be 


done after all other processes are finished, including 


Electrical Test and Inspection. OSP is not a standard 


surface finish and incurs extra cost if chosen. 


Pros 


 Lead-free 


 Flat surface 


 Simple process 


 Repairable 


 Cost-Effective 


 


Cons 


 Not good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 No Way to Measure Thickness 


 Short Shelf Life 


 Can Cause ICT Issues 


 Exposed Cu on Final Assembly 


 Handling Sensitive    


 


Figure 11: Example of an OSP Surface Finish 
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6.3 ENIG 


Electro less Nickel/Immersion Gold (ENIG) is a double-layer 


metallic surface finish that is composed of a very thin layer 


of gold applied over a layer of nickel.  A nickel layer is first 


plated onto the PCB copper pads using an electroless 


process, a controlled chemical reaction. Then a gold layer 


is applied on top of the nickel layer using immersion 


methods to cover the pads and traces.  


Typically, an ENIG surface finish is only applied after a 


solder mask layer is applied; this is due to cost increases if 


all copper surfaces are plated with gold. After applying a 


solder mask layer, the layer of gold will be applied only to 


what is left exposed, reducing the total area plated with 


gold. The top layer of gold protects the nickel during the 


storage period, thus providing an excellent shelf life. This 


finish also provides a very flat surface, which is ideal for 


mounting parts such as Surface Mount Devices (SMDs) and 


Ball Grid Arrays (BGAs). ENIG is a finish preferred by many contract PCB assemblers due to the high electrical 


conductivity of gold. 


As a result of the many advantages listed above, ENIG has become the most highly-used finish in the PCB 


industry since the growth and implementation of the RoHS regulation. Unfortunately, such great advantages 


cannot come without drawbacks, and for ENIG, the biggest drawback is it’s complex and sensitive application 


procedure. If this procedure is not properly controlled, quality issues such as "Black Pad" may occur. Black Pad 


is a buildup of phosphorous between the gold and nickel layers, which may result in fractured surfaces and 


faulty connections. 


Pros 


 Flat surfaces 


 Strong 


 Lead-Free 


 Good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 Long Shelf Life  


 


Cons 


 Black Pad / Black Nickel 


 Expensive 


 Not Re-workable  


 Damage from ET 


 Signal Loss (RF) 


 Limited availability 


 Complicated Process (two-parts) 


 


We  at Hopetimepcb  offer  ENIG  as a standard  surface  finish  option , with  a standard  price , meaning  no 


additional  cost  will  be applied  for selecting  this finish . It is our most  popular  surface  due to it’s improved 


quality at the standard cost. 


 


 


 


Figure 12: Example of an ENIG Surface Finish 
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6.4 Full Body Hard Gold 


Full Body Hard Gold also known as Hard Electrolytic Gold, 


is a layer of gold with hardeners for increased durability, 


plated over a barrier coat of nickel using an electrolytic 


process. Hard gold is extremely durable, and so this 


material is usually applied to high-wear areas, such as 


edge connector gold fingers and keypads, since its 


hardness can withstand repeated use; however, due to 


the high cost of hard gold, and its relatively poor solder-


ability, it is rarely applied to solder-able areas.   


Full Body Hard Gold is a rarely-chosen surface finish, 


where the full body of the PCB board is plated with hard 


gold. In order to apply a Full Body Hard Gold surface 


finish, an electrolytic process using an electric current or 


an immersion process is needed, depending on the PCB 


design. Due to the poor solder-ability of hard gold, a very 


active flux will be required to solder effectively to the 


hard-gold-plated pads.  


Pros 


 Hard, Durable Surface 


 No Lead 


 Long Shelf Life 


 


Cons 


 Very Expensive 


 Extra Processing / Labor Intensive 


 Use of Resist / Tape 


 Plating / Bus Bars Required 


 Demarcation 


 Difficulty with Other Surface Finishes 


 Etching Undercut Leads to Slivering / Flaking 


 Not Solder-Able Above 17 μin 


 Finish Does Not Fully Encapsulate Trace 


Sidewalls, Except in Finger Areas 


 


We at Hopetimepcb  also offer  this finish  option , but please  note that the associated  cost depends  on the 


specific  amount  of gold  plating  area  that  is ordered . Please  send  all  necessary  documents  and  data  to 


Hopetimepcb, and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


6.5 Selective Gold  


Selective Gold involves using a gold surface finish to plate specific areas on a PCB; note that this does not 


include applying gold fingers. While we at Hopetimepcb  offer this finish option, the associated cost depends 


on the specific area of gold plating ordered. Please send all necessary documents and data to Hopetimepcb , 


and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


Figure 13: Example of a Full Body Hard Gold  
Surface Finish 
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6.6 Double Gold (Full-Body + Selective Gold) 


Double Gold is a method that combines the use of both Full Body Hard Gold and Selective Gold methods. We 


atHopetimepcb  offer this finish option, but please note that the associated cost depends on the specific area of 


gold


 


plating ordered. Please send all necessary documents and data to Hopetimepcb , and we will review your 


files


 


before providing you with an estimate. 


6.7 Edge Connector Plating 


The Edge Connector is the part of a printed circuit 


board (PCB) with traces leading to the edge of the 


board, shaped to plug into a matching socket. 


Applying hard gold plating onto edge connectors as 


gold fingers is highly recommended. Hard gold is 


extremely durable; thus, when it is applied to high-


use areas, such as edge connectors, they can 


withstand  more  wear  and  tear .  We  at 


Hopetimepcb  also  offer  this  finish  option , but 


please note that the associated cost depends upon 


the  specific  amount  of  gold  plating  area  that  is 


ordered. Please send all necessary  documents  and 


data to Hopetimepcb , and we will review your files 


before providing you with an estimate. See Section 


4.13


 


Edge Bevel


 


for bevel angles available for gold 


fingers.


 


 


6.8 Wire Bonding (Soft Gold) 


Wire Bonding, which uses soft gold, is another type of surface finish commonly referred to as “wire bondable 


gold”.  The softer gold used in this type of surface finish can easily form strong metallic bonds with standard 


copper traces. The strong bond of gold and copper allows for more conductive connections when leads are 


soldered to the board. The process for applying a soft gold surface finish is similar to hard gold, using an 


electrolytic process to apply the finish, but the soft gold process requires that a solder mask first be applied. 


When soldered, soft gold remains in the alloy and produces a stronger welded joint at the point of soldering 


or wire bond.  We at Hopetimepcb also offer this option, but please note that the associated cost depends on 


the  specific  amount  of  soft  gold  used  in bonding . Please  send  all  necessary  documents  and  data  to 


Hopetimepcb, and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


 


 


 


Figure 14: Example of Edge Connector Plating 
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6.9 ENEPIG 


Electroless Nickel / Electroless Palladium / 


Immersion Gold (ENEPIG) is an advanced and 


complicated surface finish. ENEPIG is similar to ENIG 


and was developed over a decade ago as a design 


improvement on the ENIG surface finish. ENEPIG 


recently became more popular due to a decrease in 


the price of palladium. The application process of 


ENEPIG is similar to the ENIG application process, 


with one extra step: the application of a palladium 


layer over the nickel layer, before adding the top 


gold layer. The palladium layer in the middle 


removes the possibility of “Black Pad”, caused by 


the nickel layer being corroded by the gold. The 


ENEPIG method forms a flat, coplanar, hard surface 


that is good for gold wire bonding, aluminum wire 


bonding, and provides excellent solder-ability. 


Pros 


 Flat surfaces 


 Strong 


 Lead-free 


 Good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 Long Shelf Life  


Cons 


 Expensive 


 Not Re-workable  


 Very Limited Availability 


 Complicated Process (Three Parts) 


 


Please  note that we at Hopetimepcb  usually  do not provide  ENEPIG  as one of our standard  surface  finish 


options . If a client  is interested  in this finish, we ask that they please  contact  one of our technical  support 


specialists for further details about cost and lead time before finalizing their order. 


6.10 Immersion Tin 


Immersion Tin is a method using a chemical 


process to apply a very thin tin layer over the 


copper layer. This method is a lead-free alternative 


that makes a consistently flat tin surface that 


solders well and is cost-efficient. This tin layer’s 


appearance is usually mostly white, so it is also 


commonly referred to as White Tin and is applied 


to the copper using an electroless chemical bath. 


This tin surface finish can protect the copper 


Figure 15: Example of an ENEPIG Surface Finish 


Figure 16: Example of an Immersion Tin Surface Finish 
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surface underneath from oxidation throughout the PCB’s intended shelf life. However, one problematic aspect 


of this finish is the strong affinity of tin and copper for one another, which allows the diffusion of one metal 


into another. This process can cause the formation of “tin whiskers”, which are small strands of diffuse tin that 


can cause shorts and reduce the quality of solder joints, negatively impacting the shelf life and the performance 


of the PCB. 


Pros 


 Lead-free 


 High Reliability  


 Flat Surface/Planar  


 Cost-Effective  


 Can Substitute for Reflowed Solder 


 Top Choice for Press Fit Pin Insertion 


 Re-workable 


 


Cons 


 Not Good for PTH  


 Process Uses Thiourea, a Known Carcinogen  


 Not Good for Multiple Reflow/Assembly 


Processes 


 Tin Whiskers 


 Could Damage Solder Mask  


 Easy to Cause Handling Damage 


 Difficult to Measure Thickness 


 


We at Hopetimepcb offer Immersive Tin as a standard surface finish option, with a standard price, meaning 


no additional cost will be applied for selecting this finish. 


6.11 Immersion Silver 


Immersion Silver is a method that applies a lead-


free layer of silver onto a PCB, to protect copper 


traces from corrosion. Silver surface finish has 


excellent solder-ability comparable to solder 


plating, as well as moderately long shelf life, 


though still less than some of the other finishes. 


It is a popular choice due to silver being the most 


electrically conductive metal available, and ideal 


for high-speed signals. Silver surface finish can 


be applied to copper traces with an electroless 


immersion reaction, displacing the copper layer. 


The application process for this surface finish 


forms a very flat surface, which is advantageous 


for SMD assembly. Silver immersion is a surface 


finish with benefits that far outweigh its costs, and thus it has gained widespread popularity since the RoHS 


and WEEE directives came into effect; however, silver immersion is not without its drawbacks. Silver is sensitive 


to contaminants, both in the air and on the board, and thus it should be packaged as soon as possible to prevent 


tarnishing. 


 


 


Figure 17: Example of Silver Immersion Surface Finish 
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Pros 


 RoHS complaint 


 Planar 


 Fine pitch 


 Cost-effective 


 A good alternative to ENIG 


 High stability  


Cons 


 Tarnishes  


 Silver Whiskering 


 Some Systems Cannot Throw into Micro-Via 


Aspect Ratios of > 1:1 


 High Friction Coefficient/Not Suited to 


Compliant-Pin Insertion (Ni-Au Pins)  


We at Hopetimepcb offer Immersion Silver as a standard surface finish option, with a standard price, 


meaning no additional cost will be applied for selecting this finish. 


6.12 Comparison Chart 


Hopetimepcb offers a variety of different surface finish choices, with some standard surface finishes like ENIG


, HASL , LF-HASL , Tin Immersion , and Silver  Immersion  surface  finishes  for a standard  price . Other  offered 


surface  finish choices  are  Hard  Gold , Selective  Gold  Plating , and  OSP , etc . at different  prices . Please  be 


advised  that  the associated  cost  of these  non-standard  options  will  be higher , and can depend  upon  the 


specific requirements of your project.  


Considering both price and performance, the following options are suggested for typical projects: 


• Electroless Nickel Immersion Gold (ENIG) 


• Immersion Tin 


• Immersion Silver 


 


Table 23 


 HASL LF-HASL OSP ENIG Tin Silver Hard Gold Soft Gold ENEPIG 


Deposit Dipped Dipped Dipped Electro-
less/ 
Immersion 


Immersion Immersion Electrolytic Electrolytic Electro-
less/ 
Immersion 


Cost $ $ $ $$ $$ $$ $$$ $$$ $$ 


RoHS No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Shelf Life Long Long Medium Long Medium Medium Long Long Long 
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7.0 Solder Mask: Options and Requirements 
The solder mask is a piece of the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) fabrication process that is often taken for granted, 


but this piece is absolutely vital in assuring the quality and functionality of a PCB. The striking difference in 


quality between boards with and without solder masks is the reason why we at Hopetimepcb  include solder 


masks as a standard  finish on all our boards . Having  established  the importance  of solder masks, it follows 


that a PCB designer should understand the function of a solder mask in some detail and the types offered by 


their manufacturer. 


7.1 – What is a Solder Mask? 


A solder mask is a robust, permanent coating that is laminated over the copper traces of a PCB. This layer is 


sometimes called the “solder stop mask” or “solder resist”. The main function of a solder mask is to prevent 


the formation of solder bridges during automated mass assembly. A solder bridge is formed when a small bead 


of solder creates an unintended electrical connection between two or more pads on a PCB. An additional 


purpose of a solder mask is to protect the copper traces against oxidation, which substantially improves the 


lifetime of the board. 


The solder mask becomes even more essential in the mass assembly of PCBs, where a solder bath is used to tin 


each copper pad. During this process, the solder mask acts to ensure that no traces of solder are left in 


unintended areas as a result of the solder bath. Such trace amounts of solder could cause a short circuit 


between two points on the board, which should be unconnected. 


7.2 – Types of Solder Mask 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer  Liquid  Photo -Imageable  solder  mask , and peel -able  solder  mask (described  in 


section  7.7). Liquid  Photo -Imageable  (LPI) solder  masks  are  composed  of an ink compound  that  can  be 


silkscreened  or sprayed onto the PCB. The LPI solder mask technique is commonly  used with hot air surface 


levelling (HASL), and requires a clean environment, free of particles and contaminants , for application. After 


an LPI solder mask is applied, and the PCB is completely covered on both sides with the solder mask, the next 


stage in the process is curing.  


Unlike some older solder masks, LPI inks are sensitive to UV light and can be cured after a short “tack cure 


cycle”, making use of UV light exposure. This curing process cements the solder mask in place permanently. To 


ensure that the LPI mask is cured in the proper locations, negative film stencils of the top and bottom solder 


masks are printed using a contact printer and the original Gerber files. The film sheets are printed with black 


sections corresponding to any areas of the PCB that are to be left uncoated for soldering, or otherwise free 


from the solder mask. The entire PCB is then exposed to a UV light, which causes the solder mask to cure and 


harden in any exposed areas, but has no effect on those areas shielded by the black film. After curing is 


complete, the uncured mask can be washed off of the film-shielded sections, leaving the solder mask in only 


the desired areas. 
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Our high-quality solder mask is durable and long-lasting. Usually, we consider that a 1um solder mask layer can 


withstand 100 VDC. We can ensure the solder mask thickness will be minimum 5um on the conductor corner 


and minimum 10um on conductor surface. These thicknesses ensure that for the majority of designs, 


breakdown of the solder mask is not an issue. 


7.3 – Solder Mask Design Rules 


When starting a new PCB layout,  or before submitting your design to Hopetimepcb for PCB Fabrication, 


it is worthwhile to check your solder mask spacing against the following criteria to ensure manufacturability: 


Conductor Overlap: Refers to the relative size of the solder mask, compared to the copper feature. 


Hopetimepcb requires a conductor overlap at least 4 mil larger than the feature size. 


Solder Mask Clearance: Related to conductor overlap, the solder mask clearance defines the actual space 


between the edge of the copper feature and the edge of the solder mask. Hopetimepcb requires a minimum 


solder mask clearance of 2 mil. 


Solder Mask Bridge: Refers to the width of the solder masked area that fills a gap between any two pads on 


the PCB. Hopetimepcb prefers a minimum solder mask bridge of 4 mil, with an absolute minimum of 3.5 mil. 


Figure 17 shows a visual depiction of the spacing requirements described above for clarity. 


 


Figure 18: Visual Depiction of Solder Mask Spacing Requirements 
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7.4 – Solder Mask Colours 


The colour of a solder mask has no effect on the electrical performance of a board, but there is an important 


aspect of contrast between traces, planes, and empty space to consider. Solder masks are available in a variety 


of colours, including some standard colours and a large variety of custom colours. The colour chosen can make 


quite a difference in the degree of difficulty for future troubleshooting of the PCB. We at Hopetimepcb  have 


a number of standard solder mask colours available, but custom colours will need to be ordered in advance. 


 


Figure 19: A Standard Green Solder Mask Protecting Copper Traces 


7.4.1 – Standard Solder Mask Colours 
We at Hopetimepcb offer the following standard solder mask colours: Green, Matte Green, Red, Blue, Matte 


Blue, Yellow, Black, Matte Black, and White. 


Green 


In terms of practical performance, green is the best choice for the solder mask colour. It is the industry standard 


because green is easy on the eyes, allowing for high contrast between traces, planes, and empty space on the 


PCB. High contrast allows for technicians to easily check, with the naked eye, for manufacturing defects. 


Red 


Red is a colour that looks professional, but the contrast between traces, planes, and empty space is lower than 


it is with a green solder mask. Some degree of magnification is suggested when inspecting fine traces on the 


board for defects with this colour. 


Blue 


Blue solder masks show a low contrast between traces, planes, and empty space; thus, magnification is 


mandatory when inspecting for manufacturing defects. These PCBs look aesthetically pleasing and very 


professional, making them a good choice for fully-developed finished products that will not require much trace 


visibility. 


Yellow 


Yellow solder masks show very high contrast between planes, traces, and empty spaces. In fact, the contract 


achieved by the use of a yellow mask is as high as green; however, the colour is unpopular.  


Black 
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Black is a glossy colour that looks good but has almost no contrast between traces, planes and empty space. 


Black also absorbs heat, which increases the danger of overheating for sensitive components. 


White 


White has the lowest contrast and is also the hardest to clean. If possible, we avoid choosing white. 


7.4.2 Custom colour 
We at Hopetimepcb  are happy to offer custom solder mask colours , such as purple and orange, but we do 


not keep these colours in stock. We will need to purchase these colours prior to production, so we employ a 


Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ) for custom colours. Expect a marginal increase in both price and turn time 


for your PCBs if you select a custom colour for the solder mask. 


7.5 – Substitutes (North America vs China) 


Hopetimepcb  offers high-quality Taiyo solder mask oil, which has satisfied the requirements  of most clients 


and is available  in North  America  as well . Taiyo  is the world 's leading  manufacturer  of specialty  inks  and 


solder masks for printed circuit boards. 


7.6 – Solder Mask Tenting 


Solder masks can be used for covering the holes in a PCB by a process called tenting, the goal of which is to 


minimize the amount of exposed conductive material on the surface of the board in the interest of preventing 


shorts. We recommend tenting only for vias, and not THT pads, because some solder mask oil will flow into the 


holes during the tenting process, and this might affect the finished hole size. 


7.7 – Solder Mask Plugging 
We also offer solder mask plugging in which holes are plugged with solder mask oil on both sides. These should 


be indicated in your Gerber files. Hole sizes for plugging should be smaller than 0.5mm (20mil) in diameter. 


7.8 – Peel-Able Solder Mask 


A peel-able solder mask (PSM) is a type of temporary solder mask that is selectively applied to parts of a PCB. 


It is used to protect gold plated surfaces from being coated with solder before the Hot Air Solder Leveling 


(HASL) process, and then it is removed manually. If a peel-able solder mask is used to cover holes on a PCB, the 


mask’s area should be 0.3mm bigger per side than the holes. Also, it should avoid any pads not required to be 


covered by at least 0.4mm. 
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8.0 Silkscreen: Options and Requirements 
The silkscreen may seem straightforward at first glance, and indeed the basic duties of this PCB layer are 


relatively mundane when compared with some others; however, errors in the design of the silkscreen layer 


can severely impact the aesthetics of the finished PCB. Furthermore, a robust silkscreen layer will not only act 


to improve aesthetics but also it will assist in the troubleshooting and reworking of your PCB project. 


A savvy PCB design engineer should understand the responsibilities of the silkscreen layer, as well as the design 


requirements that will allow for a clear and durable silkscreen. It is also useful to become familiar with the 


many options in colour and composition for the silkscreen on your PCB project. 


This section describes the function and design of the silkscreen layer and proceeds with a discussion of the 


many silkscreen options that Hopetimepcb makes available to our clients.  


8.1 – What is a Silkscreen? 


 The silkscreen is one of the many different layers 


that can be found within a PCB layout design. The 


silkscreen layer contains all of the human-


readable text to be printed onto a PCB. Such 


information might include component reference 


designators, company logos, manufacturer 


marks, warning symbols, part numbers, version 


numbers, date codes, etc. 


Printable space is quite limited on the surface of 


a PCB, and so it should be reserved for very useful 


or important information. For example, the 


silkscreen is most often used to print a 


component legend, which shows the locations of 


various components on the board. Such a legend 


will ease future troubleshooting and reworking of 


the board, allowing technicians to easily reference between the circuit schematic and the completed PCB.  


Other common silkscreen applications are company logos and PCB design serial numbers. 


8.2 –Silkscreen Requirements 


In order to ensure that the silkscreen layer can be printed clearly, all silkscreen designs should adhere to the 


specific limits of their manufacturer’s printing equipment. 


Hopetimepcb  is able  to  print  silkscreen  layers  with  a ± 7  mil  (0.007  inch ) margin  of  error , and  so  we 


recommend  that your silkscreen  layers be designed  with at least a 7-mil clearance from all component  and 


board edges. In the case that this margin of error causes silkscreen to be printed over solder-able pads, our 


production process will automatically correct the mistake.  


Figure 20: White Silkscreen Printing on Red PCB 
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8.2.1 – Minimum Line Width & Text Height 
Minimum line width refers to the lowest possible thickness of marking that a silkscreen printer can produce. 


We at Hopetimepcb have the capability to print PCB silkscreens with a minimum line width of 5 mil (0.125


mm).


 


Minimum text height refers to the smallest character that a silkscreen printer can produce, in terms of physical 


dimensions. Hopetimepcb can print PCB silkscreen text with a minimum height of 30 mil


 


(0.762mm).


 


8.2.2
 
–


 
Idents on Copper


 


Idents on Copper are permanent etchings on the PCB’s copper layer that act as labels in addition to, or in place 


of, the silkscreen layer. Etched lines and letters are more resistant to wear and tear, but may compromise the 


protections that are in place on the PCB’s copper layer.


 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer  to apply  etchings  onto  the PCB ’s copper  layer , but only  the ENIG  or the HASL 


surface  finish may be used in this case. Other surface  finishes  increase  the risk of silkscreen  discolouration 


and pollution of the exposed copper area.


 


8.2.3
 
–


 
Logos


 


At Hopetimepcb , we certainly  can print logos on silkscreen  layers .


 


However , keep in mind that all parts of 


your logo must also adhere  to our limits  in Minimum  Line Width and Minimum  Text Height , as outlined  in 


Sections  8.2.1 and 8.2.2.


 


Your CAD program  should  allow you to measure  line width  and text height  once 


your logo is imported.


 


8.2.4
 
–


 
Certificate Location


 


At Hopetimepcb, we offer to print certification logos onto your PCBs; simply indicate the location of these 


certificates in your design files.


 


8.3 –
 
Silkscreen Types


 


At Hopetimepcb, we offer a robust heat-curable type of silkscreen ink. Solder mask oil may also be used for 


printing a silkscreen layer if a custom colour is chosen.


 


8.4 –
 
Silkscreen Colours


 


Silkscreen lines may be printed in a wide variety of colours, and so it is useful to divide these colours into two 


distinct types, the standard colours and the custom colours, for the purposes of our discussion.


 


8.4.1 –
 
Standard Colours


 


We at Hopetimepcb currently offer three standard silkscreen colours: White Yellow


 


and Black.


 


8.4.2 –
 
Custom Colours


 


For the other colour choices, we use custom-coloured solder mask oil for printing. This means that our selection 


of custom silkscreen colours is the same as that of custom solder mask colours


 


in section 7.2.2.
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8.5 – Substitute (North America vs China) 


As mentioned  in Section  8.3, we at Hopetimepcb  offer  robust  heat -curable  silkscreen  materials . These 


materials  are equivalent  in performance  between  North  American  products  and Chinese  products . Our 


clients have been satisfied with the performance of our heat-curable standard silkscreen. 


8.6 – Multiple Colour Silk on One PCB 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer to print silkscreens with multiple colours on the same PCB; however, this process 


requires  extra silkscreen  film, which  acts to increase  the cost. Our capabilities  limit the number  of distinct 


colours on a single board to a maximum of three. 


8.7 – Serialization 


At Hopetimepcb , we are happy to offer silkscreen  printing  for unique serial  numbers  on each PCB. If serial 


numbers were not included in your original design, we could provide our own unique number on each of your 


PCBs, but we cannot guarantee a particular starting point for serial numbers that we supply. 
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9.0 Electrical Testing 


Electrical testing can be considered the final stage in the PCB fabrication process. During this stage, electrical 


probes are used to test each unpopulated PCB for shorts, opens, resistance, capacitance, and other basic 


electrical parameters. Advanced electronic test equipment is used to verify that the net continuity for the PCB 


is within the expected range, which is provided by the NETLIST file of the PCB design. Testing the net continuity 


can protect against possible problems with the fabricated boards after the parts assembly step. Electrical tests 


are especially essential for multi-layer PCBs since the inner layers of the PCB will also require verification. All 


SMD pads and plated through-holes on the PCB need to be checked for open and short circuits. 


9.1 – Electrical Testing Requirements 


Hopetimepcb  performs  electrical  tests  according  to the  client 's request  when  specified . If no  testing 


requirements  are specified, we will perform electrical  testing according to IPC standard, depending  on both 


the design  and the cost of the PCB. All PCB electrical  testing  requires  a NETLIST  File from the original  PCB 


layout design, which gives information about the manner of electrical connection for each pad on the board, 


with respect to every other pad. 


9.1.1 – Testing File 
Electrical testing is used to ensure that no error occurred during the production process that might have 


introduced unwanted short or open circuits into the PCB’s copper layers. Comparing the PCB electrical test 


data with a NETLIST file ensures that the actual net relationships on the finished PCB match the net 


relationships in the original design. 


If you choose to use the ODB++ format, the NETLIST file will be contained within your design files, and there is 


no need to supply one separately. If you use a different format, such as Gerber RS-274X, then you will need to 


supply a separate netlist file in IPC356 format. 


CAD-Based Netlist File 
At Hopetimepcb, we ask that you provide a CAD-based NETLIST file with your design files, if possible. A CAD-


based NETLIST file is one that was generated before PCB routing was determined. This confers an extra level 


of protection by allowing us to detect errors that may have occurred during production or  during Gerber  file 


generation/conversion.  


Gerber-Based Netlist File 
If no CAD-based NETLIST file is available, we at Hopetimepcb  are able to generate a reference NETLIST from 


the client ’s Gerber data. This type of NETLIST  will allow us to detect  errors  that may have occurred  during 


production, but not those that occurred during Gerber file generation/conversion.  


9.1.2 – E.T. Stamping 
At Hopetimepcb, we will print E.T. (Electrical Testing) stamps onto assembled boards at the client’s behest. 


9.1.3 – Capabilities 
Our testing capabilities are listed below in Table 24: 
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Table 24 


Testing Capabilities 


Minimum Continuity Resistance 0.1 Ohms 


Maximum Test Voltage 1000 Volts 


Maximum Isolated Resistance 25 M Ohm - 2 G Ohm 


Electrical Test Pitch (Fixture) 0.020" 


Electrical Test Pitch (Flying Probe) 0.004" 


9.2 – Flying Probe Test 


The Flying Probe test method makes use of electro-mechanically controlled probes to test points on a PCB one 


at a time. This electrical testing method is more suitable for testing low-to-mid-sized quantities of physically-


smaller PCBs. The Flying Probe method boasts a lower associated cost, compared with the Fixture method, 


since no expensive programming or fixture setup is required. This meticulous method offers greater accuracy, 


which translates into increased fault coverage and defect detection over other testing techniques. The 


drawback to this method is an increased time required for each individual board test, which stems from the 


fact that the probe must move through the board in a specific sequence. 


At  Hopetimepcb , we  consider  the  standard  threshold  for  deciding  the  electrical  test  type  to  be  15 


manufacturing panels. We will use Flying Probe if order quantity is less than 15 Manufacturing Panels or if the 


PCB order in question has an area smaller than 1 square meter 


9.3 – Fixture (Bed of Nails) Test 


The Fixture (Bed of Nails) test method dictates that a test template be created, with pins aligned to the test 


points in the circuitry of the PCB. Test templates, or fixtures, are made by first inserting pins into holes on an 


epoxy phenolic glass-cloth-laminated sheet. Each pin is aligned for an instant connection with a test point in 


the circuitry of the PCB, and all pins are fixed permanently. When a bare PCB is pressed down against the 


fixture, stable connections can be instantly and simultaneously formed with hundreds of test points within the 


circuitry of the PCB. This testing method requires an investment of time and material cost to create the initial 


fixture but allows for very rapid testing after that fixture is created. 


At  Hopetimepcb , we  consider  the  standard  threshold  for  deciding  the  electrical  test  type  to  be  15 


manufacturing  panels . We may choose  the Fixture  method  if the order  quantity  is greater  than  15 


Manufacturing Panels, or if the PCB order in question has an area greater than 1 square meter.  


9.4 – Cost 


At Hopetimepcb, we perform two different types of electrical testing, and the associated cost differs 


between the two. These two types of tests are known as the Fixture method and the Flying Probe method. 


The Fixture method, also known as Bed of Nails, requires that a template be created, which will then be used 


to test each PCB in turn. Building this template, or Fixture requires time and additional costs for the necessary 


materials, but can test large numbers of PCBs very rapidly. At Hopetimepcb, we offer a standard test price on 


the condition  that your design incorporates  less than 1,300 test points. In the case that your design boasts 


over 1300 test points, we will calculate the price depending upon the number of test points required on the 


fixture.
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The Flying Probe method does not require expensive materials for the building of fixtures; instead, a machine 


sequentially connects electro-mechanically-controlled probes to individual test points on a PCB. This method 


is not well-suited to very high volume orders due to the time required to the probe to learn the testing 


sequence, and also to actually move through each board during testing. Since the time required for a Flying 


Probe test can vary so widely depending upon the design in questions, our cost for this testing method will be 


calculated depending on the PCB’s physical size and layer count. 


Hopetimepcb performs 100% electrical testing on all bare PCBs produced at its facilities,  and this is included 


in all quotes unless otherwise specified.  
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10.0 Controlled Impedance PCB 
Impedance Controlled PCBs are fabricated with tightly controlled dimensional tolerances to ensure the PCBs 


have signal transmission  lines with accurate impedances . Upon request, Hopetimepcb  offers free of charge 


design stack-up and impedance  calculation  assistance  to help clients design Impedance  Controlled  PCBs. In 


the conceptual  level  of your PCB design , our team is willing  to work with your engineering  team to better 


control impedance by selecting the proper material and stack up. 


Electrical impedance is the total amount of opposition given to the electrical current flow in an electrical circuit. 


Impedance can be calculated using the resistance and reactance of the current in a circuit when a voltage is 


applied measured and expressed in ohms. Resistance is the opposition to an electrical current flow present in 


all materials. Reactance is the opposition to an electrical current flow from inherent capacitance and 


inductance in the electrical circuit interacting with changes in the voltage and current.  


Theoretically, for an ideal PCB performance situation, all output energy from a component’s output pin would 


flow through the connected PCB routing into the load input pin on the other end. However, in reality, not all 


the energy is absorbed by the load, and any leftover energy would be reflected back into the PCB routing, 


flowing back toward the output source pin. Reflected energy is a concern for AC (Alternating Current) signals 


because reflected energy can cause noise that interferes with the original signal, changing the signal’s 


waveform. In the worst-case scenario, reflected energy would affect the signal’s integrity, resulting in 


unpredictable PCB behaviour. Impedance matching is not as much of a concern for Digital DC (Direct Current) 


signals as signals are either high or low, and devices’ noise thresholds are usually able to compensate for the 


small amount of noise from reflected energy. 


Energy being reflected back and forth between the source and the load in a PCB can be avoided by impedance 


matching. In theory, matching impedance should ensure all of the energy emitted from the source flows into 


the load with little to no reflected energy. 


For a PBC to be considered to have controlled impedance, the 


routing of the traces must be designed in such a way that the 


impedance matches the specifications. In order to control 


impedance in a PCB, both the components and traces of the 


board must be matched correctly.  


Hopetimepcb strives to keep standard PCB materials in 


stock at all times, including: 


• Higher copper weights: 2 oz., 3 oz.; heavier weights (With 


 Lead Time) 


• Odd copper weights: H/1 oz., H/2 oz., 1/2 oz. 


• Foil: 1/4 oz., H oz., 1 oz., 2 oz., 3 oz. 


  


Table 25: Sample Impedance Control Stackup 
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10.0.1 Impedance Controlled PCB Types 
There are two types of Impedance Controlled PCBs, Foil-built, and Core-built. We offer Foil-built PCBs as a 


default choice since it is more economical and is slightly easier to process.  


Foil-built PCB consists of one less core layer than core-built PCBs, as shown in the stack-up (Table 26) below, 


with copper foil layers on the outside. Foil-built boards require various types of foils with different copper 


weights. However, foils are much easier to acquire than different types of cores. Another factor to consider is 


that since Foil-built PCBs are covered in copper foil, the designer has more choice in regards to dielectric 


thickness for the outer layers due to using prepreg. Using prepreg boards is less expensive compared to cores, 


especially if the core is 5 Mils or thinner.  


Table 26: Foil Build 


 


A Core-built PCB would have core layers on the outside, so there is no need to use copper foil layers. However, 


material availability depends on the market, so cores with uneven copper weights may be difficult to acquire. 


In that case, PCB manufacturers need to order cores with higher copper weight then etch down the cores, 


which is costly since additional labour costs are involved. Using cores with higher copper weight also adds to 


the material cost. 


Table 27: Core Built 
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10.1 Impedance Calculators 


Impedance calculators are computer programs with many different sub-programs assembled together to 


simulate the expected performance of transmission lines and PCB materials. Impedance calculations have 


many complicated formulas, and the more complicated the PCB design is, the more complicated the formulas 


will be. Thus, impedance calculators require a skilled user who knows how to use these programs effectively 


and the underlying theory. 


Hopetimepcb will  provide  free  impedance  calculations  for  PCB  designs  upon  request . For  performing 


impedance calculations, we at Hopetimepcb use the industry-standard Polar Impedance Calculator SI8000 or 


SI9000. We enter published  prepreg  values  from datasheets and your specific  design  parameters onto the 


Impedance Calculator to calculate the impedance of PCB design.  


10.2 Impedance Models 


Impedance Models are diagrams with symbols labelled and showing the parameters for impedance calculation. 


We at Hopetimepcb offer to provide these Impedance Model diagrams with impedance parameters. 


10.3 Impedance Affect Stack-up 


Stack-Up is the number and arrangement of different layers in a PCB design. Stack-up design choices and 


parameters are affected by many factors (such as impedance, physical structure, blind holes and so on). Stack-


up structure features affect the impedance on your signal lines. Changing the stack-up parameters can help to 


Figure 21: Impedance Calculator Software 
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achieve your desired impedance, however, there may be other factors in your design that affect the stack-up 


to consider and balance. Some relationships to consider are listed below.  


• The thicker the dielectric thickness is, the higher the impedance value will be. 


• The smaller the dielectric constant is, the greater the impedance value will be. 


• The thicker the copper weight is, the lower the impedance value will be. 


• A thinner impedance trace width means a higher impedance value. 


• Greater Inductance means higher impedance. 


• Greater Capacitance means lower impedance. 


 


For microstrip and stripline transmission lines, the largest factors that affect the impedance of a line are the 


dielectric constant of the substrate, the thickness of the copper and the width of the line. Our dielectric 


constants are listed in Section 3.1 Material Selection & Properties. Please inquire about our available Rogers RF 


substrates if desired. Next, you may select your desired copper weight. With these two factors chosen, our 


impedance calculations can aid you in determining the width of your transmission lines.  


10.4 Hopetimepcb TDR Calculations 


TDR is “Time Domain Reflectometry” is a measurement technique for determining the characteristics of 


electrical lines in a PCB by observing reflected waveforms. TDR can also refer to a Time Domain Reflectometer, 


a type of electronic instrument needed to use time-domain reflectometry to analyze electrical or optical 


transmission media such as coaxial cable and optical fibre. For example, we can use TDR on a twisted pair wire 


or coaxial cable to locate faults and discontinuities in wire connection and other transmission media. 


Hopetimepcb  can use Time Domain  Reflectometry  (TDR) as a way to test whether  impedance  in a PCB is 


matched  or not. However , our factory  usually  uses a different  machine  to test. A TDR test is performed  by 


applying a very fast electrical step signal to the PCB using a controlled impedance cable and probe. The TDR 


testing equipment  records and graphs the changes in impedance  value using the part of the signal, which is 


reflected back. This graph data shows the impedance values for that PCB or the values simulated by the TDR 


test with average, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values.  


10.5 TDR Coupons 


A TDR coupon is a type of small test board on which we can perform impedance testing to verify if the board’s 


impedance matches your request. Testing the impedance trace in a PCB after fabricating is difficult, and the 


board may be scrapped due to the fixture. Thus, to replace PCB impedance testing, we provide a TDR coupon 


for simulating the board traces to test the impedance of the PCB. On the TDR coupon, we will include 


specifications of the impedance value, trace width and expected dimensions of the PCB so that test results of 


the TDR coupon should match. 


Hopetimepcb  will provide serialized  TDR coupons  for each batch of PCB free of charge with our impedance 


report. If we have a PCB order with 2000 PCBs, of which we build one batch of 1000 pieces first, then build 


the rest a few days later, then we provide two coupons, one for each batch. The TDR coupon for each batch 


of PCB are fabricated at the same time as when fabricating the boards. Each coupon is built at the same time 


as PCB  fabrication  to ensure  that  they  match  your  PCB , this  way , we provide  a TDR  coupon  to you  for 


impedance testing of each batch.  
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11.0 – Flexible and Rigid-Flex PCBs 
Flexible Printed Circuit Boards (FPCBs), also known simply as Flex PCBs, are a technology that allows for the 


manufacturing and assembly of printed circuits on a flexible dielectric substrate. FPCBs can be assembled using 


standard electronic components (i.e. resistors, capacitors, complex ICs), but the manufacturing process of the 


dielectric material and copper traces allow the board itself to take a non-standard or irregular shape. The 


option for flexible circuits is a valuable service in many different areas of the electronics industry, from common 


household devices to complex leading-edge technology; examples include: 


• Communications 


• Computer Hardware 


• Automotive 


• Medical 


• Aerospace 


• LED Lighting 


 


Figure 22 - Flexible PCB 


In addition to their convenience in terms of form factor adaptability, flexible PCBs also offer a number of other 


advantages that have contributed to their recent rise in both demand and accessibility. As size constraints on 


electronics projects become more stringent with each passing year, the reduction in weight, thickness, and size 


that comes with switching to an FPCB design becomes all the more appealing. In many small form factor 


designs , flexible  PCBs  are used  simply  to connect  various  rigid  PCBs  together  in place  of bulkier  wires  or 


cables.


 


Hopetimepcb can also offer turnkey services for rigid-flex PCBs in the case where flexible sections are 


used to connect standard rigid PCBs, as described above. 


FPCBs also offer advantages in terms of durability that might be surprising to those who are unfamiliar; notably, 


flexible PCBs are often able to withstand both sudden movement and sustained vibration better than their 


rigid counterparts. It is also straightforward to mount the FPCB on a heat sink to improve thermal performance. 


The following  subsections  outline  Hopetimepcb ’s PCB  fabrication  capabilities  concerning  flexible  PCBs , 


providing  various  maximum  and  minimum  manufacturing  parameters  to be used  for  reference  when 


designing  a flexible  PCB  project . Detailed  information  on various  flexible  PCB  material  is also  provided , 


followed by a discussion of rigid-flex PCBs in terms of their advantages, applications, and the manufacturing 


thereof.


 


11.1 Flexible PCB Fabrication Capabilities
 


As an experienced  long -time  provider  of flexible  PCB  services , Hopetimepcb  offers  leading -edge 


capabilities  in FPCB fabrication . Table 28 shows Hopetimepcb ’s standard fabrication  capabilities  concerning 


FPCBs. Any information not included below or in the subsequent subsections should be treated the same as 


Hopetimepcb ’s rigid PCB capabilities  and requirements . Please note that Hopetimepcb  is currently  working 


toward UL certification for FPCBs, but cannot provide this service for the time being.
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Table 28 


Flexible PCB Technology Matrix 


Available Layer Counts 1 to 4 layers 


Maximum Finished PCB Dimensions 220 x 500 mm 


Minimum Finished PCB Dimensions 10 x 10 mm 


PCB Dimension Tolerance ±0.15 mm (preferred)  –  ±0.10 mm (minimum) 


Minimum PCB Thickness 0.07 mm (single-layer), or 0.13 mm (2-layer) 


Copper Weight Limits 0.5 oz. to 2.0 oz. 


Surface Finish Options ENIG (preferred)* 


Coverlay Colour Amber (yellow), Black 


Bending Radius Approx. 15-20 times board thickness 


Lead time 14-days for 2-layer design at prototype quantities 


Minimum Drill Size 6 mil 


Controlled Impedance Available  –  ±5 Ω (<50 Ω) or ±10% (>50 Ω) 


Trace Width / Spacing Same as Rigid PCB trace/space, given in Section 4.1 


*Other surface finish options available, but require a special estimate and may not be feasible for all projects 


11.2 Flexible PCB Materials 


11.2.1 FPCB Material Options & Datasheets 
Hopetimepcb In an effort to provide all clients with the best possible solutions for their unique and individual 


projects, Hopetimepcb offers a variety of adhesive-less flexible PCB substrates for your project.  Hopetimepcb
’s standard FPCB material stock includes the following options: 


• Panasonic R-F775 


• ShengYi SF305 


• ShengYi SF201 


• ShengYi SF202 


Tables 29 through 32 show a summary of the material datasheet information for the four options listed above. 


To download the full datasheets, simply click on the options in the list above. 


Table 29 
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Table 30 


 


Table 31 
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Table 32 


 


11.2.2 Adhesive-Less vs. Adhesive-Based Materials 
Two broad types of FPCB base materials are available for use in flexible PCB projects. Similar to their rigid 


counterparts, FPCBs are composed of copper cladding bonded to a dielectric material that separates the copper 


layers. Originally, the standard method for bonding copper foil to flexible dielectric material was to use flexible 


epoxy or acrylic-based adhesives. More recently, adhesive-less options have become available on the market, 


where the copper foil is attached directly to the dielectric core without the use of adhesives. 


 


Figure 23 - Simple Stackups for Adhesive-Based FPCB Material (Left) and Adhesive-Less Material (Right) 
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Adhesive-less flex core materials are generally favoured over adhesive-based options for the superiority they 


provide in many areas of finished PCB characteristics. Though adhesive-based materials can sometimes offer a 


stronger bond between the copper foil and the dielectric, this is highly dependent upon the specific adhesive 


used. Meanwhile, adhesive-less materials generally offer higher bend radius, lower minimum finished board 


thickness, stronger plated hole integrity, more accurate controlled impedance characteristics, and improved 


heat performance. In order to meet IPC 2223C guidelines regarding FPCBs, adhesive-less materials are often 


required . That  being  said , Hopetimepcb  can  source  specific  adhesive -based  materials  if required  for  a 


particular  project , but  there  will  likely  be  some  additional  cost  and  lead  time  associated  with  the 


procurement.


 


11.3 Rigid-Flex PCBs
 


Rigid-Flex PCBs are hybrid devices, normally consisting of multiple standard PCBs made of


 


rigid FR4 material, 


where each rigid PCB is connected by a length of flexible PCB, as shown in the image below.


 


This arrangement 


is superior to simple wire or cable connections in many cases due to its adaptable form-factor as well as its 


improved mechanical connection strength. 


 


 


Figure 24 - Example of a Rigid-Flex PCB 


Rigid-flex PCBs allow the complex pieces of a design to be laid out using standard rigid PCB practices while still 


offering many of the advantages in adaptability and reduced form factor that come with FPCBs. That being 


said, there are a few key requirements to keep in mind when designing a rigid-flex board for fabrication: 


• The number of copper layers for the rigid and flexible portions must be exactly equal 


• A minimum space of 1.0 mm (40 mil) from all board edges must be kept entirely free of holes and 


components to allow for proper bonding of the rigid sections to the flexible sections 
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12.0 Panelization  
Panels consist of multiple circuit board designs combined together in order to form a single large board called 


a “panel”. Some designs strive to fit multiple circuit boards onto a single panel, as more circuit boards on one 


panel can be more cost-efficient. There are two main types of panelization, simple panels (also called arrays), 


and complex panels. Simple panels have the same circuit board repeated on one panel, while complex panels 


are composed of different circuit boards on the same panel. 


Panelization is a way to safely manufacture multiple PCBs simultaneously while keeping the PCB’s separation 


process afterwards as smooth as possible. In terms of large volume PCB manufacturing, the cost will be lower 


based on how many boards fit onto a single panel as the process will be more efficient. Higher panelization 


efficiency requires carefully setting PCB design sizes for effective panel space usage. For the highest efficiency, 


circuit board length and/or width should be integer divisors of default panel size when margin and spacing are 


taken into account. 


We at Hopetimepcb  offer  panelization  services  to clients  for PCB fabrication ,  but we do not offer  any set 


default panel sizes. We only require the PCB design to be panelized to have a circuit board size within a range 


of 50mm *50mm  to 500 *500 mm . Hopetimepcb  primarily  produces  low  and  medium  volumes  of PCB . 


Therefore  when  fabricating , we typically  will  automatically  adjust  for the most  appropriate  panel  size for 


better  material  utilization . With  these  smaller  volumes  of PCB  fabrication , the  cost -saving  from  higher 


production  efficiency  is not  significant ; therefore , Hopetimepcb  does  not  offer  cost -saving  for  using 


panelization.


 


However, producing multiple designs simultaneously does save a portion of the shipping costs. 


You are not required to layout the panels yourself as our technicians will do this to optimize our process. 


12.1 Fiducials 


Fiducial markers, also known simply as fiducials, are marks meant to be seen on images produced by an imaging 


system. Fiducials, also known as circuit pattern recognition marks, are a point of reference for SMT placement 


equipment to accurately locate and place parts onto the printed circuit boards. By measuring the fiducials 


locations relative to the board layout, the machine can compute how much each part must be moved relative 


to the layout to ensure accurate part placement. 


We at Hopetimepcb can apply these fiducial marks onto our fabricated panelized boards if specified. Multiple 


fiducial  marks  are needed  as common  measurable  points  to precisely  determine  a board 's orientation . At 


least three fiducial  marks  placed  asymmetrically  are needed  to allow machines  to determine  the offset  of 


both the X and Y axis and determine  if the PCB has rotated  during  clamping . If a clamped  board  has been 


rotated,


 


the SMT placement  machine will automatically  rotate parts to match. Additional  fiducial marks are 


required to further fine-tune the targeting for placement of parts such as ball grid array packages. The lower 


end boards do not require as much precision and may only have two fiducials or use screen printed fiducials.  


12.2 Tooling Holes 


Tooling holes on PCBs are added for a variety of reasons depending on the requirements of the equipment 


being used. They are mainly used to aid in PCB alignment and orientation for drilling and routing during 


assembly . We at Hopetimepcb  apply  tooling  holes  to panelized  boards  when  specified , and our hole  size 


must be in 
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the range of 0.8mm to 4.0mm. For typical tooling holes, Hopetimepcb suggests to drill tooling holes at the 


standard size of 2.0mm. 


12.3 V-Score 


Hopetimepcb  can  apply  scores  to  our  fabricated  panelized 


boards when requested. Scores are essentially V-shaped grooves 


made on a panel with multiple  boards so the PCBs can be easily 


separated . Typically , scores are V-shaped grooves  with 1/3rd 


removed on top and 1/3rd cutaway on the bottom, leaving 1/3rd 


of  the  material  remaining  in  the  middle  to  hold  the  PCBs 


together in a panel. For thin panels, thinner than 0.8mm/31mil (


down to min. 0.6mm/24mil), one-sided scoring is recommended. 


V-scores  must  be applied  as straight  lines  onto  PCB boards , so 


various  restrictions  exist  for  use . Scores  must  be  straight  V-


shaped  lines to pre-separate  the circuit  boards  and are formed 


with precision 


cutting tools;


 


therefore,


 


scores can only be used for square or 


rectangular PCBs. 


 


12.4 Tab Routing 


Hopetimepcb  can  also  apply  tab  routing  to  our 


fabricated  panelized  boards if required . Tab routing 


is a popular  PCB  panelization  approach  that  uses 


small tabs on all 


four sides of a PCB to attach to the other boards or 


rails. Tab routing can include tabs with or without 


perforations. Of these,


 


the perforated type allows 


PCBs to be separated manually. A key advantage of 


using tab routing is that non-rectangular boards can 


be produced, all panelized circular or irregular shaped 


PCB use tab routing. However, a disadvantage of tab-


routing is the additional board material that is 


required, which increases fabrication costs. PCBs can 


be removed from panels before or after assembly 


because panels allow for easier assembly, the usual approach is to remove PCBs after assembly. When 


removing  PCBs  from  panels  after  assembly , extra  care  is taken  so that  the  parts  are  not  damaged . We 


at Hopetimepcb  can panelize  your design for you to optimize  our production . However , if you require your 


own  tab  design ,


 


we  require  that  (as  seen  in Figure  27b) dimension  “A” be  a minimum  of 0.8mm  but 


recommend  1.6mm . Dimension  “B”


 


depends  on the thickness  and  number  of layers  of your  board . Our 


customer  service  team  can assist  you with  this  step  to suit  your  design .


 


Tab routing  is our recommended 


routing method.


 


Figure 25: V Score Profile View 


Figure 27a: Photo of Tab 
Routing Holes 


Figure 27b: Tab Routing 
Dimensions 
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13.0 Report Types and Report Writing 
The standard final report for a PCB includes a variety of sections. Hopetimepcb will provide PCB reports with 


the following sections. These sections are described in detail below. 


• Products final audit report 


• Certificate of Compliance 


• Test Report 


• Solderability Test Report 


• Cross-section Record 


• Impedance Report 


13.1 Products Final Audit Report 


The Products Final Audit Report section of the PCB report contains information on the fabrication and assembly 


for that PCB. The PCB order data is recorded here, such as the Bill of Materials with parts and part quantity 


needed for each PCB. The fabricated PCB specifies physical data such as material used, board thickness, copper 


thickness , hole  size , board  dimension , bow  and  twist , line  width  & space . Hopetimepcb  includes  all the 


materials for PCB fabrication and parts for assembly with the PCB order data in this report. 


13.2 Certificate of Conformance (C of C) 


The Certificate of Conformance is the section of the PCB report with material data and test records that certify 


how the used materials meet specifications for various directives or guidelines. Firstly, the material 


composition data provides proof of the PCB being RoHS Compliant. Secondly, material property data will prove 


that this PCB complies with the UL Standards needed for UL certification and UL flammability . Hopetimepcb 


will include these official certifications  with our final PCB report and provide necessary PCB data in order to 


prove conformance with the certification date and a date code included. 


13.2.1 RoHS Compliance 
Hopetimepcb  will  provide  data  with  confirmation  of  RoHS  Compliance  in  our  C of  C (Certificate  of 


Conformance) section of the PCB Report when RoHS Compliance is required. When an order is required to be 


RoHS  Compliant , we will  carefully  regulate  the use  of high  concern  substances  like  cadmium , lead , and 


mercury during PCB fabrication and assembly. (See section 14.0 RoHS Compliance for more information) 


13.2.2 U.L. Certificate 
Hopetimepcb  can include  UL Certificates  and related  verification  data  in our "Certificate  of Compliance " 


section of the final PCB Report . To obtain a UL Certificate , it is required  that the Underwriters  Laboratories 


test  representative  samples  of the  PCB  and  that  these  samples  comply  to requirements  given  on  UL 


Standards. Underwriters  Laboratories Inc. test a PCB for thermal shock, bond strength, and plating adhesion 


and investigates the fabrication and assembly process before approving UL recognition.  
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13.3 Test Report 


Hopetimepcb will perform a variety of tests over the course of PCB fabrication and assembly with the reports 


for these tests included in this section. An Electrical Test Report with the result from a Flying Probe Test or a 


Fixture (Bed Board) Test is always included in this section (See section 9.0 Electrical Testing for an overview of 


these  methods ). Also , when  required , Hopetimepcb  can perform  a HI pot Test  and record  results  in this 


report  section . Lastly , we can perform  functional  tests  when  test  parameters  are specified  by the client , 


providing a functional test report afterward.  


13.4 Solderability Report 


The Solderability Test Report is a description of our solderability test results, including test type, factors, and 


results. This report shows our testing methods, the test conditions, and how we measured and compared the 


final test results to reach a conclusion on the PCB’s solderability. 


13.4.1 Peel Strength Report 
Peel strength is a way to measure the bond strength of a material, typically an adhesive measured with average 


load per unit width of bond line. If required, we can perform a peel strength test and provide a report on this 


PCB’s peel strength. 


13.5 Cross Section Report 


The Cross-Section Report includes a variety of cross-sections, micro-sections, and X-sections showing the 


physical design data for this PCB. In this section of the PCB report, physical data such as copper thickness, hole 


wall  thickness , and solder  mask  thickness  will  be included . Hopetimepcb  will  provide  cross -sections  and 


various other diagrams showing the PCB’s various layers and micro-via. 


13.6 Impedance Report (TDR) 


Impedance Report is an optional report that Hopetimepcb  will provide if impedance data is required by the 


client . An impedance  test  is performed  using  a Time  Domain  Reflectometry  (TDR ), the  test  results  are 


recorded  in this  report  along  with  the  PCB ’s stack -up. A TDR  test  is performed  by applying  a very fast 


electrical  step signal to the PCB using a controlled  impedance  cable and probe. The TDR testing equipment 


records and graphs the changes in impedance value using the part of the signal, which is reflected back. This 


graph data shows the impedance  values for that PCB or the values simulated  by the TDR test with average, 


standard  deviation , minimum  and maximum  values. (See section 10.0 Controlled  Impedance  PCB for more 


information)
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14.0 RoHS Compliance 
RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) is a mandate for restricting the use of certain hazardous substances 


in electrical and electronic equipment. RoHS aims to restrict the use of hazardous substances such as cadmium, 


lead, and mercury in the manufacture of electronics and electronic devices. RoHS Compliance essentially refers 


to acting in full accordance with RoHS regulations while keeping documentation on the testing of RoHS 


controlled substances. 


14.1 PCB Raw Material  


For a PCB to be considered RoHS compliant, it cannot have restricted raw materials over a certain limit in its 


materials. Hopetimepcb strives to ensure that any of our fabricated PCB boards that have been requested to 


be RoHS Compliant conform to the RoHS given maximum limits. Requesting RoHS compliance will limit your 


choice of dielectric board material. The following are restricted materials in the PCBs: 


• Lead (Pb): < 0.1% 


• Mercury (Hg): <0.1% 


• Cadmium (Cd): <0.01% 


• Hexavalent Chromium(Cr6+): <0.1% 


• Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB's): <0.1% 


• Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE's): <0.1% 


• Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) 


• Butyl benzyl phthalate (BBP) 


• Dibutyl phthalate (DBP) 


• Diisobutyl phthalate (DIBP) 


14.1.1 Solder 
Solder is a fusible metal alloy that can be melted and used to make electrical connections between electronic 


components. Solders can be separated into two main types: lead-free solder, which is RoHS compliant, and 


non-RoHS compliant leaded solder. Leaded solder alloys commonly used for electrical soldering are 63/37 Sn-


Pb, which has the lowest melting point (183 °C or 361 °F) of all the tin-lead alloys. However, due to the use of 


lead, this type of solder is not RoHS compliant. 


For the assembly  of our turn-key orders , we at Hopetimepcb  use lead-free solder  that  fully  complies  to 


RoHS  guidelines . Our  solder  used contains  only  Tin (Sn), Silver (Ag), and Copper (Cu) as raw materials . 


Various lead-free solders were developed to provide RoHS compliant solder that can be used for commercial 


PCB assembly. Currently, the most popular commercial lead-free solder is an alloy of Tin-Silver-Copper due to 


its reduced melting point of 217 ˚C. 
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15.0 Assembly Considerations 
The last parameter a circuit designer should consider is the population of their PCB with electrical components. 


Modern PCB manufacturing automates the process of soldering components to boards, which allows for faster 


and lower-cost production for boards with many components. For a small quantity of boards with few 


components of manageable size, hand soldering is more efficient as it does not incur machine setup costs. 


Therefore, to provide the best possible price for our service, not all orders use automated assembly. 


Pitch is  the  distance  between  SMD  pads  measured  center  to  center . At  Hopetimepcb , the  smallest 


component size we can place is 0201 imperial (0603 metric) as our component pads cannot have a finer pitch 


than 0.2mm


 


(8mil) to prevent  shorts  in the soldering  stage. Moreover , your component  outlines  and pads 


should also have a clearance of at minimum 0.2mm (8mil) between components, and we recommend more if 


possible. Fine pitch assembly requires stricter tolerances and more precise manufacturing thus we charge an 


additional cost for component assembly with pitches of 0.5mm (20mil) or less. Another cost consideration 


is placing  components  on both sides  of the board . While  we are fully  capable  of two-sided assembly , the 


extra step adds extra cost, therefore should only be designed when necessary. 


For assembly service, please ensure you include a “pick and place” file with your order as described in Section 


2.5 Centroid File / Pick and Place File as well as a Bill of Materials as described in Section 2.6 Assembly Bill of 


Materials (BOM).  


15.1 – Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) 


Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) is a tool in circuit board assembly to efficiently and accurately detect 


production errors before boards leave the facility. AOI uses cameras and image processing software to identify 


assembly errors such as missing or misplaced components, soldering short circuits and disconnected 


components. 


At Hopetimepcb,  AOI is one tool we use to provide the best product quality to our turn-key customers. We do 


not conduct AOI on bare PCBs  as our other testing methods are effective,  and AOI is generally more used for 


component  related issues. Due to the added labour of setting up the AOI equipment , it is more economical 


for our clients if we conduct this type of inspection on larger (>=50 pcs) or complex orders (>=50 components


). All of our work is visually inspected by our quality assurance technicians. There is no additional  cost when 


AOI is used, as it is included in our standard assembly services. 


15.2 ‒ X-Ray Inspection 


For Ball Gate Array (BGA) and Quad Flat No Lead (QFN) packed components, the solder pads are placed below 


the component. This saves space on a board, allowing for more density among components and a smaller 


overall board size. The disadvantage of these components is that their solder joints cannot be visually 


inspected, whether by a technician or automated inspection. Therefore, in order to ensure the proper 


installation of these components, x-ray equipment is utilized to see through the components and observe the 


solder joints. The use of this additional equipment and labour adds to the cost of the order when BGA or QFN 


components are used. 
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15.3 – Functional Testing (FCT) 


Functional Testing (FCT) is the final testing method to be performed after a PCB is fully assembled. The purpose 


of FCT is to find component failures, assembly defects, or potential design issues. FCT results allow for 


troubleshooting to occur as soon as possible and confirm that components function as specified. The purpose 


of FCT lies mainly in avoiding assembly issues like shorts, opens, missing components, or the installation of 


incorrect parts. This testing provides additional assurance above our AOI and visual inspections. 


Functional testers typically work on a computer that runs advanced testing software, which in turn operates 


the various testing instruments such as digital multimeters, input/output PCBs, and communication ports. The 


FCT procedure determines whether boards pass or fail based on whether or not the test results satisfy a set of 


predefined requirements. Often, the FCT procedure includes multiple cycles of testing, each with different 


loading conditions or operating modes, according to the specific function of the PCB under test.  


At Hopetimepcb, we offer Functional Testing (FCT)  in addition to our turn-key assembly services. If you desire 


FCT for your project, we simply ask that you specify detailed instructions  for the FCT of your particular  PCB. 


Of course , we at Hopetimepcb  are  happy  to assist  you  in developing  a proper  FCT  procedure  if you  are 


unsure . Our  functional  testing  engineer  will  preview  your  requirements , such  as  test  scope  and  test 


instruction , design  the test jig if necessary , set up the instruments , and prepare  the test report  form and 


design testing workflow.


 


At Hopetimepcb , we maintain  state -of-the-art functional  test  equipment , such  as adjustable  DC power 


supplies, a 200MHz digital oscilloscope, a signal generator, an LRC multi-meter, and a universal programmer. 


In the case that a board does not pass FCT, a troubleshooting program will be launched to find the root cause 


of the failure . A Design  for Assembly  (DFA) form will be issued  by our process  engineer , and an 8D quality 


assurance  report  will be created  by our quality  engineer . This DFA report  will be sent to the customer  as a 


design reference, and another as a sample in our quality improvement guideline.


 


 


If you have any further questions about your order, please consult our sales team during the quotation stage 


of your order. Design issues that arise during production may delay your order. 


 


Thank you for working with Hopetimepcb to make your project a success!  
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2.0 – Principles of DFA for PCBs 

2.1 – Reduction & Combination 

2.1.1 – Reduction (Total Part Count) 

  

 

 

 

    

 

2.1.2 – Combination (Total BOM Lines

One of the most intuitive methods for reducing cost and improving ease of assembly for a PCB project is to 

decrease the total number of parts to be populated on a board. Not only will this decrease the total cost for 

the project’s Bill of Materials (BOM), it will also reduce the number of passes required for GWT’s Pick & Place 

machines to assemble the board during production.

Of course, each piece of a particular design has its own specific function, but as a design moves into high levels 

of production it becomes increasingly important to balance the necessity of those functions against DFA 

concerns. It might be worth compromising on a few ancillary features for a more stable and cost-effective 

product, but even in the case where every component is essential, it is still possible to reduce the total part 

count through part combination.

) 

When a PCB design moves from prototype into production, it is crucial to look for part combination 

opportunities. Passive components are often available in array form, with multiple resistors or capacitors 

combined into a single package. In some cases, a certain circuit element can be replaced by a single part; for 

example, the image below shows a low-pass RF filter in a single 0402 package. 

 
Figure 1 - RF Filter in a Single 0402 Package 

  

 

 

  

Combination can also be achieved through generalization of passive parts with non-critical values; for example, 
parts such as decoupling capacitors can often be matched with other common parts in the design to reduce 
the total number of BOM lines for the project. This strategy might not reduce the total part count for the 
project, but it will reduce the necessary number of reel changes during assembly, and thereby decrease both 
the cost and time requirements of the process. GWT’s PCB Assembly quotes take this factor into 
consideration, so these reductions in cost and lead time will be passed along to the client.
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Standardization 

 

 

2.2.1 – 

Any new PCB design brings with it a degree of uncertainty; even the most experienced engineer will have a 

hard time predicting every possible complication that could occur along the way. The key in standardization is 

to keep the level of uncertainty to a minimum by utilizing parts and processes that have worked in the past.

Parts & Vendors 

 

  

 

2.2.2 – 

In the realm of PCB assembly, the components themselves are perhaps the most easily controlled sources of 

uncertainty in a project. Certainly this is not to say that a PCB designer should never list new, cutting-edge parts 

in their BOM, but such parts surely deserve extra attention both during the design phase and during PCB 

assembly. As such, GWT would recommend that any new components in a design be balanced with tested 

and stable parts from previous designs.

The source of each component should also be carefully considered, since an unreliable source introduces 

greater potential for delay, misinformation, and even fake parts. GWT provides two effective solutions in this 

regard: a professional parts procurement service available at zero component price markup, and a stock of 

reliable passives offered entirely free of charge.

Component Packages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simply put: the greater the number of unique component packages in a given BOM, the greater the time 

requirement for GWT’s DFA check prior to PCB assembly. The DFA check includes a comparison of each land 

pattern in the PCB layout against the datasheet footprint for each part in the BOM. This comparison necessarily 

becomes more onerous as the number of unique packages is increased. If the DFA check process does discover 

footprint-to-land pattern mismatches, the necessary design revisions will also be more quickly completed when 

fewer unique land patterns exist across the design.

 

2.3 – 

During the assembly process itself, different types of component packages often come with their own unique 

demands and process controls. As such, a reduction in the number of unique package types will simplify the 

PCB assembly process as a whole, thereby reducing both lead time and potential for error. Specific process 

requirements for certain component packages are discussed in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2, below.

Minimization of Risk 

Similar to the uncertainty mentioned in the previous section (Section 2.2), each PCB project carries with it some 

necessary risk; in fact, these two concepts are closely related to one another. A primary strategy in the 

minimization of risk is the minimization of uncertainty through standardization, but even well-known processes 

involve some degree of risk. In order to produce the best possible product, it is essential for both the PCB 

designer and the PCB assembler to understand and account for the specific risks involved in each individual 

project. 
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Reliability 

Parts chosen for PCB assembly should come from time-tested reliable manufacturers to ensure their accuracy 

and stability, as well as reliable delivery. Special attention should be paid to the current market status of each 

part as well; if a part is marked End-of-Life or Obsolete by the manufacturer, it is normally best to look for a 

replacement right away. Such deprecated parts may still be available for some time, but keeping them in the 

design any longer than absolutely necessary will likely cause delays for future runs. 

 

2.3.2 – 

GWT boasts a professional parts procurement team that will work with clients to ensure all parts come from 

reputable sources, and that any stock or market status issues are resolved quickly and easily.

Fragility 

 

 

 

The physical properties of the parts in a particular design will impact the overall risk of production loss for the 

assembly process itself. GWT always takes this into account, and ensures that each client’s order is filled in its 

entirety, regardless of potential complications during assembly. Still though, a clear awareness of the more 

risky parts will increase the overall efficiency of the process by minimizing the need for re-work or re-make 

after the fact.

 

2.3.2 – 

GWT can handle assembly for passive packages down to 0201 imperial, but production loss will likely be 

relatively high for these types of parts. This results mainly in additional assembly cost where 0201 passives are 

involved, to cover for the careful handling required as well as the additional stock necessary to protect against 

production loss. It is recommended to use 0603 or larger passive packages as often as possible to minimize 

both the price and production loss for each PCB assembly project

Heavy and Unwieldy Parts 

  

 

 

The concern with particularly large or heavy parts is mainly in shipping and handling costs. Parts such as 

transformers or power resistors will incur much higher shipping costs for their initial transportation to GWT’s 

assembly facilities, as well as the final shipment of the assembled PCBs to the client. It is not always possible 

to eliminate such parts from a design, but it is important to be aware of these potential sources of extra cost 

well in advance.

 

2.4 – 

Parts requiring manual assembly will decrease the efficiency of a mainly-automated PCB assembly process. 

Through-hole parts on a majority surface-mount design or mounting hardware for final assembly will require 

additional attention from GWT’s staff, which drives up both the cost and the lead time of a project.

Simplification 

  

 

 

  

The concept of simplification in PCB Assembly is tied in closely with minimization of risk (see Section 2.3). The 

difference for this section is that the impact on the assembly process comes from the complexity of the parts 

or processes involved, rather than their physical properties or market status. Some level of risk is unavoidable 

in any PCB project, but complexity can more often be reduced or even eliminated through savvy design 

techniques. This is not always the case, and sometimes complex parts or processes are indeed required, but 

simplification wherever possible will help to bring down the overall cost and lead time of any PCB project.
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Complex Parts 

  

  

 

 

  

     

  

  

 

  

2.4.2 – 

Complex parts are sometimes required for a complex product, but it is important to understand the additional 

considerations that must be made for these components in order to better plan and budget for a product 

during the design phase. As such, this subsection will proceed with a list of the more complex parts that GWT 

can install, followed by a brief description of their requisite assembly considerations.

BGA, LGA, QFN, CSP,  & FLIP-CHIP

The above four terms all describe parts with no external leads, meaning GWT  must use X-Ray inspection 

during the final quality check of the assembled PCBs. This verification process incurs some extra PCB Assembly 

cost compared to QFP-style packages. Rework is also much more difficult for these types of parts, which makes 

the entire assembly process much less forgiving. The very fine-pitch versions of these packages will sometimes 

require complex processes as well, such as via-in-pad filling described below in Section 2.4.2.

POP (Part-on-Part)

POP technology allows certain components to be stacked on top of one another during the PCB assembly 

process; for example, some advanced processors will have their memory modules mounted directly on top of 

the main processor package. This technology offers key advantages in miniaturization for many high-density 

designs, but also requires special consideration during PCB assembly, including multiple placement and reflow 

cycles. These additional considerations can drive up both cost and lead time for a PCB assembly project. 

Complex Processes 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Complex processes are sometimes required for certain complex parts, as mentioned in the previous section, 

but might also come into play even for standard PCB designs. A PCB designer must observe certain physical 

requirements depending upon the environmental stresses that will be placed upon their finished product, and 

some of these requirements can be satisfied through complex PCB assembly processes. This subsection aims 

to give designers an idea of the PCB assembly considerations required by some of the more common complex 

processes offered by GWT.

Via In Pad

This process is sometimes required for extremely fine-pitch parts such as µBGA packages when there may not 

be enough room between pads for a standard “dog-bone” style fan-out – pictures are included below for both 

of these fan-out methods.

Vias in component pads will create a risk of leaking tin during the reflow process, which can cause shorts or 

corrupt pads. In order to stabilize the assembly process, vias in surface mount pads must be filled with epoxy, 

which requires additional cost and lead time. G W T  can confidently handle via-in-pad designs, but would 

recommend avoiding this requirement if possible to simplify the PCB assembly process.
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Figure 2 – Via-In-Pad Fanout (Left) and Dog-
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Bone Fanout (Right) 

Wire Bonding 

 

 

 

 

 

GWT offers a selective soft gold surface finish option, which can be applied to specific areas or specific pads 

on a board during the PCB Fabrication process to allow for wire bonding. This allows for a stronger welded joint 

on the pad in question, which offers increased durability for leads soldered directly to the PCB. This process 

requires a mask drawing to specify the regions for soft gold finish, as well as additional documentation to 

describe the wire bonding procedure, and might not be viable for volume orders. Generally, it is more cost-

and time-effective to use connectors and terminated cables for interconnection, but wire bonding might be 

necessary for size-restricted designs that are unable to incorporate these larger parts.

Wire Harness Assembly 

 

GWT is focused on board-level PCB Assembly services, and will only offer wire assembly on a case-by-case 

basis. This requirement should be mentioned during the quoting stage of the project so that the associated 

design drawings can be analyzed in advance by GWT’s engineering team. Wire or cable assembly will most 

often require manual attention, which can cause a significant increase in both cost and lead time for a project. 

Rather than deal with wire harness assembly, some clients choose to combine modular design components 

onto a single PCB or to use special features in PCB fabrication such as gold fingers or rigid-flex interconnection.

Conformal Coating 

 

 

  

For PCBs that will be used in damp, humid, dusty, or other harsh environments, a special process known as 

conformal coating is often required. Through this process, GWT  will cover the assembled PCB in a layer of 

non-conductive, protective material such as silicon, acrylic, urethane, or paraxylene. Once this coating is cured 

onto the board, it will increase the overall durability of the product while also protecting it from outside 

contaminants.

 

Clients should submit a masking drawing along with standard design files to stipulate any areas of the board 

that should not be subjected to the coating, such as connectors that will need to be accessed at a later time. 

The conformal coating process does require additional time and cost after PCB assembly, and G W T  also 

requires that functional testing (see Section 3.10) be performed on assembled PCBs prior to coating. Once the 

coating has been applied, the boards are fully sealed, and rework can no longer be performed.
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2.5.1 – File Clarity 
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& Files Required for PCB Assembly 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

-  

-  

 

Inconsistent or unclear data in design files will prompt additional questions and introduce confusion prior to 

the PCB assembly process, potentially increasing the overall project lead time. Most commonly, these types of 

issues arise when information in one document disagrees with information in another, so a thorough check 

that all design revisions are reflected on all documentation can pre-empt many questions during the assembly 

process. 

Aside from maintaining consistency between design files, there are a few general strategies for file clarity in 

each of the four main types of design files GWT requires:

BOM Clarity

Many CAD programs for PCB layout offer the option to automatically generate a BOM based on reference 

designators, footprints, and component values specified during the schematic design phase. These options can

be used to save on time and minimize common errors such as mis-matches between quantity and number of 

reference designators. That being said, a manual review of the software-generated BOM is still essential to 

ensure maximum clarity.

Some of the most common BOM issues that GWT has noticed in the past are listed below:

-  

 

  

 
  

Some manual work might be required on the software generated BOM in order to bring it into a clear and 

concise format, but this will save time and pre-empt mistakes later in the process. At the very least, a BOM 

should include complete information for Quantity, Reference Designators, and Part Number on each line; 

including Manufacturer, Description, and additional instructions will further protect against potential delays or 

mistakes. Find GWT’s sample BOM here

Incomplete, ambiguous, inaccurate, or missing part numbers 

Quantity to reference designator mis-matches

Part number to description mis-matches

.

Figure 3 - G W T 's Sample BOM
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- Disagreement with the BOM, usually due to project updates not reflected in one document 

- Missing parts, usually due to errors in the CAD software 

Centroid Clarity

Clarity in the Centroid file – also known as XY-Coordinate or Pick & Place file – is extremely important, since 

this data will be directly used to program GWT ’s Pick and Place machines for automatic part placement.

Centroid data is generated directly by the CAD software used for PCB layout, but this does not make it immune 
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to inaccuracy or ambiguity. The following issues are the most common for Centroid data:

- Inaccurate coordinates, usually due to a Gerber file update without generating a new Centroid 

A sample Centroid file is shown below: 

 
Figure 4 - Sample Centroid File 

 

  

  

 

   

  

 

 

Gerber File Clarity

Gerber files are used mainly in the PCB Fabrication process – see GWT’s DFM Guidelines document for more 

detailed information about Gerber files – but they do also play a role in the PCB Assembly process.

The first thing to note about Gerber files and their role in PCB Assembly is the Silkscreen layer. This layer shows 

reference designators for specific components beside their associated land patterns. During GWT’s initial DFA 

check sequence, these reference designators are compared with those in the BOM and Centroid files to ensure 

that any errors in one file are caught early and brought to the client’s attention. The silkscreen layer also 

contains markings for the orientation of polarized components, which can help to avoid questions and potential 

issues during assembly – more on part orientation in Section 3.1.

Some HDI boards do not have enough room between components for a silkscreen layer, and some clients 

simply do not want to include silkscreen markings on the finished board for aesthetic reasons. In this case, 

GWT will require assembly drawings or mechanical Gerber layers to act as substitute for the silkscreen layers.

Mechanical layers in the Gerber set can include specific instructions for the mounting of certain components, 

and many designers include additional notes in these layers for standard and special requirements. For 

example: a particular part might require unconventional mounting orientation, or perhaps the PCB in question 

requires the use of water-soluble flux rather than standard no-clean flux. Including these notes in the Gerber 

files will ensure that GWT’s engineering team makes note of them early in the manufacturing process and 

plans accordingly.

See the picture below for an example of a mechanical Gerber file.
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Figure 5 - 
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Mechanical Gerber Layer 

Issues around Gerber file clarity in PCB Assembly are often a result of design revisions that are not reflected 

across all files, causing a discrepancy between the Gerbers and the BOM, Centroid, or Assembly Drawing. Notes 

are sometimes copied from a previous design to save time, but design differences are often overlooked in this 

case; it is recommended to use an empty notes template and fill it for each project individually to minimize 

these sorts of errors. 

Assembly Drawing Clarity 

Assembly drawings are a supplementary file, used to offer additional clarity on the required PCB assembly and 

to describe in detail any special requirements for the project in question. Most PCB Layout software suites 

include an option for generating assembly drawings, which will generally output to PDF both a top-down and 

a bottom-up view of the board, as below: 

 

Figure 6 – Top-Down Assembly Drawing Showing Component Placements 
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A basic assembly drawing, such as the one shown above, can help to clarify placements and DNI (Do Not Install) 

parts, but it is sometimes necessary to provide more information to clarify special requirements. Processes 

such as wire assembly, as well as specifications for temperature tolerances, flux and solder types, or manual 

assembly parts, should be included in the assembly drawing. These types of specifications can be added on a 
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separate page of the PDF document or simply included in the margins of the drawings themselves. 

 

2.5.2 – 

GWTrecommends including at least a basic assembly drawing with any PCB Assembly project submission. 

As a general rule: the more information that is included on the drawing, the fewer the number of questions 

asked during assembly.

Design Clarity 

 

 

Assembly side is another potential source of ambiguity; though it is mostly handled by the Centroid file for 

automatic assembly parts, the safest method is simply to stick with single-sided PCB designs as often as 

possible. For manual assembly parts, it is best to note orientation and assembly side clearly in both the BOM 

and the Assembly Drawing. In general, a detailed silkscreen and mechanical layers in the Gerber files will greatly 

improve efficiency during assembly through improved 

Clarity must be observed not only with respect to the contents of design files provided to GWT, but also the 

PCB design itself. G W T often needs to pause the assembly process to clarify ambiguities in the design, 

sometimes causing a delay to the overall project timelines when a clear design could have resolved these 

questions before they ever arose. Taking the extra time during the design phase of a project to ensure 

orientations are marked as clearly as possible will reduce the potential for delays during PCB Assembly.

design clarity. 
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Part orientation is a very common topic for pre-assembly engineering questions. As such, it is important to 

follow a clear and concise method for orientations in order to avoid questions and keep the PCB assembly 

3.0 – Understanding GWT’s Assembly Capabilities 3

.1 – Orientation

process flowing smoothly. 

3.1.1 – Preferred Markings 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

For diodes, it is recommended to use a clear schematic symbol that will still be visible after part placement on 

the finished PCB to ease the final inspection process. For through-hole parts, the symbol can be placed between 

the two pins, but for surface-mount parts, the symbol should be placed beside the device. These symbols can 

take up quite a bit of space and shrinking them down too much will make them unclear, so on HDI boards a 

bar above the cathode pad or a simple marking of A (anode) or K (cathode) will be sufficient. Note that K rather 

than C should be used for the cathode marking, to avoid confusing the part with a capacitor.

For polarized capacitors, it is recommended to use a ‘+’ for the side of the device that should be connected to 

power. To make the polarity even more clear, the side that should be connected to ground can be filled in with 

silkscreen, as in the image shown below.

Finally, for ICs with many pins, G W T  would recommend that the clearest possible marking is simply the 

number 1 beside the intended Pin 1 on the footprint.

The images below are examples of clear orientation markings, recommended by GWT, for various parts.
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Figure 7 - Clear (Recommended) 
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Orientation Markings 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

Some common examples of unclear markings are given below; most notably, the + or – notation for diode 

polarity is considered unclear and is not recommended. This is due to the fact that Zener diodes and many LEDs 

are operated in reverse bias, so the + notation could refer to either the anode of the part, or to the side of the 

part that should be connected to higher voltage.

For IC packages, a circle placed inside the land pattern, beside Pin 1, is a very common convention. GWT can 

recognize this marking as meaning Pin 1, but it is still not recommended since the circle will not be visible during 

final inspection, once the part has been installed. A circle can still be used for the Pin 1 ID if preferred, but it 

should be located outside the land pattern.
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Figure 8 - Unclear (NOT Recommended) Orientation Markings 

3.1.2 – Consistency 

  

 
Figure 9 - 

To further reduce ambiguity, GWT recommends that similar parts be grouped together and placed with the 

same orientation as often as possible. Such consistency will also facilitate a more efficient automatic assembly 

process. For example: all QFP packages could be placed in a row with pin 1 at the same corner for each IC.

Example of Consistent Orientation 

3.1.3 – Zero Orientation 

The centroid file that a client provides for PCB assembly will specify rotation values for each part along with its 

X-Y coordinates. These rotations are normally based on one of two standards, specified by IPC’s planned 

revision C to their 7351B standards and described below: 

- Level A: Pin 1 in upper-left-hand corner of package when Rotation = 0 

- Level B: Pin 1 in lower-left-hand corner of package when Rotation = 0 
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3.1.4 – 

GWT can handle either of these two standards and is also able to determine the zero orientation used during 

design by examining the centroid file and comparing against Gerber files or assembly drawings. That being said, 

specifying this parameter clearly in the assembly drawing or Gerber notes for a project can help to speed up 
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the pre-assembly engineering check process.

Wave Soldering 

When PCB Assembly is accomplished by wave soldering, part orientation becomes even more important. Issues 

such as solder bridging and shadowing can be prevented by specific orientation strategies, and a firm 

understanding of these strategies is of critical importance when designing a PCB that will undergo wave 

soldering. For more on these considerations, see Section 3.7. 

3.2 – Spacing 

  

 

3.2.1 – Part-to-

The spacing and land pattern design for each component package will impact the overall reliability and timeline 

requirements for the PCB assembly process. These factors will also have a considerable impact on the 

repairability of a PCB. This section will discuss GWT’s suggested minimums for component spacing to ensure 

quality assembly.

Part Spacing 

 

 

 

 

  

Adequate spacing between components on the board protects against potential faults such as solder bridging, 

and proper spacing allows for easier manual soldering and/or rework. The greater the part-to-part spacing, the 

better in terms of quality and ease for PCB assembly, but GWT does understand that certain applications will 

require tight spacing to achieve an altogether small form factor.

 

1. 

The table provided on the following page shows GWT ’s minimum spacing requirements between various 

different surface mount parts. Measurements in this table are given in mil (thousandths of inches). 

Measurements should be either from the edge of the pad or the part body, whichever is the smaller distance.

A few special cases should also be noted on the topic of part-to-part spacing for sensitive packages, such as 

BGA, POP, or larger QFP/QFN:

IC sockets should be spaced as far as possible from sensitive packages. Frequent loading and 

 

  

 

 

unloading of the IC into the socket will place undue stress on nearby solder joints

2. Sensitive packages should not be placed in the center of a PCB, since this is where the maximum bow 

 

& twist tends to occur, which can result in broken connections

3. BGA and other lead-less packages should be placed only on one side of the PCB. If they must be 

 

placed on both sides, they should not be in the same x-y positions (“on top of” each other), since this 

will greatly complicate X-Ray inspection and rework.

           From 
 
   To 

Passive Tantalum SOIC 
QFN 

+ 
QFN 

SOT PLCC BGA CSP DIP 

Passive 40 50 40 100 50 50 125 125 60 
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Tantalum 50 50 55 100 75 100 125 100 60 

SOIC 40 55 50 100 50 100 125 125 60 

QFN + QFP 100 100 100 100 100 100 250 250 100 

SOT 50 75 50 100 35 100 125 125 60 

PLCC 50 100 100 100 100 100 125 125 60 

BGA 125 125 125 250 125 125 250 250 125 

CSP 125 100 125 250 125 125 250 100 125 

DIP 60 60 60 100 60 30 125 125 100 

Table 1 - Part-to-Part Spacing Matrix (All Dimensions in mil / thou) 

3.2.2 – Part-to-Edge Spacing 

   

 

 

 

  

 
Figure 10 - Part-to-Board Outli

Part-to-edge spacing refers to the distance from a given component a PCB to the board edge. This condition is 

important for the depanelization process, which is performed after PCB assembly. When PCBs are depanelized,

either through V-Scoring or Tab Routing (see GWT’s DFM Guidelines for more information on panelization), 

parts located near the board edge will be placed under stress that could threaten the integrity of their solder 

joints. GWT’s requirement is 125 mil part-to-board edge spacing for the top side of the PCB.

ne Spacing 

Part-to-board edge spacing for any components on the secondary side of the PCB should be increased to 300 

mil. The greater requirement in this case stems from the solder paste screening process, which requires that 

hold-downs be applied to the secondary side to prevent the PCB from moving while solder paste is applied. 
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3.2.3 – Part-to-

Any surface-mount components in this area could be damaged by the hold-downs, or simply blocked during 

the screening process and left with insufficient solder paste.

It should be specifically noted that the above specifications refer to component pads and bodies for those parts 

installed by automated assembly processes. Manually assembled parts (see Section 3.7) may be placed closer 

to the board edge since they can be installed after reflow soldering and depanelization. Copper traces can also 

be run much closer to the board edge. Both copper traces and manually installed parts should still be kept at 

least 10 mil from the board edge to allow a solder mask gap and prevent encroachment of the pads.

Some designs require copper plating or castellated holes at the board edge itself. GWT  can handle these 

requirements, but clients should be advised that the controls involved to produce such PCBs reliably will 

introduce additional cost and lead time to a 
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project.

Hole Spacing 

Part-to-hole spacing applies to both through-hole components and PCB vias; it stipulates the minimum spacing 

required between a component pad or body and either of these types of holes. This spacing is actually divided 

into two specific parameters, and both of these must be satisfied in order to assure a quality assembly. 

 

minimum requirement for part-to-hole-

1. Part-to-Hole Wall: Measured from the edge of the actual hole in the PCB to the edge of a pad. GWT’s 

wall spacing is 8 mil 

 

minimum requirement for part-to-

2. Part-to-Annular Ring: Measured from the edge of the hole’s annular ring to the edge of a pad. GWT’s 

annular ring spacing is 7 mil 

 

 
Figure 11 - Part-to-Hole Wall and Part-to-Annular Ring Spacing 

 

 

This distinction is drawn because minimum annular ring size and minimum hole size are not proportional, so it 

is important to ensure that both of these conditions are met during the design phase. For more information on 

minimum annular ring and minimum hole sizes, see GWT’s DFM Guidelines.
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Figure 12 - Bad Idea - 

One last note on this topic is that it is generally a bad idea to place a via between two surface-mount pads, 

even if GWT’s minimum part-to-hole spacing is satisfied. This sort of arrangement increases the likelihood of a
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 solder bridge forming under the component during reflow.

Via Placed Between SMT Pads 

Vias placed underneath a QFP or QFN package are less problematic, but should still be avoided if at all possible 

for maximum quality and yield.  

      Preferred      

 

   Acceptable 

 

  

Figure 13 - Via Routing For QFN & QFP Packages - Preferred (left) & Acceptable (right) 
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3.3 – 
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Sizing 

 

3.3.1 – 

In the PCB industry, there are many different sizing requirements that can affect the overall cost, quality, and 

turnaround time for a project. This section will discuss those sizing requirements that relate to the PCB 

assembly process specifically and GWT’s capabilities therein. For more information on sizing requirements 

for PCB Fabrication, see GWT’s DFM Guidelines.

Pad and Hole Sizes 

 

  

 

 

- For LF-HASL, 12mil diameter is the absolute minimum 

It is generally most advisable to use the pad and hole sizes recommended by the datasheet for a given part, 

and GWT is generally capable of handling any such designs. It does sometimes happen that a datasheet does 

not give pad or hole information, and sometimes a PCB designer wonders about pushing beyond these 

recommendations to economize board space. In the latter scenario, this design decision should be explicitly 

stated in the assembly drawing for the project to avoid pre-assembly questions from GWT, and to ensure that 

GWT employs the correct quality controls during PCB assembly.

Where a design must deviate from datasheet suggestions, GWT’s minimum capabilities are as follows:

BGA Pad Sizing

GWT’s minimum capability for BGA Pad Size depends to some extent upon the surface finish used on the PCB 

(for more on surface finishes, see GWT’s DFM Guidelines). 

- For any other surface finish, 10 mil diameter is the preferred minimum & 7 mil is absolute minimum 

   

 

 

 
Figure 14 - Minimum Ratio (C1 - Left) & Larger Ratio (C2 - Right) – 

GWT is able to control pad side tolerance for BGAs to within +/- 1.5 mil preferred, or +/- 1.2 mil minimum

SMT Pad-to-Lead Aspect Ratio

For surface-mount parts, the pads in a land pattern must be somewhat larger than the actual leads of the part 

to allow for solder to flow and form proper connections. When in doubt, designing the pads slightly larger 

necessary is always safer than designing them too small. The necessary pad-to-lead aspect ratio differs not only 

between package types, but also between the specific technology incorporated in given devices of the same 

package. As such, GWT would strongly recommend following datasheet recommendations for surface mount 

pad sizes. If no such information is listed in a given datasheet, then it is advisable to follow the sizing listed for 

a similar part.

Both Acceptable 
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THT Hole-to-Lead Aspect Ratio 

For through-hole parts, the diameter of the holes for assembly should be the diagonal of the cross-section for 
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the lead to be installed 

 

Figure 15 - THT Hole-to-Lead Sizing – IPC-2222A 

 

 

THT Annular Ring 

GWT

Copper Weight (oz.) Minimum Annular Ring Requirement 

<= 1.0 oz. 4.0 mil (3.5mil in a few instances is acceptable) 

1.5 oz. to 2.0 oz. 6.0 mil (5.0mil in a few instances is acceptable) 

>= 3.0 oz 8.0 mil (6.0mil in a few instances is acceptable) 
Table 2 - Annular Ring Size by Copper Weight 

 

Figure 16 - Annular Ring Illustration 

3.3.2 – Package Sizes 

  

GWT can handle assembly of small passive packages down to 0201 resistors and capacitors to meet the 

electronics industry’s growing demand for smaller products. Accurate automated assembly and meticulous 

quality assurance checks allow these delicate components to be flawlessly installed, but it is still recommended 

to stick with larger sizes whenever possible for DFA purposes. The additional process which must be observed 

for the assembly of very small parts, coupled with the inherent production loss involved in handling them, 

means extra cost for the project that could be avoided by up-sizing passives to a more comfortable 0603 sizing.
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1. Large packages should not 

On the other side of the package size equation, larger QFN, QFP, and BGA modules are sometimes required to 

perform very complex or demanding processes. GWT can handle the assembly of these parts as well, for parts 
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up to 32mm, but some specific placement notes are strongly recommended for such components:

be placed in the center of a PCB, since this is where the maximum bow & 

twist tends to occur, which can result in broken connections 

 
Figure 17 - Bow & Twist on a Centrally-Placed BGA (Exaggerated for Clarity) 

2. Large packages should be placed only on one side of the PCB. If they must be placed on both sides, 

they should not be in the same x-y positions (“on top of” each other), since this will greatly 

complicate X-Ray inspection and rework. 

 

Figure 18 - BGA Packages Placed "On Top Of" One Another 

3.3.3 – Pitch 

 

 

 

 

GWT can handle assembly for fine pitch parts down to 0.4mm using regular processes; 0.35mm pitch is 

feasible but may require some additional cost for specialized quality control processes.

Certain BGA packages, known as “dual-pitch BGAs”, specify a different pitch for row-axis pads than for column-

axis pads; that is, vertical spacing between pads might be different than horizontal spacing between pads. 

GWT can handle dual-pitch BGAs as long as the above minimum pitch requirements are met.
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Capabilities 

  

   

In PCB Assembly, high-quality equipment is of paramount importance. G W T ’s professional team of PCB 

experts and efficient PCB Assembly process are distinguishing factors, allowing for more flexible service, but in 

the end the machinery used in PCB Assembly dictates the boundaries of capability. This section provides 

specific figures for the limits of G W T ’s PCB Assembly Equipment.

 

3.4.1 – 

The most important factor in determining PCB Assembly capability is the device commonly known as the Pick 

and Place machine. GWT employs three YS12 SMT Assembly Systems and one YSM20 SMT Assembly System, 

for a total of four high-precision, high-yield placement machines. Though solder paste printers and reflow 

ovens are also key to the assembly process, Pick and Place machines set the important absolute maximum 

statistics where tolerance and production rate are concerned.

Tolerances 

 

 

 

 

GWT’s Pick and Place machines guarantee a mounting accuracy of ±0.04mm for passive parts, and as low as ±

0.03mm for ICs such as BGA and QFN parts. These extremely high placement accuracy ratings allow us to offer 

high-quality assembly for parts with pitch as low as 0.4mm. 

 

 

 

For irregular SMT parts that are neither passive chip-style packages—0603, 0402, 0201, etc.—or multi-pin ICs 

such as BGA, QFN, or QFP, the rating of ±0.04mm mounting accuracy still applies. In fact, GWT ’s Pick and 

Place machines can handle nearly any type of surface-mounted device, so long as it has a package height 

between 0.1mm and 6.0mm. Any packages with physical height outside this range must be installed using 

Manual Soldering (see Section 3.8).

 

PCBs should have minimum dimensions of 5.0 x 5.0mm (0.2 x 0.2 inch), up to a maximum of 600 x 400mm (23.6 

x 15.7inch) to accommodate GWT’s Pick and Place machines. It is possible to provide automated assembly 

for smaller boards, but this will require additional cost and lead time in order to design and build the proper 

supports and fixtures to allow for part placement.

A summary of the specifications discussed above is provided in the following table: 

Pick & Place Machine Specifications 

Mounting Accuracy 
Passives (0201, 0401, etc.): ±0.04mm (1.6 mil) 
ICs (BGA, QFN, QFP, etc.):   ±0.03mm (1.2 mil) 

Minimum Pitch 0.4mm (16 mil) 

SMT Component Height 0.1mm to 6.0mm (4 mil to 230 mil) 

Maximum Board Size  600 x 400mm (23.6 x 15.7 inch)

Minimum Board Size    5.0 x 5.0mm (0.2 x 0.2 inch)

Board Thickness Range 0.3mm to 6.5mm (12 mil to 250 mil) 
Table 3 - Pick and Place Machine Specifications 
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Production Rates 

 

 

 

 

 

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The PCB Assembly process at G W T follows a pipeline architecture to ensure maximum efficiency and minimize 

lead time for all projects. PCB orders proceed through multiple discrete stages of fabrication and assembly, 

and each stage of the process is always in operation, as one order moves through and another takes its place. 

The parts placement stage is normally a limiting factor in terms of production rate, particularly for board 

designs with very high part counts. Clients of GWT in need of high-volume production may be interested to 

know our maximum daily yield for PCB Assembly, so this section provides some detail with regard to the 

throughput of our Pick and Place machines.

GWT’s PCB Assembly facility incorporates 7 SMT lines. Details as following:

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 7 X (75,000) CPH = 525,000CPH

This value is specified as theoretical because it necessitates a part rejection rate of 0.3%. This value is 

acceptable for low-cost components like passive parts, but it would be problematic for critical component 

packages such as BGA or QFN. GWT resolves this potential issue by adjusting the speed of placement for IC 

components, large surface mount connectors, and other complex or high-value parts to guarantee zero loss 

due to part rejection. For the average order, the results in an effective halving of the theoretical throughput.

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡

2

  

 

       

 

 

 
 

   

This value can be used to calculate the expected output for a given PCB design based upon the number of 

unique parts placements required for that PCB. For example, if a given PCB design has 400 component 

= 262,500CPH

Adjusting for a 10-hour working day, the practical daily throughput for PCB Assembly at G W T  can be 

calculated as:

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 10(𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡) = 262,500CPD (Components per Day)

placements in total, then GWT’s assembly throughput for that design is:

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

400

262,500𝐶𝑃𝐷

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑑

   

= 6 5 6 . 2 5 𝑏𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦
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Standards & Certifications 

 

 

  

 

 

  

3.5.1 - IPC-A-

Though GWT can handle many specific and unique PCB Assembly requirements, it is often more efficient to 

simply specify that the PCB must meet certain industry standards. Trade organizations such as IPC, SMTA, and 

ISO exist for exactly that reason: their standards allow for a straightforward understanding between a PCB 

designer and their PCB assembler of choice.

These standards and certifications can act to assure that PCBs will meet or exceed expected qualifications, 

and they can also help to streamline communication between GWT and PCB designers. Rather than 

specifying each individual requirement for a particular PCB, a client can just let GWT know that the board 

must follow IPC-A-610 Class 3 standards; if a few key aspects can or should differ, then these can be 

mentioned separately.

This section will offer basic information about GWT’s qualifications around industry standards and 

certifications as they relate to Design for PCB Assembly principles. For more complete information on each 

specific standard, clients should visit the individual trade organizations’ websites.

610 

 

 

 

IPC-A-610 is the most widely-recognized quality standard in PCB Assembly, and GWT is certified to offer both 

Class 2 and Class 3 assembly under this standard. The majority of commercial and industrial products require 

no more than Class 2 assembly, Class 3 is available for some additional cost. From a PCB designer’s point of 

view, it might be necessary to require Class 3 assembly if the end-product will be placed under very 

demanding conditions; such demands might stem from harsh environmental conditions or extremely long-

term durability requirements.

 

3.5.2 – SMT

It is important to keep in mind that PCBs must be designed specifically for Class 3 assembly in order to fully 

meet the standard, as per IPC-2221. GWT’s assembly quality can only go so far toward the finished product’s 

overall quality rating, so PCB designers are advised to consult IPC documentation carefully before beginning 

the PCB layout process.

A 

  

The Surface Mount Technology Association (SMTA) is a trade organization whose members include PCB 

assembly service providers from across the globe. Through this organization, GWT maintains strong ties with 

peers in the industry, which ensures a continued awareness of the latest industry trends and practices.

 

  

Clients of GWT can rest assured that their PCB assembler of choice will always offer the latest in PCB 

assembly technology and quality assurance standards.
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9001:2008 

 

 

3.6 – Reflow Soldering 

3.6.1 – When to 

The International Standard Organization (ISO) provides certification based on a manufacturer or assembler’s 

Quality Management System (QMS). GWT’s ISO-9001:2008 certification relates to documentation, 

traceability, and equipment maintenance, requiring regular assessment and validation of these criteria for 

continued certification. This certification let’s GWT’s clients know that their PCB assembler of choice always 

strives to improve quality of service.

For more information about ISO standards, clients should refer to ISO’s website, which offers basic information 

on popular standards, and an online store to purchase full documents.

Reflow 

 

 

  

 

 

3.6.2 – 

Reflow soldering is the most common method for PCB assembly in the industry today, mainly due to its 

advantages in flexibility for PCB layout when compared with wave soldering or manual soldering. Aside from 

the capability restrictions mentioned in previous sections of this document, a PCB designer does not have to 

worry very much about laying out a board specifically for reflow soldering. For more information on the specific 

physical layout restrictions inherent to wave and manual soldering, see Section 3.6 and Section 3.7, below.

GWT uses reflow soldering for the vast majority of projects, with the main exception being legacy boards that 

incorporate a high number of through-hole parts. For designs incorporating relatively few through-hole parts, 

GWT might still be able to use reflow soldering so long as the parts in question are able to tolerate the heat 

of the reflow cycle; otherwise, manual soldering can be employed after the reflow process to finish PCB 

assembly.

For ease of assembly, G W T  recommends designing new PCBs for 100% reflow solderability as often as 

possible. Requirements for wave soldering or extensive manual soldering will often drive up both cost and lead 

time for a project.

Heat Profiles 

 

 Pre-heat -    - in 60 seconds 

 Soak  -   - in 120 seconds 

 Reflow  -   - hold for 20 seconds 

 

The main concern for reflow soldering is that components must withstand high levels of heat for a more 

prolonged period than would be required for either wave soldering or manual soldering. Many through-hole 

components are not suitable for reflow soldering due to this condition. Component datasheets will list the 

component’s heat tolerance, so be sure to match this parameter with the heat requirements for a standard 

reflow cycle described below:

Cooling  -    

to 150 °C

from 150 °C to 165 °C

Peak temperature 245 °C

–4 °C per second - to room temperature 
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Figure 19 - 
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Reflow Heat Cycle 

3.6.3 – Reflow Oven Specifications 

 

3.7 – Wave Soldering 

3.7.1 – When to 

GWT uses high-quality state-of-the-art reflow soldering ovens, with 12 heating zones to ensure even heating 

with no significant temperature gradient across the PCB during reflow. The maximum temperature deviation 

across the board during reflow is guaranteed at ±1.5°C. GWT’s reflow ovens allow for temperature control 

from room temperature up to 300°C, with control accuracy of ±1%.

Wave Solder 

Wave soldering has fallen out of favour in the PCB assembly industry in recent years, at least in comparison to 

its past prevalence. The growing popularity of surface mount parts and high-density PCB layouts make reflow 

soldering the method of choice for a majority of projects, but wave soldering certainly still has its place. For 

legacy boards incorporating many through-hole components, as well as boards incorporating large connectors 

with very high pin counts, wave soldering is often still the most efficient method for PCB assembly.  
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The following subsections briefly discuss some of the concerns that must be taken into account when designing 

GWT would recommend that clients design for reflow soldering as often as possible since wave soldering 

does require more strict controls in design than reflow soldering. GWT’s process engineering team performs a

 thorough analysis of the PCB design before any wave soldering job and will bring up any potential 

complications with a client in advance, but this does require additional time and cost compared to a reflow 
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soldering project.

a PCB that will be wave soldered. 

3.7.2 – Heat Profiles 

Heat profile is one instance where wave soldering is actually less restrictive than reflow soldering. Though a 

similar level of high temperature is involved in both processes, the period of exposure to this high temperature 

is much shorter for wave soldering projects. A solder wave is passed rather quickly over a PCB, and 

temperatures exceed 100 °C for less than 10 seconds on average, whereas reflow soldering requires such high 

temperatures for close to 4 minutes. 

3.7.3 – Orientation & Shadowing 

Component placement and orientation become crucially important for boards that are to be wave soldered 

due to an effect known as shadowing, which occurs when the body of one component blocks part of the solder 

wave and prevents it from contacting the pad of another component. In the case of a single-side through hole 

PCB, this issue is mostly avoided since there will be no component bodies on the solder side of the board. When 

designing double-sided or surface mount boards for wave soldering, orientation becomes a critical concern.  

 

Figure 20 - Poor Wave Soldering Orientation (Left) & Good Wave Soldering Orientation (Right) 
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Wave soldering is generally not recommended for QFP packages due to shadowing concerns, but if absolutely 

required, the package should be rotated 45° relative to the direction of travel for the solder wave. If the QFP 

package has an exposed central pad, wave soldering can not be used; similarly, wave soldering is not suitable 

for QFN, BGA, or other lead-
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less package types. 

3.7.4 – Pad Shapes 

Pad shape is a concern for finer-pitch surface mounted parts when wave soldering is to be performed on a 

particular board. When the solder wave reaches the end of a part, the sudden change can cause excess solder 

to gather on the last few pads, potentially resulting in solder bridges. To protect against this issue, thieving 

pads are often added to the ends of these components to aggregate any excess solder as the wave passes. 

These pads should extend from the last functional pads that the solder wave will touch; it is common to use 

thieving pads for any surface mount packages other than passives on wave-soldered boards. 

 
Figure 21 - Thieving Pads on a SOIC-14 Package 

3.8 – Manual Soldering 

3.8.1 – When to Manually Solder 

 

 

 

 

Manual soldering is generally used when a PCB design incorporates some parts that are not suitable for either 

reflow or wave soldering. For example, a majority surface mount PCB might include a few through-hole 

components, and wave soldering these few parts would unnecessarily drive up the cost of production. GWT
employs a staff of highly skilled manual soldering specialists to take care of any such requirements, who provide 

consistent and reliable workmanship even up to IPC-A-610 Class 3 Standards.
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Manual Soldering Restrictions 

  

 

1. Multiple-row conne

While GWT’s manual soldering technicians are incredibly proficient at their tasks, they still do have certain 

limitations that do not apply to automated assembly methods. The most common manual assembly restrictions 

are listed below:

ctors (more than 2 rows) cannot be manually soldered since the tip of a soldering 

iron will not fit between the rows even at relatively high pitch; these devices are usually wave soldered 

 

2. BGA, QFN, and other lead-less packages cannot be manually soldered 

 

   

additional margin of 

3. Part-to-Part Spacing and Part-to-Hole Spacing requirements must be carefully observed, and an 

5 to 10 mil is recommended around any manual assembly parts 

 

4. Pad and Hole Size requirements must be strictly followed, and an additional margin of 10% is strongly 

 

3.9 – 

recommended for the SMT pad-to-lead ratio of manual assembly parts

Special Assembly Requirements 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9.1 – 

The preceding sections describe GWT’s capabilities and recommendations for standard PCB assembly, but 

many projects require special assembly processes in addition to the regular placement-soldering-testing 

workflow. GWT offers many different options for special assembly requirements, but these must be 

evaluated on a case-by-case basis during the quoting stages of a project. Clients with such requirements should 

budget for additional time in both the quoting stage and the PCB assembly stage of the overall turnaround, as 

well as additional cost.

Special assembly requirements are often very particular to each project, but the following subsections offer 

some general discussion around the most common types. PCB designers should use this information to develop 

clear and thorough documentation for their special assembly requirements, which can then be included with 

the PCB Assembly drawing for their projects.

Mechanical Component Assembly 

 

  

 

  

Mechanical Supports

The solder connections on a PCB provide enough mechanical strength for the parts to withstand any applied 

stresses in a majority of projects, but certain applications require additional support for long-term durability. 

Perhaps the finished product will be subject to vibrational stresses, or it will be repeatedly connected and 

disconnected from peripheral devices as a part of its operation. In these instances, the recommended best 

practice is to add mechanical restraints, such as brackets or mounting clamps, around connectors and larger 

components to affix them in place.

GWT can often provide post-soldering board-level assembly for these types of parts, but the additional cost 

and lead time requirements must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis during the project’s quoting stage. 

Clients should be sure to include detailed drawings showing measurements with the quote submission 

package, mentioning these special requirements as early as possible to their account manager with GWT.
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Thermal Relief (Heat Sinks) 

 

 

 

 

Under certain conditions, components such as voltage regulators or high-speed processor ICs will dissipate 

considerable amounts of power and may require some additional thermal management. From GWT’s 

perspective, these requirements are quite similar to the mechanical supports mentioned in the previous 

subsection in that they require additional board-level assembly either before or after soldering is completed.

 

3.9.2 – 

Clients should include any heat sink devices required by their project in the associated Bill of Materials when it 

is sent for quotation and mention this requirement to their account manager with GWT. Detailed drawings 

showing measurements and orientation should also be included for ease of assembly. Simple heat sinks can 

often be treated as just one more standard PCB component for quoting purposes, but more complex parts will 

often require assessment on a case-by-case basis.

Adhesives 

Epoxies 

As mentioned above in Section 3.8.1, the recommended best practice for adding mechanical strength to a 

component is to use mechanical restraints; however, certain projects will include physical restrictions that 

prohibit the use of such restraints. In this case, an alternative solution is to use adhesive compounds 

underneath the part in question. Mechanical restraints are generally recommended over adhesives due to their 

superior long-term durability, but adhesives do still provide some added support over solder connections 

alone. 

   

  

GWT is able to apply heat-cure epoxies underneath connectors prior to the soldering process to satisfy this 

requirement, but post-soldering underfill for BGAs and other large IC packages is currently not offered. Clients 

requiring epoxy to be applied under certain connectors should mention this requirement to their account 

manager during the quoting stage so that GWT’s production team can approve the relevant epoxy and 

account for any additional cost or lead time requirements as soon as possible.

Tapes 

  

 

 

In certain cases, it is necessary to apply pressure sensitive adhesive tapes to certain components or sections of 

a PCB. These tapes are used in many applications: sometimes to protect against short circuits with the PCB’s 

external environment, and in other cases to affix the entire PCB to an external heat sink or mounting bracket. 

GWT frequently uses 3M9077 adhesive in such cases due to its strong dielectric properties and high 

temperature tolerance, up to 260°C.

 

  

Clients requiring adhesive tapes to be applied after PCB assembly should mention this requirement to their 

account manager during the quoting stage of the project. A detailed masking drawing, showing specific 

measurements, should be included with the initial quote package submission to allow sufficient time for 

GWT’s production team to approve the requirement.
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Pressfit Parts 

 

      

   

   

Pressfit parts, mainly used for interconnection of different electronic assemblies, are often large components 

incorporating multiple rows of pins. G W T  can handle assembly for pressfit connectors, but usually will require 

additional tooling cost, which must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis during the quoting stage of the 

project. GWT can handle tolerances of ± 3 mil preferred or ± 2 mil minimum for pressfit part hole location;

there will likely be some extra cost involved to control down to ± 2 mil.

 

3.9.4 – 

Clients whose designs include pressfit parts should mention this to their account manager with GWT , and 

also include the parts themselves in the project’s Bill of Materials.

Wire Bonding 

 

  

 

    

 

GWT offers a selective soft gold surface finish option, which can be applied to specific areas or specific pads 

on a board during the PCB Fabrication process to facilitate wire bonding. This allows for a stronger welded joint 

on the pad in question, which offers increased durability for leads soldered directly to the PCB. This process 

requires a masking drawing to specify the regions for soft gold finish, as well as additional documentation to 

describe the wire bonding procedure, and might not be viable for volume orders. Generally, it is more cost-

and time-effective to use connectors and terminated cables for interconnection, but wire bonding might be 

necessary for size-restricted designs that are unable to incorporate these larger parts.

 

3.9.5 – 

For projects that specify wire bonding, please include a masking drawing for selective soft gold finish along 

with the standard quote package and mention this requirement to a GWT account manager. GWT’s      

production team will need to assess each wire bonding project individually for potential additional cost and 

lead time.

Wire Harness 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clients requiring wire harness assembly should provide a detailed drawing including measurements along with 

their standard quotation package. Wires themselves, as well as any connectors or crimps, will need to be 

included on the project’s Bill of Materials as well. GWT’s production team evaluates wire harness assembly 

jobs on a case-by-case basis to provide quotation on any additional labour cost and lead time, and in some 

Wire harness assembly, also known as cable harness assembly or simply wire assembly / cable assembly, is 

generally performed after the regular board-level PCB assembly process. GWT is focused mainly on board-

level services, but wire harness assembly is also available in certain cases. For high-volume or very complex 

wire harness assembly, many of GWT’s clients work with a separate final assembler to bring the populated

PCBs into the finished end product. That being said, GWT can certainly handle assembly for many 

straightforward and lower-volume wire harnesses.

cases additional tooling cost must be added to build a fixture or purchase crimping tools.

 

 

  

Clients should mention any wire harness assembly requirements to their account manager with GWT as early 

as possible in the quoting process to ensure timely assessment and quotation.
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Enclosure Assembly 

 

  

 

 

 

Once the PCBs for a given project are fabricated and assembled, the final step is often to enclose the PCB in a 

box for end use. injection molding or other forms of custom enclosure manufacturing are offered, but GWT 

can provide enclosure assembly with lower-volume final assembly and high-volume complex enclosure 
assembly. 

 

Clients requiring enclosure assembly should provide a detailed drawing including measurements along with 

their standard quotation package. For projects incorporating a commercially-available prefabricated box, the 

associated part number and description should be included on the project’s Bill of Materials; custom boxes 

manufactured by a third party should be included as consigned parts.

 

  

GWT’s production team evaluates enclosure assembly jobs on a case-by-case basis to provide quotation on 

any additional labour cost and lead time, so it is advisable to mention any enclosure assembly requirements to 

a GWT account manager as early in the quotation process as possible.

 

 

 

3.9.7 – Conformal Coating

 

 

 

 

For PCBs that will be used in damp, humid, dusty, or other harsh environments, a special process known as 

conformal coating is often required. Through this process, GWT will cover the assembled PCB in a thin layer 

of non-conductive, protective material such as silicon, acrylic, urethane, or paraxylene. Once this coating is 

cured onto the board, it will increase the overall durability of the product while also protecting it from outside 

contaminants.

Clients should submit a masking drawing along with standard design files to stipulate any areas of the board 

that should not be subjected to the coating, such as connectors that will need to be accessed at a later time. 

The conformal coating process does require additional time and cost after PCB assembly, and G W T  also 

requires that functional testing (see Section 3.10.3) be performed on assembled PCBs prior to coating. Once 

the coating has been applied, the boards are fully sealed, and rework can no longer be performed.

 

 

3.9.8 – IC Programming

 

 

GWT offers two types of IC programming for embedded systems PCBs, which can be added to a PCB assembly 

quotation upon client request. For either method, a hex file should be submitted with the standard quotation 

package, along with a brief procedural explanation for any requirements in terms of settings, configurations, 

or checksums. GWT understands the importance of intellectual property protection and will readily sign on 

to a mutual non-disclosure agreement before receiving any design files. Strict quality management systems 

guarantee an efficient and effective programming service for either of GWT’s programming methods.

 

Normally, direct-chip programming is the preferred method, both from GWT’s point of view and from the 

client’s point of view. This process uses the SP-5000 universal programmer in conjunction with independent 

socket adaptors to program IC packages prior to assembly, meaning the design of the PCB does not need to 

offer access to the programming interfaces. This method is also more time effective during production, 

particularly for higher-volume orders
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Alternatively, GWT can offer In-Circuit Serial Programming (ISCP) services, where the programming is done 

after the PCBs have been fully assembled. This method usually requires more cost and lead time compared 

with direct-chip programming since the PCBs must be powered and connected one-by-one to a computer for 

programming. This method is normally used only for very low-volume prototype designs so that clients can 

Document Contents ©Global Well Tech Limited
www.gwt-pcba.com

modify the code during their own test procedures.

 

3.9.9 – 

Figure 22 – Some of GWT's Direct-Chip Programming Equipment

Serialization 

  

 

Clients often design serial numbers onto the silkscreen of their PCBs, which falls into the realm of PCB 

fabrication rather than assembly; this process is discussed in GWT’s DFM Guidelines document. That being 

said, some clients prefer to use labels for serialization, either due to space restrictions on the PCB silkscreen 

layer or simply for aesthetic reasons. Clients requiring this service need only mention it to their GWT account 

manager during the quoting stage of the project.

 

3.9.10 – 

Serialized labels are added after the PCB assembly process is done, normally on the bottom of the boards, or 

in any open space where they will not interfere with components. Barcodes can also be included on the labels 

to ease shipping and receiving for GWT’s clients on higher-volume orders, but it should be noted that barcode 

labels will require some additional cost to be added to the project. Simple serial number labels can be applied 

at no additional charge.

Flux and Solder Types 

 

 

GWT uses a high-quality no-clean flux during assembly, which normally leaves the boards free of residue. If 

any significant flux deposits are noticed during visual inspection, they will be cleaned off before the PCBs are 

packaged for shipping; this is usually only necessary for through-hole components.

  

Water soluble flux is also available for special order. There is no additional cost or lead time involved, but clients 

requiring water soluble flux should inform their GWT account manager early in the quote stage of the project.

Being a fully RoHS-compliant facility, GWT only uses lead-free solder in PCB assembly; specifically, SAC305 is 

GWT’s material of choice. This solder is composed of 96.5% tin, 3% silver, and 0.5% copper.
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1.0 – Introduction 
The purpose  of this  Design  for Manufacturability  (DFM ) guide  is to assist  customers  in designing  printed 


circuit  boards  (PCBs ) that  can be manufactured  quickly  and efficiently . These  DFM  guidelines  define  the 


various tolerances, rules, and testing procedures to which Hopetimepcb adheres during PCB manufacturing. 


It is beneficial to all parties involved, in terms of both cost and efficiency, if these issues can be addressed 


during the design stage, rather than during production. By providing this guide, we hope to avoid the potential 


scenario where our client has finished designing a board, but must later revise their design due to facility 


limitations. 


DFM guidelines are essential to promote a client’s understanding of the various options that we offer, the 


reasons  for  each  of  these  options , and  the  limitations  of  Hopetimepcb ’s production  facilities . At 


Hopetimepcb ,


 


we  specialize  in turn -key  production  rigid  multi -layer  PCBs  with  part  procurement  and 


placement. 


 


For a quick overview of our manufacturing specifications,


 


please see our other document on our website 


www.hopetimepcb.com titled “Capability”.


 


1.1 Scope
 


Consulting these DFM guidelines during your design process


 


allows


 


you to plan a PCB that conforms to the 


capabilities  of hopetimepcb ’s facilities . A strong  understanding  of our manufacturing  ability  enables  our 


clients to achieve


 


the special features that their designs require while maximizing efficiency to both time and 


money.


 


Listed below are a few of the more notable benefits found in designing for manufacturability:


 


•


 


Higher quality


 


results by working within facility capabilities


 


•


 


Reduced lead times


 


by avoiding unnecessary delays


 


•


 


Lower labor and material costs


 


from correcting errors


 


•


 


Higher first-pass yields


 


•


 


Minimized environmental impact


 


by avoiding waste from re-making boards


 


To fully reap the benefits listed above, our clients must understand our abilities concerning the specific type of 


PCB option(s) that they require. This guide is,


 


therefore,


 


divided into sections according to the different types 


of options and features that we offer at hopetimepcb. Those sections are as follows:


 


•


 


Required Documents


 


•


 


Laminate Materials Selection


 


•


 


PCB Manufacturing Capabilities


 


•


 


HDI Technology Capabilities


 


•


 


Surface Finish: Options and Requirements


 


•


 


Solder Mask: Options and Requirements


 
 


•


 


Silkscreen: Options and Requirements


 


•


 


Electrical Testing 


 


•


 


Controlled Impedance PCB


 


•


 


Panelization


 


•


 


Report Types and Report Writing


 


•


 


RoHS Compliance
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2.0 Required Documents  
Various  PCB design  files  and other  forms  of documentation  are required  for Hopetimepcb  to fabricate  a 


printed  circuit  board  and populate  the components  onto  that  board . There  are two file formats  we can 


translate and accept


 


for manufacturing: ODB++ and Gerber version RS-274X. 


In the OBD++ format, all data required for PCB fabrication and assembly are included within the .TGZ 


compressed archive. Should you choose to use this format, you only need to provide the .TGZ archive, along 


with a Bill of Materials (BOM) for assembly. 


If you choose to use the Gerber file format, please ensure that you are using the RS-274X version. This format 


specifies a set of files, where each individual file represents one type of design drawing, such as top copper, 


bottom solder mask, or top silkscreen. Please ensure that you provide a Gerber file for each design element in 


your PCB layout, as well as any other relevant documentation for fabrication and assembly. When using the 


Gerber format, additional files are required for board assembly, a centroid file for pick and place, as well as a 


Bill of Materials with part numbers. 


2.1 Gerber Files – RS-274X Format 


RS-274X, also known as Extended Gerber or X-Gerber, is one of three distinct formats for Gerber files and is 


the current industry standard. RS-274X format is an open ASCII vector format used by standard PCB design 


industry software for processing 2D binary images. All Gerber Files are also Computer Numerical Control (CNC) 


files, and so it is possible to drive a PCB fabricator using Gerbers since fabricators are CNC machines. Gerber 


files describe various board images, such as copper layers, solder mask, silkscreen, and paste mask. This data 


includes traces, vias, pads, component footprints, and planes, as well as drilling and milling data. 


RS-274X is the “middle child” of the three Gerber file formats. The oldest format for Gerber files is RS-274D, or 


Standard Gerber, which has now been generally deprecated in favour of the Extended Gerber format. The data 


in RS-274X is much more comprehensive than RS-274D since the RS-274D format keeps many of its critical 


information separate from the main data file. The RS-274X format offers several benefits over the now-


obsolete RS-274D, including high-level commands and controls, allowing for more precise machine plotting. 


Gerber X2, the third and latest Gerber format, was released in February of 2014. It is fully backwards-


compatible with the RS-274X format but includes some extra metadata to avoid ambiguity. Gerber X2 has not 


yet seen widespread industry adoption, and so RS-274X remains the standard at present. 


PCB layouts are created using a computer-aided design (CAD) system and saved in the RS-274X format, where 


the Gerber set contains the complete description for each layer of the PCB. Typically, the CAD system outputs 


one Gerber file for each relevant layer. These Gerber files can be loaded into a computer-aided manufacturing 


(CAM) system to provide data for each step of the PCB production process.  


In keeping  with industry  standards , we at hopetimepcb  accept the RS-274X Gerber format. This allows our 


clients to use the CAD design tool of their choice, provided that they can output their finished design files in 


Gerber


 


format. The Gerber RS-274X format includes separate files for the different copper layers, silkscreen 


layers, solder mask layers, and milling/drilling  locations  included  in a given design. Along with your Gerber 


files , you  should  send  a PCB  Manufacturing  Drawing and  a PCB  Assembly  Drawing , as well  as a Bill  of 


Materials


 


for your order. A brief description for each of these file types is given in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1 


PCB Manufacturing Drawing PCB Board fabrication information 


PCB Assembly Drawing PCB components onboard assembly information 


Bill of Materials Table of information on all components to be placed on board 


Netlist component electrical connectivity information 


Gerber Files Group of files below 


Route files information on PCB copper design, e.g. traces, pads 


Drill files information on PCB design drill holes 


Solder Mask Files Information on areas not to cover with solder mask, e.g. pads, holes 


Board Outline File board size and shape information 


Silkscreen board surface markings information 


2.2 ODB++ 


ODB++ is a printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing database, with different data stored in a hierarchy of files 


and file folders. For convenient transmission of data, some common operating system commands can be used 


to create a single compressed file, while preserving the hierarchy information. That compressed file containing 


the printed circuit board (PCB) design information can be sent directly to a PCB Fabrication and Assembly 


company, such as hopetimepcb . ODB++ stands for Open Data Base, with the ‘++’ suffix added in 1997 when 


component  descriptions  were  enabled . ODB ++ was developed  and disseminated  by Valor  Computerized 


Systems, but was later acquired by Mentor Graphics in 2010.  


The vast majority of electronic devices include a PCB, which acts to house the electronic components that 


power the device, and also to connect these components in a specific manner. Computer-aided design (CAD) 


software is often used to create the layouts for these PCBs, and that layout information must then be 


transferred to a photolithographic computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) system. These CAD and CAM systems 


are generally produced by different companies, and therefore must use an intermediary file format, such as 


ODB++, for successful data exchange. ODB++ has two versions: the original (owned by Mentor), as well as an 


XML version called ODB++(X), which was donated to the IPC organization by Valor Computerized Systems. 


We at hopetimepcb  can work  with  ODB ++ files  of revision  7.0 or lower ; there  are no restrictions  on the 


design  tool


 


used for PCB layout , as long as the design  can be translated  to ODB++ format  files. That being 


said, we hopetimepcb can NOT accept ODB++(X) files. If you find some trouble in outputting your ODB++ files


, please forward your .CAM or .PCB files to us to attempt the conversion on your behalf. 


2.3 Drill / Route File 


Drill Files define the size and coordinates of any holes to be drilled in a PCB design. These files can be used to 


control a drilling machine, which creates holes for Vertical Interconnect Access (VIA), mounting, and THT 


component placement. 


On a standard 2-sided PCB, drill files are needed for the CNC machine to make accurate through-vias. For more 


complex multi-layer boards, many of the holes will be micro-vias, which pass through only a few layers rather 


than the entire board. These types of holes are also known as blind and buried vias. We will need a separate 


drill file, with a distinct name, for each layer pair that will be included in your design.  
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For Example: Let us assume that you have a 4-layer board with most vias extending all the way from top to 


bottom, and some buried vias extending from layer 1 to layer 2. In this case, you should have two drill files, 


with one of them named “Drill_1-4” and another named “Drill_1-2”. 


Route Files are a type of file that define the electrically-conductive copper traces, known colloquially as 


“routing”, on a PCB design. These files are used to control a fabrication machine in order to lay copper traces 


on a PCB board. 


Regarding the submission of drill and route files to hopetimepcb : if you use the ODB++ format, drill files and 


route files will both be included in the .TGZ compression file. If you choose to use the Gerber RS-274X format, 


then separate drill files and route files will need to be provided in RS-274X format. 


2.4 Netlist File 


Netlist files contain the connectivity information for an electronic circuit. A netlist file is a collection of several 


related lists, one list for each group of electrically-connected pins. This file is generated from the circuit’s 


schematic design, and it is used in PCB layout to determine which component pads should be connected by 


copper traces on the finished PCB 


We at Hopetimepcb  request  a netlist  file for the electrical  testing  of your  bare  PCBs ; we ensure  an exact 


match between the actual connectivity  on your PCB and that of your netlist file for every board that leaves 


our facility . The ODB++ format contains  your netlist  file by default , and so there will be no need to provide 


one separately . If you use the Gerber RS-274X format , then you will need a separate  netlist  file in IPC356 


format.


 


2.5 Centroid File / Pick and Place File
 


We require a centroid data file –also known as a Pick and Place


 


file–


 


in order to accurately assemble a PCB. The 


main purpose of a centroid data is to hold information on the position and orientation of all surface mount 


technology (SMT) devices on a circuit board design. Centroid files contain data regarding reference designators, 


XY locations, rotations, component packages, and placement on either the top or bottom side of the board.


 


•


 


Reference Designator –


 


Short alphanumeric code assigned to each part in the layout (R12, C17)


 


•


 


Component Value/Package –


 


Component part numbers, part values, and package size


 


•


 


Layer –


 


Either the top or the bottom side


 


•


 


XY Location –


 


Cartesian coordinates, beginning at the origin


 


•


 


Rotation –


 


Described part orientation in degrees (0, 45, 90, etc.)


 


2.6 Assembly Bill of Materials (BOM)
 


Bill of Materials is a list of all


 


the parts that are needed for the PCB Assembly and matches those parts to the 


Reference Designators in the PCB layout.


 


We require this list in a Microsoft Excel format. If multiple instances 


of the same part are used on one board, then they are all listed on one line of the BOM with their corresponding 


reference designators and total quantity. The following information comprises the BOM;


 


incomplete BOMs 


may be acceptable, however,


 


it is always best to include all of the following information in your BOM to 


minimize the risk of purchasing errors.
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• Item # - Unique item number for each component (1, 2, 3) 


• Ref Des – Matches BOM item to PCB layout location 


• Quantity – Quantity of this component that will be needed for each board 


• Manufacturer – The name of this component’s manufacturer 


• Manufacturer Part # - The part number assigned to a component by its manufacturer 


• Description – Brief component description 


• Package – Packaging size (ex. 0805) or type (ex. BGA, QFN) 


• Type – SMT or THT 


• Your Instructions – Any special requirements that you have for this part 


We provide a sample Bill of Materials on our website that may be used as a basis for your Bill of Materials.  


2.7 Drawings 


Design drawings are not strictly required for all PCB fabrication and assembly projects, but they can help to 


make your intentions clearer to our production team, particularly regarding special requirements. We 


recommend you include design drawings for projects with a high number of layers or components. 


2.7.1 PCB Manufacturing Drawing 
PCB manufacturing drawings only contain that information which is needed for the fabrication of the PCB. This 


could be information such as the project name, board dimensions, board thickness, tolerances, material, 


copper weight, number of copper layers, or surface finish. These may be a list of notes beside the board’s 


artwork or listed in a separate file. Other special information may also be included in the manufacturing 


drawing, such as controlled impedance requirements, via-in-pad tenting, gold-plated edge connectors, and so 


on.  


Figure 1: Assembled Printed Circuit Board 
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2.7.2 PCB Assembly Drawing 
PCB assembly drawings contain that information that is needed for assembly of the various components onto 


a PCB. Basic component information, such as position and orientation, are provided on this drawing, along with 


special requirements, such as height limit. Three-dimensional renderings could also be included to clarify 


special requirement areas but are not necessary for typical boards. 


2.8 Standard Manufacturing Specifications 


The following list outlines the parameters we require to manufacture your design. Please provide this 


information when requesting a quote as well, in order to price your project properly. 


• Project Name – PCB name and Version #  


• Dimensions [inches] – Board length and width 


• Number of layers – 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 layers 


• Total thickness [inches] – Board thickness for one board with all layers included 


• Surface Finish – Example: HASL, ENIG, Immersion Tin, Immersion Silver  


• Solder mask – Indicates the desired solder mask colour for your PCB, and to which sides of the 


    board that solder mask will be applied 


 


Advanced parameters which may also be specified include 


• Profiling – Indicate any panelization requirements for your project 


• Impedance Control – Do you require a specific impedance for RF transmission lines 


• Material (substrate) – Example: FR4 or IT-180A 


• Silkscreen (Legend)– Indicates the desired silkscreen colour for your PCB, and to which sides of 


  the board that silkscreen will be applied 


• Testing – Electrical testing is standard with all our orders and cannot be excluded to ensure quality. 


• Printed board handling and storage guidelines – Special information regarding safe handling if required 
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3.0 Laminate Materials Selection 
Laminates are the primary material used in PCB fabrication, and different laminates have different properties, 


performances, and associated costs. This section outlines the various laminate options that may be selected 


for your PCB Design and gives a brief comparison and contrast between those options.  


3.1 Material Selection & Properties 


As the first step in this DFM guideline, we will provide information to assist you in the selection of a suitable 


laminate material that meets your performance requirements while minimizing manufacturability issues. We 


start here because the cost of raw laminates is generally the single largest constituent of PCB fabrication cost.  


The key factors to consider when selecting a laminate material for a PCB design are the cost, the quality, and 


the lead time. Due to the amount of material needed for PCB fabrication, it is essential to optimize the size of 


your designs; even a small difference in size can result in a significant difference in cost. 


Different materials incur different costs and possess different characteristics, but higher quality laminates are 


typically also more expensive. The following are some of the main characteristics to take note of when 


comparing the properties of different laminates: 


Tg = Glass Transition Temperature – Temperature at which a critical change of physical properties will occur. 


In the case of laminates, it transitions from a hard, glassy material into a soft, rubbery material. Hopetimepcb 


offers many High-TG options for high-temperature and high-power PCB applications. 


Td = Decomposition Temperature - Temperature at which the laminate chemically decomposes. 


Dk = Dielectric Constant (also referred to as εr in electromagnetics) – Indicates the relative permittivity of 


an insulator material, which refers to its ability to store electrical energy in an electric field. 


Df = Dissipation Factor – Indicates the efficiency of an insulating material by showing the rate of energy loss 


for a certain mode of oscillation, such as mechanical, electrical, or electromechanical oscillation. 


Our fabrication facilities are located in China, so it is advisable to choose high-quality local laminates in order 


to minimize the shipping cost and lead time. The Shengyi S1000-H (Tg 150) laminate is generally our default 


choice for a high-performance, mid-Tg laminate. Shengyi S1000-H is comparable to Isola FR406 (Tg 150), a 


standard North American laminate option. As outlined in Table 2 below, FR406 does slightly outmatch Shengyi 


S1000H in terms of Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor, but some clients may be willing to compromise 


on these factors for a lower cost and/or a faster lead time. 


Table 2 
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Shengyi S1141 (TG 130) is a good alternative to lower the cost of your project, at the sacrifice of some quality. 


In cases where higher quality is needed, we recommend Shengyi S1000-2M (TG 170), which is the closest in 


quality to Isola FR406 (Tg 170). Where quality is the highest priority, we would recommend utilizing ITEQ 


IT180A (TG 180), which is also RoHS compliant. ITEQ IT180A (TG 180) is comparable in quality and to Isola 


370HR (TG 180). We at Hopetimepcb  would suggest using Shengyi S1000H (Tg 130) for typical projects. We 


would recommend using one of the higher quality laminate materials if any of these three conditions occur: 


1) If the PCB Design has 8 or more layers 


2) If Copper Board is heavy with a copper weight heavier than 3oz 


3) If PCB Board is thin with a board thickness of less than 0.5mm 


3.2 Laminate Material and Thickness 
Table 3 


Core material thickness, 
including copper (mm.) 


Copper Weight (oz.) 


0.145 mm. H/H oz. 


0.17 mm. 1/1 oz. 


0.185 mm. H/H oz. 


0.2 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.25 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.3 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.4 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.5 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.6 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.7 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.8 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.9 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.0 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.1 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.2 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.5 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.6 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


2.0 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


2.2 mm. 1/1 oz. 


2.4 mm. 1/1 oz. 


2.5 mm. 1/1 oz. 


3.0 mm. 1/1 oz. 
 


Table 3 lists the core material thickness with 
copper weight for normal FR4 Material 


• 1/1 = 1 oz. copper per square foot on 
BOTH sides of the sheet 


• 1/0 = 1 oz. copper per square foot, coated 
on only 1 ONE side of the sheet 


• H/H = 0.5 oz. copper per square foot, 
coated on BOTH sides of the sheet 


• 0/0 = UNCLAD (NO Copper). 
 


3.3 Prepreg Designation and Thickness 


Prepreg is a bonding material used in the fabrication of multi-layer PCB boards, which, after curing, has the 


same properties as the core /base layer materials. Prepregs have various glass styles 106, 1080, 3313, 2116 


and 7628 used by board fabricators. Board fabricators use a variety of prepreg glass styles. These styles include 


106, 1080, 3313, 2116 and 7628. Limitations may apply to the number and types of prepreg, so it is best to 


contact a Hopetimepcb representative for further details. 
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Table 4 


Prepreg /Glass Styles Pressed Thickness (mm) Prepreg Resin content 


106 0.05 mm. Approx. 73% 


1080 0.075 mm. Approx.  65% 


3313 0.09 mm. Approx.  57% 


2116 0.115 mm. Approx.  55% 


7628 0.185 mm. Approx.  46% 


7628H 0.195 mm. Approx.  51% 


3.4 Copper Weight & Heavy Copper for Materials 
Copper clad FR-4 laminate materials are measured using ounce (oz.) weight per square foot. 


• 0.25 oz. = 0.00035” (8.75μm) 


• 0.5 oz. = 0.0007” (17.5 μm) 


• 0.75 oz. =0.00105” (26.25μm) 


• 1.0 oz. = 0.0014” (35 μm) 


• 2.0 oz. = 0.0028” (70 μm) 


• 3.0 oz. = 0.0042” (105 μm) 


• 4.0 oz. or more = 0.0056” (140 μm) or more 


Heavier copper weights allow for higher current carrying capability and heat dissipation characteristics in high 


power designs, making heavy copper a common choice for automotive, power distribution, and welding 


equipment  industries . Hopetimepcb  Electronics  is capable  of fabricating  multi -layer  PCB  boards  with  a 


maximum  copper weight of 10 oz. Copper weight of 4 oz. or higher will require an additional  estimate , and 


may  also  affect  lead  times . The specified  copper  weight  for a board  will  also  impact  the trace  width  and 


spacing requirements of the board, as shown in Table 5, below: 


Table 5 


Layer Type Copper Weight Width / Spacing 


Internal Layer 


1/2 oz. 3.0 / 4.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 3.0 mil (minimum) 


1 oz. 4.0 / 5.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


2 oz. 5.0 / 7.0 mil (preferred)     –     4.0 / 5.5 mil (minimum) 


3 oz. 6.0 / 10.0 mil (preferred)   –     5.0 / 8.0 mil (minimum) 


External Layer 


1/2 oz. 4.0 / 4.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


1 oz. 4.0 / 6.0 mil (preferred)     –     4.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


2 oz. 5.0 / 8.0 mil (preferred)     –     5.0 / 6.0 mil (minimum) 


3 oz. 6.0 / 10.0 mil (preferred)   –     6.0 / 8.0 mil (minimum) 
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3.5 RF Substrates 


For radiofrequency applications requiring very high fidelity, some clients find that standard FR4-type material 


does not meet signal loss requirements due to its relatively high dielectric constant of approximately 4.5. As 


such, specialized dielectric materials for RF applications offer lower dielectric constant to satisfy such design 


requirements . Hopetimepcb  stocks  Rogers  RO 4350 B  as our  standard  RF substrate . We  offer  core 


thicknesses  of 10mil, 20mil or 30mil in stock, and the copper  weight  can be 0.5oz/0.5oz or 1oz/1oz. Other 


sizes  available  for special  order  with  added  lead -time  are  6.6mil , 13.3mil , 16.6mil , 60mil . The  dielectric 


constant of this material  is 3.76 at 1GHz and averages 3.66 for 8GHz to 40GHz. Further details can be found 


on the material’s datasheet . Additional  RF materials  may be available upon special request with added lead 


time.


 


The dielectric constant of a material


 


describes the ratio of that


 


material’s permittivity


 


to


 


the permittivity of 


vacuum.


 


Technically speaking, a material’s permittivity describes the electric field strength between two 


charges separated by that material.


 


The dielectric constant of a material affects its parasitic capacitance, which 


can become quite significant at high operational frequencies.


 


Equation 1 and Equation 2 illustrate the effects 


of dielectric constant on signal loss. Equation 1 describes the capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor—derived 


from Maxwell’s Laws—where any two copper


 


layers of a PCB can be viewed as parallel plates separated by the 


dielectric material. The k variable represents the dielectric constant in Equation 1, and clearly,


 


the capacitance 


increases with k. 


 


Equation 2 described capacitive reactance, which decreases inversely to capacitance and 


frequency; this explains the increased significance of material dielectric constant for high-frequency operation.


𝐶 =
𝑘𝜀0𝐴


𝑑
 𝐸𝑞𝑛. 1 𝑋𝐶 =


1


2𝜋𝑓𝐶
 𝐸𝑞𝑛. 2 


While standard rigid FR4-type materials are composed of glass-reinforced epoxy, RF materials primarily make 


use of Polytetrafluoroethylene, also known as PTFE, or by its trademark name: Teflon. In addition to its 


advantages in dielectric constant, PTFE materials also boast impressive thermal characteristics for high-


temperature PCB applications. With high TG (glass-transition temperature) values, reaching up to 280°C, PTFE 


materials are suitable for both high frequency and high-power applications. 


When preparing your project for PCB Fabrication using PTFE materials, it is important to reach out early in the 


process, if possible, for a quotation. Projects involving Rogers and other high-frequency PCB materials will 


require a special estimate, not covered by Hopetimepcb ’s online quoting tool. Extra care is necessary in 


PCB Fabrication  for high-frequency  materials  since PTFE is relatively  soft compared  to FR4-type materials , 


making  it more susceptible  to damage  while handling . The fabrication  of plated  through -holes and slots is 


also more difficult for PTFE materials, due to the famous non-stick properties of Teflon.  
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3.6 Metal-Core PCBs 


For  PCBs  with  very  high  thermal  demands , Hopetimepcb  can  also  provide  professional  metal -core  PCB 


fabrication  options, where a metal base is bonded to the copper signal layers, separated  by a dielectric  for 


insulation. Metal-Core PCBs are often used to help conduct heat away from vital components  in high power 


designs, such as amplifiers, power supply modules, motor drives, commercial lighting, and many automotive 


applications. The standard Metal-Core PCB design consists of three main components: 


Signal Layer: Contains copper pads and traces, subject to copper weight specifications defined in Section 3.4 


Dielectric Layer: Offers high electrical insulation and high thermal conductivity 


Metal Core: Most commonly aluminum for low-cost, but other options such as copper are available 


Figure 2 shows a simple diagram of the standard Metal-Core PCB components described above: 


 


Figure 2: Simple Metal-Core PCB Visualization 


Hopetimepcb generally provides metal-core PCB fabrication with core thicknesses ranging from 0.031” to 


0.125”, but we can also handle orders for other sizes with a special estimate. We also provide heavy 


copper options for the signal, power, and ground layers of your design, from 0.5 oz. to 10 oz. or more.  
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3.7 Multi-Layer Stack-Up 


Multi-layer boards have some physical properties which need to be considered by both the designer and 


manufacturer in order to ensure quality construction. Multilayer board designs should have an even number 


of layers for the best quality. Choose each layer’s dielectric thickness from the provided core or prepreg 


thicknesses  listed  in Table  3 and  Table  4. For  possible  combinations , please  consult  our  Hopetimepcb 


manufacturing team for what are suitable and achievable dimensions and tolerances. 


 


It is recommended that multi-layer designs balance the lay-up relative to the Z-axis median to minimize bow 


and twist. In other words, a layer stackup list should read the same from top to bottom as it does from bottom 


to top. Dielectric thickness, copper thickness and the location of layers, median, Z-axis need to be balanced. If 


the Multi-layer design rules are adhered to, the PCB should meet specifications for the maximum allowable 


bow and twist of 0.25mm per 25mm (1%) or better. It is also beneficial to balance the circuitry distribution 


between the front and back of the board as much as possible. This is more of a concern with thicker copper 


weights. 


 


Thickness Tolerance increases as the overall thickness of a multi-layer board increases. You should specify a 


tolerance of ±10% for the overall thickness, which is thicker than 1mm, or +/-0.1mm for 1mm thickness or 


thinner. Also, you need to always indicate where the thickness measurement is to be taken. 


3.8 Multi-Layer Stack-Up Recommendation 


We at Hopetimepcb  can fabricate  multi -layer PCB boards  up to a maximum  of 40 layers . PCB’s with more 


than 20 layers will require an additional estimate before production can begin. Below are our recommended 


stackups for a normal board thickness of 62mil. We at Hopetimepcb  do offer custom stackups, please let us 


know what you need, and our CAM engineer will review it for feasibility. 


2 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 57.7 mil  


2 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 


 


4 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 36.6 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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6 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 16.9 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 16.9 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


6 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 


8 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


6 Inner 5 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


7 Inner 6 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


8 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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10 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (1080*2) 5.9 mil  


6 Inner 5 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


7 Inner 6 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


8 Inner 7 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


9 Inner 8 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


10 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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3.9 Buried Capacitance 


Buried Capacitance is a PCB production methodology where decoupled capacitance is gained from inserting a 


very thin dielectric layer inside a PCB. Adding buried capacitance to a board eliminates the need for decoupling 


capacitors, freeing up more PCB space as redundant pads and conductors can be removed. Having a lower 


number of components on a PCB will lower the cost and simplifies PCB assembly operations and also reduces 


the number of required steps. New technology, like this, grants greater freedom to designers, which allows 


them to design PCBs with greater performance, or equivalent performance in a smaller board size. Lastly, using 


buried capacitance can also reduce noise and high-frequency electro-magnetic interference to improve PCB 


quality. Figure 3 (below) illustrates an 8 layer board with buried capacitance.  


 


Figure 3: Buried Capacitance Stackup  (Eight Layers) 
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3.10 Material Substitutes (North America vs China) 


China Substitute Materials 


• Shengyi S1141 (TG 140) 


• Td 300, Dk 4.2, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link  
 


• Shengyi S1000H (Tg 150)  


• Td 325, Dk 4.38, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• Shengyi S1000-2M (TG 170) 


• Td 340, Dk 4.28, Df 0.017 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• ITEQ IT180A (TG 180) 


• Td 350, Dk 4.3, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


North American Laminates 


• Isola FR406 (TG 170)  


• Td 300, Dk 3.93, Df 0.0167 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• Isola 370HR (TG 180)  


• Td 340, Dk 4.04, Df 0.021 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


Table 6 


 


Finally, apart from the laminate quality, we must also take the available laminate’s material cost and delivery 


lead time into account. Since Hopetimepcb ’s PCB Fabrication and Assembly facilities are based in China, the 


cost for importing North American laminates would be higher and increase the lead time, as illustrated in the 


chart above. Thus, from this comparison chart, we can conclude that the use of local substitute is preferable 


due to the lower material costs and shorter lead time.  


Table 7 


Material Price Matrix 
 Cost in China Lead Time Cost in N.A. Lead Time 


370HR 130% Longer 100% Shorter 


FR408HR 150% Longer 120% Shorter 
 


S1141 70% Shorter 120% Longer 


S1000-H 75% Shorter 120% Longer 


S1000-2 70% Shorter 120% Longer 


IT180A 80% Shorter 140% Longer 


 


Tg 150 Tg 170 Tg 180Tg 130


YYYYYYYYRoHS


0.210.0150.01670.0170.01670.0150.01670.015Df (50% resin @ 2 GHz)


4.044.33.934.283.934.383.934.2Dk (50% resin @ 2 GHz)


340350300N/A300N/A300N/ATd (TGA @ 5% weight loss)


370HRIT180AFR406S1000-2FR406S1000-HFR406S1141


U.S.ChinaU.S.ChinaU.S.ChinaU.S.China
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4.0 Standard PCB Manufacturing Capabilities 
PCB Manufacturing Capability is a summary of a PCB manufacturing facility’s PCB fabrication and assembly 


options, limits and tolerances in regards to what circuit boards can be produced. This section introduces our 


facility’s fabrication and assembly capabilities as well as cost and lead time requirements. Often clients will 


make PCB design choices based on the manufacturer’s fabrication capabilities. With the knowledge of our 


capability, limits, and tolerances, mistakes can be reduced, and time can be saved. Since all PCBs should 


essentially be designed for manufacturing, these guidelines aim to aid the transition from design to fabrication 


and assembly. 


4.1 PCB Technology Matrix 


A brief overview  of technological  specifications  that determine  if a PCB can be fabricated  by Hopetimepcb 


are  listed  in Table  8 below . For  a more  comprehensive  list  of our  capabilities , please  refer  to our  other 


document PCB Fabrication Specifications. 


Table 8 


Feature Hopetimepcb Capability 


Minimum trace width 4 mil (increases w/ copper weight – see Section 3.4) 


Minimum hole size 0.1mm (laser) – 0.15mm(mechanical) 


Maximum hole size 0.15mm (laser) – 6.0 mm (mechanical) 


Minimum clearance 3 mil (but increases with higher copper weight) 


Board thickness limits 0.2mm - 6mm for 2-layer board 


Board thickness tolerance ±10% (>1.0 mm)  –  ±1.0 mm (<1.0 mm) 


Maximum allowed copper weights 0.5oz (0.685mils) to 20oz (27.4mils) 


Maximum & minimum board size 0.2”x0.2” to 14”x20” (or larger for bare boards) 


Aspect Ratio 10:1 (for OSP finish, 8:1) 


Layer count- The number of layers in a multilayer PCB Up to 40 (below 20 recommended) 


Bow & Twist 0.75% 


Impedance Control ±5% (50 Ω) -- ±10% (>50 Ω) 


Special features Gold fingers, multiple surface finishes, jump score, 
blind/buried/micro vias, via filling, etc. 


 


PCB key factors also affect each other; thus, they increase or decrease in relation to each other; for example: 


• The trace width and the clearance affect each other; when trace width increases, the trace clearance 


will decrease, and its impedance will also decease. 


• The minimum hole size and board thickness affect aspect ratio, so when minimum hole size decreases 


or board thickness increases, the aspect ratio will enlarge. 


• Hole sizes will affect the annular ring and the space between hole to other features. When hole size 


enlarges, the annular ring and space will decrease. 


• Copper weight affects impedance. When copper weight increases, the impedance will decrease. 
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4.1.1 Pricing 
Hopetimepcb  offers  baseline  pricing  for PCB fabrication  and assembly . These will start with default  values 


and can be customized to meet your needs. The final cost will be affected by material choice and component 


cost . Material  and component  prices  are constantly  changing  due to fluctuation  in market  prices . Some 


factors that affect PCB fabrication and assembly cost include: 


• Board Size- While the PCB board is larger than 50x50mm, a smaller PCB can lower cost while a larger 


PCB board will cost more. Boards of less than 50x50mm are more complex to manufacture. 


• Number of layers- Price will increase as the number of layers increases. 


• Laminate Materials- A laminate material with Tg 140 would cost less while higher quality laminate 


with Tg 180 will cost more. 


• Copper Weight- Copper Weight is separated into inner and outer layers. A higher copper weight, along 


with a larger number of layers, will increase production cost. 


• Gold Finger- used to interconnect to PCBs with sockets on them like a PC motherboard. Gold fingers 


will increase price based on quantity and the number of sides requiring gold fingers. 


• Via in Pad- Holes under the component pads, will increase the cost by adding an extra step to 


fabrication. 


• Blind, Buried, Micro-via- Special vias require extra processing steps and multiple lamination steps. 


• Board Thickness- The overall cost will vary depending on the board thickness required. 


•  Surface finish-  Hopetimepcb offers  the choice of Gold Immersion, HASL, Lead-free HASL, OSP and Silver 


Immersion at no additional cost. Hard Gold, Selective Gold Plating, etc., will affect pricing.  


• Impedance Control- calculate electrical impedance and buried impedance. Tighter manufacturing 


tolerance to meet requirements adds to cost. TDR coupon & report are included. 


• V-scoring, Tab Routing, and Mouse holes- Used to form multiple boards into a panel with no extra 


charge for services if multiple boards all have the same design. If multiple PCB designs are needed for 


panelization, additional fees for this service will apply. 


• Special Features- countersink holes, etc. 


• If the requirements of the PCB do not conform to the capacity of the factory; e.g. layer count, board 


thickness, board size, surface finish, and special features; then cost will be affected. 


4.1.2 Lead Time 
Lead time is an estimate of the amount of time needed to complete one operation or process from start to 


end. One type of lead time is the material delivery lead time which is the estimated time needed for board 


assembly materials to arrive at hopetimepcb  facilities for non-standard materials. Another type of lead time 


is the manufacturing lead time, an estimate by our production facilities for the time needed to fabricate and 


assembly  a PCB in question . Our minimum  lead time for bare PCBs is 5 days ; however , lead time increases 


with quantity and number of layers. For turn-key orders, our standard lead time is 14 days; however, you may 


ask one of our sales associates about rushed service. Factors beyond layers and quantity that affect lead time 


include:


 


•


 


Copper weight-


 


each extra ounce over 3oz. will add one extra day lead time


 


•


 


Oversized


 


or very small boards require an extra day lead time


 


•


 


Black solder masks


 


require an


 


extra day lead time for bare boards


 


only (not turnkey)


 


 


Table 7 shows the standard lead times for various numbers of PCB layers, which is the main factor in 


determining the manufacturing time required for a bare PCB. Please note that there are many other factors 
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that can impact the overall project lead time, such as order quantity or special requirements like via in pad or 


oversized dimensions. 


Table 9 


Layers 5 days 6 days 7 days 8 days 9 days 10 days 11 days 12 days 13 days 


1-2 Layers X X X X X X X X X 


4 layers  X X X X X X X X 


6 layers   X X X X X X X 


8 layers    X X X X X X 


10 layers     X X X X X 


12 layers      X X X X 


14 layers       X X X 


16 layers        X X 


18 layers         X 


4.2 Etch Factor 


What is etching? 
PCB etching is the process of selectively removing unwanted copper from a PCB’s copper-clad substrates. The 


two primary methods of removing the copper cladding are mechanical etching and chemical etching.  


Mechanical etching uses a CNC machining tool with a special cutting tool to remove narrow strips of copper 


from the boundary of each pad and trace in order to electrically isolate them from the rest of the copper foil. 


Chemical etching uses a corrosive solution to dissolve away unwanted copper. A protective layer is cut to match 


the PCB’s Gerber design files and then blocks the applied chemicals maintaining the pads and traces that need 


to remain intact . We at Hopetimepcb  use chemical  etching  as a normal  method due to its precision  and 


efficiency.


 


What is etch factor?
 


To produce


 


the copper


 


layer


 


features designed by our client, we use


 


a


 


corrosive solution


 


to remove the 


unwanted copper area, thus leaving behind the desired pattern. But when etching, the corrosive solution


 


will 


not only etch the unwanted copper, but also etch the walls of the


 


copper features of the design


 


(this means


 


undercut). 


 


Figure 4


 


(below)


 


illustrates the result.


 


The ratio “D/C”  is equal to the etching factor.


 


Thus,


 


the depth 


to which the etching occurs is proportional to


 


copper layer thickness (i.e. thicker copper has deeper etching).


 


This occurs because thicker copper requires more time exposed to the chemicals in order to be fully removed;


 


thus,


 


the corrosive chemicals have more time to etch the walls before being washed away.


 


The etch factor for PCBs manufactured by Hopetimepcb depends


 


on whether the layer is inside the board or 


outside. Etch Factor for outer layers is 1.4,


 


and the Etch Factor for inner layers is 2.5.
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Figure 4: Etching Dimensions Profile View 


4.3 Drill Selection 


4.3.1 Hole Diameter 
We Hopetimepcb can drill holes with sizes listed 


below.


 


Table 10 


Available mechanical holes size 0.15mm - 6.0mm 


Available laser holes size 4mil - 6mil (0.1mm-0.15mm) 


Note:   If the holes size is bigger than 6.0mm, we can also build them as cutouts (by milling), but the tolerance 
needs to be +/-0.15mm 


 


Holes drilled into printed circuit boards can either be plated in copper or left bare. The plated holes will be 


covered with copper on their walls after copper layers are etched, and they are used for forming electrical 


connections from one copper layer to another in a PCB. Non-plated holes are usually used for positioning or 


mounting, and thus do not require copper on their walls. Please indicate your choices in your Gerber files. Your 


circuit design program should be able to assist with this. 


For multilayer boards, holes can be categorized based on their depth into through-holes, blind holes and buried 


holes. Through-holes will be drilled through the whole board from the top to bottom layer, blind holes will be 


drilled from one outer layer to an inner layer, and buried holes are drilled from an inner layer to another inner 


layer. See section 5.3 Micro-via for further explanation of these hole types. A separate drill hole layer is 


necessary for each different depth of hole up to a maximum of 4 types. For example, a board with through-


holes and buried via between layers 2 to 3 and 4 to 8 will require 3 different layers with hole locations and 


sizes. 


4.3.2 Drill Tolerances 
Hole size tolerance is the allowable range of variation for a PCB’s drilled hole from the specified hole size from 


the PCB design.  


Pressfit holes are plated holes with tighter tolerance, which are used for through-hole components that are 


not soldered to the board.  
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Hopetimepcb can control the various drill tolerances, as described in Table 11 


below.


 


Table 11 


Plated hole size +/-3mil 


Pressfit hole size +/-2mil 


Non-plated hole size +/-2mil 


Hole location +/- 3 mil 


4.3.3 Slot Size Tolerance 
Slots are special holes which have different length from their width. And usually, if their length is longer than 


twice their width, we will call them “long slots”; otherwise, we will call them “short slots”.  


We at Hopetimepcb can control the slots size tolerance according to Table 12 below. 


Table 12 


Plated short slots +/-0.15mm 


Non-plated short slots +/-0.1mm 


Plated long slots +/-0.1mm 


Non-plated long slots +/-0.075mm 


4.4 Aspect Ratio 


Aspect Ratio is calculated by dividing the maximum board thickness with the smallest drilled hole diameter size 


specified for that board design. Maximum board thickness is the PCB thickness without copper plating, solder 


or solder mask. The aspect will affect the difficulty of plating. The bigger the aspect ratio is, the harder the 


plating process will be. 


We Hopetimepcb can build the board with aspect ratio listed in Table 13 below: 


Table 13 


Minimum plated holes size Available aspect ratio Maximum available board thickness 


0.15mm <=8 : 1 1.2mm 


0.20mm <=10 : 1 2.0mm 


0.25mm <=12 : 1  (20 : 1 is also available, 
but need an estimate at first) 


3.0mm                                                               
(If thicker, need an estimate at first) 


4.5 Annular Ring 


The annular ring is the width of the copper area around a via to connect it with the PCB trace network. Annular 


ring size is an important PCB design consideration since, during PCB fabrication, many conditions can cause 


holes to not be drilled perfectly centred. Therefore, it is necessary to design a sufficiently thick ring to allow for 


manufacturing tolerances and still produce a reliable electrical connection to the via. See Figure 5 below for an 


illustration. We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate the board with an annular ring listed in Table 14 below. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of Annular Ring 


Table 14 


Copper weight (oz.) Minimum annular ring needed 


0.5 oz. or 1.0 oz. 4.0mil (using 3.5mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


2.0 oz. 6.0mil (using 5.0mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


3.0 oz. 8.0mil (using 6.0mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


4.6 Tear Drop Pads 


Tear Drop Pads are an extra feature that adds additional 


copper at the junction of annular rings with PCB traces. It is 


named this due to the teardrop like shape made with the 


ring. This teardrop shape design feature enhances 


structural integrity against possible thermal or mechanical 


stresses, while also compensating for small fabrication 


tolerances that may compromise structural integrity. A 


common type of fabrication error is hole misalignment, 


which removes too much copper from the junctions of a via 


pad and PCB trace, causing the possibility for a broken trace 


connection or too thin of a connection. Tear Drop Pads 


leave extra copper and lowers the chance of board 


functional  problems occurring due to hole misalignment. 


We at Hopetimepcb typically add tear drop pads 


whenever possible if an annular ring is thinner than 7mil since it will increase tolerance limits for mistakes 


reducing the possibility of PCB problems occurring after fabrication and assembly. 


Whether tear drop pads are needed or not depends on the annular ring thickness of the plated holes: 


• For annular ring  < 7mil  tear drop pads are recommended to add, but not necessary 


• For annular ring  >= 7mil  tear drop pads are not needed 


4.7 Hole Clearance 


Clearance means the space between two features. Usually, there will be slight misalignment between different 


copper layers, and we will locate holes according to the fiducial marks which we add on the working panels. 


So, if the space between the hole and other copper features is too narrow, the holes may be drilled too close 


Figure 6: Teardrop Annular Ring 
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to the copper features because of misalignment, potentially causing a short-circuit or damaged pads. The 


higher the layer count is, the bigger the misalignment could be, and the larger the clearance we will need. 


The clearance to design between the holes to other copper feature will depend on the layer count, as shown 


below in Table 15: 


Table 15 


Layers count Minimum clearance between the hole to other copper feature 


<=6 8.0mil preferred (6.5mil minimum) 


8 10.0mil preferred (7.0mil minimum) 


>=10 12.0mil preferred (8.0mil minimum) 


 


4.8 Conductor Clearance 


Conductor clearance is the distance between traces or other copper elements. Sufficient trace clearance is 


essential to ensure manufacturing tolerances do not compromise the function of your board. In addition, to 


ensure the conductor width can match the Gerber, we must compensate (or enlarge) the conductor in Gerber 


to counteract the effect of undercut, as explained in Section 4.2 Etch Factor. The heavier the copper weight is, 


the deeper the etching, thus wider conductor clearance is needed to compensate. 
The minimum conductor clearance depends on the copper weight, as shown in Table 16 below. 


Table 16 


Copper weight minimum clearance (inner layers) minimum clearance (outer layers) 


0.5oz 4.0mil preferred (3.0mil minimum) 4.0mil preferred (3.0mil OK only in a few places) 


1oz 5.0mil preferred (4.0mil minimum) 6.0mil preferred (5.0mil minimum) 


2oz 7.0mil preferred (6.0mil minimum) 8.0mil preferred (7.0mil minimum) 


3oz 10.0mil preferred (9.0mil minimum) 12.0mil preferred (10.0mil minimum) 


>3oz Ask our sales team to verify Ask our sales team to verify 


 
Copper traces and other features must also be kept at least 0.2 mm (8 mil) from the board edge for standard 


tab routing, or 0.4 mm (16 mil) for V-Scoring. Feature-to-edge requirements are intended to protect against 


potential damage to copper features when individual boards are separated from the fabrication panel. 


4.9 Via Holes Treatment 


The plating thickness in vias will be determined by the parameters when doing copper plating for the board. 


Our copper plating can range from 20µm to 30µm. If you require thicker via plating, it will affect the copper 


weight on top and bottom layers, since the thicker the plating for the via holes, the thicker the top and bottom 


layers will be plated. If thermal conduction is your concern, we recommend filling the via holes with non-


conductive epoxy and then plate over it using the "Via in pad" process. There is a cost to this process, however, 


it is less costly, and more reliable, than filling the hole with a conductive material. 


Solder mask opening (also called solder mask clearance) indicates the area which should not be covered with 


solder mask oil. These openings are required to be on their own separate layer in the Gerber files for each 
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outer side of your board. For the via holes in your board’s Gerber files, if you have not designed a solder mask 


opening for them, we can treat them following ways outlined in Table 17. 


Table 17 


Via hole treatment Limiting Condition Extra cost 


Plugged with solder mask 1. The hole diameter must be smaller than 0.5mm; 
2. No solder mask opening on both sides; 
3. Finished board thickness should be 0.5mm ~ 2.4mm. 


No 


Covered with solder mask N/A No 


Via-in-pad 1. The hole diameter must be smaller than 0.6mm; 
2. Finished board thickness is bigger than 0.5mm ~ 2.4mm. 
3. The material cannot be PTFE material. 


Yes 


Plugged with solder mask: The holes will be built as normal through-holes first, and then be filled with solder 


mask oil. After plugging, light will not be able to go through the holes. When you are using a part with a BGA 


package, we advise that you plug the via holes under BGA area to avoid a short circuit when assembling. 


Covered with solder mask: Solder mask oil will cover the top of the copper pads of the via holes, and solder 


mask oil may also flow into the holes, but the holes are not filled, and light is able to go through these holes. 


Via-in-pad: The via holes will be filled with non-conductive epoxy, and then plated over them. While there are 


some via holes which are designed on SMD pads, we may also need to build via-in-pad to avoid the risk of 


leaking tin when assembling certain designs. 


4.10 Finished Board Thickness 


Finished overall board thickness can be measured from a PCB’s top layer to its bottom layer, including the 


solder mask and copper layers. This dimension is used for designing enclosures for the board. Do not forget to 


account for component height in your overall design. The maximum board thickness will be, as shown in Table 


18 below. 


Table 18 


Layers count Maximum board thickness (inches) Maximum board thickness (mm) 


<=2 layers 0.149 preferred (0.177 possible) 3.8 preferred  (4.5mm possible) 


>2 layer 0.149 preferred (0.236 possible) 3.8 preferred  (6.0mm possible) 


Note:     For 2 layer boards, if the board is thicker than 3.0mm, we may have to build it as a mock 4-layer 
board since we do not have the suitable substrate to match this thickness.  


4.11 Overall Finished Profile Tolerance 


A surfaces profile is a 3-dimensional tolerance zone outline around a surface plane defined by using basic radii 


dimensions, coordinate dimensions, angular dimensions. The profile tolerance is a uniform boundary around a 


board surface where there are elements of the surface generated by offsetting each point forming two 


tolerance zones. Profile tolerances is what controls a feature's form, size, orientation, and sometimes location 


with profile elements that are curved lines, straight lines, and areas.  


We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate a PCB with tolerances listed in Table 19. 
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Table 19 


 imperial metric 


Hole to board edge ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


Board edge to board edge ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


V-score to V-score ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


4.12 Board Outline 


As part of your design’s Gerber files, we require an outline of your board’s final shape. By doing this, you may 


control your final result and ensure conductors and components have a safe clearance from the edge. We at 


Hopetimepcb  require a clearance of 0.2mm (8mil) for standard routing and 0.4mm(16mil) for V-score edges, 


between your copper and board edge, to allow for manufacturing tolerance. A larger clearance is preferred, if 


possible .


 


Edge connectors  do not require  this clearance . We are capable  of cutting  complex  shapes to your 


board  at no additional  cost . Our minimum  cutter  size 0.8mm, thus  all cut-outs , must  be larger  than  this . 


Otherwise,


 


they may be a slot hole. Our outer board tolerance is +/-0.15mm. 


4.13 Edge Bevel 


Edge beveling is the process of making a transitional edge between two faces of a PCB usually performed on 


the outer edge of the PCB. Bevelling is commonly used on edge connectors to allow for smoother insertion into 


another circuit board socket. The edge connection pins are often called gold fingers because they are plated in 


gold, and there are several of them grouped together in parallel. Gold fingers are further discussed in Section 


6.7 Edge Connector Plating. For gold fingers, we at Hopetimepcb have the options listed below: 


• Available beveling angle:  20, 30, 45 and 60 degrees 


• Residual thickness after beveling:  >=0.3mm (0.2mm is okay, but ask for an estimate) 


You can calculate the depth or residual thickness of the bevelling using the geometry shown below in Figure 7. 


 


Figure 7: Edge Bevelling of Gold Finger Profile View 


𝑑 =
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑟


2 ∗ sin 𝑎
 


Where d is depth, a is the bevel angle, t is board thickness, and tr is residual thickness. 
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5.0 HDI Technology Capabilities 
In addition  to our standard  PCB options , we at Hopetimepcb  can also build  HDI boards , including  features 


such as laser-drilled microvias  or blind /buried vias. HDI boards commonly  include even smaller  trace width 


and spacing  requirements  than our usual  minimums . Our capability  for HDI PCB designs  is specified  in this 


section.


 


What are
 
HDI boards?


 


High-Density Interconnect (HDI) Technology is used in the trace network of multi-layer PCB boards fabrication 


to interconnect different PCB layers . Hopetimepcb ’s manufacturing facility maintains various limits or 


tolerances ,


 


which are


 


recommended to follow for HDI PCB fabrication to avoid problems with your fabricated 


PCB.


 


Various


 


types of micro-via,


 


such as blind via and buried via in the various layers ,


 


are used to make these 


complex


 


HDI


 


PCBs. 


 


5.1 Tight Trace
 
Width /


 
Spacing (Trace/Space)


 


The traces of a printed circuit board are a continuous path of copper on which electricity travels. The clearance 


space on a PCB design refers to the space or gap used to separate traces from other elements on the copper 


layer. We must maintain a minimum clearance space for each trace width to prevent short-circuiting


 


and allow 


for manufacturing tolerances. The minimum clearance trace width and space


 


will be dependent on the copper 


weight of internal and external layers on the board. For our


 


capability of trace width and space on


 


HDI boards, 


please see Table 20 below.


 


Table 20


 


Trace Width / Spacing 


Internal Layer 


1/2OZ:      3.0/4.0mil (preferred)        3.0/3.0mil(minimum) 


1OZ:          4.0/5.0mil (preferred)        3.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


2OZ:          5.0/7.0mil (preferred)        4.0/5.5mil(minimum) 


3OZ:          6.0/10.0mil (preferred)      5.0/8.0mil(minimum) 


External Layer 


1/2OZ:      4.0/4.0mil (preferred)        3.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


1OZ:          4.0/6.0mil (preferred)        4.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


2OZ:          5.0/8.0mil (preferred)        5.0/6.0mil(minimum) 


3OZ:          6.0/10.0mil (preferred)      6.0/8.0mil(minimum) 


5.2 BGA 


BGA is abbreviated from Ball Grid Array, a form of surface mount technology (SMT). BGA is now chosen more 


commonly in circuit design. BGA packages were developed due to the market demand for a more robust and 


convenient package to permanently mount integrated circuits with large numbers of pins. BGA allows for more 


interconnection pins per surface area than possible on a dual in-line or flat package. Some BGA components 


even mount integrated circuits with over 100 pins. To achieve this, the entire bottom of a BGA chip is largely 


filled with interconnection pins. By not limiting connections to the perimeter, connections under the SMD 


package will increase the efficiency of how space is utilized.  
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Over the years, Hopetimepcb has accumulated a vast amount of Ball Grid Array (BGA) assembly expertise and 


has developed  a  dependable  process  over  time. Currently ,  our fabrication  and assembly  facilities  use the 


most  up to date  BGA placement  equipment , and we also utilize  X-ray inspection  equipment to verify  the 


soldering . We have  a proven  record  of producing  BGA  circuit  boards  with  excellent  yield  rates  and  the 


highest quality in the electronics manufacturing industry. At Hopetimepcb, we can process BGA packages 


with the specifications listed in Table 21. 


Our skilled workforce employs thermal profiles even for low volume prototype boards, as it is a key function in 


the BGA assembly process. We carefully review the circuit board files and BGA chip datasheets to make the 


most appropriate thermal profile for BGA assembly. Lead-free BGA circuit boards pass through a particular 


lead-free thermal profile to prevent ball issues, which may occur due to using a lower temperature. 


Alternatively, the costly leaded BGA boards are diverted through specific leaded processes to avoid high 


temperatures, which lead to pin shorts. We have effective quality inspection procedures in place to offer high-


quality services.  


We possess high-tech BGA placement equipment, precise BGA assembly processes, and automated x-ray 


inspection (AXI) system to provide better quality BGA circuit board assembly. AXI is used to identify assembly 


defects; our team uses 2D x-rays to render 3D images, to verify the issues such as a circuit board broken vias 


in inner layers and BGA ball’s cold solder break. 


Table 21 


Capability of BGA package 


Available Size 2mmx3mm ~ 45mmx45mm 


Available material Ceramics,  plastics 


Available pitch Minimum 0.4mm (0.35mm is okay, but an estimate is needed.) 


5.3 Micro-via 


A standard micro-via consists of tiny copper-plated holes with a diameter of 6mil (0.15mm) or less and are 


made using a laser drill. Micro-vias can connect adjacent layers, allowing a single multilayer PCB to hold more 


circuit traces, which increases PCB circuit density. Although a single standard micro-via can only link two 


adjacent copper layers, there will still be significantly more available space for traces. Micro-vias consisting of 


various types such as blind via and buried via are used in High-Density Interconnect (HDI) PCB designs. Via-in-


pad technology is also available, as described in Section 4.9, to further increase circuit density. 


A standard micro-via is a highly reliable type of interconnection structure and should be used in a board design 


whenever possible. For an HDI PCB, the circuit routes need to interconnect several layers to connect 


components, but a standard micro-via can only be used to connect two adjacent layers. Thus, in order to use 


micro-via in HDI board design, we need to use the micro-vias in a compound design structure to connect more 


than two adjacent layers. There are two types of complex structures that use a standard micro-via: staggered 


and stacked structures. These structures are described below in sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 


We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate micro-via with a size ranging from 4mil (0.1mm)  to a maximum size of 6


mil (0.15mm). Fabrication of these vias  will require separate drill files  for each layer pair, with the via hole 


positions  on all of the different  layers of a multi-layer PCB; for example , one drill file for all top-to-bottom-


layer holes, and another for all second-to-third layer holes, etc. 
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An HDI PCB board layer with buried and blind vias can be laminated on the same side a maximum of three 


times. This means that a board can be processed in a maximum of 3 steps for blind or buried vias. For example, 


as boards are built from the center, we can have a buried via through a center layer, then a second process can 


add layers on either side with more buried vias and then a third pressing can add blind vias to the outer layers. 


Finally, through-holes can be drilled for a total of 4 drilling stages. See Figure 8 below for an example.  


 
Figure 8: Example of 10-layer HDI board with maximum via steps 


Table 22 


Summary of HDI Capabilities 


Laser Drilling 
Diameter 


4 mil (0.1 mm) – 6 mil (0.15 mm) 


Maximum 
Blind/Buried Steps 


3 


Max. Through-Hole 
Drilling Stages 


4 


Max. Aspect Ratio for 
Laser Via Fill Plating 


0.9:1 (preferred) – 1:1 (maximum) 


Min. Gap Between 
Blind/Buried Hole 
Wall & Conductor 


8 mil (laminate once) – 9 mil (laminate twice) – 10 mil (laminate 3 times) *preferred 
7 mil (laminate once) – 8 mil (laminate twice) – 9 mil (laminate 3 times) *minimum 


Min. Gap Between 
Laser-Drilled Hole 
Wall & Conductor 


7 mil (1+N+1) – 8 mil (2+N+2) 


Min Space Between 
Laser Holes & 
Conductor 


6 mil (preferred) – 5 mil (min.) 


Min Pad Size for 
Laser Holes 


10 mil (4 mil hole diameter) – 11 mil (5 mil hole diameter) 


Min BGA Pad Size 
12 mil (LF-HASL) – 10 mil (Other Surface Finish) – (Preferred) 
12 mil (LF-HASL) – 10 mil (HASL) – 7 mil (Other Surface Finish) – (Minimum) 
*See Section 6.0 for details on surface finish options 


BGA Pad Size 
Tolerance 


±1.5 mil (pad < 10 mil)  –  ±15% (pad > 10 mil)  –  (Preferred) 
±1.2 mil (pad < 12 mil)  –  ±10% (pad > 12 mil)  –  (Minimum) 
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5.3.1 Blind via 
A Blind via is a copper-plated hole on an HDI PCB that can connect one of the external layers with one or more 


internal layers, passing through two or more inner layers. Blind via can only be seen on one side of the board 


since it can only connect an outer layer to inner layers. However, a blind-via connection cannot pass through 


the entire board connecting directly to the other outer layer, though it must connect to one of the external 


layers.  


5.3.2 Buried via 
A Buried via is a copper-plated hole interconnecting two or more inner layers, but not connecting to an external 


layer. A buried via is hidden inside or buried within the board, so they are invisible from the outside as a buried 


via can only pass between the inner layers. Buried vias are only used to connect the various inner layers while 


not connecting to any outer layer. Thus, the drilling must be done before the pressing process of the PCB. For 


example, 1+n+1, 2+n+2, or 3+n+3, “n” represents a core layer with buried via on this multilayer board, and 


the numbers represent the couples of laser holes above the core layer. Also, laser holes on these inner layers 


can be plated closed with copper. 


  


Figure 9: Illustration of via types 


5.3.3 Stacked Micro-via 
Stacked micro-via is a type of compound design structure which stacks micro-via on top of each other. Stacked 


micro-via use space efficiently, allowing you to achieve the highest possible circuit density and are easier to 


use than a staggered structure. Unfortunately, stacked micro-via are less reliable as the via experiences greater 


thermal stress during the solder reflow step. Consequently, they are considered to be less reliable than even a 


through-via.  


5.3.4 Staggered Micro-via 
Staggered micro-via is a type of compound design made by placing micro-via with small offsets from each other 


between layers. This is the most reliable complex design structure, but it requires slightly more space in the 


HDI PCB design. 


5.4 Multiple Laminations/ Sequential Lamination 
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Lamination is a technique to manufacture a composite material with multiple layers, in this case, a multi-layer 


PCB. Laminating board materials into a multi-layer PCB involves fusing two or more different laminate boards 


using heat, pressure, welding, or adhesives. There are many different processes for lamination, and a variety 


of PCB materials allow for several lamination processes that may be applied to PCB design.  


For non-HDI boards, a single lamination step fuses all layers. For HDI boards, our technique for creating a 


multilayer PCB is sequential lamination, a process starting on a core layer fused with a conductive and dielectric 


layer on both sides using multiple pressure passes. Sequential lamination allows both blind and buried via to 


be created during the build-up process allowing discrete or formed components to be embedded using High-


Density Interconnect (HDI) technology for HDI PCB manufacturing. Due to the complexity of the sequential 


lamination  process , it may  add  considerable  cost  to board  fabrication  as well  as increasing lead  time .   


Hopetimepcb suggest consulting with one of our representatives if your design for an HDI PCB requires to be 


constructed  using sequential  lamination . Although  Hopetimepcb  has the capability  to fabricate  multi-layer 


PCBs with up to 40 layers, it is recommended  to design your PCBs with 20 layers at most. A PCB layer refers 


to a core, copper and prepreg layer in a PCB board, not including the silkscreen, solder mask, and other layers


.
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6.0 Surface Finish: Options and Requirements 
Applying the surface finish is one of the most important yet least understood steps of PCB fabrication. Surface 


finishes are used to cover and protect a PCB’s soldering pads. As a PCB designer, it is essential to understand 


the various finishes that are available to you, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each finish.  


Surface finish acts as a protective coating to shield copper not covered by a solder mask on a printed circuit 


board (PCB). A surface finish can be applied to a PCB using one of three primary ways: dipping, immersion, or 


electrolytic fusion. Dipping involves lowering and dipping parts of an unfinished PCB into a vat of liquid metal 


surface finish while restricting it to cover only the desired locations with the surface finish. Immersion is a 


method where a PCB is fully immersed in a bath of liquid metal surface finish, thereby fully galvanizing the PCB. 


Lastly, in the electrolytic plating process, the PCB is immersed in a solution containing dissolved metal ions 


known as an “electrolyte”. An electric current is then passed through that solution so that metal ions deposit 


themselves onto the conductive surface of the PCB. Many different types of surface finishes exist, and we at 


Hopetimepcb offer a variety of the most popular finished as options in our PCB fabrication services. 


6.1 HASL/LF-HASL 


Hot Air Solder Leveling (HASL) is the most common type of PCB 


surface finish used in the industry. HASL finishes are composed 


of solder, with proportions of approximately 63% tin and 37% 


lead, commonly referred to as a 60/40 split. The process for 


applying this finish is begun by dipping the circuit board into a 


molten pot of the tin/lead alloy after the solder mask has been 


applied. Next, a Hot Air Leveler (HAL) removes the excess solder, 


using hot air knives to leave behind only the thinnest possible 


layer. This remaining layer of solder protects the traces 


underneath it from corrosion, while easing the task of soldering 


components to the board by pre-tinning the whole pad. HASL is 


a very cost-effective surface finish compared to other types of 


finishes and thus is considered a great choice for general-


purpose boards.  


Lead-Free Hot Air Solder Leveling (LF-HASL) is similar to HASL in 


appearance and usage; however, the solder, in this case, contains a mix of 99.3% Tin and 0.6% Copper.  This 


alloy results in a higher melting point for lead-free solder, when compared with leaded solder. LF-HASL is a 


replacement for leaded solder, used when a lead-free or RoHS compliant PCB is required. Please note that a 


laminate with higher temperature tolerance is needed for applying this finish; otherwise, the process is 


identical.  


In the past, HASL was one of the most popular surface finish choices due to its qualities as a low cost and robust 


solution. Recent fundamental changes in the PCB industry, such as new, more complex surface mount 


technology (SMT), have revealed HASL’s shortcomings. HASL is not suitable for use with SMT due to uneven 


surfaces not being compatible with fine pitch components. Recently, lead-free LF-HASL became available, but 


now there are other lead-free options more suitable for a high-reliability product. 


Figure 10: Example of a HASL Surface Finish 
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Pros 


 Low-Cost Finish 


 Widely Available 


 Repairable Layer 


 Excellent Shelf Life 


 


Cons 


 Uneven Surfaces 


 Not Good for Fine Pitch Components 


 Thermal Shock 


 Not Good for Plated Through-Hole (PTH) 


 Poor Wetting 


 New Call-to-action 


 Solder Bridging 


 May Contain Lead (HASL) 


Hopetimepcb  offers a variety of surface finish options, all for a standard  price, including  HASL. Please note 


before  ordering  that  standard  HASL  finishes  contain  lead; therefore , boards  with  this finish  will  not meet 


RoHS standards. We suggest planning for the LF-HASL option if you want this type of surface finish. 


6.2 ENTEK/OSP 
Organic Surface Protectant (OSP) is a type of water-


based, organic surface finish that is typically applied to 


copper pads on a PCB. OSP is an organic chemical 


compound that will selectively bond to copper pads and 


provides an organometallic layer to protect that copper 


layer. However, OSP is not as robust as HASL and is very 


sensitive to small abrasions requiring gloves to avoid 


scratches. OSP is an environmentally-friendly compound, 


and extremely green in comparison with other lead-free 


finishes, which typically have more toxic substances or 


require substantially higher energy consumption. OSP is 


a good lead-free surface finish with very flat surfaces, but 


it has a very short shelf life. To apply this surface finish, 


you only need to dip the PCB into a chemical bath of the 


OSP compound, but you must note that this may only be 


done after all other processes are finished, including 


Electrical Test and Inspection. OSP is not a standard 


surface finish and incurs extra cost if chosen. 


Pros 


 Lead-free 


 Flat surface 


 Simple process 


 Repairable 


 Cost-Effective 


 


Cons 


 Not good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 No Way to Measure Thickness 


 Short Shelf Life 


 Can Cause ICT Issues 


 Exposed Cu on Final Assembly 


 Handling Sensitive    


 


Figure 11: Example of an OSP Surface Finish 
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6.3 ENIG 


Electro less Nickel/Immersion Gold (ENIG) is a double-layer 


metallic surface finish that is composed of a very thin layer 


of gold applied over a layer of nickel.  A nickel layer is first 


plated onto the PCB copper pads using an electroless 


process, a controlled chemical reaction. Then a gold layer 


is applied on top of the nickel layer using immersion 


methods to cover the pads and traces.  


Typically, an ENIG surface finish is only applied after a 


solder mask layer is applied; this is due to cost increases if 


all copper surfaces are plated with gold. After applying a 


solder mask layer, the layer of gold will be applied only to 


what is left exposed, reducing the total area plated with 


gold. The top layer of gold protects the nickel during the 


storage period, thus providing an excellent shelf life. This 


finish also provides a very flat surface, which is ideal for 


mounting parts such as Surface Mount Devices (SMDs) and 


Ball Grid Arrays (BGAs). ENIG is a finish preferred by many contract PCB assemblers due to the high electrical 


conductivity of gold. 


As a result of the many advantages listed above, ENIG has become the most highly-used finish in the PCB 


industry since the growth and implementation of the RoHS regulation. Unfortunately, such great advantages 


cannot come without drawbacks, and for ENIG, the biggest drawback is it’s complex and sensitive application 


procedure. If this procedure is not properly controlled, quality issues such as "Black Pad" may occur. Black Pad 


is a buildup of phosphorous between the gold and nickel layers, which may result in fractured surfaces and 


faulty connections. 


Pros 


 Flat surfaces 


 Strong 


 Lead-Free 


 Good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 Long Shelf Life  


 


Cons 


 Black Pad / Black Nickel 


 Expensive 


 Not Re-workable  


 Damage from ET 


 Signal Loss (RF) 


 Limited availability 


 Complicated Process (two-parts) 


 


We  at Hopetimepcb  offer  ENIG  as a standard  surface  finish  option , with  a standard  price , meaning  no 


additional  cost  will  be applied  for selecting  this finish . It is our most  popular  surface  due to it’s improved 


quality at the standard cost. 


 


 


 


Figure 12: Example of an ENIG Surface Finish 
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6.4 Full Body Hard Gold 


Full Body Hard Gold also known as Hard Electrolytic Gold, 


is a layer of gold with hardeners for increased durability, 


plated over a barrier coat of nickel using an electrolytic 


process. Hard gold is extremely durable, and so this 


material is usually applied to high-wear areas, such as 


edge connector gold fingers and keypads, since its 


hardness can withstand repeated use; however, due to 


the high cost of hard gold, and its relatively poor solder-


ability, it is rarely applied to solder-able areas.   


Full Body Hard Gold is a rarely-chosen surface finish, 


where the full body of the PCB board is plated with hard 


gold. In order to apply a Full Body Hard Gold surface 


finish, an electrolytic process using an electric current or 


an immersion process is needed, depending on the PCB 


design. Due to the poor solder-ability of hard gold, a very 


active flux will be required to solder effectively to the 


hard-gold-plated pads.  


Pros 


 Hard, Durable Surface 


 No Lead 


 Long Shelf Life 


 


Cons 


 Very Expensive 


 Extra Processing / Labor Intensive 


 Use of Resist / Tape 


 Plating / Bus Bars Required 


 Demarcation 


 Difficulty with Other Surface Finishes 


 Etching Undercut Leads to Slivering / Flaking 


 Not Solder-Able Above 17 μin 


 Finish Does Not Fully Encapsulate Trace 


Sidewalls, Except in Finger Areas 


 


We at Hopetimepcb  also offer  this finish  option , but please  note that the associated  cost depends  on the 


specific  amount  of gold  plating  area  that  is ordered . Please  send  all  necessary  documents  and  data  to 


Hopetimepcb, and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


6.5 Selective Gold  


Selective Gold involves using a gold surface finish to plate specific areas on a PCB; note that this does not 


include applying gold fingers. While we at Hopetimepcb  offer this finish option, the associated cost depends 


on the specific area of gold plating ordered. Please send all necessary documents and data to Hopetimepcb , 


and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


Figure 13: Example of a Full Body Hard Gold  
Surface Finish 
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6.6 Double Gold (Full-Body + Selective Gold) 


Double Gold is a method that combines the use of both Full Body Hard Gold and Selective Gold methods. We 


atHopetimepcb  offer this finish option, but please note that the associated cost depends on the specific area of 


gold


 


plating ordered. Please send all necessary documents and data to Hopetimepcb , and we will review your 


files


 


before providing you with an estimate. 


6.7 Edge Connector Plating 


The Edge Connector is the part of a printed circuit 


board (PCB) with traces leading to the edge of the 


board, shaped to plug into a matching socket. 


Applying hard gold plating onto edge connectors as 


gold fingers is highly recommended. Hard gold is 


extremely durable; thus, when it is applied to high-


use areas, such as edge connectors, they can 


withstand  more  wear  and  tear .  We  at 


Hopetimepcb  also  offer  this  finish  option , but 


please note that the associated cost depends upon 


the  specific  amount  of  gold  plating  area  that  is 


ordered. Please send all necessary  documents  and 


data to Hopetimepcb , and we will review your files 


before providing you with an estimate. See Section 


4.13


 


Edge Bevel


 


for bevel angles available for gold 


fingers.


 


 


6.8 Wire Bonding (Soft Gold) 


Wire Bonding, which uses soft gold, is another type of surface finish commonly referred to as “wire bondable 


gold”.  The softer gold used in this type of surface finish can easily form strong metallic bonds with standard 


copper traces. The strong bond of gold and copper allows for more conductive connections when leads are 


soldered to the board. The process for applying a soft gold surface finish is similar to hard gold, using an 


electrolytic process to apply the finish, but the soft gold process requires that a solder mask first be applied. 


When soldered, soft gold remains in the alloy and produces a stronger welded joint at the point of soldering 


or wire bond.  We at Hopetimepcb also offer this option, but please note that the associated cost depends on 


the  specific  amount  of  soft  gold  used  in bonding . Please  send  all  necessary  documents  and  data  to 


Hopetimepcb, and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


 


 


 


Figure 14: Example of Edge Connector Plating 
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6.9 ENEPIG 


Electroless Nickel / Electroless Palladium / 


Immersion Gold (ENEPIG) is an advanced and 


complicated surface finish. ENEPIG is similar to ENIG 


and was developed over a decade ago as a design 


improvement on the ENIG surface finish. ENEPIG 


recently became more popular due to a decrease in 


the price of palladium. The application process of 


ENEPIG is similar to the ENIG application process, 


with one extra step: the application of a palladium 


layer over the nickel layer, before adding the top 


gold layer. The palladium layer in the middle 


removes the possibility of “Black Pad”, caused by 


the nickel layer being corroded by the gold. The 


ENEPIG method forms a flat, coplanar, hard surface 


that is good for gold wire bonding, aluminum wire 


bonding, and provides excellent solder-ability. 


Pros 


 Flat surfaces 


 Strong 


 Lead-free 


 Good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 Long Shelf Life  


Cons 


 Expensive 


 Not Re-workable  


 Very Limited Availability 


 Complicated Process (Three Parts) 


 


Please  note that we at Hopetimepcb  usually  do not provide  ENEPIG  as one of our standard  surface  finish 


options . If a client  is interested  in this finish, we ask that they please  contact  one of our technical  support 


specialists for further details about cost and lead time before finalizing their order. 


6.10 Immersion Tin 


Immersion Tin is a method using a chemical 


process to apply a very thin tin layer over the 


copper layer. This method is a lead-free alternative 


that makes a consistently flat tin surface that 


solders well and is cost-efficient. This tin layer’s 


appearance is usually mostly white, so it is also 


commonly referred to as White Tin and is applied 


to the copper using an electroless chemical bath. 


This tin surface finish can protect the copper 


Figure 15: Example of an ENEPIG Surface Finish 


Figure 16: Example of an Immersion Tin Surface Finish 
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surface underneath from oxidation throughout the PCB’s intended shelf life. However, one problematic aspect 


of this finish is the strong affinity of tin and copper for one another, which allows the diffusion of one metal 


into another. This process can cause the formation of “tin whiskers”, which are small strands of diffuse tin that 


can cause shorts and reduce the quality of solder joints, negatively impacting the shelf life and the performance 


of the PCB. 


Pros 


 Lead-free 


 High Reliability  


 Flat Surface/Planar  


 Cost-Effective  


 Can Substitute for Reflowed Solder 


 Top Choice for Press Fit Pin Insertion 


 Re-workable 


 


Cons 


 Not Good for PTH  


 Process Uses Thiourea, a Known Carcinogen  


 Not Good for Multiple Reflow/Assembly 


Processes 


 Tin Whiskers 


 Could Damage Solder Mask  


 Easy to Cause Handling Damage 


 Difficult to Measure Thickness 


 


We at Hopetimepcb offer Immersive Tin as a standard surface finish option, with a standard price, meaning 


no additional cost will be applied for selecting this finish. 


6.11 Immersion Silver 


Immersion Silver is a method that applies a lead-


free layer of silver onto a PCB, to protect copper 


traces from corrosion. Silver surface finish has 


excellent solder-ability comparable to solder 


plating, as well as moderately long shelf life, 


though still less than some of the other finishes. 


It is a popular choice due to silver being the most 


electrically conductive metal available, and ideal 


for high-speed signals. Silver surface finish can 


be applied to copper traces with an electroless 


immersion reaction, displacing the copper layer. 


The application process for this surface finish 


forms a very flat surface, which is advantageous 


for SMD assembly. Silver immersion is a surface 


finish with benefits that far outweigh its costs, and thus it has gained widespread popularity since the RoHS 


and WEEE directives came into effect; however, silver immersion is not without its drawbacks. Silver is sensitive 


to contaminants, both in the air and on the board, and thus it should be packaged as soon as possible to prevent 


tarnishing. 


 


 


Figure 17: Example of Silver Immersion Surface Finish 
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Pros 


 RoHS complaint 


 Planar 


 Fine pitch 


 Cost-effective 


 A good alternative to ENIG 


 High stability  


Cons 


 Tarnishes  


 Silver Whiskering 


 Some Systems Cannot Throw into Micro-Via 


Aspect Ratios of > 1:1 


 High Friction Coefficient/Not Suited to 


Compliant-Pin Insertion (Ni-Au Pins)  


We at Hopetimepcb offer Immersion Silver as a standard surface finish option, with a standard price, 


meaning no additional cost will be applied for selecting this finish. 


6.12 Comparison Chart 


Hopetimepcb offers a variety of different surface finish choices, with some standard surface finishes like ENIG


, HASL , LF-HASL , Tin Immersion , and Silver  Immersion  surface  finishes  for a standard  price . Other  offered 


surface  finish choices  are  Hard  Gold , Selective  Gold  Plating , and  OSP , etc . at different  prices . Please  be 


advised  that  the associated  cost  of these  non-standard  options  will  be higher , and can depend  upon  the 


specific requirements of your project.  


Considering both price and performance, the following options are suggested for typical projects: 


• Electroless Nickel Immersion Gold (ENIG) 


• Immersion Tin 


• Immersion Silver 


 


Table 23 


 HASL LF-HASL OSP ENIG Tin Silver Hard Gold Soft Gold ENEPIG 


Deposit Dipped Dipped Dipped Electro-
less/ 
Immersion 


Immersion Immersion Electrolytic Electrolytic Electro-
less/ 
Immersion 


Cost $ $ $ $$ $$ $$ $$$ $$$ $$ 


RoHS No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Shelf Life Long Long Medium Long Medium Medium Long Long Long 
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7.0 Solder Mask: Options and Requirements 
The solder mask is a piece of the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) fabrication process that is often taken for granted, 


but this piece is absolutely vital in assuring the quality and functionality of a PCB. The striking difference in 


quality between boards with and without solder masks is the reason why we at Hopetimepcb  include solder 


masks as a standard  finish on all our boards . Having  established  the importance  of solder masks, it follows 


that a PCB designer should understand the function of a solder mask in some detail and the types offered by 


their manufacturer. 


7.1 – What is a Solder Mask? 


A solder mask is a robust, permanent coating that is laminated over the copper traces of a PCB. This layer is 


sometimes called the “solder stop mask” or “solder resist”. The main function of a solder mask is to prevent 


the formation of solder bridges during automated mass assembly. A solder bridge is formed when a small bead 


of solder creates an unintended electrical connection between two or more pads on a PCB. An additional 


purpose of a solder mask is to protect the copper traces against oxidation, which substantially improves the 


lifetime of the board. 


The solder mask becomes even more essential in the mass assembly of PCBs, where a solder bath is used to tin 


each copper pad. During this process, the solder mask acts to ensure that no traces of solder are left in 


unintended areas as a result of the solder bath. Such trace amounts of solder could cause a short circuit 


between two points on the board, which should be unconnected. 


7.2 – Types of Solder Mask 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer  Liquid  Photo -Imageable  solder  mask , and peel -able  solder  mask (described  in 


section  7.7). Liquid  Photo -Imageable  (LPI) solder  masks  are  composed  of an ink compound  that  can  be 


silkscreened  or sprayed onto the PCB. The LPI solder mask technique is commonly  used with hot air surface 


levelling (HASL), and requires a clean environment, free of particles and contaminants , for application. After 


an LPI solder mask is applied, and the PCB is completely covered on both sides with the solder mask, the next 


stage in the process is curing.  


Unlike some older solder masks, LPI inks are sensitive to UV light and can be cured after a short “tack cure 


cycle”, making use of UV light exposure. This curing process cements the solder mask in place permanently. To 


ensure that the LPI mask is cured in the proper locations, negative film stencils of the top and bottom solder 


masks are printed using a contact printer and the original Gerber files. The film sheets are printed with black 


sections corresponding to any areas of the PCB that are to be left uncoated for soldering, or otherwise free 


from the solder mask. The entire PCB is then exposed to a UV light, which causes the solder mask to cure and 


harden in any exposed areas, but has no effect on those areas shielded by the black film. After curing is 


complete, the uncured mask can be washed off of the film-shielded sections, leaving the solder mask in only 


the desired areas. 
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Our high-quality solder mask is durable and long-lasting. Usually, we consider that a 1um solder mask layer can 


withstand 100 VDC. We can ensure the solder mask thickness will be minimum 5um on the conductor corner 


and minimum 10um on conductor surface. These thicknesses ensure that for the majority of designs, 


breakdown of the solder mask is not an issue. 


7.3 – Solder Mask Design Rules 


When starting a new PCB layout,  or before submitting your design to Hopetimepcb for PCB Fabrication, 


it is worthwhile to check your solder mask spacing against the following criteria to ensure manufacturability: 


Conductor Overlap: Refers to the relative size of the solder mask, compared to the copper feature. 


Hopetimepcb requires a conductor overlap at least 4 mil larger than the feature size. 


Solder Mask Clearance: Related to conductor overlap, the solder mask clearance defines the actual space 


between the edge of the copper feature and the edge of the solder mask. Hopetimepcb requires a minimum 


solder mask clearance of 2 mil. 


Solder Mask Bridge: Refers to the width of the solder masked area that fills a gap between any two pads on 


the PCB. Hopetimepcb prefers a minimum solder mask bridge of 4 mil, with an absolute minimum of 3.5 mil. 


Figure 17 shows a visual depiction of the spacing requirements described above for clarity. 


 


Figure 18: Visual Depiction of Solder Mask Spacing Requirements 
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7.4 – Solder Mask Colours 


The colour of a solder mask has no effect on the electrical performance of a board, but there is an important 


aspect of contrast between traces, planes, and empty space to consider. Solder masks are available in a variety 


of colours, including some standard colours and a large variety of custom colours. The colour chosen can make 


quite a difference in the degree of difficulty for future troubleshooting of the PCB. We at Hopetimepcb  have 


a number of standard solder mask colours available, but custom colours will need to be ordered in advance. 


 


Figure 19: A Standard Green Solder Mask Protecting Copper Traces 


7.4.1 – Standard Solder Mask Colours 
We at Hopetimepcb offer the following standard solder mask colours: Green, Matte Green, Red, Blue, Matte 


Blue, Yellow, Black, Matte Black, and White. 


Green 


In terms of practical performance, green is the best choice for the solder mask colour. It is the industry standard 


because green is easy on the eyes, allowing for high contrast between traces, planes, and empty space on the 


PCB. High contrast allows for technicians to easily check, with the naked eye, for manufacturing defects. 


Red 


Red is a colour that looks professional, but the contrast between traces, planes, and empty space is lower than 


it is with a green solder mask. Some degree of magnification is suggested when inspecting fine traces on the 


board for defects with this colour. 


Blue 


Blue solder masks show a low contrast between traces, planes, and empty space; thus, magnification is 


mandatory when inspecting for manufacturing defects. These PCBs look aesthetically pleasing and very 


professional, making them a good choice for fully-developed finished products that will not require much trace 


visibility. 


Yellow 


Yellow solder masks show very high contrast between planes, traces, and empty spaces. In fact, the contract 


achieved by the use of a yellow mask is as high as green; however, the colour is unpopular.  


Black 
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Black is a glossy colour that looks good but has almost no contrast between traces, planes and empty space. 


Black also absorbs heat, which increases the danger of overheating for sensitive components. 


White 


White has the lowest contrast and is also the hardest to clean. If possible, we avoid choosing white. 


7.4.2 Custom colour 
We at Hopetimepcb  are happy to offer custom solder mask colours , such as purple and orange, but we do 


not keep these colours in stock. We will need to purchase these colours prior to production, so we employ a 


Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ) for custom colours. Expect a marginal increase in both price and turn time 


for your PCBs if you select a custom colour for the solder mask. 


7.5 – Substitutes (North America vs China) 


Hopetimepcb  offers high-quality Taiyo solder mask oil, which has satisfied the requirements  of most clients 


and is available  in North  America  as well . Taiyo  is the world 's leading  manufacturer  of specialty  inks  and 


solder masks for printed circuit boards. 


7.6 – Solder Mask Tenting 


Solder masks can be used for covering the holes in a PCB by a process called tenting, the goal of which is to 


minimize the amount of exposed conductive material on the surface of the board in the interest of preventing 


shorts. We recommend tenting only for vias, and not THT pads, because some solder mask oil will flow into the 


holes during the tenting process, and this might affect the finished hole size. 


7.7 – Solder Mask Plugging 
We also offer solder mask plugging in which holes are plugged with solder mask oil on both sides. These should 


be indicated in your Gerber files. Hole sizes for plugging should be smaller than 0.5mm (20mil) in diameter. 


7.8 – Peel-Able Solder Mask 


A peel-able solder mask (PSM) is a type of temporary solder mask that is selectively applied to parts of a PCB. 


It is used to protect gold plated surfaces from being coated with solder before the Hot Air Solder Leveling 


(HASL) process, and then it is removed manually. If a peel-able solder mask is used to cover holes on a PCB, the 


mask’s area should be 0.3mm bigger per side than the holes. Also, it should avoid any pads not required to be 


covered by at least 0.4mm. 
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8.0 Silkscreen: Options and Requirements 
The silkscreen may seem straightforward at first glance, and indeed the basic duties of this PCB layer are 


relatively mundane when compared with some others; however, errors in the design of the silkscreen layer 


can severely impact the aesthetics of the finished PCB. Furthermore, a robust silkscreen layer will not only act 


to improve aesthetics but also it will assist in the troubleshooting and reworking of your PCB project. 


A savvy PCB design engineer should understand the responsibilities of the silkscreen layer, as well as the design 


requirements that will allow for a clear and durable silkscreen. It is also useful to become familiar with the 


many options in colour and composition for the silkscreen on your PCB project. 


This section describes the function and design of the silkscreen layer and proceeds with a discussion of the 


many silkscreen options that Hopetimepcb makes available to our clients.  


8.1 – What is a Silkscreen? 


 The silkscreen is one of the many different layers 


that can be found within a PCB layout design. The 


silkscreen layer contains all of the human-


readable text to be printed onto a PCB. Such 


information might include component reference 


designators, company logos, manufacturer 


marks, warning symbols, part numbers, version 


numbers, date codes, etc. 


Printable space is quite limited on the surface of 


a PCB, and so it should be reserved for very useful 


or important information. For example, the 


silkscreen is most often used to print a 


component legend, which shows the locations of 


various components on the board. Such a legend 


will ease future troubleshooting and reworking of 


the board, allowing technicians to easily reference between the circuit schematic and the completed PCB.  


Other common silkscreen applications are company logos and PCB design serial numbers. 


8.2 –Silkscreen Requirements 


In order to ensure that the silkscreen layer can be printed clearly, all silkscreen designs should adhere to the 


specific limits of their manufacturer’s printing equipment. 


Hopetimepcb  is able  to  print  silkscreen  layers  with  a ± 7  mil  (0.007  inch ) margin  of  error , and  so  we 


recommend  that your silkscreen  layers be designed  with at least a 7-mil clearance from all component  and 


board edges. In the case that this margin of error causes silkscreen to be printed over solder-able pads, our 


production process will automatically correct the mistake.  


Figure 20: White Silkscreen Printing on Red PCB 
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8.2.1 – Minimum Line Width & Text Height 
Minimum line width refers to the lowest possible thickness of marking that a silkscreen printer can produce. 


We at Hopetimepcb have the capability to print PCB silkscreens with a minimum line width of 5 mil (0.125


mm).


 


Minimum text height refers to the smallest character that a silkscreen printer can produce, in terms of physical 


dimensions. Hopetimepcb can print PCB silkscreen text with a minimum height of 30 mil


 


(0.762mm).


 


8.2.2
 
–


 
Idents on Copper


 


Idents on Copper are permanent etchings on the PCB’s copper layer that act as labels in addition to, or in place 


of, the silkscreen layer. Etched lines and letters are more resistant to wear and tear, but may compromise the 


protections that are in place on the PCB’s copper layer.


 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer  to apply  etchings  onto  the PCB ’s copper  layer , but only  the ENIG  or the HASL 


surface  finish may be used in this case. Other surface  finishes  increase  the risk of silkscreen  discolouration 


and pollution of the exposed copper area.


 


8.2.3
 
–


 
Logos


 


At Hopetimepcb , we certainly  can print logos on silkscreen  layers .


 


However , keep in mind that all parts of 


your logo must also adhere  to our limits  in Minimum  Line Width and Minimum  Text Height , as outlined  in 


Sections  8.2.1 and 8.2.2.


 


Your CAD program  should  allow you to measure  line width  and text height  once 


your logo is imported.


 


8.2.4
 
–


 
Certificate Location


 


At Hopetimepcb, we offer to print certification logos onto your PCBs; simply indicate the location of these 


certificates in your design files.


 


8.3 –
 
Silkscreen Types


 


At Hopetimepcb, we offer a robust heat-curable type of silkscreen ink. Solder mask oil may also be used for 


printing a silkscreen layer if a custom colour is chosen.


 


8.4 –
 
Silkscreen Colours


 


Silkscreen lines may be printed in a wide variety of colours, and so it is useful to divide these colours into two 


distinct types, the standard colours and the custom colours, for the purposes of our discussion.


 


8.4.1 –
 
Standard Colours


 


We at Hopetimepcb currently offer three standard silkscreen colours: White Yellow


 


and Black.


 


8.4.2 –
 
Custom Colours


 


For the other colour choices, we use custom-coloured solder mask oil for printing. This means that our selection 


of custom silkscreen colours is the same as that of custom solder mask colours


 


in section 7.2.2.
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8.5 – Substitute (North America vs China) 


As mentioned  in Section  8.3, we at Hopetimepcb  offer  robust  heat -curable  silkscreen  materials . These 


materials  are equivalent  in performance  between  North  American  products  and Chinese  products . Our 


clients have been satisfied with the performance of our heat-curable standard silkscreen. 


8.6 – Multiple Colour Silk on One PCB 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer to print silkscreens with multiple colours on the same PCB; however, this process 


requires  extra silkscreen  film, which  acts to increase  the cost. Our capabilities  limit the number  of distinct 


colours on a single board to a maximum of three. 


8.7 – Serialization 


At Hopetimepcb , we are happy to offer silkscreen  printing  for unique serial  numbers  on each PCB. If serial 


numbers were not included in your original design, we could provide our own unique number on each of your 


PCBs, but we cannot guarantee a particular starting point for serial numbers that we supply. 
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9.0 Electrical Testing 


Electrical testing can be considered the final stage in the PCB fabrication process. During this stage, electrical 


probes are used to test each unpopulated PCB for shorts, opens, resistance, capacitance, and other basic 


electrical parameters. Advanced electronic test equipment is used to verify that the net continuity for the PCB 


is within the expected range, which is provided by the NETLIST file of the PCB design. Testing the net continuity 


can protect against possible problems with the fabricated boards after the parts assembly step. Electrical tests 


are especially essential for multi-layer PCBs since the inner layers of the PCB will also require verification. All 


SMD pads and plated through-holes on the PCB need to be checked for open and short circuits. 


9.1 – Electrical Testing Requirements 


Hopetimepcb  performs  electrical  tests  according  to the  client 's request  when  specified . If no  testing 


requirements  are specified, we will perform electrical  testing according to IPC standard, depending  on both 


the design  and the cost of the PCB. All PCB electrical  testing  requires  a NETLIST  File from the original  PCB 


layout design, which gives information about the manner of electrical connection for each pad on the board, 


with respect to every other pad. 


9.1.1 – Testing File 
Electrical testing is used to ensure that no error occurred during the production process that might have 


introduced unwanted short or open circuits into the PCB’s copper layers. Comparing the PCB electrical test 


data with a NETLIST file ensures that the actual net relationships on the finished PCB match the net 


relationships in the original design. 


If you choose to use the ODB++ format, the NETLIST file will be contained within your design files, and there is 


no need to supply one separately. If you use a different format, such as Gerber RS-274X, then you will need to 


supply a separate netlist file in IPC356 format. 


CAD-Based Netlist File 
At Hopetimepcb, we ask that you provide a CAD-based NETLIST file with your design files, if possible. A CAD-


based NETLIST file is one that was generated before PCB routing was determined. This confers an extra level 


of protection by allowing us to detect errors that may have occurred during production or  during Gerber  file 


generation/conversion.  


Gerber-Based Netlist File 
If no CAD-based NETLIST file is available, we at Hopetimepcb  are able to generate a reference NETLIST from 


the client ’s Gerber data. This type of NETLIST  will allow us to detect  errors  that may have occurred  during 


production, but not those that occurred during Gerber file generation/conversion.  


9.1.2 – E.T. Stamping 
At Hopetimepcb, we will print E.T. (Electrical Testing) stamps onto assembled boards at the client’s behest. 


9.1.3 – Capabilities 
Our testing capabilities are listed below in Table 24: 
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Table 24 


Testing Capabilities 


Minimum Continuity Resistance 0.1 Ohms 


Maximum Test Voltage 1000 Volts 


Maximum Isolated Resistance 25 M Ohm - 2 G Ohm 


Electrical Test Pitch (Fixture) 0.020" 


Electrical Test Pitch (Flying Probe) 0.004" 


9.2 – Flying Probe Test 


The Flying Probe test method makes use of electro-mechanically controlled probes to test points on a PCB one 


at a time. This electrical testing method is more suitable for testing low-to-mid-sized quantities of physically-


smaller PCBs. The Flying Probe method boasts a lower associated cost, compared with the Fixture method, 


since no expensive programming or fixture setup is required. This meticulous method offers greater accuracy, 


which translates into increased fault coverage and defect detection over other testing techniques. The 


drawback to this method is an increased time required for each individual board test, which stems from the 


fact that the probe must move through the board in a specific sequence. 


At  Hopetimepcb , we  consider  the  standard  threshold  for  deciding  the  electrical  test  type  to  be  15 


manufacturing panels. We will use Flying Probe if order quantity is less than 15 Manufacturing Panels or if the 


PCB order in question has an area smaller than 1 square meter 


9.3 – Fixture (Bed of Nails) Test 


The Fixture (Bed of Nails) test method dictates that a test template be created, with pins aligned to the test 


points in the circuitry of the PCB. Test templates, or fixtures, are made by first inserting pins into holes on an 


epoxy phenolic glass-cloth-laminated sheet. Each pin is aligned for an instant connection with a test point in 


the circuitry of the PCB, and all pins are fixed permanently. When a bare PCB is pressed down against the 


fixture, stable connections can be instantly and simultaneously formed with hundreds of test points within the 


circuitry of the PCB. This testing method requires an investment of time and material cost to create the initial 


fixture but allows for very rapid testing after that fixture is created. 


At  Hopetimepcb , we  consider  the  standard  threshold  for  deciding  the  electrical  test  type  to  be  15 


manufacturing  panels . We may choose  the Fixture  method  if the order  quantity  is greater  than  15 


Manufacturing Panels, or if the PCB order in question has an area greater than 1 square meter.  


9.4 – Cost 


At Hopetimepcb, we perform two different types of electrical testing, and the associated cost differs 


between the two. These two types of tests are known as the Fixture method and the Flying Probe method. 


The Fixture method, also known as Bed of Nails, requires that a template be created, which will then be used 


to test each PCB in turn. Building this template, or Fixture requires time and additional costs for the necessary 


materials, but can test large numbers of PCBs very rapidly. At Hopetimepcb, we offer a standard test price on 


the condition  that your design incorporates  less than 1,300 test points. In the case that your design boasts 


over 1300 test points, we will calculate the price depending upon the number of test points required on the 


fixture.
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The Flying Probe method does not require expensive materials for the building of fixtures; instead, a machine 


sequentially connects electro-mechanically-controlled probes to individual test points on a PCB. This method 


is not well-suited to very high volume orders due to the time required to the probe to learn the testing 


sequence, and also to actually move through each board during testing. Since the time required for a Flying 


Probe test can vary so widely depending upon the design in questions, our cost for this testing method will be 


calculated depending on the PCB’s physical size and layer count. 


Hopetimepcb performs 100% electrical testing on all bare PCBs produced at its facilities,  and this is included 


in all quotes unless otherwise specified.  
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10.0 Controlled Impedance PCB 
Impedance Controlled PCBs are fabricated with tightly controlled dimensional tolerances to ensure the PCBs 


have signal transmission  lines with accurate impedances . Upon request, Hopetimepcb  offers free of charge 


design stack-up and impedance  calculation  assistance  to help clients design Impedance  Controlled  PCBs. In 


the conceptual  level  of your PCB design , our team is willing  to work with your engineering  team to better 


control impedance by selecting the proper material and stack up. 


Electrical impedance is the total amount of opposition given to the electrical current flow in an electrical circuit. 


Impedance can be calculated using the resistance and reactance of the current in a circuit when a voltage is 


applied measured and expressed in ohms. Resistance is the opposition to an electrical current flow present in 


all materials. Reactance is the opposition to an electrical current flow from inherent capacitance and 


inductance in the electrical circuit interacting with changes in the voltage and current.  


Theoretically, for an ideal PCB performance situation, all output energy from a component’s output pin would 


flow through the connected PCB routing into the load input pin on the other end. However, in reality, not all 


the energy is absorbed by the load, and any leftover energy would be reflected back into the PCB routing, 


flowing back toward the output source pin. Reflected energy is a concern for AC (Alternating Current) signals 


because reflected energy can cause noise that interferes with the original signal, changing the signal’s 


waveform. In the worst-case scenario, reflected energy would affect the signal’s integrity, resulting in 


unpredictable PCB behaviour. Impedance matching is not as much of a concern for Digital DC (Direct Current) 


signals as signals are either high or low, and devices’ noise thresholds are usually able to compensate for the 


small amount of noise from reflected energy. 


Energy being reflected back and forth between the source and the load in a PCB can be avoided by impedance 


matching. In theory, matching impedance should ensure all of the energy emitted from the source flows into 


the load with little to no reflected energy. 


For a PBC to be considered to have controlled impedance, the 


routing of the traces must be designed in such a way that the 


impedance matches the specifications. In order to control 


impedance in a PCB, both the components and traces of the 


board must be matched correctly.  


Hopetimepcb strives to keep standard PCB materials in 


stock at all times, including: 


• Higher copper weights: 2 oz., 3 oz.; heavier weights (With 


 Lead Time) 


• Odd copper weights: H/1 oz., H/2 oz., 1/2 oz. 


• Foil: 1/4 oz., H oz., 1 oz., 2 oz., 3 oz. 


  


Table 25: Sample Impedance Control Stackup 
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10.0.1 Impedance Controlled PCB Types 
There are two types of Impedance Controlled PCBs, Foil-built, and Core-built. We offer Foil-built PCBs as a 


default choice since it is more economical and is slightly easier to process.  


Foil-built PCB consists of one less core layer than core-built PCBs, as shown in the stack-up (Table 26) below, 


with copper foil layers on the outside. Foil-built boards require various types of foils with different copper 


weights. However, foils are much easier to acquire than different types of cores. Another factor to consider is 


that since Foil-built PCBs are covered in copper foil, the designer has more choice in regards to dielectric 


thickness for the outer layers due to using prepreg. Using prepreg boards is less expensive compared to cores, 


especially if the core is 5 Mils or thinner.  


Table 26: Foil Build 


 


A Core-built PCB would have core layers on the outside, so there is no need to use copper foil layers. However, 


material availability depends on the market, so cores with uneven copper weights may be difficult to acquire. 


In that case, PCB manufacturers need to order cores with higher copper weight then etch down the cores, 


which is costly since additional labour costs are involved. Using cores with higher copper weight also adds to 


the material cost. 


Table 27: Core Built 
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10.1 Impedance Calculators 


Impedance calculators are computer programs with many different sub-programs assembled together to 


simulate the expected performance of transmission lines and PCB materials. Impedance calculations have 


many complicated formulas, and the more complicated the PCB design is, the more complicated the formulas 


will be. Thus, impedance calculators require a skilled user who knows how to use these programs effectively 


and the underlying theory. 


Hopetimepcb will  provide  free  impedance  calculations  for  PCB  designs  upon  request . For  performing 


impedance calculations, we at Hopetimepcb use the industry-standard Polar Impedance Calculator SI8000 or 


SI9000. We enter published  prepreg  values  from datasheets and your specific  design  parameters onto the 


Impedance Calculator to calculate the impedance of PCB design.  


10.2 Impedance Models 


Impedance Models are diagrams with symbols labelled and showing the parameters for impedance calculation. 


We at Hopetimepcb offer to provide these Impedance Model diagrams with impedance parameters. 


10.3 Impedance Affect Stack-up 


Stack-Up is the number and arrangement of different layers in a PCB design. Stack-up design choices and 


parameters are affected by many factors (such as impedance, physical structure, blind holes and so on). Stack-


up structure features affect the impedance on your signal lines. Changing the stack-up parameters can help to 


Figure 21: Impedance Calculator Software 
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achieve your desired impedance, however, there may be other factors in your design that affect the stack-up 


to consider and balance. Some relationships to consider are listed below.  


• The thicker the dielectric thickness is, the higher the impedance value will be. 


• The smaller the dielectric constant is, the greater the impedance value will be. 


• The thicker the copper weight is, the lower the impedance value will be. 


• A thinner impedance trace width means a higher impedance value. 


• Greater Inductance means higher impedance. 


• Greater Capacitance means lower impedance. 


 


For microstrip and stripline transmission lines, the largest factors that affect the impedance of a line are the 


dielectric constant of the substrate, the thickness of the copper and the width of the line. Our dielectric 


constants are listed in Section 3.1 Material Selection & Properties. Please inquire about our available Rogers RF 


substrates if desired. Next, you may select your desired copper weight. With these two factors chosen, our 


impedance calculations can aid you in determining the width of your transmission lines.  


10.4 Hopetimepcb TDR Calculations 


TDR is “Time Domain Reflectometry” is a measurement technique for determining the characteristics of 


electrical lines in a PCB by observing reflected waveforms. TDR can also refer to a Time Domain Reflectometer, 


a type of electronic instrument needed to use time-domain reflectometry to analyze electrical or optical 


transmission media such as coaxial cable and optical fibre. For example, we can use TDR on a twisted pair wire 


or coaxial cable to locate faults and discontinuities in wire connection and other transmission media. 


Hopetimepcb  can use Time Domain  Reflectometry  (TDR) as a way to test whether  impedance  in a PCB is 


matched  or not. However , our factory  usually  uses a different  machine  to test. A TDR test is performed  by 


applying a very fast electrical step signal to the PCB using a controlled impedance cable and probe. The TDR 


testing equipment  records and graphs the changes in impedance  value using the part of the signal, which is 


reflected back. This graph data shows the impedance values for that PCB or the values simulated by the TDR 


test with average, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values.  


10.5 TDR Coupons 


A TDR coupon is a type of small test board on which we can perform impedance testing to verify if the board’s 


impedance matches your request. Testing the impedance trace in a PCB after fabricating is difficult, and the 


board may be scrapped due to the fixture. Thus, to replace PCB impedance testing, we provide a TDR coupon 


for simulating the board traces to test the impedance of the PCB. On the TDR coupon, we will include 


specifications of the impedance value, trace width and expected dimensions of the PCB so that test results of 


the TDR coupon should match. 


Hopetimepcb  will provide serialized  TDR coupons  for each batch of PCB free of charge with our impedance 


report. If we have a PCB order with 2000 PCBs, of which we build one batch of 1000 pieces first, then build 


the rest a few days later, then we provide two coupons, one for each batch. The TDR coupon for each batch 


of PCB are fabricated at the same time as when fabricating the boards. Each coupon is built at the same time 


as PCB  fabrication  to ensure  that  they  match  your  PCB , this  way , we provide  a TDR  coupon  to you  for 


impedance testing of each batch.  
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11.0 – Flexible and Rigid-Flex PCBs 
Flexible Printed Circuit Boards (FPCBs), also known simply as Flex PCBs, are a technology that allows for the 


manufacturing and assembly of printed circuits on a flexible dielectric substrate. FPCBs can be assembled using 


standard electronic components (i.e. resistors, capacitors, complex ICs), but the manufacturing process of the 


dielectric material and copper traces allow the board itself to take a non-standard or irregular shape. The 


option for flexible circuits is a valuable service in many different areas of the electronics industry, from common 


household devices to complex leading-edge technology; examples include: 


• Communications 


• Computer Hardware 


• Automotive 


• Medical 


• Aerospace 


• LED Lighting 


 


Figure 22 - Flexible PCB 


In addition to their convenience in terms of form factor adaptability, flexible PCBs also offer a number of other 


advantages that have contributed to their recent rise in both demand and accessibility. As size constraints on 


electronics projects become more stringent with each passing year, the reduction in weight, thickness, and size 


that comes with switching to an FPCB design becomes all the more appealing. In many small form factor 


designs , flexible  PCBs  are used  simply  to connect  various  rigid  PCBs  together  in place  of bulkier  wires  or 


cables.


 


Hopetimepcb can also offer turnkey services for rigid-flex PCBs in the case where flexible sections are 


used to connect standard rigid PCBs, as described above. 


FPCBs also offer advantages in terms of durability that might be surprising to those who are unfamiliar; notably, 


flexible PCBs are often able to withstand both sudden movement and sustained vibration better than their 


rigid counterparts. It is also straightforward to mount the FPCB on a heat sink to improve thermal performance. 


The following  subsections  outline  Hopetimepcb ’s PCB  fabrication  capabilities  concerning  flexible  PCBs , 


providing  various  maximum  and  minimum  manufacturing  parameters  to be used  for  reference  when 


designing  a flexible  PCB  project . Detailed  information  on various  flexible  PCB  material  is also  provided , 


followed by a discussion of rigid-flex PCBs in terms of their advantages, applications, and the manufacturing 


thereof.


 


11.1 Flexible PCB Fabrication Capabilities
 


As an experienced  long -time  provider  of flexible  PCB  services , Hopetimepcb  offers  leading -edge 


capabilities  in FPCB fabrication . Table 28 shows Hopetimepcb ’s standard fabrication  capabilities  concerning 


FPCBs. Any information not included below or in the subsequent subsections should be treated the same as 


Hopetimepcb ’s rigid PCB capabilities  and requirements . Please note that Hopetimepcb  is currently  working 


toward UL certification for FPCBs, but cannot provide this service for the time being.
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Table 28 


Flexible PCB Technology Matrix 


Available Layer Counts 1 to 4 layers 


Maximum Finished PCB Dimensions 220 x 500 mm 


Minimum Finished PCB Dimensions 10 x 10 mm 


PCB Dimension Tolerance ±0.15 mm (preferred)  –  ±0.10 mm (minimum) 


Minimum PCB Thickness 0.07 mm (single-layer), or 0.13 mm (2-layer) 


Copper Weight Limits 0.5 oz. to 2.0 oz. 


Surface Finish Options ENIG (preferred)* 


Coverlay Colour Amber (yellow), Black 


Bending Radius Approx. 15-20 times board thickness 


Lead time 14-days for 2-layer design at prototype quantities 


Minimum Drill Size 6 mil 


Controlled Impedance Available  –  ±5 Ω (<50 Ω) or ±10% (>50 Ω) 


Trace Width / Spacing Same as Rigid PCB trace/space, given in Section 4.1 


*Other surface finish options available, but require a special estimate and may not be feasible for all projects 


11.2 Flexible PCB Materials 


11.2.1 FPCB Material Options & Datasheets 
Hopetimepcb In an effort to provide all clients with the best possible solutions for their unique and individual 


projects, Hopetimepcb offers a variety of adhesive-less flexible PCB substrates for your project.  Hopetimepcb
’s standard FPCB material stock includes the following options: 


• Panasonic R-F775 


• ShengYi SF305 


• ShengYi SF201 


• ShengYi SF202 


Tables 29 through 32 show a summary of the material datasheet information for the four options listed above. 


To download the full datasheets, simply click on the options in the list above. 


Table 29 
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Table 30 


 


Table 31 
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Table 32 


 


11.2.2 Adhesive-Less vs. Adhesive-Based Materials 
Two broad types of FPCB base materials are available for use in flexible PCB projects. Similar to their rigid 


counterparts, FPCBs are composed of copper cladding bonded to a dielectric material that separates the copper 


layers. Originally, the standard method for bonding copper foil to flexible dielectric material was to use flexible 


epoxy or acrylic-based adhesives. More recently, adhesive-less options have become available on the market, 


where the copper foil is attached directly to the dielectric core without the use of adhesives. 


 


Figure 23 - Simple Stackups for Adhesive-Based FPCB Material (Left) and Adhesive-Less Material (Right) 
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Adhesive-less flex core materials are generally favoured over adhesive-based options for the superiority they 


provide in many areas of finished PCB characteristics. Though adhesive-based materials can sometimes offer a 


stronger bond between the copper foil and the dielectric, this is highly dependent upon the specific adhesive 


used. Meanwhile, adhesive-less materials generally offer higher bend radius, lower minimum finished board 


thickness, stronger plated hole integrity, more accurate controlled impedance characteristics, and improved 


heat performance. In order to meet IPC 2223C guidelines regarding FPCBs, adhesive-less materials are often 


required . That  being  said , Hopetimepcb  can  source  specific  adhesive -based  materials  if required  for  a 


particular  project , but  there  will  likely  be  some  additional  cost  and  lead  time  associated  with  the 


procurement.


 


11.3 Rigid-Flex PCBs
 


Rigid-Flex PCBs are hybrid devices, normally consisting of multiple standard PCBs made of


 


rigid FR4 material, 


where each rigid PCB is connected by a length of flexible PCB, as shown in the image below.


 


This arrangement 


is superior to simple wire or cable connections in many cases due to its adaptable form-factor as well as its 


improved mechanical connection strength. 


 


 


Figure 24 - Example of a Rigid-Flex PCB 


Rigid-flex PCBs allow the complex pieces of a design to be laid out using standard rigid PCB practices while still 


offering many of the advantages in adaptability and reduced form factor that come with FPCBs. That being 


said, there are a few key requirements to keep in mind when designing a rigid-flex board for fabrication: 


• The number of copper layers for the rigid and flexible portions must be exactly equal 


• A minimum space of 1.0 mm (40 mil) from all board edges must be kept entirely free of holes and 


components to allow for proper bonding of the rigid sections to the flexible sections 
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12.0 Panelization  
Panels consist of multiple circuit board designs combined together in order to form a single large board called 


a “panel”. Some designs strive to fit multiple circuit boards onto a single panel, as more circuit boards on one 


panel can be more cost-efficient. There are two main types of panelization, simple panels (also called arrays), 


and complex panels. Simple panels have the same circuit board repeated on one panel, while complex panels 


are composed of different circuit boards on the same panel. 


Panelization is a way to safely manufacture multiple PCBs simultaneously while keeping the PCB’s separation 


process afterwards as smooth as possible. In terms of large volume PCB manufacturing, the cost will be lower 


based on how many boards fit onto a single panel as the process will be more efficient. Higher panelization 


efficiency requires carefully setting PCB design sizes for effective panel space usage. For the highest efficiency, 


circuit board length and/or width should be integer divisors of default panel size when margin and spacing are 


taken into account. 


We at Hopetimepcb  offer  panelization  services  to clients  for PCB fabrication ,  but we do not offer  any set 


default panel sizes. We only require the PCB design to be panelized to have a circuit board size within a range 


of 50mm *50mm  to 500 *500 mm . Hopetimepcb  primarily  produces  low  and  medium  volumes  of PCB . 


Therefore  when  fabricating , we typically  will  automatically  adjust  for the most  appropriate  panel  size for 


better  material  utilization . With  these  smaller  volumes  of PCB  fabrication , the  cost -saving  from  higher 


production  efficiency  is not  significant ; therefore , Hopetimepcb  does  not  offer  cost -saving  for  using 


panelization.


 


However, producing multiple designs simultaneously does save a portion of the shipping costs. 


You are not required to layout the panels yourself as our technicians will do this to optimize our process. 


12.1 Fiducials 


Fiducial markers, also known simply as fiducials, are marks meant to be seen on images produced by an imaging 


system. Fiducials, also known as circuit pattern recognition marks, are a point of reference for SMT placement 


equipment to accurately locate and place parts onto the printed circuit boards. By measuring the fiducials 


locations relative to the board layout, the machine can compute how much each part must be moved relative 


to the layout to ensure accurate part placement. 


We at Hopetimepcb can apply these fiducial marks onto our fabricated panelized boards if specified. Multiple 


fiducial  marks  are needed  as common  measurable  points  to precisely  determine  a board 's orientation . At 


least three fiducial  marks  placed  asymmetrically  are needed  to allow machines  to determine  the offset  of 


both the X and Y axis and determine  if the PCB has rotated  during  clamping . If a clamped  board  has been 


rotated,


 


the SMT placement  machine will automatically  rotate parts to match. Additional  fiducial marks are 


required to further fine-tune the targeting for placement of parts such as ball grid array packages. The lower 


end boards do not require as much precision and may only have two fiducials or use screen printed fiducials.  


12.2 Tooling Holes 


Tooling holes on PCBs are added for a variety of reasons depending on the requirements of the equipment 


being used. They are mainly used to aid in PCB alignment and orientation for drilling and routing during 


assembly . We at Hopetimepcb  apply  tooling  holes  to panelized  boards  when  specified , and our hole  size 


must be in 
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the range of 0.8mm to 4.0mm. For typical tooling holes, Hopetimepcb suggests to drill tooling holes at the 


standard size of 2.0mm. 


12.3 V-Score 


Hopetimepcb  can  apply  scores  to  our  fabricated  panelized 


boards when requested. Scores are essentially V-shaped grooves 


made on a panel with multiple  boards so the PCBs can be easily 


separated . Typically , scores are V-shaped grooves  with 1/3rd 


removed on top and 1/3rd cutaway on the bottom, leaving 1/3rd 


of  the  material  remaining  in  the  middle  to  hold  the  PCBs 


together in a panel. For thin panels, thinner than 0.8mm/31mil (


down to min. 0.6mm/24mil), one-sided scoring is recommended. 


V-scores  must  be applied  as straight  lines  onto  PCB boards , so 


various  restrictions  exist  for  use . Scores  must  be  straight  V-


shaped  lines to pre-separate  the circuit  boards  and are formed 


with precision 


cutting tools;


 


therefore,


 


scores can only be used for square or 


rectangular PCBs. 


 


12.4 Tab Routing 


Hopetimepcb  can  also  apply  tab  routing  to  our 


fabricated  panelized  boards if required . Tab routing 


is a popular  PCB  panelization  approach  that  uses 


small tabs on all 


four sides of a PCB to attach to the other boards or 


rails. Tab routing can include tabs with or without 


perforations. Of these,


 


the perforated type allows 


PCBs to be separated manually. A key advantage of 


using tab routing is that non-rectangular boards can 


be produced, all panelized circular or irregular shaped 


PCB use tab routing. However, a disadvantage of tab-


routing is the additional board material that is 


required, which increases fabrication costs. PCBs can 


be removed from panels before or after assembly 


because panels allow for easier assembly, the usual approach is to remove PCBs after assembly. When 


removing  PCBs  from  panels  after  assembly , extra  care  is taken  so that  the  parts  are  not  damaged . We 


at Hopetimepcb  can panelize  your design for you to optimize  our production . However , if you require your 


own  tab  design ,


 


we  require  that  (as  seen  in Figure  27b) dimension  “A” be  a minimum  of 0.8mm  but 


recommend  1.6mm . Dimension  “B”


 


depends  on the thickness  and  number  of layers  of your  board . Our 


customer  service  team  can assist  you with  this  step  to suit  your  design .


 


Tab routing  is our recommended 


routing method.


 


Figure 25: V Score Profile View 


Figure 27a: Photo of Tab 
Routing Holes 


Figure 27b: Tab Routing 
Dimensions 
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13.0 Report Types and Report Writing 
The standard final report for a PCB includes a variety of sections. Hopetimepcb will provide PCB reports with 


the following sections. These sections are described in detail below. 


• Products final audit report 


• Certificate of Compliance 


• Test Report 


• Solderability Test Report 


• Cross-section Record 


• Impedance Report 


13.1 Products Final Audit Report 


The Products Final Audit Report section of the PCB report contains information on the fabrication and assembly 


for that PCB. The PCB order data is recorded here, such as the Bill of Materials with parts and part quantity 


needed for each PCB. The fabricated PCB specifies physical data such as material used, board thickness, copper 


thickness , hole  size , board  dimension , bow  and  twist , line  width  & space . Hopetimepcb  includes  all the 


materials for PCB fabrication and parts for assembly with the PCB order data in this report. 


13.2 Certificate of Conformance (C of C) 


The Certificate of Conformance is the section of the PCB report with material data and test records that certify 


how the used materials meet specifications for various directives or guidelines. Firstly, the material 


composition data provides proof of the PCB being RoHS Compliant. Secondly, material property data will prove 


that this PCB complies with the UL Standards needed for UL certification and UL flammability . Hopetimepcb 


will include these official certifications  with our final PCB report and provide necessary PCB data in order to 


prove conformance with the certification date and a date code included. 


13.2.1 RoHS Compliance 
Hopetimepcb  will  provide  data  with  confirmation  of  RoHS  Compliance  in  our  C of  C (Certificate  of 


Conformance) section of the PCB Report when RoHS Compliance is required. When an order is required to be 


RoHS  Compliant , we will  carefully  regulate  the use  of high  concern  substances  like  cadmium , lead , and 


mercury during PCB fabrication and assembly. (See section 14.0 RoHS Compliance for more information) 


13.2.2 U.L. Certificate 
Hopetimepcb  can include  UL Certificates  and related  verification  data  in our "Certificate  of Compliance " 


section of the final PCB Report . To obtain a UL Certificate , it is required  that the Underwriters  Laboratories 


test  representative  samples  of the  PCB  and  that  these  samples  comply  to requirements  given  on  UL 


Standards. Underwriters  Laboratories Inc. test a PCB for thermal shock, bond strength, and plating adhesion 


and investigates the fabrication and assembly process before approving UL recognition.  
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13.3 Test Report 


Hopetimepcb will perform a variety of tests over the course of PCB fabrication and assembly with the reports 


for these tests included in this section. An Electrical Test Report with the result from a Flying Probe Test or a 


Fixture (Bed Board) Test is always included in this section (See section 9.0 Electrical Testing for an overview of 


these  methods ). Also , when  required , Hopetimepcb  can perform  a HI pot Test  and record  results  in this 


report  section . Lastly , we can perform  functional  tests  when  test  parameters  are specified  by the client , 


providing a functional test report afterward.  


13.4 Solderability Report 


The Solderability Test Report is a description of our solderability test results, including test type, factors, and 


results. This report shows our testing methods, the test conditions, and how we measured and compared the 


final test results to reach a conclusion on the PCB’s solderability. 


13.4.1 Peel Strength Report 
Peel strength is a way to measure the bond strength of a material, typically an adhesive measured with average 


load per unit width of bond line. If required, we can perform a peel strength test and provide a report on this 


PCB’s peel strength. 


13.5 Cross Section Report 


The Cross-Section Report includes a variety of cross-sections, micro-sections, and X-sections showing the 


physical design data for this PCB. In this section of the PCB report, physical data such as copper thickness, hole 


wall  thickness , and solder  mask  thickness  will  be included . Hopetimepcb  will  provide  cross -sections  and 


various other diagrams showing the PCB’s various layers and micro-via. 


13.6 Impedance Report (TDR) 


Impedance Report is an optional report that Hopetimepcb  will provide if impedance data is required by the 


client . An impedance  test  is performed  using  a Time  Domain  Reflectometry  (TDR ), the  test  results  are 


recorded  in this  report  along  with  the  PCB ’s stack -up. A TDR  test  is performed  by applying  a very fast 


electrical  step signal to the PCB using a controlled  impedance  cable and probe. The TDR testing equipment 


records and graphs the changes in impedance value using the part of the signal, which is reflected back. This 


graph data shows the impedance  values for that PCB or the values simulated  by the TDR test with average, 


standard  deviation , minimum  and maximum  values. (See section 10.0 Controlled  Impedance  PCB for more 


information)
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14.0 RoHS Compliance 
RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) is a mandate for restricting the use of certain hazardous substances 


in electrical and electronic equipment. RoHS aims to restrict the use of hazardous substances such as cadmium, 


lead, and mercury in the manufacture of electronics and electronic devices. RoHS Compliance essentially refers 


to acting in full accordance with RoHS regulations while keeping documentation on the testing of RoHS 


controlled substances. 


14.1 PCB Raw Material  


For a PCB to be considered RoHS compliant, it cannot have restricted raw materials over a certain limit in its 


materials. Hopetimepcb strives to ensure that any of our fabricated PCB boards that have been requested to 


be RoHS Compliant conform to the RoHS given maximum limits. Requesting RoHS compliance will limit your 


choice of dielectric board material. The following are restricted materials in the PCBs: 


• Lead (Pb): < 0.1% 


• Mercury (Hg): <0.1% 


• Cadmium (Cd): <0.01% 


• Hexavalent Chromium(Cr6+): <0.1% 


• Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB's): <0.1% 


• Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE's): <0.1% 


• Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) 


• Butyl benzyl phthalate (BBP) 


• Dibutyl phthalate (DBP) 


• Diisobutyl phthalate (DIBP) 


14.1.1 Solder 
Solder is a fusible metal alloy that can be melted and used to make electrical connections between electronic 


components. Solders can be separated into two main types: lead-free solder, which is RoHS compliant, and 


non-RoHS compliant leaded solder. Leaded solder alloys commonly used for electrical soldering are 63/37 Sn-


Pb, which has the lowest melting point (183 °C or 361 °F) of all the tin-lead alloys. However, due to the use of 


lead, this type of solder is not RoHS compliant. 


For the assembly  of our turn-key orders , we at Hopetimepcb  use lead-free solder  that  fully  complies  to 


RoHS  guidelines . Our  solder  used contains  only  Tin (Sn), Silver (Ag), and Copper (Cu) as raw materials . 


Various lead-free solders were developed to provide RoHS compliant solder that can be used for commercial 


PCB assembly. Currently, the most popular commercial lead-free solder is an alloy of Tin-Silver-Copper due to 


its reduced melting point of 217 ˚C. 
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15.0 Assembly Considerations 
The last parameter a circuit designer should consider is the population of their PCB with electrical components. 


Modern PCB manufacturing automates the process of soldering components to boards, which allows for faster 


and lower-cost production for boards with many components. For a small quantity of boards with few 


components of manageable size, hand soldering is more efficient as it does not incur machine setup costs. 


Therefore, to provide the best possible price for our service, not all orders use automated assembly. 


Pitch is  the  distance  between  SMD  pads  measured  center  to  center . At  Hopetimepcb , the  smallest 


component size we can place is 0201 imperial (0603 metric) as our component pads cannot have a finer pitch 


than 0.2mm


 


(8mil) to prevent  shorts  in the soldering  stage. Moreover , your component  outlines  and pads 


should also have a clearance of at minimum 0.2mm (8mil) between components, and we recommend more if 


possible. Fine pitch assembly requires stricter tolerances and more precise manufacturing thus we charge an 


additional cost for component assembly with pitches of 0.5mm (20mil) or less. Another cost consideration 


is placing  components  on both sides  of the board . While  we are fully  capable  of two-sided assembly , the 


extra step adds extra cost, therefore should only be designed when necessary. 


For assembly service, please ensure you include a “pick and place” file with your order as described in Section 


2.5 Centroid File / Pick and Place File as well as a Bill of Materials as described in Section 2.6 Assembly Bill of 


Materials (BOM).  


15.1 – Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) 


Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) is a tool in circuit board assembly to efficiently and accurately detect 


production errors before boards leave the facility. AOI uses cameras and image processing software to identify 


assembly errors such as missing or misplaced components, soldering short circuits and disconnected 


components. 


At Hopetimepcb,  AOI is one tool we use to provide the best product quality to our turn-key customers. We do 


not conduct AOI on bare PCBs  as our other testing methods are effective,  and AOI is generally more used for 


component  related issues. Due to the added labour of setting up the AOI equipment , it is more economical 


for our clients if we conduct this type of inspection on larger (>=50 pcs) or complex orders (>=50 components


). All of our work is visually inspected by our quality assurance technicians. There is no additional  cost when 


AOI is used, as it is included in our standard assembly services. 


15.2 ‒ X-Ray Inspection 


For Ball Gate Array (BGA) and Quad Flat No Lead (QFN) packed components, the solder pads are placed below 


the component. This saves space on a board, allowing for more density among components and a smaller 


overall board size. The disadvantage of these components is that their solder joints cannot be visually 


inspected, whether by a technician or automated inspection. Therefore, in order to ensure the proper 


installation of these components, x-ray equipment is utilized to see through the components and observe the 


solder joints. The use of this additional equipment and labour adds to the cost of the order when BGA or QFN 


components are used. 
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15.3 – Functional Testing (FCT) 


Functional Testing (FCT) is the final testing method to be performed after a PCB is fully assembled. The purpose 


of FCT is to find component failures, assembly defects, or potential design issues. FCT results allow for 


troubleshooting to occur as soon as possible and confirm that components function as specified. The purpose 


of FCT lies mainly in avoiding assembly issues like shorts, opens, missing components, or the installation of 


incorrect parts. This testing provides additional assurance above our AOI and visual inspections. 


Functional testers typically work on a computer that runs advanced testing software, which in turn operates 


the various testing instruments such as digital multimeters, input/output PCBs, and communication ports. The 


FCT procedure determines whether boards pass or fail based on whether or not the test results satisfy a set of 


predefined requirements. Often, the FCT procedure includes multiple cycles of testing, each with different 


loading conditions or operating modes, according to the specific function of the PCB under test.  


At Hopetimepcb, we offer Functional Testing (FCT)  in addition to our turn-key assembly services. If you desire 


FCT for your project, we simply ask that you specify detailed instructions  for the FCT of your particular  PCB. 


Of course , we at Hopetimepcb  are  happy  to assist  you  in developing  a proper  FCT  procedure  if you  are 


unsure . Our  functional  testing  engineer  will  preview  your  requirements , such  as  test  scope  and  test 


instruction , design  the test jig if necessary , set up the instruments , and prepare  the test report  form and 


design testing workflow.


 


At Hopetimepcb , we maintain  state -of-the-art functional  test  equipment , such  as adjustable  DC power 


supplies, a 200MHz digital oscilloscope, a signal generator, an LRC multi-meter, and a universal programmer. 


In the case that a board does not pass FCT, a troubleshooting program will be launched to find the root cause 


of the failure . A Design  for Assembly  (DFA) form will be issued  by our process  engineer , and an 8D quality 


assurance  report  will be created  by our quality  engineer . This DFA report  will be sent to the customer  as a 


design reference, and another as a sample in our quality improvement guideline.


 


 


If you have any further questions about your order, please consult our sales team during the quotation stage 


of your order. Design issues that arise during production may delay your order. 


 


Thank you for working with Hopetimepcb to make your project a success!  
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Common Assembly Issues 

 

 

 

3.10.1 – Tombstones 

This section details the defects and issues that GWT  notices most frequently during PCB assembly. GWT  

employs many quality control methods in the PCB fabrication and PCB assembly processes to avoid these 

defects, and some of those methods are mentioned in the subsections below, but the focus of this guide is on 

the design phase of the project; as such, this section will focus on design-phase solutions rather than 

production-phase solutions.

& Open Circuits 

The tombstone defect is a phenomenon that occurs when one end of a passive surface-mount component 

becomes partially or completely lifted from a PCB pad. In extreme cases, the part will stand up completely 

normal to the surface of the PCB, as shown in the image below. 

 

The best practice to avoid tombstone defects from the design side of the equation is to strictly follow datasheet 

GWT controls for tombstone defects by regulating the accuracy of solder paste printing and chip placement, 

as well as allowing for a gradual soak ramp rate during reflow (see Section 3.6.2). Even with these controls in 

place, there is still a risk of tombstone defects if the footprint for a given passive part is designed incorrectly. If 

two pads for a single part are made to be different sizes, or if the spacing between the pads is too great, there 

will be a risk of tombstoning; generally, more than 50% of each component lead should contact each pad.

recommendations for pad size and pitch. 

  
    

The open circuit defect is similar in effect to the tombstone defect, but perhaps more critical to consider since 

it often cannot be detected by AOI testing (see Section 3.10.1). In these cases, the part in question might not 

be lifted from the pad, but there is no electrical continuity between at least one component terminal and its 

Figure 23 - Example of a Tombstone Defect (left) and an Open Circuit Defect (Right)

associated pad. 

Open circuit defects can in some cases be viewed as less extreme tombstone defects, and so it follows logically 

that these two issues share many root causes and associated solutions. One key difference is component lead 

oxidization, which often results in an open circuit defect where the part sits flat on the board as it should, but 

does not form an electrical connection with its pad. For this reason, it is recommended to use new components 

for all critical PCB assembly projects, since older or improperly stored components are far more likely to suffer 

from oxidization. 
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Whiskers 

  

  

 

  

Tin whiskering describes a phenomenon where thin strands of tin diffuse from a soldered pad and potentially 

cause short circuits across the PCB. Tin whiskers have been a known issue in the PCB industry for decades, but 

this defect became especially prevalent when the RoHS directive came into effect, banning the use of lead in 

the majority of PCB assemblies worldwide. As a fully RoHS-compliant PCB assembly house, GWT has been 

careful to observe industry best practices for minimizing tin whiskers on our lead-free designs through strict 

process controls. Through years of experience and research, GWT has also noted some design-phase factors 

that can influence the likelihood of tin whiskering for the finished PCBs.

 

If ENIG surface finish cannot be used for a particular design, the key strategy for protection against whiskering 

is to minimize stress on the PCB’s pads. Stress can be caused by external factors in the final product assembly, 

so it is important to ensure that the PCB enclosure does not press upon any components. Flat pack components 

are also much less prone to whiskering, compared to bent-lead components, since the fixed solder joint of a 

bent-lead component will be subject to both 

Since tin whiskers form as a result of the strong affinity between tin and copper on a PCB, the simplest solution 

for preventing their formation is to select the ENIG surface finish, which incorporates nickel and gold rather 

than whisker-prone tin or silver. ENIG is a high-quality surface finish with a long shelf life, which GWT offers 

at no additional cost or lead time compared to Immersion Tin, Immersion Silver, or Lead-Free HASL. For more 

information on surface finish options, see GWT’s DFM Guidelines.

normal force and moment reactions. 

 
   

For very critical designs, conformal coating might be considered to further protect against whiskering (See 

Section 3.8.7), but 

Figure 24 - Reactions on Solder Joint for Bent Lead or Flat Pack

clients should keep in mind that this process does introduce additional cost and lead time. 

3.10.3 – Solder Bridges 

 

 

 

Perhaps the most well-known defect in PCB assembly, solder bridging occurs when an abnormal solder 

connection is formed between two or more adjacent traces, pads, or pins, creating an electrically conductive 

path. G W T  controls for solder bridges by using high quality solder mask during PCB fabrication and high-

quality flux during PCB assembly, ensuring stencil apertures are sized correctly, and ensuring stencils are fully 

cleaned prior to the solder paste screening process. G W T  highly recommends using solder mask on all 

projects for this reason; surface finish over bare copper boards are much more susceptible to solder bridging.
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Even with these controls in place, it is possible for solder bridges to form if the design of the PCB places pads 

too close together. Clients should be sure to follow datasheet recommendations for pad width and pitch, 

selecting parts with higher pitch as often 
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as possible to minimize the potential for error. 

 
   

3.10.4 – Solder 

Figure 25 - Solder Bridge on a SO-Style IC Package

Balls 

 

 

 

 

  

Solder balls are the most common type of defect that occurs in the surface-mount assembly process. According 

to the IPC-A-610 standard, solder balls located within 0.13mm (~5 mil) of current-carrying traces violate the 

minimum electrical clearance principle. Any board with more than 5 solder balls, of any size or placement, is 

also considered defective by this standard. The reason for this stipulation is that the solder balls could easily 

shift along the surface of the board over time, potentially causing shorts and impacting the reliability and shelf 

life of the product.

 

 
  

The good news for PCB designers is that most of the responsibility for preventing solder balls is placed upon 

their PCB assembler. As long as a component’s pads are designed at the correct size, according to datasheet 

recommendations, G W T ’s process controls should be able to keep the PCBs free of solder balls. These 

controls include ensuring that the amount of flux applied is not too high, using a gradual soak cycle in reflow 

assembly (see Section 3.5.2), and properly cleaning stencils prior to solder paste application. Storage in a dry 

environment prior to assembly also helps to minimize the risk of solder ball formation, since this defect mainly 

occurs when air or water vapour escapes from the solder paste during assembly, carrying with it a small amount 

of the solder itself.

 Figure 26 - Solder Ball on a Passive Package
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Voids 

 

 

 
  

Solder joint voiding occurs when empty spaces, called voids, form within the weld between a pad and a part 

lead. This phenomenon is most commonly seen in BGA assembly and larger pads, and it is caused by stray flux 

or oxidized solder paste trapped within the weld itself.

GWT controls for solder joint voiding through the use of a gradual soak cycle during reflow, and also ensuring 

that flux and solder paste are applied evenly through a clean stencil. PCB designers can help to further protect 

against joint voiding by limiting pad size to datasheet recommendations for a given part, since larger pads are 

more likely to heat and cool unevenly.

 

3.11 – Testing Methods – Design for Test

Figure 27 – X-Ray Image of Solder Joint Voids

ing 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3.11.1 – Automated 

Design for Testing (DFT) is a specific subsection within Design for Assembly (DFA), focused on developing a 

product that can easily be measured and verified in terms of functionality. The following subsections provide 

an overview of the testing methods that GWT regularly employs after the PCB assembly process is completed. A

 working knowledge of these methods should help GWT’s clients decide exactly how extensive the testing 

process must be for each individual project, allowing for proper budgeting in terms of both lead time and 

overall project cost.

In addition to the testing methods outlined below, GWT performs 100% electrical testing on every bare board 

prior to assembly, so there is never any doubt in terms of whether a given issue stems from a PCB itself or the 

parts installed upon it. For more complete information on electrical testing processes, please see GWT’s DFM 

Guidelines document.

Optical Inspection (AOI) 

 

  

 

Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) is an efficient and accurate method for detecting PCB assembly errors 

before boards leave GWT’s production facility. This method employs high-resolution cameras and advanced 

image processing software to identify assembly errors such as missing or misplaced components, solder 

bridges, solder balls, or tombstones, to name a few; see Section 3.9 for more information on common issues.

Compared with visual inspection, AOI vastly improves error detection for complex circuit boards and volume 

production runs. The ongoing push for miniaturization in the electronics industry has effected a widespread 

adoption of AOI testing to maintain efficiency and accuracy in the post-assembly inspection process.
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GWT’s quality assurance team provides visual inspection on all PCBs before they are packaged for shipping 

to the client. AOI is used in addition to visual inspection for orders meeting certain thresholds in terms of 

quantity or complexity. There is no extra cost or lead time involved with AOI inspection, as it is provided as a 

standard service for orders meeting the thresholds listed in the table below, and therefore included in the 

Document Contents ©Global Well Tech Limited
www.gwt-pcba.com

consideration for each PCB assembly quotation. 

Order Qty (Q) Component Qty per board Visual Inspection AOI 

Q<=10 N/A Yes No 

10<Q<50 P<50 Yes No 

10<Q<50 P>=50 Yes Yes 

Q>=50 N/A Yes Yes 

Table 4 - AOI Thresholds 

3.11.2 – X-Ray Inspection 

 

 

 

For designs including BGA, QFN, and other lead-less package types, connections to the PCB are formed beneath 

the body of the components themselves. As such, visual and AOI testing are not sufficient to verify a robust 

assembly, and GWT must employ X-Ray inspection in order to meet quality assurance guidelines. This service is 

included by default on any GWT  quotations including the assembly of lead-less packages, such as those 

mentioned above.

 

Not only does X-Ray inspection detect issues in PCB assembly, but the analysis of an X-Ray image can help to 

determine the root cause of a given defect, such as insufficient solder paste, skewed part placement, or 

X-Rays penetrate the silicon of an IC package and reflect from the metal of the connections underneath, 

forming an image of the solder joints themselves that can be analyzed by advanced image processing software 

similar to AOI. Higher-density features in the captured area create a darker resulting image, allowing for 

quantitative analysis to determine quality of the solder joints and compare against industry standards.

improper reflow profile. 

 
   Figure 28 - X-Ray Image of an Assembled BGA Package
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(FCT) 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

Functional circuit testing (FCT) is the final step in board-level production service, performed after AOI and visual 

inspections are completed. This procedure goes a step beyond other testing methods to verify not only the 

fabrication and assembly quality of a PCB, but the overall functionality of the project. In many cases, the 

electrical and optical inspections discussed in previous sections are sufficient, and FCT is not necessary, but it 

is a common procedure for projects which include IC Programming (see Section 3.8.8), and a requirement for 

those which include Conformal Coating (see Section 3.8.7). GWT’s comprehensive FCT procedure allows 

clients to be fully confident that they will receive a perfect product at the end of the production cycle.

 

 

  

 

 

 

The FCT process typically incorporates the use of a computer running specialized testing software. The 

computer is connected to specific test points on the assembled PCB and used in conjunction with test 

instruments such as digital multimeters, separate test PCBs, and communication ports. GWT’s test engineers 

prepare an individual test report form for each project subjected to FCT, which is filled out during the test 

procedure and kept on record, available to clients at their request.

Clients requiring FCT must submit a general test procedure and specific pass/fail requirements to GWT during 

the project’s quote stage, at which point the added labour cost and lead time is evaluated and included in the 

quotation. For higher-volume projects or those requiring very extensive testing, FCT will often require 

additional tooling cost to design and build a test jig, and this cost must also be included in the quotation. Due 

to the vast differences from project-to-project, these costs and timeframes must be determined on a case-by-

case basis.

 

 
   

GWT’s FCT stations are equipped with an adjustable DC power supply, a 200 MHz digital oscilloscope, a signal 

generator, an LRC multimeter, and a universal programmer, allowing for FCT on most embedded systems. After 

FCT, a GWT process engineer will issue a custom DFA form to the client, which offers design suggestions to 

improve functionality in future production runs. GWT’s quality assurance engineer will develop an 8D report 

for internal use, which focuses on assembly process improvements for GWT’s side of the equation.

 Figure 29 - G W T  Test Engineer Performing FCT on an Assembled Board
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4.0 - Conclusion 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

In order to create a high-quality project at the lowest possible cost and in the most efficient manner, it is 

absolutely critical to consider DFA principles. The information in this guideline is intended to give G W T ’s 

clients a clear idea of what DFA means in the PCB industry, and to provide relevant information regarding 

GWT’s specific capabilities. Clients equipped with this information will reap the greatest possible benefit 

during their PCB assembly experience, and satisfied clients are always GWT’s primary objective.

There are a great many factors to consider in PCB design for assembly, and certainly some specific questions 

might not have been answered by the preceding sections in these guidelines. Be sure to check GWTs DFM 

Guidelines for information relating to the PCB fabrication process, and feel free to reach out at any time 

through live chat at https://www.gwt-pcba.com/, or over email at hopetimepcb@gwt-pcba.com.
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1.0 – Introduction 
The purpose  of this  Design  for Manufacturability  (DFM ) guide  is to assist  customers  in designing  printed 


circuit  boards  (PCBs ) that  can be manufactured  quickly  and efficiently . These  DFM  guidelines  define  the 


various tolerances, rules, and testing procedures to which Hopetimepcb adheres during PCB manufacturing. 


It is beneficial to all parties involved, in terms of both cost and efficiency, if these issues can be addressed 


during the design stage, rather than during production. By providing this guide, we hope to avoid the potential 


scenario where our client has finished designing a board, but must later revise their design due to facility 


limitations. 


DFM guidelines are essential to promote a client’s understanding of the various options that we offer, the 


reasons  for  each  of  these  options , and  the  limitations  of  Hopetimepcb ’s production  facilities . At 


Hopetimepcb ,


 


we  specialize  in turn -key  production  rigid  multi -layer  PCBs  with  part  procurement  and 


placement. 


 


For a quick overview of our manufacturing specifications,


 


please see our other document on our website 


www.hopetimepcb.com titled “Capability”.


 


1.1 Scope
 


Consulting these DFM guidelines during your design process


 


allows


 


you to plan a PCB that conforms to the 


capabilities  of hopetimepcb ’s facilities . A strong  understanding  of our manufacturing  ability  enables  our 


clients to achieve


 


the special features that their designs require while maximizing efficiency to both time and 


money.


 


Listed below are a few of the more notable benefits found in designing for manufacturability:


 


•


 


Higher quality


 


results by working within facility capabilities


 


•


 


Reduced lead times


 


by avoiding unnecessary delays


 


•


 


Lower labor and material costs


 


from correcting errors


 


•


 


Higher first-pass yields


 


•


 


Minimized environmental impact


 


by avoiding waste from re-making boards


 


To fully reap the benefits listed above, our clients must understand our abilities concerning the specific type of 


PCB option(s) that they require. This guide is,


 


therefore,


 


divided into sections according to the different types 


of options and features that we offer at hopetimepcb. Those sections are as follows:


 


•


 


Required Documents


 


•


 


Laminate Materials Selection


 


•


 


PCB Manufacturing Capabilities


 


•


 


HDI Technology Capabilities


 


•


 


Surface Finish: Options and Requirements


 


•


 


Solder Mask: Options and Requirements


 
 


•


 


Silkscreen: Options and Requirements


 


•


 


Electrical Testing 


 


•


 


Controlled Impedance PCB


 


•


 


Panelization


 


•


 


Report Types and Report Writing


 


•


 


RoHS Compliance
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2.0 Required Documents  
Various  PCB design  files  and other  forms  of documentation  are required  for Hopetimepcb  to fabricate  a 


printed  circuit  board  and populate  the components  onto  that  board . There  are two file formats  we can 


translate and accept


 


for manufacturing: ODB++ and Gerber version RS-274X. 


In the OBD++ format, all data required for PCB fabrication and assembly are included within the .TGZ 


compressed archive. Should you choose to use this format, you only need to provide the .TGZ archive, along 


with a Bill of Materials (BOM) for assembly. 


If you choose to use the Gerber file format, please ensure that you are using the RS-274X version. This format 


specifies a set of files, where each individual file represents one type of design drawing, such as top copper, 


bottom solder mask, or top silkscreen. Please ensure that you provide a Gerber file for each design element in 


your PCB layout, as well as any other relevant documentation for fabrication and assembly. When using the 


Gerber format, additional files are required for board assembly, a centroid file for pick and place, as well as a 


Bill of Materials with part numbers. 


2.1 Gerber Files – RS-274X Format 


RS-274X, also known as Extended Gerber or X-Gerber, is one of three distinct formats for Gerber files and is 


the current industry standard. RS-274X format is an open ASCII vector format used by standard PCB design 


industry software for processing 2D binary images. All Gerber Files are also Computer Numerical Control (CNC) 


files, and so it is possible to drive a PCB fabricator using Gerbers since fabricators are CNC machines. Gerber 


files describe various board images, such as copper layers, solder mask, silkscreen, and paste mask. This data 


includes traces, vias, pads, component footprints, and planes, as well as drilling and milling data. 


RS-274X is the “middle child” of the three Gerber file formats. The oldest format for Gerber files is RS-274D, or 


Standard Gerber, which has now been generally deprecated in favour of the Extended Gerber format. The data 


in RS-274X is much more comprehensive than RS-274D since the RS-274D format keeps many of its critical 


information separate from the main data file. The RS-274X format offers several benefits over the now-


obsolete RS-274D, including high-level commands and controls, allowing for more precise machine plotting. 


Gerber X2, the third and latest Gerber format, was released in February of 2014. It is fully backwards-


compatible with the RS-274X format but includes some extra metadata to avoid ambiguity. Gerber X2 has not 


yet seen widespread industry adoption, and so RS-274X remains the standard at present. 


PCB layouts are created using a computer-aided design (CAD) system and saved in the RS-274X format, where 


the Gerber set contains the complete description for each layer of the PCB. Typically, the CAD system outputs 


one Gerber file for each relevant layer. These Gerber files can be loaded into a computer-aided manufacturing 


(CAM) system to provide data for each step of the PCB production process.  


In keeping  with industry  standards , we at hopetimepcb  accept the RS-274X Gerber format. This allows our 


clients to use the CAD design tool of their choice, provided that they can output their finished design files in 


Gerber


 


format. The Gerber RS-274X format includes separate files for the different copper layers, silkscreen 


layers, solder mask layers, and milling/drilling  locations  included  in a given design. Along with your Gerber 


files , you  should  send  a PCB  Manufacturing  Drawing and  a PCB  Assembly  Drawing , as well  as a Bill  of 


Materials


 


for your order. A brief description for each of these file types is given in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1 


PCB Manufacturing Drawing PCB Board fabrication information 


PCB Assembly Drawing PCB components onboard assembly information 


Bill of Materials Table of information on all components to be placed on board 


Netlist component electrical connectivity information 


Gerber Files Group of files below 


Route files information on PCB copper design, e.g. traces, pads 


Drill files information on PCB design drill holes 


Solder Mask Files Information on areas not to cover with solder mask, e.g. pads, holes 


Board Outline File board size and shape information 


Silkscreen board surface markings information 


2.2 ODB++ 


ODB++ is a printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing database, with different data stored in a hierarchy of files 


and file folders. For convenient transmission of data, some common operating system commands can be used 


to create a single compressed file, while preserving the hierarchy information. That compressed file containing 


the printed circuit board (PCB) design information can be sent directly to a PCB Fabrication and Assembly 


company, such as hopetimepcb . ODB++ stands for Open Data Base, with the ‘++’ suffix added in 1997 when 


component  descriptions  were  enabled . ODB ++ was developed  and disseminated  by Valor  Computerized 


Systems, but was later acquired by Mentor Graphics in 2010.  


The vast majority of electronic devices include a PCB, which acts to house the electronic components that 


power the device, and also to connect these components in a specific manner. Computer-aided design (CAD) 


software is often used to create the layouts for these PCBs, and that layout information must then be 


transferred to a photolithographic computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) system. These CAD and CAM systems 


are generally produced by different companies, and therefore must use an intermediary file format, such as 


ODB++, for successful data exchange. ODB++ has two versions: the original (owned by Mentor), as well as an 


XML version called ODB++(X), which was donated to the IPC organization by Valor Computerized Systems. 


We at hopetimepcb  can work  with  ODB ++ files  of revision  7.0 or lower ; there  are no restrictions  on the 


design  tool


 


used for PCB layout , as long as the design  can be translated  to ODB++ format  files. That being 


said, we hopetimepcb can NOT accept ODB++(X) files. If you find some trouble in outputting your ODB++ files


, please forward your .CAM or .PCB files to us to attempt the conversion on your behalf. 


2.3 Drill / Route File 


Drill Files define the size and coordinates of any holes to be drilled in a PCB design. These files can be used to 


control a drilling machine, which creates holes for Vertical Interconnect Access (VIA), mounting, and THT 


component placement. 


On a standard 2-sided PCB, drill files are needed for the CNC machine to make accurate through-vias. For more 


complex multi-layer boards, many of the holes will be micro-vias, which pass through only a few layers rather 


than the entire board. These types of holes are also known as blind and buried vias. We will need a separate 


drill file, with a distinct name, for each layer pair that will be included in your design.  
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For Example: Let us assume that you have a 4-layer board with most vias extending all the way from top to 


bottom, and some buried vias extending from layer 1 to layer 2. In this case, you should have two drill files, 


with one of them named “Drill_1-4” and another named “Drill_1-2”. 


Route Files are a type of file that define the electrically-conductive copper traces, known colloquially as 


“routing”, on a PCB design. These files are used to control a fabrication machine in order to lay copper traces 


on a PCB board. 


Regarding the submission of drill and route files to hopetimepcb : if you use the ODB++ format, drill files and 


route files will both be included in the .TGZ compression file. If you choose to use the Gerber RS-274X format, 


then separate drill files and route files will need to be provided in RS-274X format. 


2.4 Netlist File 


Netlist files contain the connectivity information for an electronic circuit. A netlist file is a collection of several 


related lists, one list for each group of electrically-connected pins. This file is generated from the circuit’s 


schematic design, and it is used in PCB layout to determine which component pads should be connected by 


copper traces on the finished PCB 


We at Hopetimepcb  request  a netlist  file for the electrical  testing  of your  bare  PCBs ; we ensure  an exact 


match between the actual connectivity  on your PCB and that of your netlist file for every board that leaves 


our facility . The ODB++ format contains  your netlist  file by default , and so there will be no need to provide 


one separately . If you use the Gerber RS-274X format , then you will need a separate  netlist  file in IPC356 


format.


 


2.5 Centroid File / Pick and Place File
 


We require a centroid data file –also known as a Pick and Place


 


file–


 


in order to accurately assemble a PCB. The 


main purpose of a centroid data is to hold information on the position and orientation of all surface mount 


technology (SMT) devices on a circuit board design. Centroid files contain data regarding reference designators, 


XY locations, rotations, component packages, and placement on either the top or bottom side of the board.


 


•


 


Reference Designator –


 


Short alphanumeric code assigned to each part in the layout (R12, C17)


 


•


 


Component Value/Package –


 


Component part numbers, part values, and package size


 


•


 


Layer –


 


Either the top or the bottom side


 


•


 


XY Location –


 


Cartesian coordinates, beginning at the origin


 


•


 


Rotation –


 


Described part orientation in degrees (0, 45, 90, etc.)


 


2.6 Assembly Bill of Materials (BOM)
 


Bill of Materials is a list of all


 


the parts that are needed for the PCB Assembly and matches those parts to the 


Reference Designators in the PCB layout.


 


We require this list in a Microsoft Excel format. If multiple instances 


of the same part are used on one board, then they are all listed on one line of the BOM with their corresponding 


reference designators and total quantity. The following information comprises the BOM;


 


incomplete BOMs 


may be acceptable, however,


 


it is always best to include all of the following information in your BOM to 


minimize the risk of purchasing errors.
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• Item # - Unique item number for each component (1, 2, 3) 


• Ref Des – Matches BOM item to PCB layout location 


• Quantity – Quantity of this component that will be needed for each board 


• Manufacturer – The name of this component’s manufacturer 


• Manufacturer Part # - The part number assigned to a component by its manufacturer 


• Description – Brief component description 


• Package – Packaging size (ex. 0805) or type (ex. BGA, QFN) 


• Type – SMT or THT 


• Your Instructions – Any special requirements that you have for this part 


We provide a sample Bill of Materials on our website that may be used as a basis for your Bill of Materials.  


2.7 Drawings 


Design drawings are not strictly required for all PCB fabrication and assembly projects, but they can help to 


make your intentions clearer to our production team, particularly regarding special requirements. We 


recommend you include design drawings for projects with a high number of layers or components. 


2.7.1 PCB Manufacturing Drawing 
PCB manufacturing drawings only contain that information which is needed for the fabrication of the PCB. This 


could be information such as the project name, board dimensions, board thickness, tolerances, material, 


copper weight, number of copper layers, or surface finish. These may be a list of notes beside the board’s 


artwork or listed in a separate file. Other special information may also be included in the manufacturing 


drawing, such as controlled impedance requirements, via-in-pad tenting, gold-plated edge connectors, and so 


on.  


Figure 1: Assembled Printed Circuit Board 
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2.7.2 PCB Assembly Drawing 
PCB assembly drawings contain that information that is needed for assembly of the various components onto 


a PCB. Basic component information, such as position and orientation, are provided on this drawing, along with 


special requirements, such as height limit. Three-dimensional renderings could also be included to clarify 


special requirement areas but are not necessary for typical boards. 


2.8 Standard Manufacturing Specifications 


The following list outlines the parameters we require to manufacture your design. Please provide this 


information when requesting a quote as well, in order to price your project properly. 


• Project Name – PCB name and Version #  


• Dimensions [inches] – Board length and width 


• Number of layers – 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 layers 


• Total thickness [inches] – Board thickness for one board with all layers included 


• Surface Finish – Example: HASL, ENIG, Immersion Tin, Immersion Silver  


• Solder mask – Indicates the desired solder mask colour for your PCB, and to which sides of the 


    board that solder mask will be applied 


 


Advanced parameters which may also be specified include 


• Profiling – Indicate any panelization requirements for your project 


• Impedance Control – Do you require a specific impedance for RF transmission lines 


• Material (substrate) – Example: FR4 or IT-180A 


• Silkscreen (Legend)– Indicates the desired silkscreen colour for your PCB, and to which sides of 


  the board that silkscreen will be applied 


• Testing – Electrical testing is standard with all our orders and cannot be excluded to ensure quality. 


• Printed board handling and storage guidelines – Special information regarding safe handling if required 
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3.0 Laminate Materials Selection 
Laminates are the primary material used in PCB fabrication, and different laminates have different properties, 


performances, and associated costs. This section outlines the various laminate options that may be selected 


for your PCB Design and gives a brief comparison and contrast between those options.  


3.1 Material Selection & Properties 


As the first step in this DFM guideline, we will provide information to assist you in the selection of a suitable 


laminate material that meets your performance requirements while minimizing manufacturability issues. We 


start here because the cost of raw laminates is generally the single largest constituent of PCB fabrication cost.  


The key factors to consider when selecting a laminate material for a PCB design are the cost, the quality, and 


the lead time. Due to the amount of material needed for PCB fabrication, it is essential to optimize the size of 


your designs; even a small difference in size can result in a significant difference in cost. 


Different materials incur different costs and possess different characteristics, but higher quality laminates are 


typically also more expensive. The following are some of the main characteristics to take note of when 


comparing the properties of different laminates: 


Tg = Glass Transition Temperature – Temperature at which a critical change of physical properties will occur. 


In the case of laminates, it transitions from a hard, glassy material into a soft, rubbery material. Hopetimepcb 


offers many High-TG options for high-temperature and high-power PCB applications. 


Td = Decomposition Temperature - Temperature at which the laminate chemically decomposes. 


Dk = Dielectric Constant (also referred to as εr in electromagnetics) – Indicates the relative permittivity of 


an insulator material, which refers to its ability to store electrical energy in an electric field. 


Df = Dissipation Factor – Indicates the efficiency of an insulating material by showing the rate of energy loss 


for a certain mode of oscillation, such as mechanical, electrical, or electromechanical oscillation. 


Our fabrication facilities are located in China, so it is advisable to choose high-quality local laminates in order 


to minimize the shipping cost and lead time. The Shengyi S1000-H (Tg 150) laminate is generally our default 


choice for a high-performance, mid-Tg laminate. Shengyi S1000-H is comparable to Isola FR406 (Tg 150), a 


standard North American laminate option. As outlined in Table 2 below, FR406 does slightly outmatch Shengyi 


S1000H in terms of Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor, but some clients may be willing to compromise 


on these factors for a lower cost and/or a faster lead time. 


Table 2 
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Shengyi S1141 (TG 130) is a good alternative to lower the cost of your project, at the sacrifice of some quality. 


In cases where higher quality is needed, we recommend Shengyi S1000-2M (TG 170), which is the closest in 


quality to Isola FR406 (Tg 170). Where quality is the highest priority, we would recommend utilizing ITEQ 


IT180A (TG 180), which is also RoHS compliant. ITEQ IT180A (TG 180) is comparable in quality and to Isola 


370HR (TG 180). We at Hopetimepcb  would suggest using Shengyi S1000H (Tg 130) for typical projects. We 


would recommend using one of the higher quality laminate materials if any of these three conditions occur: 


1) If the PCB Design has 8 or more layers 


2) If Copper Board is heavy with a copper weight heavier than 3oz 


3) If PCB Board is thin with a board thickness of less than 0.5mm 


3.2 Laminate Material and Thickness 
Table 3 


Core material thickness, 
including copper (mm.) 


Copper Weight (oz.) 


0.145 mm. H/H oz. 


0.17 mm. 1/1 oz. 


0.185 mm. H/H oz. 


0.2 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.25 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.3 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.4 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.5 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.6 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.7 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.8 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


0.9 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.0 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.1 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.2 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.5 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


1.6 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


2.0 mm. 1/1 oz. or H/H oz. 


2.2 mm. 1/1 oz. 


2.4 mm. 1/1 oz. 


2.5 mm. 1/1 oz. 


3.0 mm. 1/1 oz. 
 


Table 3 lists the core material thickness with 
copper weight for normal FR4 Material 


• 1/1 = 1 oz. copper per square foot on 
BOTH sides of the sheet 


• 1/0 = 1 oz. copper per square foot, coated 
on only 1 ONE side of the sheet 


• H/H = 0.5 oz. copper per square foot, 
coated on BOTH sides of the sheet 


• 0/0 = UNCLAD (NO Copper). 
 


3.3 Prepreg Designation and Thickness 


Prepreg is a bonding material used in the fabrication of multi-layer PCB boards, which, after curing, has the 


same properties as the core /base layer materials. Prepregs have various glass styles 106, 1080, 3313, 2116 


and 7628 used by board fabricators. Board fabricators use a variety of prepreg glass styles. These styles include 


106, 1080, 3313, 2116 and 7628. Limitations may apply to the number and types of prepreg, so it is best to 


contact a Hopetimepcb representative for further details. 
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Table 4 


Prepreg /Glass Styles Pressed Thickness (mm) Prepreg Resin content 


106 0.05 mm. Approx. 73% 


1080 0.075 mm. Approx.  65% 


3313 0.09 mm. Approx.  57% 


2116 0.115 mm. Approx.  55% 


7628 0.185 mm. Approx.  46% 


7628H 0.195 mm. Approx.  51% 


3.4 Copper Weight & Heavy Copper for Materials 
Copper clad FR-4 laminate materials are measured using ounce (oz.) weight per square foot. 


• 0.25 oz. = 0.00035” (8.75μm) 


• 0.5 oz. = 0.0007” (17.5 μm) 


• 0.75 oz. =0.00105” (26.25μm) 


• 1.0 oz. = 0.0014” (35 μm) 


• 2.0 oz. = 0.0028” (70 μm) 


• 3.0 oz. = 0.0042” (105 μm) 


• 4.0 oz. or more = 0.0056” (140 μm) or more 


Heavier copper weights allow for higher current carrying capability and heat dissipation characteristics in high 


power designs, making heavy copper a common choice for automotive, power distribution, and welding 


equipment  industries . Hopetimepcb  Electronics  is capable  of fabricating  multi -layer  PCB  boards  with  a 


maximum  copper weight of 10 oz. Copper weight of 4 oz. or higher will require an additional  estimate , and 


may  also  affect  lead  times . The specified  copper  weight  for a board  will  also  impact  the trace  width  and 


spacing requirements of the board, as shown in Table 5, below: 


Table 5 


Layer Type Copper Weight Width / Spacing 


Internal Layer 


1/2 oz. 3.0 / 4.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 3.0 mil (minimum) 


1 oz. 4.0 / 5.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


2 oz. 5.0 / 7.0 mil (preferred)     –     4.0 / 5.5 mil (minimum) 


3 oz. 6.0 / 10.0 mil (preferred)   –     5.0 / 8.0 mil (minimum) 


External Layer 


1/2 oz. 4.0 / 4.0 mil (preferred)     –     3.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


1 oz. 4.0 / 6.0 mil (preferred)     –     4.0 / 4.0 mil (minimum) 


2 oz. 5.0 / 8.0 mil (preferred)     –     5.0 / 6.0 mil (minimum) 


3 oz. 6.0 / 10.0 mil (preferred)   –     6.0 / 8.0 mil (minimum) 
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3.5 RF Substrates 


For radiofrequency applications requiring very high fidelity, some clients find that standard FR4-type material 


does not meet signal loss requirements due to its relatively high dielectric constant of approximately 4.5. As 


such, specialized dielectric materials for RF applications offer lower dielectric constant to satisfy such design 


requirements . Hopetimepcb  stocks  Rogers  RO 4350 B  as our  standard  RF substrate . We  offer  core 


thicknesses  of 10mil, 20mil or 30mil in stock, and the copper  weight  can be 0.5oz/0.5oz or 1oz/1oz. Other 


sizes  available  for special  order  with  added  lead -time  are  6.6mil , 13.3mil , 16.6mil , 60mil . The  dielectric 


constant of this material  is 3.76 at 1GHz and averages 3.66 for 8GHz to 40GHz. Further details can be found 


on the material’s datasheet . Additional  RF materials  may be available upon special request with added lead 


time.


 


The dielectric constant of a material


 


describes the ratio of that


 


material’s permittivity


 


to


 


the permittivity of 


vacuum.


 


Technically speaking, a material’s permittivity describes the electric field strength between two 


charges separated by that material.


 


The dielectric constant of a material affects its parasitic capacitance, which 


can become quite significant at high operational frequencies.


 


Equation 1 and Equation 2 illustrate the effects 


of dielectric constant on signal loss. Equation 1 describes the capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor—derived 


from Maxwell’s Laws—where any two copper


 


layers of a PCB can be viewed as parallel plates separated by the 


dielectric material. The k variable represents the dielectric constant in Equation 1, and clearly,


 


the capacitance 


increases with k. 


 


Equation 2 described capacitive reactance, which decreases inversely to capacitance and 


frequency; this explains the increased significance of material dielectric constant for high-frequency operation.


𝐶 =
𝑘𝜀0𝐴


𝑑
 𝐸𝑞𝑛. 1 𝑋𝐶 =


1


2𝜋𝑓𝐶
 𝐸𝑞𝑛. 2 


While standard rigid FR4-type materials are composed of glass-reinforced epoxy, RF materials primarily make 


use of Polytetrafluoroethylene, also known as PTFE, or by its trademark name: Teflon. In addition to its 


advantages in dielectric constant, PTFE materials also boast impressive thermal characteristics for high-


temperature PCB applications. With high TG (glass-transition temperature) values, reaching up to 280°C, PTFE 


materials are suitable for both high frequency and high-power applications. 


When preparing your project for PCB Fabrication using PTFE materials, it is important to reach out early in the 


process, if possible, for a quotation. Projects involving Rogers and other high-frequency PCB materials will 


require a special estimate, not covered by Hopetimepcb ’s online quoting tool. Extra care is necessary in 


PCB Fabrication  for high-frequency  materials  since PTFE is relatively  soft compared  to FR4-type materials , 


making  it more susceptible  to damage  while handling . The fabrication  of plated  through -holes and slots is 


also more difficult for PTFE materials, due to the famous non-stick properties of Teflon.  
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3.6 Metal-Core PCBs 


For  PCBs  with  very  high  thermal  demands , Hopetimepcb  can  also  provide  professional  metal -core  PCB 


fabrication  options, where a metal base is bonded to the copper signal layers, separated  by a dielectric  for 


insulation. Metal-Core PCBs are often used to help conduct heat away from vital components  in high power 


designs, such as amplifiers, power supply modules, motor drives, commercial lighting, and many automotive 


applications. The standard Metal-Core PCB design consists of three main components: 


Signal Layer: Contains copper pads and traces, subject to copper weight specifications defined in Section 3.4 


Dielectric Layer: Offers high electrical insulation and high thermal conductivity 


Metal Core: Most commonly aluminum for low-cost, but other options such as copper are available 


Figure 2 shows a simple diagram of the standard Metal-Core PCB components described above: 


 


Figure 2: Simple Metal-Core PCB Visualization 


Hopetimepcb generally provides metal-core PCB fabrication with core thicknesses ranging from 0.031” to 


0.125”, but we can also handle orders for other sizes with a special estimate. We also provide heavy 


copper options for the signal, power, and ground layers of your design, from 0.5 oz. to 10 oz. or more.  
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3.7 Multi-Layer Stack-Up 


Multi-layer boards have some physical properties which need to be considered by both the designer and 


manufacturer in order to ensure quality construction. Multilayer board designs should have an even number 


of layers for the best quality. Choose each layer’s dielectric thickness from the provided core or prepreg 


thicknesses  listed  in Table  3 and  Table  4. For  possible  combinations , please  consult  our  Hopetimepcb 


manufacturing team for what are suitable and achievable dimensions and tolerances. 


 


It is recommended that multi-layer designs balance the lay-up relative to the Z-axis median to minimize bow 


and twist. In other words, a layer stackup list should read the same from top to bottom as it does from bottom 


to top. Dielectric thickness, copper thickness and the location of layers, median, Z-axis need to be balanced. If 


the Multi-layer design rules are adhered to, the PCB should meet specifications for the maximum allowable 


bow and twist of 0.25mm per 25mm (1%) or better. It is also beneficial to balance the circuitry distribution 


between the front and back of the board as much as possible. This is more of a concern with thicker copper 


weights. 


 


Thickness Tolerance increases as the overall thickness of a multi-layer board increases. You should specify a 


tolerance of ±10% for the overall thickness, which is thicker than 1mm, or +/-0.1mm for 1mm thickness or 


thinner. Also, you need to always indicate where the thickness measurement is to be taken. 


3.8 Multi-Layer Stack-Up Recommendation 


We at Hopetimepcb  can fabricate  multi -layer PCB boards  up to a maximum  of 40 layers . PCB’s with more 


than 20 layers will require an additional estimate before production can begin. Below are our recommended 


stackups for a normal board thickness of 62mil. We at Hopetimepcb  do offer custom stackups, please let us 


know what you need, and our CAM engineer will review it for feasibility. 


2 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 57.7 mil  


2 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 


 


4 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 36.6 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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6 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 16.9 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 16.9 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


6 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 


8 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


6 Inner 5 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 5.1 mil  


7 Inner 6 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


8 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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10 Layer Stackup 


Layer Order Layer Name Material Type Thickness Copper Weight 


1 Top Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


2 Inner 1 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


3 Inner 2 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


4 Inner 3 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


5 Inner 4 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (1080*2) 5.9 mil  


6 Inner 5 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


7 Inner 6 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116*2) 9.1 mil  


8 Inner 7 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Core 3.9 mil  


9 Inner 8 Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


  Prepreg  (2116) 4.5 mil  


10 Bottom Copper 1.4 mil 1 oz. 


Finished board thickness: 62mil +/-10% 
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3.9 Buried Capacitance 


Buried Capacitance is a PCB production methodology where decoupled capacitance is gained from inserting a 


very thin dielectric layer inside a PCB. Adding buried capacitance to a board eliminates the need for decoupling 


capacitors, freeing up more PCB space as redundant pads and conductors can be removed. Having a lower 


number of components on a PCB will lower the cost and simplifies PCB assembly operations and also reduces 


the number of required steps. New technology, like this, grants greater freedom to designers, which allows 


them to design PCBs with greater performance, or equivalent performance in a smaller board size. Lastly, using 


buried capacitance can also reduce noise and high-frequency electro-magnetic interference to improve PCB 


quality. Figure 3 (below) illustrates an 8 layer board with buried capacitance.  


 


Figure 3: Buried Capacitance Stackup  (Eight Layers) 
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3.10 Material Substitutes (North America vs China) 


China Substitute Materials 


• Shengyi S1141 (TG 140) 


• Td 300, Dk 4.2, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link  
 


• Shengyi S1000H (Tg 150)  


• Td 325, Dk 4.38, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• Shengyi S1000-2M (TG 170) 


• Td 340, Dk 4.28, Df 0.017 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• ITEQ IT180A (TG 180) 


• Td 350, Dk 4.3, Df 0.015 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


North American Laminates 


• Isola FR406 (TG 170)  


• Td 300, Dk 3.93, Df 0.0167 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


• Isola 370HR (TG 180)  


• Td 340, Dk 4.04, Df 0.021 


• Material Datasheet Link 
 


Table 6 


 


Finally, apart from the laminate quality, we must also take the available laminate’s material cost and delivery 


lead time into account. Since Hopetimepcb ’s PCB Fabrication and Assembly facilities are based in China, the 


cost for importing North American laminates would be higher and increase the lead time, as illustrated in the 


chart above. Thus, from this comparison chart, we can conclude that the use of local substitute is preferable 


due to the lower material costs and shorter lead time.  


Table 7 


Material Price Matrix 
 Cost in China Lead Time Cost in N.A. Lead Time 


370HR 130% Longer 100% Shorter 


FR408HR 150% Longer 120% Shorter 
 


S1141 70% Shorter 120% Longer 


S1000-H 75% Shorter 120% Longer 


S1000-2 70% Shorter 120% Longer 


IT180A 80% Shorter 140% Longer 


 


Tg 150 Tg 170 Tg 180Tg 130


YYYYYYYYRoHS


0.210.0150.01670.0170.01670.0150.01670.015Df (50% resin @ 2 GHz)


4.044.33.934.283.934.383.934.2Dk (50% resin @ 2 GHz)


340350300N/A300N/A300N/ATd (TGA @ 5% weight loss)


370HRIT180AFR406S1000-2FR406S1000-HFR406S1141


U.S.ChinaU.S.ChinaU.S.ChinaU.S.China
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4.0 Standard PCB Manufacturing Capabilities 
PCB Manufacturing Capability is a summary of a PCB manufacturing facility’s PCB fabrication and assembly 


options, limits and tolerances in regards to what circuit boards can be produced. This section introduces our 


facility’s fabrication and assembly capabilities as well as cost and lead time requirements. Often clients will 


make PCB design choices based on the manufacturer’s fabrication capabilities. With the knowledge of our 


capability, limits, and tolerances, mistakes can be reduced, and time can be saved. Since all PCBs should 


essentially be designed for manufacturing, these guidelines aim to aid the transition from design to fabrication 


and assembly. 


4.1 PCB Technology Matrix 


A brief overview  of technological  specifications  that determine  if a PCB can be fabricated  by Hopetimepcb 


are  listed  in Table  8 below . For  a more  comprehensive  list  of our  capabilities , please  refer  to our  other 


document PCB Fabrication Specifications. 


Table 8 


Feature Hopetimepcb Capability 


Minimum trace width 4 mil (increases w/ copper weight – see Section 3.4) 


Minimum hole size 0.1mm (laser) – 0.15mm(mechanical) 


Maximum hole size 0.15mm (laser) – 6.0 mm (mechanical) 


Minimum clearance 3 mil (but increases with higher copper weight) 


Board thickness limits 0.2mm - 6mm for 2-layer board 


Board thickness tolerance ±10% (>1.0 mm)  –  ±1.0 mm (<1.0 mm) 


Maximum allowed copper weights 0.5oz (0.685mils) to 20oz (27.4mils) 


Maximum & minimum board size 0.2”x0.2” to 14”x20” (or larger for bare boards) 


Aspect Ratio 10:1 (for OSP finish, 8:1) 


Layer count- The number of layers in a multilayer PCB Up to 40 (below 20 recommended) 


Bow & Twist 0.75% 


Impedance Control ±5% (50 Ω) -- ±10% (>50 Ω) 


Special features Gold fingers, multiple surface finishes, jump score, 
blind/buried/micro vias, via filling, etc. 


 


PCB key factors also affect each other; thus, they increase or decrease in relation to each other; for example: 


• The trace width and the clearance affect each other; when trace width increases, the trace clearance 


will decrease, and its impedance will also decease. 


• The minimum hole size and board thickness affect aspect ratio, so when minimum hole size decreases 


or board thickness increases, the aspect ratio will enlarge. 


• Hole sizes will affect the annular ring and the space between hole to other features. When hole size 


enlarges, the annular ring and space will decrease. 


• Copper weight affects impedance. When copper weight increases, the impedance will decrease. 
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4.1.1 Pricing 
Hopetimepcb  offers  baseline  pricing  for PCB fabrication  and assembly . These will start with default  values 


and can be customized to meet your needs. The final cost will be affected by material choice and component 


cost . Material  and component  prices  are constantly  changing  due to fluctuation  in market  prices . Some 


factors that affect PCB fabrication and assembly cost include: 


• Board Size- While the PCB board is larger than 50x50mm, a smaller PCB can lower cost while a larger 


PCB board will cost more. Boards of less than 50x50mm are more complex to manufacture. 


• Number of layers- Price will increase as the number of layers increases. 


• Laminate Materials- A laminate material with Tg 140 would cost less while higher quality laminate 


with Tg 180 will cost more. 


• Copper Weight- Copper Weight is separated into inner and outer layers. A higher copper weight, along 


with a larger number of layers, will increase production cost. 


• Gold Finger- used to interconnect to PCBs with sockets on them like a PC motherboard. Gold fingers 


will increase price based on quantity and the number of sides requiring gold fingers. 


• Via in Pad- Holes under the component pads, will increase the cost by adding an extra step to 


fabrication. 


• Blind, Buried, Micro-via- Special vias require extra processing steps and multiple lamination steps. 


• Board Thickness- The overall cost will vary depending on the board thickness required. 


•  Surface finish-  Hopetimepcb offers  the choice of Gold Immersion, HASL, Lead-free HASL, OSP and Silver 


Immersion at no additional cost. Hard Gold, Selective Gold Plating, etc., will affect pricing.  


• Impedance Control- calculate electrical impedance and buried impedance. Tighter manufacturing 


tolerance to meet requirements adds to cost. TDR coupon & report are included. 


• V-scoring, Tab Routing, and Mouse holes- Used to form multiple boards into a panel with no extra 


charge for services if multiple boards all have the same design. If multiple PCB designs are needed for 


panelization, additional fees for this service will apply. 


• Special Features- countersink holes, etc. 


• If the requirements of the PCB do not conform to the capacity of the factory; e.g. layer count, board 


thickness, board size, surface finish, and special features; then cost will be affected. 


4.1.2 Lead Time 
Lead time is an estimate of the amount of time needed to complete one operation or process from start to 


end. One type of lead time is the material delivery lead time which is the estimated time needed for board 


assembly materials to arrive at hopetimepcb  facilities for non-standard materials. Another type of lead time 


is the manufacturing lead time, an estimate by our production facilities for the time needed to fabricate and 


assembly  a PCB in question . Our minimum  lead time for bare PCBs is 5 days ; however , lead time increases 


with quantity and number of layers. For turn-key orders, our standard lead time is 14 days; however, you may 


ask one of our sales associates about rushed service. Factors beyond layers and quantity that affect lead time 


include:


 


•


 


Copper weight-


 


each extra ounce over 3oz. will add one extra day lead time


 


•


 


Oversized


 


or very small boards require an extra day lead time


 


•


 


Black solder masks


 


require an


 


extra day lead time for bare boards


 


only (not turnkey)


 


 


Table 7 shows the standard lead times for various numbers of PCB layers, which is the main factor in 


determining the manufacturing time required for a bare PCB. Please note that there are many other factors 
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that can impact the overall project lead time, such as order quantity or special requirements like via in pad or 


oversized dimensions. 


Table 9 


Layers 5 days 6 days 7 days 8 days 9 days 10 days 11 days 12 days 13 days 


1-2 Layers X X X X X X X X X 


4 layers  X X X X X X X X 


6 layers   X X X X X X X 


8 layers    X X X X X X 


10 layers     X X X X X 


12 layers      X X X X 


14 layers       X X X 


16 layers        X X 


18 layers         X 


4.2 Etch Factor 


What is etching? 
PCB etching is the process of selectively removing unwanted copper from a PCB’s copper-clad substrates. The 


two primary methods of removing the copper cladding are mechanical etching and chemical etching.  


Mechanical etching uses a CNC machining tool with a special cutting tool to remove narrow strips of copper 


from the boundary of each pad and trace in order to electrically isolate them from the rest of the copper foil. 


Chemical etching uses a corrosive solution to dissolve away unwanted copper. A protective layer is cut to match 


the PCB’s Gerber design files and then blocks the applied chemicals maintaining the pads and traces that need 


to remain intact . We at Hopetimepcb  use chemical  etching  as a normal  method due to its precision  and 


efficiency.


 


What is etch factor?
 


To produce


 


the copper


 


layer


 


features designed by our client, we use


 


a


 


corrosive solution


 


to remove the 


unwanted copper area, thus leaving behind the desired pattern. But when etching, the corrosive solution


 


will 


not only etch the unwanted copper, but also etch the walls of the


 


copper features of the design


 


(this means


 


undercut). 


 


Figure 4


 


(below)


 


illustrates the result.


 


The ratio “D/C”  is equal to the etching factor.


 


Thus,


 


the depth 


to which the etching occurs is proportional to


 


copper layer thickness (i.e. thicker copper has deeper etching).


 


This occurs because thicker copper requires more time exposed to the chemicals in order to be fully removed;


 


thus,


 


the corrosive chemicals have more time to etch the walls before being washed away.


 


The etch factor for PCBs manufactured by Hopetimepcb depends


 


on whether the layer is inside the board or 


outside. Etch Factor for outer layers is 1.4,


 


and the Etch Factor for inner layers is 2.5.
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Figure 4: Etching Dimensions Profile View 


4.3 Drill Selection 


4.3.1 Hole Diameter 
We Hopetimepcb can drill holes with sizes listed 


below.


 


Table 10 


Available mechanical holes size 0.15mm - 6.0mm 


Available laser holes size 4mil - 6mil (0.1mm-0.15mm) 


Note:   If the holes size is bigger than 6.0mm, we can also build them as cutouts (by milling), but the tolerance 
needs to be +/-0.15mm 


 


Holes drilled into printed circuit boards can either be plated in copper or left bare. The plated holes will be 


covered with copper on their walls after copper layers are etched, and they are used for forming electrical 


connections from one copper layer to another in a PCB. Non-plated holes are usually used for positioning or 


mounting, and thus do not require copper on their walls. Please indicate your choices in your Gerber files. Your 


circuit design program should be able to assist with this. 


For multilayer boards, holes can be categorized based on their depth into through-holes, blind holes and buried 


holes. Through-holes will be drilled through the whole board from the top to bottom layer, blind holes will be 


drilled from one outer layer to an inner layer, and buried holes are drilled from an inner layer to another inner 


layer. See section 5.3 Micro-via for further explanation of these hole types. A separate drill hole layer is 


necessary for each different depth of hole up to a maximum of 4 types. For example, a board with through-


holes and buried via between layers 2 to 3 and 4 to 8 will require 3 different layers with hole locations and 


sizes. 


4.3.2 Drill Tolerances 
Hole size tolerance is the allowable range of variation for a PCB’s drilled hole from the specified hole size from 


the PCB design.  


Pressfit holes are plated holes with tighter tolerance, which are used for through-hole components that are 


not soldered to the board.  
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Hopetimepcb can control the various drill tolerances, as described in Table 11 


below.


 


Table 11 


Plated hole size +/-3mil 


Pressfit hole size +/-2mil 


Non-plated hole size +/-2mil 


Hole location +/- 3 mil 


4.3.3 Slot Size Tolerance 
Slots are special holes which have different length from their width. And usually, if their length is longer than 


twice their width, we will call them “long slots”; otherwise, we will call them “short slots”.  


We at Hopetimepcb can control the slots size tolerance according to Table 12 below. 


Table 12 


Plated short slots +/-0.15mm 


Non-plated short slots +/-0.1mm 


Plated long slots +/-0.1mm 


Non-plated long slots +/-0.075mm 


4.4 Aspect Ratio 


Aspect Ratio is calculated by dividing the maximum board thickness with the smallest drilled hole diameter size 


specified for that board design. Maximum board thickness is the PCB thickness without copper plating, solder 


or solder mask. The aspect will affect the difficulty of plating. The bigger the aspect ratio is, the harder the 


plating process will be. 


We Hopetimepcb can build the board with aspect ratio listed in Table 13 below: 


Table 13 


Minimum plated holes size Available aspect ratio Maximum available board thickness 


0.15mm <=8 : 1 1.2mm 


0.20mm <=10 : 1 2.0mm 


0.25mm <=12 : 1  (20 : 1 is also available, 
but need an estimate at first) 


3.0mm                                                               
(If thicker, need an estimate at first) 


4.5 Annular Ring 


The annular ring is the width of the copper area around a via to connect it with the PCB trace network. Annular 


ring size is an important PCB design consideration since, during PCB fabrication, many conditions can cause 


holes to not be drilled perfectly centred. Therefore, it is necessary to design a sufficiently thick ring to allow for 


manufacturing tolerances and still produce a reliable electrical connection to the via. See Figure 5 below for an 


illustration. We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate the board with an annular ring listed in Table 14 below. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of Annular Ring 


Table 14 


Copper weight (oz.) Minimum annular ring needed 


0.5 oz. or 1.0 oz. 4.0mil (using 3.5mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


2.0 oz. 6.0mil (using 5.0mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


3.0 oz. 8.0mil (using 6.0mil in a few places is Acceptable) 


4.6 Tear Drop Pads 


Tear Drop Pads are an extra feature that adds additional 


copper at the junction of annular rings with PCB traces. It is 


named this due to the teardrop like shape made with the 


ring. This teardrop shape design feature enhances 


structural integrity against possible thermal or mechanical 


stresses, while also compensating for small fabrication 


tolerances that may compromise structural integrity. A 


common type of fabrication error is hole misalignment, 


which removes too much copper from the junctions of a via 


pad and PCB trace, causing the possibility for a broken trace 


connection or too thin of a connection. Tear Drop Pads 


leave extra copper and lowers the chance of board 


functional  problems occurring due to hole misalignment. 


We at Hopetimepcb typically add tear drop pads 


whenever possible if an annular ring is thinner than 7mil since it will increase tolerance limits for mistakes 


reducing the possibility of PCB problems occurring after fabrication and assembly. 


Whether tear drop pads are needed or not depends on the annular ring thickness of the plated holes: 


• For annular ring  < 7mil  tear drop pads are recommended to add, but not necessary 


• For annular ring  >= 7mil  tear drop pads are not needed 


4.7 Hole Clearance 


Clearance means the space between two features. Usually, there will be slight misalignment between different 


copper layers, and we will locate holes according to the fiducial marks which we add on the working panels. 


So, if the space between the hole and other copper features is too narrow, the holes may be drilled too close 


Figure 6: Teardrop Annular Ring 
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to the copper features because of misalignment, potentially causing a short-circuit or damaged pads. The 


higher the layer count is, the bigger the misalignment could be, and the larger the clearance we will need. 


The clearance to design between the holes to other copper feature will depend on the layer count, as shown 


below in Table 15: 


Table 15 


Layers count Minimum clearance between the hole to other copper feature 


<=6 8.0mil preferred (6.5mil minimum) 


8 10.0mil preferred (7.0mil minimum) 


>=10 12.0mil preferred (8.0mil minimum) 


 


4.8 Conductor Clearance 


Conductor clearance is the distance between traces or other copper elements. Sufficient trace clearance is 


essential to ensure manufacturing tolerances do not compromise the function of your board. In addition, to 


ensure the conductor width can match the Gerber, we must compensate (or enlarge) the conductor in Gerber 


to counteract the effect of undercut, as explained in Section 4.2 Etch Factor. The heavier the copper weight is, 


the deeper the etching, thus wider conductor clearance is needed to compensate. 
The minimum conductor clearance depends on the copper weight, as shown in Table 16 below. 


Table 16 


Copper weight minimum clearance (inner layers) minimum clearance (outer layers) 


0.5oz 4.0mil preferred (3.0mil minimum) 4.0mil preferred (3.0mil OK only in a few places) 


1oz 5.0mil preferred (4.0mil minimum) 6.0mil preferred (5.0mil minimum) 


2oz 7.0mil preferred (6.0mil minimum) 8.0mil preferred (7.0mil minimum) 


3oz 10.0mil preferred (9.0mil minimum) 12.0mil preferred (10.0mil minimum) 


>3oz Ask our sales team to verify Ask our sales team to verify 


 
Copper traces and other features must also be kept at least 0.2 mm (8 mil) from the board edge for standard 


tab routing, or 0.4 mm (16 mil) for V-Scoring. Feature-to-edge requirements are intended to protect against 


potential damage to copper features when individual boards are separated from the fabrication panel. 


4.9 Via Holes Treatment 


The plating thickness in vias will be determined by the parameters when doing copper plating for the board. 


Our copper plating can range from 20µm to 30µm. If you require thicker via plating, it will affect the copper 


weight on top and bottom layers, since the thicker the plating for the via holes, the thicker the top and bottom 


layers will be plated. If thermal conduction is your concern, we recommend filling the via holes with non-


conductive epoxy and then plate over it using the "Via in pad" process. There is a cost to this process, however, 


it is less costly, and more reliable, than filling the hole with a conductive material. 


Solder mask opening (also called solder mask clearance) indicates the area which should not be covered with 


solder mask oil. These openings are required to be on their own separate layer in the Gerber files for each 
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outer side of your board. For the via holes in your board’s Gerber files, if you have not designed a solder mask 


opening for them, we can treat them following ways outlined in Table 17. 


Table 17 


Via hole treatment Limiting Condition Extra cost 


Plugged with solder mask 1. The hole diameter must be smaller than 0.5mm; 
2. No solder mask opening on both sides; 
3. Finished board thickness should be 0.5mm ~ 2.4mm. 


No 


Covered with solder mask N/A No 


Via-in-pad 1. The hole diameter must be smaller than 0.6mm; 
2. Finished board thickness is bigger than 0.5mm ~ 2.4mm. 
3. The material cannot be PTFE material. 


Yes 


Plugged with solder mask: The holes will be built as normal through-holes first, and then be filled with solder 


mask oil. After plugging, light will not be able to go through the holes. When you are using a part with a BGA 


package, we advise that you plug the via holes under BGA area to avoid a short circuit when assembling. 


Covered with solder mask: Solder mask oil will cover the top of the copper pads of the via holes, and solder 


mask oil may also flow into the holes, but the holes are not filled, and light is able to go through these holes. 


Via-in-pad: The via holes will be filled with non-conductive epoxy, and then plated over them. While there are 


some via holes which are designed on SMD pads, we may also need to build via-in-pad to avoid the risk of 


leaking tin when assembling certain designs. 


4.10 Finished Board Thickness 


Finished overall board thickness can be measured from a PCB’s top layer to its bottom layer, including the 


solder mask and copper layers. This dimension is used for designing enclosures for the board. Do not forget to 


account for component height in your overall design. The maximum board thickness will be, as shown in Table 


18 below. 


Table 18 


Layers count Maximum board thickness (inches) Maximum board thickness (mm) 


<=2 layers 0.149 preferred (0.177 possible) 3.8 preferred  (4.5mm possible) 


>2 layer 0.149 preferred (0.236 possible) 3.8 preferred  (6.0mm possible) 


Note:     For 2 layer boards, if the board is thicker than 3.0mm, we may have to build it as a mock 4-layer 
board since we do not have the suitable substrate to match this thickness.  


4.11 Overall Finished Profile Tolerance 


A surfaces profile is a 3-dimensional tolerance zone outline around a surface plane defined by using basic radii 


dimensions, coordinate dimensions, angular dimensions. The profile tolerance is a uniform boundary around a 


board surface where there are elements of the surface generated by offsetting each point forming two 


tolerance zones. Profile tolerances is what controls a feature's form, size, orientation, and sometimes location 


with profile elements that are curved lines, straight lines, and areas.  


We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate a PCB with tolerances listed in Table 19. 
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Table 19 


 imperial metric 


Hole to board edge ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


Board edge to board edge ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


V-score to V-score ±6mil preferred (min. ±4mil) ±0.15mm preferred (min. ±0.1mm) 


4.12 Board Outline 


As part of your design’s Gerber files, we require an outline of your board’s final shape. By doing this, you may 


control your final result and ensure conductors and components have a safe clearance from the edge. We at 


Hopetimepcb  require a clearance of 0.2mm (8mil) for standard routing and 0.4mm(16mil) for V-score edges, 


between your copper and board edge, to allow for manufacturing tolerance. A larger clearance is preferred, if 


possible .


 


Edge connectors  do not require  this clearance . We are capable  of cutting  complex  shapes to your 


board  at no additional  cost . Our minimum  cutter  size 0.8mm, thus  all cut-outs , must  be larger  than  this . 


Otherwise,


 


they may be a slot hole. Our outer board tolerance is +/-0.15mm. 


4.13 Edge Bevel 


Edge beveling is the process of making a transitional edge between two faces of a PCB usually performed on 


the outer edge of the PCB. Bevelling is commonly used on edge connectors to allow for smoother insertion into 


another circuit board socket. The edge connection pins are often called gold fingers because they are plated in 


gold, and there are several of them grouped together in parallel. Gold fingers are further discussed in Section 


6.7 Edge Connector Plating. For gold fingers, we at Hopetimepcb have the options listed below: 


• Available beveling angle:  20, 30, 45 and 60 degrees 


• Residual thickness after beveling:  >=0.3mm (0.2mm is okay, but ask for an estimate) 


You can calculate the depth or residual thickness of the bevelling using the geometry shown below in Figure 7. 


 


Figure 7: Edge Bevelling of Gold Finger Profile View 


𝑑 =
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑟


2 ∗ sin 𝑎
 


Where d is depth, a is the bevel angle, t is board thickness, and tr is residual thickness. 
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5.0 HDI Technology Capabilities 
In addition  to our standard  PCB options , we at Hopetimepcb  can also build  HDI boards , including  features 


such as laser-drilled microvias  or blind /buried vias. HDI boards commonly  include even smaller  trace width 


and spacing  requirements  than our usual  minimums . Our capability  for HDI PCB designs  is specified  in this 


section.


 


What are
 
HDI boards?


 


High-Density Interconnect (HDI) Technology is used in the trace network of multi-layer PCB boards fabrication 


to interconnect different PCB layers . Hopetimepcb ’s manufacturing facility maintains various limits or 


tolerances ,


 


which are


 


recommended to follow for HDI PCB fabrication to avoid problems with your fabricated 


PCB.


 


Various


 


types of micro-via,


 


such as blind via and buried via in the various layers ,


 


are used to make these 


complex


 


HDI


 


PCBs. 


 


5.1 Tight Trace
 
Width /


 
Spacing (Trace/Space)


 


The traces of a printed circuit board are a continuous path of copper on which electricity travels. The clearance 


space on a PCB design refers to the space or gap used to separate traces from other elements on the copper 


layer. We must maintain a minimum clearance space for each trace width to prevent short-circuiting


 


and allow 


for manufacturing tolerances. The minimum clearance trace width and space


 


will be dependent on the copper 


weight of internal and external layers on the board. For our


 


capability of trace width and space on


 


HDI boards, 


please see Table 20 below.


 


Table 20


 


Trace Width / Spacing 


Internal Layer 


1/2OZ:      3.0/4.0mil (preferred)        3.0/3.0mil(minimum) 


1OZ:          4.0/5.0mil (preferred)        3.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


2OZ:          5.0/7.0mil (preferred)        4.0/5.5mil(minimum) 


3OZ:          6.0/10.0mil (preferred)      5.0/8.0mil(minimum) 


External Layer 


1/2OZ:      4.0/4.0mil (preferred)        3.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


1OZ:          4.0/6.0mil (preferred)        4.0/4.0mil(minimum) 


2OZ:          5.0/8.0mil (preferred)        5.0/6.0mil(minimum) 


3OZ:          6.0/10.0mil (preferred)      6.0/8.0mil(minimum) 


5.2 BGA 


BGA is abbreviated from Ball Grid Array, a form of surface mount technology (SMT). BGA is now chosen more 


commonly in circuit design. BGA packages were developed due to the market demand for a more robust and 


convenient package to permanently mount integrated circuits with large numbers of pins. BGA allows for more 


interconnection pins per surface area than possible on a dual in-line or flat package. Some BGA components 


even mount integrated circuits with over 100 pins. To achieve this, the entire bottom of a BGA chip is largely 


filled with interconnection pins. By not limiting connections to the perimeter, connections under the SMD 


package will increase the efficiency of how space is utilized.  
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Over the years, Hopetimepcb has accumulated a vast amount of Ball Grid Array (BGA) assembly expertise and 


has developed  a  dependable  process  over  time. Currently ,  our fabrication  and assembly  facilities  use the 


most  up to date  BGA placement  equipment , and we also utilize  X-ray inspection  equipment to verify  the 


soldering . We have  a proven  record  of producing  BGA  circuit  boards  with  excellent  yield  rates  and  the 


highest quality in the electronics manufacturing industry. At Hopetimepcb, we can process BGA packages 


with the specifications listed in Table 21. 


Our skilled workforce employs thermal profiles even for low volume prototype boards, as it is a key function in 


the BGA assembly process. We carefully review the circuit board files and BGA chip datasheets to make the 


most appropriate thermal profile for BGA assembly. Lead-free BGA circuit boards pass through a particular 


lead-free thermal profile to prevent ball issues, which may occur due to using a lower temperature. 


Alternatively, the costly leaded BGA boards are diverted through specific leaded processes to avoid high 


temperatures, which lead to pin shorts. We have effective quality inspection procedures in place to offer high-


quality services.  


We possess high-tech BGA placement equipment, precise BGA assembly processes, and automated x-ray 


inspection (AXI) system to provide better quality BGA circuit board assembly. AXI is used to identify assembly 


defects; our team uses 2D x-rays to render 3D images, to verify the issues such as a circuit board broken vias 


in inner layers and BGA ball’s cold solder break. 


Table 21 


Capability of BGA package 


Available Size 2mmx3mm ~ 45mmx45mm 


Available material Ceramics,  plastics 


Available pitch Minimum 0.4mm (0.35mm is okay, but an estimate is needed.) 


5.3 Micro-via 


A standard micro-via consists of tiny copper-plated holes with a diameter of 6mil (0.15mm) or less and are 


made using a laser drill. Micro-vias can connect adjacent layers, allowing a single multilayer PCB to hold more 


circuit traces, which increases PCB circuit density. Although a single standard micro-via can only link two 


adjacent copper layers, there will still be significantly more available space for traces. Micro-vias consisting of 


various types such as blind via and buried via are used in High-Density Interconnect (HDI) PCB designs. Via-in-


pad technology is also available, as described in Section 4.9, to further increase circuit density. 


A standard micro-via is a highly reliable type of interconnection structure and should be used in a board design 


whenever possible. For an HDI PCB, the circuit routes need to interconnect several layers to connect 


components, but a standard micro-via can only be used to connect two adjacent layers. Thus, in order to use 


micro-via in HDI board design, we need to use the micro-vias in a compound design structure to connect more 


than two adjacent layers. There are two types of complex structures that use a standard micro-via: staggered 


and stacked structures. These structures are described below in sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 


We at Hopetimepcb can fabricate micro-via with a size ranging from 4mil (0.1mm)  to a maximum size of 6


mil (0.15mm). Fabrication of these vias  will require separate drill files  for each layer pair, with the via hole 


positions  on all of the different  layers of a multi-layer PCB; for example , one drill file for all top-to-bottom-


layer holes, and another for all second-to-third layer holes, etc. 
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An HDI PCB board layer with buried and blind vias can be laminated on the same side a maximum of three 


times. This means that a board can be processed in a maximum of 3 steps for blind or buried vias. For example, 


as boards are built from the center, we can have a buried via through a center layer, then a second process can 


add layers on either side with more buried vias and then a third pressing can add blind vias to the outer layers. 


Finally, through-holes can be drilled for a total of 4 drilling stages. See Figure 8 below for an example.  


 
Figure 8: Example of 10-layer HDI board with maximum via steps 


Table 22 


Summary of HDI Capabilities 


Laser Drilling 
Diameter 


4 mil (0.1 mm) – 6 mil (0.15 mm) 


Maximum 
Blind/Buried Steps 


3 


Max. Through-Hole 
Drilling Stages 


4 


Max. Aspect Ratio for 
Laser Via Fill Plating 


0.9:1 (preferred) – 1:1 (maximum) 


Min. Gap Between 
Blind/Buried Hole 
Wall & Conductor 


8 mil (laminate once) – 9 mil (laminate twice) – 10 mil (laminate 3 times) *preferred 
7 mil (laminate once) – 8 mil (laminate twice) – 9 mil (laminate 3 times) *minimum 


Min. Gap Between 
Laser-Drilled Hole 
Wall & Conductor 


7 mil (1+N+1) – 8 mil (2+N+2) 


Min Space Between 
Laser Holes & 
Conductor 


6 mil (preferred) – 5 mil (min.) 


Min Pad Size for 
Laser Holes 


10 mil (4 mil hole diameter) – 11 mil (5 mil hole diameter) 


Min BGA Pad Size 
12 mil (LF-HASL) – 10 mil (Other Surface Finish) – (Preferred) 
12 mil (LF-HASL) – 10 mil (HASL) – 7 mil (Other Surface Finish) – (Minimum) 
*See Section 6.0 for details on surface finish options 


BGA Pad Size 
Tolerance 


±1.5 mil (pad < 10 mil)  –  ±15% (pad > 10 mil)  –  (Preferred) 
±1.2 mil (pad < 12 mil)  –  ±10% (pad > 12 mil)  –  (Minimum) 
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5.3.1 Blind via 
A Blind via is a copper-plated hole on an HDI PCB that can connect one of the external layers with one or more 


internal layers, passing through two or more inner layers. Blind via can only be seen on one side of the board 


since it can only connect an outer layer to inner layers. However, a blind-via connection cannot pass through 


the entire board connecting directly to the other outer layer, though it must connect to one of the external 


layers.  


5.3.2 Buried via 
A Buried via is a copper-plated hole interconnecting two or more inner layers, but not connecting to an external 


layer. A buried via is hidden inside or buried within the board, so they are invisible from the outside as a buried 


via can only pass between the inner layers. Buried vias are only used to connect the various inner layers while 


not connecting to any outer layer. Thus, the drilling must be done before the pressing process of the PCB. For 


example, 1+n+1, 2+n+2, or 3+n+3, “n” represents a core layer with buried via on this multilayer board, and 


the numbers represent the couples of laser holes above the core layer. Also, laser holes on these inner layers 


can be plated closed with copper. 


  


Figure 9: Illustration of via types 


5.3.3 Stacked Micro-via 
Stacked micro-via is a type of compound design structure which stacks micro-via on top of each other. Stacked 


micro-via use space efficiently, allowing you to achieve the highest possible circuit density and are easier to 


use than a staggered structure. Unfortunately, stacked micro-via are less reliable as the via experiences greater 


thermal stress during the solder reflow step. Consequently, they are considered to be less reliable than even a 


through-via.  


5.3.4 Staggered Micro-via 
Staggered micro-via is a type of compound design made by placing micro-via with small offsets from each other 


between layers. This is the most reliable complex design structure, but it requires slightly more space in the 


HDI PCB design. 


5.4 Multiple Laminations/ Sequential Lamination 
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Lamination is a technique to manufacture a composite material with multiple layers, in this case, a multi-layer 


PCB. Laminating board materials into a multi-layer PCB involves fusing two or more different laminate boards 


using heat, pressure, welding, or adhesives. There are many different processes for lamination, and a variety 


of PCB materials allow for several lamination processes that may be applied to PCB design.  


For non-HDI boards, a single lamination step fuses all layers. For HDI boards, our technique for creating a 


multilayer PCB is sequential lamination, a process starting on a core layer fused with a conductive and dielectric 


layer on both sides using multiple pressure passes. Sequential lamination allows both blind and buried via to 


be created during the build-up process allowing discrete or formed components to be embedded using High-


Density Interconnect (HDI) technology for HDI PCB manufacturing. Due to the complexity of the sequential 


lamination  process , it may  add  considerable  cost  to board  fabrication  as well  as increasing lead  time .   


Hopetimepcb suggest consulting with one of our representatives if your design for an HDI PCB requires to be 


constructed  using sequential  lamination . Although  Hopetimepcb  has the capability  to fabricate  multi-layer 


PCBs with up to 40 layers, it is recommended  to design your PCBs with 20 layers at most. A PCB layer refers 


to a core, copper and prepreg layer in a PCB board, not including the silkscreen, solder mask, and other layers


.
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6.0 Surface Finish: Options and Requirements 
Applying the surface finish is one of the most important yet least understood steps of PCB fabrication. Surface 


finishes are used to cover and protect a PCB’s soldering pads. As a PCB designer, it is essential to understand 


the various finishes that are available to you, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each finish.  


Surface finish acts as a protective coating to shield copper not covered by a solder mask on a printed circuit 


board (PCB). A surface finish can be applied to a PCB using one of three primary ways: dipping, immersion, or 


electrolytic fusion. Dipping involves lowering and dipping parts of an unfinished PCB into a vat of liquid metal 


surface finish while restricting it to cover only the desired locations with the surface finish. Immersion is a 


method where a PCB is fully immersed in a bath of liquid metal surface finish, thereby fully galvanizing the PCB. 


Lastly, in the electrolytic plating process, the PCB is immersed in a solution containing dissolved metal ions 


known as an “electrolyte”. An electric current is then passed through that solution so that metal ions deposit 


themselves onto the conductive surface of the PCB. Many different types of surface finishes exist, and we at 


Hopetimepcb offer a variety of the most popular finished as options in our PCB fabrication services. 


6.1 HASL/LF-HASL 


Hot Air Solder Leveling (HASL) is the most common type of PCB 


surface finish used in the industry. HASL finishes are composed 


of solder, with proportions of approximately 63% tin and 37% 


lead, commonly referred to as a 60/40 split. The process for 


applying this finish is begun by dipping the circuit board into a 


molten pot of the tin/lead alloy after the solder mask has been 


applied. Next, a Hot Air Leveler (HAL) removes the excess solder, 


using hot air knives to leave behind only the thinnest possible 


layer. This remaining layer of solder protects the traces 


underneath it from corrosion, while easing the task of soldering 


components to the board by pre-tinning the whole pad. HASL is 


a very cost-effective surface finish compared to other types of 


finishes and thus is considered a great choice for general-


purpose boards.  


Lead-Free Hot Air Solder Leveling (LF-HASL) is similar to HASL in 


appearance and usage; however, the solder, in this case, contains a mix of 99.3% Tin and 0.6% Copper.  This 


alloy results in a higher melting point for lead-free solder, when compared with leaded solder. LF-HASL is a 


replacement for leaded solder, used when a lead-free or RoHS compliant PCB is required. Please note that a 


laminate with higher temperature tolerance is needed for applying this finish; otherwise, the process is 


identical.  


In the past, HASL was one of the most popular surface finish choices due to its qualities as a low cost and robust 


solution. Recent fundamental changes in the PCB industry, such as new, more complex surface mount 


technology (SMT), have revealed HASL’s shortcomings. HASL is not suitable for use with SMT due to uneven 


surfaces not being compatible with fine pitch components. Recently, lead-free LF-HASL became available, but 


now there are other lead-free options more suitable for a high-reliability product. 


Figure 10: Example of a HASL Surface Finish 
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Pros 


 Low-Cost Finish 


 Widely Available 


 Repairable Layer 


 Excellent Shelf Life 


 


Cons 


 Uneven Surfaces 


 Not Good for Fine Pitch Components 


 Thermal Shock 


 Not Good for Plated Through-Hole (PTH) 


 Poor Wetting 


 New Call-to-action 


 Solder Bridging 


 May Contain Lead (HASL) 


Hopetimepcb  offers a variety of surface finish options, all for a standard  price, including  HASL. Please note 


before  ordering  that  standard  HASL  finishes  contain  lead; therefore , boards  with  this finish  will  not meet 


RoHS standards. We suggest planning for the LF-HASL option if you want this type of surface finish. 


6.2 ENTEK/OSP 
Organic Surface Protectant (OSP) is a type of water-


based, organic surface finish that is typically applied to 


copper pads on a PCB. OSP is an organic chemical 


compound that will selectively bond to copper pads and 


provides an organometallic layer to protect that copper 


layer. However, OSP is not as robust as HASL and is very 


sensitive to small abrasions requiring gloves to avoid 


scratches. OSP is an environmentally-friendly compound, 


and extremely green in comparison with other lead-free 


finishes, which typically have more toxic substances or 


require substantially higher energy consumption. OSP is 


a good lead-free surface finish with very flat surfaces, but 


it has a very short shelf life. To apply this surface finish, 


you only need to dip the PCB into a chemical bath of the 


OSP compound, but you must note that this may only be 


done after all other processes are finished, including 


Electrical Test and Inspection. OSP is not a standard 


surface finish and incurs extra cost if chosen. 


Pros 


 Lead-free 


 Flat surface 


 Simple process 


 Repairable 


 Cost-Effective 


 


Cons 


 Not good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 No Way to Measure Thickness 


 Short Shelf Life 


 Can Cause ICT Issues 


 Exposed Cu on Final Assembly 


 Handling Sensitive    


 


Figure 11: Example of an OSP Surface Finish 
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6.3 ENIG 


Electro less Nickel/Immersion Gold (ENIG) is a double-layer 


metallic surface finish that is composed of a very thin layer 


of gold applied over a layer of nickel.  A nickel layer is first 


plated onto the PCB copper pads using an electroless 


process, a controlled chemical reaction. Then a gold layer 


is applied on top of the nickel layer using immersion 


methods to cover the pads and traces.  


Typically, an ENIG surface finish is only applied after a 


solder mask layer is applied; this is due to cost increases if 


all copper surfaces are plated with gold. After applying a 


solder mask layer, the layer of gold will be applied only to 


what is left exposed, reducing the total area plated with 


gold. The top layer of gold protects the nickel during the 


storage period, thus providing an excellent shelf life. This 


finish also provides a very flat surface, which is ideal for 


mounting parts such as Surface Mount Devices (SMDs) and 


Ball Grid Arrays (BGAs). ENIG is a finish preferred by many contract PCB assemblers due to the high electrical 


conductivity of gold. 


As a result of the many advantages listed above, ENIG has become the most highly-used finish in the PCB 


industry since the growth and implementation of the RoHS regulation. Unfortunately, such great advantages 


cannot come without drawbacks, and for ENIG, the biggest drawback is it’s complex and sensitive application 


procedure. If this procedure is not properly controlled, quality issues such as "Black Pad" may occur. Black Pad 


is a buildup of phosphorous between the gold and nickel layers, which may result in fractured surfaces and 


faulty connections. 


Pros 


 Flat surfaces 


 Strong 


 Lead-Free 


 Good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 Long Shelf Life  


 


Cons 


 Black Pad / Black Nickel 


 Expensive 


 Not Re-workable  


 Damage from ET 


 Signal Loss (RF) 


 Limited availability 


 Complicated Process (two-parts) 


 


We  at Hopetimepcb  offer  ENIG  as a standard  surface  finish  option , with  a standard  price , meaning  no 


additional  cost  will  be applied  for selecting  this finish . It is our most  popular  surface  due to it’s improved 


quality at the standard cost. 


 


 


 


Figure 12: Example of an ENIG Surface Finish 
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6.4 Full Body Hard Gold 


Full Body Hard Gold also known as Hard Electrolytic Gold, 


is a layer of gold with hardeners for increased durability, 


plated over a barrier coat of nickel using an electrolytic 


process. Hard gold is extremely durable, and so this 


material is usually applied to high-wear areas, such as 


edge connector gold fingers and keypads, since its 


hardness can withstand repeated use; however, due to 


the high cost of hard gold, and its relatively poor solder-


ability, it is rarely applied to solder-able areas.   


Full Body Hard Gold is a rarely-chosen surface finish, 


where the full body of the PCB board is plated with hard 


gold. In order to apply a Full Body Hard Gold surface 


finish, an electrolytic process using an electric current or 


an immersion process is needed, depending on the PCB 


design. Due to the poor solder-ability of hard gold, a very 


active flux will be required to solder effectively to the 


hard-gold-plated pads.  


Pros 


 Hard, Durable Surface 


 No Lead 


 Long Shelf Life 


 


Cons 


 Very Expensive 


 Extra Processing / Labor Intensive 


 Use of Resist / Tape 


 Plating / Bus Bars Required 


 Demarcation 


 Difficulty with Other Surface Finishes 


 Etching Undercut Leads to Slivering / Flaking 


 Not Solder-Able Above 17 μin 


 Finish Does Not Fully Encapsulate Trace 


Sidewalls, Except in Finger Areas 


 


We at Hopetimepcb  also offer  this finish  option , but please  note that the associated  cost depends  on the 


specific  amount  of gold  plating  area  that  is ordered . Please  send  all  necessary  documents  and  data  to 


Hopetimepcb, and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


6.5 Selective Gold  


Selective Gold involves using a gold surface finish to plate specific areas on a PCB; note that this does not 


include applying gold fingers. While we at Hopetimepcb  offer this finish option, the associated cost depends 


on the specific area of gold plating ordered. Please send all necessary documents and data to Hopetimepcb , 


and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


Figure 13: Example of a Full Body Hard Gold  
Surface Finish 
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6.6 Double Gold (Full-Body + Selective Gold) 


Double Gold is a method that combines the use of both Full Body Hard Gold and Selective Gold methods. We 


atHopetimepcb  offer this finish option, but please note that the associated cost depends on the specific area of 


gold


 


plating ordered. Please send all necessary documents and data to Hopetimepcb , and we will review your 


files


 


before providing you with an estimate. 


6.7 Edge Connector Plating 


The Edge Connector is the part of a printed circuit 


board (PCB) with traces leading to the edge of the 


board, shaped to plug into a matching socket. 


Applying hard gold plating onto edge connectors as 


gold fingers is highly recommended. Hard gold is 


extremely durable; thus, when it is applied to high-


use areas, such as edge connectors, they can 


withstand  more  wear  and  tear .  We  at 


Hopetimepcb  also  offer  this  finish  option , but 


please note that the associated cost depends upon 


the  specific  amount  of  gold  plating  area  that  is 


ordered. Please send all necessary  documents  and 


data to Hopetimepcb , and we will review your files 


before providing you with an estimate. See Section 


4.13


 


Edge Bevel


 


for bevel angles available for gold 


fingers.


 


 


6.8 Wire Bonding (Soft Gold) 


Wire Bonding, which uses soft gold, is another type of surface finish commonly referred to as “wire bondable 


gold”.  The softer gold used in this type of surface finish can easily form strong metallic bonds with standard 


copper traces. The strong bond of gold and copper allows for more conductive connections when leads are 


soldered to the board. The process for applying a soft gold surface finish is similar to hard gold, using an 


electrolytic process to apply the finish, but the soft gold process requires that a solder mask first be applied. 


When soldered, soft gold remains in the alloy and produces a stronger welded joint at the point of soldering 


or wire bond.  We at Hopetimepcb also offer this option, but please note that the associated cost depends on 


the  specific  amount  of  soft  gold  used  in bonding . Please  send  all  necessary  documents  and  data  to 


Hopetimepcb, and we will review your files before providing you with an estimate. 


 


 


 


Figure 14: Example of Edge Connector Plating 
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6.9 ENEPIG 


Electroless Nickel / Electroless Palladium / 


Immersion Gold (ENEPIG) is an advanced and 


complicated surface finish. ENEPIG is similar to ENIG 


and was developed over a decade ago as a design 


improvement on the ENIG surface finish. ENEPIG 


recently became more popular due to a decrease in 


the price of palladium. The application process of 


ENEPIG is similar to the ENIG application process, 


with one extra step: the application of a palladium 


layer over the nickel layer, before adding the top 


gold layer. The palladium layer in the middle 


removes the possibility of “Black Pad”, caused by 


the nickel layer being corroded by the gold. The 


ENEPIG method forms a flat, coplanar, hard surface 


that is good for gold wire bonding, aluminum wire 


bonding, and provides excellent solder-ability. 


Pros 


 Flat surfaces 


 Strong 


 Lead-free 


 Good for PTH (Plated Through-holes) 


 Long Shelf Life  


Cons 


 Expensive 


 Not Re-workable  


 Very Limited Availability 


 Complicated Process (Three Parts) 


 


Please  note that we at Hopetimepcb  usually  do not provide  ENEPIG  as one of our standard  surface  finish 


options . If a client  is interested  in this finish, we ask that they please  contact  one of our technical  support 


specialists for further details about cost and lead time before finalizing their order. 


6.10 Immersion Tin 


Immersion Tin is a method using a chemical 


process to apply a very thin tin layer over the 


copper layer. This method is a lead-free alternative 


that makes a consistently flat tin surface that 


solders well and is cost-efficient. This tin layer’s 


appearance is usually mostly white, so it is also 


commonly referred to as White Tin and is applied 


to the copper using an electroless chemical bath. 


This tin surface finish can protect the copper 


Figure 15: Example of an ENEPIG Surface Finish 


Figure 16: Example of an Immersion Tin Surface Finish 
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surface underneath from oxidation throughout the PCB’s intended shelf life. However, one problematic aspect 


of this finish is the strong affinity of tin and copper for one another, which allows the diffusion of one metal 


into another. This process can cause the formation of “tin whiskers”, which are small strands of diffuse tin that 


can cause shorts and reduce the quality of solder joints, negatively impacting the shelf life and the performance 


of the PCB. 


Pros 


 Lead-free 


 High Reliability  


 Flat Surface/Planar  


 Cost-Effective  


 Can Substitute for Reflowed Solder 


 Top Choice for Press Fit Pin Insertion 


 Re-workable 


 


Cons 


 Not Good for PTH  


 Process Uses Thiourea, a Known Carcinogen  


 Not Good for Multiple Reflow/Assembly 


Processes 


 Tin Whiskers 


 Could Damage Solder Mask  


 Easy to Cause Handling Damage 


 Difficult to Measure Thickness 


 


We at Hopetimepcb offer Immersive Tin as a standard surface finish option, with a standard price, meaning 


no additional cost will be applied for selecting this finish. 


6.11 Immersion Silver 


Immersion Silver is a method that applies a lead-


free layer of silver onto a PCB, to protect copper 


traces from corrosion. Silver surface finish has 


excellent solder-ability comparable to solder 


plating, as well as moderately long shelf life, 


though still less than some of the other finishes. 


It is a popular choice due to silver being the most 


electrically conductive metal available, and ideal 


for high-speed signals. Silver surface finish can 


be applied to copper traces with an electroless 


immersion reaction, displacing the copper layer. 


The application process for this surface finish 


forms a very flat surface, which is advantageous 


for SMD assembly. Silver immersion is a surface 


finish with benefits that far outweigh its costs, and thus it has gained widespread popularity since the RoHS 


and WEEE directives came into effect; however, silver immersion is not without its drawbacks. Silver is sensitive 


to contaminants, both in the air and on the board, and thus it should be packaged as soon as possible to prevent 


tarnishing. 


 


 


Figure 17: Example of Silver Immersion Surface Finish 
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Pros 


 RoHS complaint 


 Planar 


 Fine pitch 


 Cost-effective 


 A good alternative to ENIG 


 High stability  


Cons 


 Tarnishes  


 Silver Whiskering 


 Some Systems Cannot Throw into Micro-Via 


Aspect Ratios of > 1:1 


 High Friction Coefficient/Not Suited to 


Compliant-Pin Insertion (Ni-Au Pins)  


We at Hopetimepcb offer Immersion Silver as a standard surface finish option, with a standard price, 


meaning no additional cost will be applied for selecting this finish. 


6.12 Comparison Chart 


Hopetimepcb offers a variety of different surface finish choices, with some standard surface finishes like ENIG


, HASL , LF-HASL , Tin Immersion , and Silver  Immersion  surface  finishes  for a standard  price . Other  offered 


surface  finish choices  are  Hard  Gold , Selective  Gold  Plating , and  OSP , etc . at different  prices . Please  be 


advised  that  the associated  cost  of these  non-standard  options  will  be higher , and can depend  upon  the 


specific requirements of your project.  


Considering both price and performance, the following options are suggested for typical projects: 


• Electroless Nickel Immersion Gold (ENIG) 


• Immersion Tin 


• Immersion Silver 


 


Table 23 


 HASL LF-HASL OSP ENIG Tin Silver Hard Gold Soft Gold ENEPIG 


Deposit Dipped Dipped Dipped Electro-
less/ 
Immersion 


Immersion Immersion Electrolytic Electrolytic Electro-
less/ 
Immersion 


Cost $ $ $ $$ $$ $$ $$$ $$$ $$ 


RoHS No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Shelf Life Long Long Medium Long Medium Medium Long Long Long 
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7.0 Solder Mask: Options and Requirements 
The solder mask is a piece of the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) fabrication process that is often taken for granted, 


but this piece is absolutely vital in assuring the quality and functionality of a PCB. The striking difference in 


quality between boards with and without solder masks is the reason why we at Hopetimepcb  include solder 


masks as a standard  finish on all our boards . Having  established  the importance  of solder masks, it follows 


that a PCB designer should understand the function of a solder mask in some detail and the types offered by 


their manufacturer. 


7.1 – What is a Solder Mask? 


A solder mask is a robust, permanent coating that is laminated over the copper traces of a PCB. This layer is 


sometimes called the “solder stop mask” or “solder resist”. The main function of a solder mask is to prevent 


the formation of solder bridges during automated mass assembly. A solder bridge is formed when a small bead 


of solder creates an unintended electrical connection between two or more pads on a PCB. An additional 


purpose of a solder mask is to protect the copper traces against oxidation, which substantially improves the 


lifetime of the board. 


The solder mask becomes even more essential in the mass assembly of PCBs, where a solder bath is used to tin 


each copper pad. During this process, the solder mask acts to ensure that no traces of solder are left in 


unintended areas as a result of the solder bath. Such trace amounts of solder could cause a short circuit 


between two points on the board, which should be unconnected. 


7.2 – Types of Solder Mask 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer  Liquid  Photo -Imageable  solder  mask , and peel -able  solder  mask (described  in 


section  7.7). Liquid  Photo -Imageable  (LPI) solder  masks  are  composed  of an ink compound  that  can  be 


silkscreened  or sprayed onto the PCB. The LPI solder mask technique is commonly  used with hot air surface 


levelling (HASL), and requires a clean environment, free of particles and contaminants , for application. After 


an LPI solder mask is applied, and the PCB is completely covered on both sides with the solder mask, the next 


stage in the process is curing.  


Unlike some older solder masks, LPI inks are sensitive to UV light and can be cured after a short “tack cure 


cycle”, making use of UV light exposure. This curing process cements the solder mask in place permanently. To 


ensure that the LPI mask is cured in the proper locations, negative film stencils of the top and bottom solder 


masks are printed using a contact printer and the original Gerber files. The film sheets are printed with black 


sections corresponding to any areas of the PCB that are to be left uncoated for soldering, or otherwise free 


from the solder mask. The entire PCB is then exposed to a UV light, which causes the solder mask to cure and 


harden in any exposed areas, but has no effect on those areas shielded by the black film. After curing is 


complete, the uncured mask can be washed off of the film-shielded sections, leaving the solder mask in only 


the desired areas. 
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Our high-quality solder mask is durable and long-lasting. Usually, we consider that a 1um solder mask layer can 


withstand 100 VDC. We can ensure the solder mask thickness will be minimum 5um on the conductor corner 


and minimum 10um on conductor surface. These thicknesses ensure that for the majority of designs, 


breakdown of the solder mask is not an issue. 


7.3 – Solder Mask Design Rules 


When starting a new PCB layout,  or before submitting your design to Hopetimepcb for PCB Fabrication, 


it is worthwhile to check your solder mask spacing against the following criteria to ensure manufacturability: 


Conductor Overlap: Refers to the relative size of the solder mask, compared to the copper feature. 


Hopetimepcb requires a conductor overlap at least 4 mil larger than the feature size. 


Solder Mask Clearance: Related to conductor overlap, the solder mask clearance defines the actual space 


between the edge of the copper feature and the edge of the solder mask. Hopetimepcb requires a minimum 


solder mask clearance of 2 mil. 


Solder Mask Bridge: Refers to the width of the solder masked area that fills a gap between any two pads on 


the PCB. Hopetimepcb prefers a minimum solder mask bridge of 4 mil, with an absolute minimum of 3.5 mil. 


Figure 17 shows a visual depiction of the spacing requirements described above for clarity. 


 


Figure 18: Visual Depiction of Solder Mask Spacing Requirements 
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7.4 – Solder Mask Colours 


The colour of a solder mask has no effect on the electrical performance of a board, but there is an important 


aspect of contrast between traces, planes, and empty space to consider. Solder masks are available in a variety 


of colours, including some standard colours and a large variety of custom colours. The colour chosen can make 


quite a difference in the degree of difficulty for future troubleshooting of the PCB. We at Hopetimepcb  have 


a number of standard solder mask colours available, but custom colours will need to be ordered in advance. 


 


Figure 19: A Standard Green Solder Mask Protecting Copper Traces 


7.4.1 – Standard Solder Mask Colours 
We at Hopetimepcb offer the following standard solder mask colours: Green, Matte Green, Red, Blue, Matte 


Blue, Yellow, Black, Matte Black, and White. 


Green 


In terms of practical performance, green is the best choice for the solder mask colour. It is the industry standard 


because green is easy on the eyes, allowing for high contrast between traces, planes, and empty space on the 


PCB. High contrast allows for technicians to easily check, with the naked eye, for manufacturing defects. 


Red 


Red is a colour that looks professional, but the contrast between traces, planes, and empty space is lower than 


it is with a green solder mask. Some degree of magnification is suggested when inspecting fine traces on the 


board for defects with this colour. 


Blue 


Blue solder masks show a low contrast between traces, planes, and empty space; thus, magnification is 


mandatory when inspecting for manufacturing defects. These PCBs look aesthetically pleasing and very 


professional, making them a good choice for fully-developed finished products that will not require much trace 


visibility. 


Yellow 


Yellow solder masks show very high contrast between planes, traces, and empty spaces. In fact, the contract 


achieved by the use of a yellow mask is as high as green; however, the colour is unpopular.  


Black 
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Black is a glossy colour that looks good but has almost no contrast between traces, planes and empty space. 


Black also absorbs heat, which increases the danger of overheating for sensitive components. 


White 


White has the lowest contrast and is also the hardest to clean. If possible, we avoid choosing white. 


7.4.2 Custom colour 
We at Hopetimepcb  are happy to offer custom solder mask colours , such as purple and orange, but we do 


not keep these colours in stock. We will need to purchase these colours prior to production, so we employ a 


Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ) for custom colours. Expect a marginal increase in both price and turn time 


for your PCBs if you select a custom colour for the solder mask. 


7.5 – Substitutes (North America vs China) 


Hopetimepcb  offers high-quality Taiyo solder mask oil, which has satisfied the requirements  of most clients 


and is available  in North  America  as well . Taiyo  is the world 's leading  manufacturer  of specialty  inks  and 


solder masks for printed circuit boards. 


7.6 – Solder Mask Tenting 


Solder masks can be used for covering the holes in a PCB by a process called tenting, the goal of which is to 


minimize the amount of exposed conductive material on the surface of the board in the interest of preventing 


shorts. We recommend tenting only for vias, and not THT pads, because some solder mask oil will flow into the 


holes during the tenting process, and this might affect the finished hole size. 


7.7 – Solder Mask Plugging 
We also offer solder mask plugging in which holes are plugged with solder mask oil on both sides. These should 


be indicated in your Gerber files. Hole sizes for plugging should be smaller than 0.5mm (20mil) in diameter. 


7.8 – Peel-Able Solder Mask 


A peel-able solder mask (PSM) is a type of temporary solder mask that is selectively applied to parts of a PCB. 


It is used to protect gold plated surfaces from being coated with solder before the Hot Air Solder Leveling 


(HASL) process, and then it is removed manually. If a peel-able solder mask is used to cover holes on a PCB, the 


mask’s area should be 0.3mm bigger per side than the holes. Also, it should avoid any pads not required to be 


covered by at least 0.4mm. 
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8.0 Silkscreen: Options and Requirements 
The silkscreen may seem straightforward at first glance, and indeed the basic duties of this PCB layer are 


relatively mundane when compared with some others; however, errors in the design of the silkscreen layer 


can severely impact the aesthetics of the finished PCB. Furthermore, a robust silkscreen layer will not only act 


to improve aesthetics but also it will assist in the troubleshooting and reworking of your PCB project. 


A savvy PCB design engineer should understand the responsibilities of the silkscreen layer, as well as the design 


requirements that will allow for a clear and durable silkscreen. It is also useful to become familiar with the 


many options in colour and composition for the silkscreen on your PCB project. 


This section describes the function and design of the silkscreen layer and proceeds with a discussion of the 


many silkscreen options that Hopetimepcb makes available to our clients.  


8.1 – What is a Silkscreen? 


 The silkscreen is one of the many different layers 


that can be found within a PCB layout design. The 


silkscreen layer contains all of the human-


readable text to be printed onto a PCB. Such 


information might include component reference 


designators, company logos, manufacturer 


marks, warning symbols, part numbers, version 


numbers, date codes, etc. 


Printable space is quite limited on the surface of 


a PCB, and so it should be reserved for very useful 


or important information. For example, the 


silkscreen is most often used to print a 


component legend, which shows the locations of 


various components on the board. Such a legend 


will ease future troubleshooting and reworking of 


the board, allowing technicians to easily reference between the circuit schematic and the completed PCB.  


Other common silkscreen applications are company logos and PCB design serial numbers. 


8.2 –Silkscreen Requirements 


In order to ensure that the silkscreen layer can be printed clearly, all silkscreen designs should adhere to the 


specific limits of their manufacturer’s printing equipment. 


Hopetimepcb  is able  to  print  silkscreen  layers  with  a ± 7  mil  (0.007  inch ) margin  of  error , and  so  we 


recommend  that your silkscreen  layers be designed  with at least a 7-mil clearance from all component  and 


board edges. In the case that this margin of error causes silkscreen to be printed over solder-able pads, our 


production process will automatically correct the mistake.  


Figure 20: White Silkscreen Printing on Red PCB 
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8.2.1 – Minimum Line Width & Text Height 
Minimum line width refers to the lowest possible thickness of marking that a silkscreen printer can produce. 


We at Hopetimepcb have the capability to print PCB silkscreens with a minimum line width of 5 mil (0.125


mm).


 


Minimum text height refers to the smallest character that a silkscreen printer can produce, in terms of physical 


dimensions. Hopetimepcb can print PCB silkscreen text with a minimum height of 30 mil


 


(0.762mm).


 


8.2.2
 
–


 
Idents on Copper


 


Idents on Copper are permanent etchings on the PCB’s copper layer that act as labels in addition to, or in place 


of, the silkscreen layer. Etched lines and letters are more resistant to wear and tear, but may compromise the 


protections that are in place on the PCB’s copper layer.


 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer  to apply  etchings  onto  the PCB ’s copper  layer , but only  the ENIG  or the HASL 


surface  finish may be used in this case. Other surface  finishes  increase  the risk of silkscreen  discolouration 


and pollution of the exposed copper area.


 


8.2.3
 
–


 
Logos


 


At Hopetimepcb , we certainly  can print logos on silkscreen  layers .


 


However , keep in mind that all parts of 


your logo must also adhere  to our limits  in Minimum  Line Width and Minimum  Text Height , as outlined  in 


Sections  8.2.1 and 8.2.2.


 


Your CAD program  should  allow you to measure  line width  and text height  once 


your logo is imported.


 


8.2.4
 
–


 
Certificate Location


 


At Hopetimepcb, we offer to print certification logos onto your PCBs; simply indicate the location of these 


certificates in your design files.


 


8.3 –
 
Silkscreen Types


 


At Hopetimepcb, we offer a robust heat-curable type of silkscreen ink. Solder mask oil may also be used for 


printing a silkscreen layer if a custom colour is chosen.


 


8.4 –
 
Silkscreen Colours


 


Silkscreen lines may be printed in a wide variety of colours, and so it is useful to divide these colours into two 


distinct types, the standard colours and the custom colours, for the purposes of our discussion.


 


8.4.1 –
 
Standard Colours


 


We at Hopetimepcb currently offer three standard silkscreen colours: White Yellow


 


and Black.


 


8.4.2 –
 
Custom Colours


 


For the other colour choices, we use custom-coloured solder mask oil for printing. This means that our selection 


of custom silkscreen colours is the same as that of custom solder mask colours


 


in section 7.2.2.
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8.5 – Substitute (North America vs China) 


As mentioned  in Section  8.3, we at Hopetimepcb  offer  robust  heat -curable  silkscreen  materials . These 


materials  are equivalent  in performance  between  North  American  products  and Chinese  products . Our 


clients have been satisfied with the performance of our heat-curable standard silkscreen. 


8.6 – Multiple Colour Silk on One PCB 


At Hopetimepcb , we offer to print silkscreens with multiple colours on the same PCB; however, this process 


requires  extra silkscreen  film, which  acts to increase  the cost. Our capabilities  limit the number  of distinct 


colours on a single board to a maximum of three. 


8.7 – Serialization 


At Hopetimepcb , we are happy to offer silkscreen  printing  for unique serial  numbers  on each PCB. If serial 


numbers were not included in your original design, we could provide our own unique number on each of your 


PCBs, but we cannot guarantee a particular starting point for serial numbers that we supply. 
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9.0 Electrical Testing 


Electrical testing can be considered the final stage in the PCB fabrication process. During this stage, electrical 


probes are used to test each unpopulated PCB for shorts, opens, resistance, capacitance, and other basic 


electrical parameters. Advanced electronic test equipment is used to verify that the net continuity for the PCB 


is within the expected range, which is provided by the NETLIST file of the PCB design. Testing the net continuity 


can protect against possible problems with the fabricated boards after the parts assembly step. Electrical tests 


are especially essential for multi-layer PCBs since the inner layers of the PCB will also require verification. All 


SMD pads and plated through-holes on the PCB need to be checked for open and short circuits. 


9.1 – Electrical Testing Requirements 


Hopetimepcb  performs  electrical  tests  according  to the  client 's request  when  specified . If no  testing 


requirements  are specified, we will perform electrical  testing according to IPC standard, depending  on both 


the design  and the cost of the PCB. All PCB electrical  testing  requires  a NETLIST  File from the original  PCB 


layout design, which gives information about the manner of electrical connection for each pad on the board, 


with respect to every other pad. 


9.1.1 – Testing File 
Electrical testing is used to ensure that no error occurred during the production process that might have 


introduced unwanted short or open circuits into the PCB’s copper layers. Comparing the PCB electrical test 


data with a NETLIST file ensures that the actual net relationships on the finished PCB match the net 


relationships in the original design. 


If you choose to use the ODB++ format, the NETLIST file will be contained within your design files, and there is 


no need to supply one separately. If you use a different format, such as Gerber RS-274X, then you will need to 


supply a separate netlist file in IPC356 format. 


CAD-Based Netlist File 
At Hopetimepcb, we ask that you provide a CAD-based NETLIST file with your design files, if possible. A CAD-


based NETLIST file is one that was generated before PCB routing was determined. This confers an extra level 


of protection by allowing us to detect errors that may have occurred during production or  during Gerber  file 


generation/conversion.  


Gerber-Based Netlist File 
If no CAD-based NETLIST file is available, we at Hopetimepcb  are able to generate a reference NETLIST from 


the client ’s Gerber data. This type of NETLIST  will allow us to detect  errors  that may have occurred  during 


production, but not those that occurred during Gerber file generation/conversion.  


9.1.2 – E.T. Stamping 
At Hopetimepcb, we will print E.T. (Electrical Testing) stamps onto assembled boards at the client’s behest. 


9.1.3 – Capabilities 
Our testing capabilities are listed below in Table 24: 
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Table 24 


Testing Capabilities 


Minimum Continuity Resistance 0.1 Ohms 


Maximum Test Voltage 1000 Volts 


Maximum Isolated Resistance 25 M Ohm - 2 G Ohm 


Electrical Test Pitch (Fixture) 0.020" 


Electrical Test Pitch (Flying Probe) 0.004" 


9.2 – Flying Probe Test 


The Flying Probe test method makes use of electro-mechanically controlled probes to test points on a PCB one 


at a time. This electrical testing method is more suitable for testing low-to-mid-sized quantities of physically-


smaller PCBs. The Flying Probe method boasts a lower associated cost, compared with the Fixture method, 


since no expensive programming or fixture setup is required. This meticulous method offers greater accuracy, 


which translates into increased fault coverage and defect detection over other testing techniques. The 


drawback to this method is an increased time required for each individual board test, which stems from the 


fact that the probe must move through the board in a specific sequence. 


At  Hopetimepcb , we  consider  the  standard  threshold  for  deciding  the  electrical  test  type  to  be  15 


manufacturing panels. We will use Flying Probe if order quantity is less than 15 Manufacturing Panels or if the 


PCB order in question has an area smaller than 1 square meter 


9.3 – Fixture (Bed of Nails) Test 


The Fixture (Bed of Nails) test method dictates that a test template be created, with pins aligned to the test 


points in the circuitry of the PCB. Test templates, or fixtures, are made by first inserting pins into holes on an 


epoxy phenolic glass-cloth-laminated sheet. Each pin is aligned for an instant connection with a test point in 


the circuitry of the PCB, and all pins are fixed permanently. When a bare PCB is pressed down against the 


fixture, stable connections can be instantly and simultaneously formed with hundreds of test points within the 


circuitry of the PCB. This testing method requires an investment of time and material cost to create the initial 


fixture but allows for very rapid testing after that fixture is created. 


At  Hopetimepcb , we  consider  the  standard  threshold  for  deciding  the  electrical  test  type  to  be  15 


manufacturing  panels . We may choose  the Fixture  method  if the order  quantity  is greater  than  15 


Manufacturing Panels, or if the PCB order in question has an area greater than 1 square meter.  


9.4 – Cost 


At Hopetimepcb, we perform two different types of electrical testing, and the associated cost differs 


between the two. These two types of tests are known as the Fixture method and the Flying Probe method. 


The Fixture method, also known as Bed of Nails, requires that a template be created, which will then be used 


to test each PCB in turn. Building this template, or Fixture requires time and additional costs for the necessary 


materials, but can test large numbers of PCBs very rapidly. At Hopetimepcb, we offer a standard test price on 


the condition  that your design incorporates  less than 1,300 test points. In the case that your design boasts 


over 1300 test points, we will calculate the price depending upon the number of test points required on the 


fixture.
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The Flying Probe method does not require expensive materials for the building of fixtures; instead, a machine 


sequentially connects electro-mechanically-controlled probes to individual test points on a PCB. This method 


is not well-suited to very high volume orders due to the time required to the probe to learn the testing 


sequence, and also to actually move through each board during testing. Since the time required for a Flying 


Probe test can vary so widely depending upon the design in questions, our cost for this testing method will be 


calculated depending on the PCB’s physical size and layer count. 


Hopetimepcb performs 100% electrical testing on all bare PCBs produced at its facilities,  and this is included 


in all quotes unless otherwise specified.  
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10.0 Controlled Impedance PCB 
Impedance Controlled PCBs are fabricated with tightly controlled dimensional tolerances to ensure the PCBs 


have signal transmission  lines with accurate impedances . Upon request, Hopetimepcb  offers free of charge 


design stack-up and impedance  calculation  assistance  to help clients design Impedance  Controlled  PCBs. In 


the conceptual  level  of your PCB design , our team is willing  to work with your engineering  team to better 


control impedance by selecting the proper material and stack up. 


Electrical impedance is the total amount of opposition given to the electrical current flow in an electrical circuit. 


Impedance can be calculated using the resistance and reactance of the current in a circuit when a voltage is 


applied measured and expressed in ohms. Resistance is the opposition to an electrical current flow present in 


all materials. Reactance is the opposition to an electrical current flow from inherent capacitance and 


inductance in the electrical circuit interacting with changes in the voltage and current.  


Theoretically, for an ideal PCB performance situation, all output energy from a component’s output pin would 


flow through the connected PCB routing into the load input pin on the other end. However, in reality, not all 


the energy is absorbed by the load, and any leftover energy would be reflected back into the PCB routing, 


flowing back toward the output source pin. Reflected energy is a concern for AC (Alternating Current) signals 


because reflected energy can cause noise that interferes with the original signal, changing the signal’s 


waveform. In the worst-case scenario, reflected energy would affect the signal’s integrity, resulting in 


unpredictable PCB behaviour. Impedance matching is not as much of a concern for Digital DC (Direct Current) 


signals as signals are either high or low, and devices’ noise thresholds are usually able to compensate for the 


small amount of noise from reflected energy. 


Energy being reflected back and forth between the source and the load in a PCB can be avoided by impedance 


matching. In theory, matching impedance should ensure all of the energy emitted from the source flows into 


the load with little to no reflected energy. 


For a PBC to be considered to have controlled impedance, the 


routing of the traces must be designed in such a way that the 


impedance matches the specifications. In order to control 


impedance in a PCB, both the components and traces of the 


board must be matched correctly.  


Hopetimepcb strives to keep standard PCB materials in 


stock at all times, including: 


• Higher copper weights: 2 oz., 3 oz.; heavier weights (With 


 Lead Time) 


• Odd copper weights: H/1 oz., H/2 oz., 1/2 oz. 


• Foil: 1/4 oz., H oz., 1 oz., 2 oz., 3 oz. 


  


Table 25: Sample Impedance Control Stackup 
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10.0.1 Impedance Controlled PCB Types 
There are two types of Impedance Controlled PCBs, Foil-built, and Core-built. We offer Foil-built PCBs as a 


default choice since it is more economical and is slightly easier to process.  


Foil-built PCB consists of one less core layer than core-built PCBs, as shown in the stack-up (Table 26) below, 


with copper foil layers on the outside. Foil-built boards require various types of foils with different copper 


weights. However, foils are much easier to acquire than different types of cores. Another factor to consider is 


that since Foil-built PCBs are covered in copper foil, the designer has more choice in regards to dielectric 


thickness for the outer layers due to using prepreg. Using prepreg boards is less expensive compared to cores, 


especially if the core is 5 Mils or thinner.  


Table 26: Foil Build 


 


A Core-built PCB would have core layers on the outside, so there is no need to use copper foil layers. However, 


material availability depends on the market, so cores with uneven copper weights may be difficult to acquire. 


In that case, PCB manufacturers need to order cores with higher copper weight then etch down the cores, 


which is costly since additional labour costs are involved. Using cores with higher copper weight also adds to 


the material cost. 


Table 27: Core Built 
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10.1 Impedance Calculators 


Impedance calculators are computer programs with many different sub-programs assembled together to 


simulate the expected performance of transmission lines and PCB materials. Impedance calculations have 


many complicated formulas, and the more complicated the PCB design is, the more complicated the formulas 


will be. Thus, impedance calculators require a skilled user who knows how to use these programs effectively 


and the underlying theory. 


Hopetimepcb will  provide  free  impedance  calculations  for  PCB  designs  upon  request . For  performing 


impedance calculations, we at Hopetimepcb use the industry-standard Polar Impedance Calculator SI8000 or 


SI9000. We enter published  prepreg  values  from datasheets and your specific  design  parameters onto the 


Impedance Calculator to calculate the impedance of PCB design.  


10.2 Impedance Models 


Impedance Models are diagrams with symbols labelled and showing the parameters for impedance calculation. 


We at Hopetimepcb offer to provide these Impedance Model diagrams with impedance parameters. 


10.3 Impedance Affect Stack-up 


Stack-Up is the number and arrangement of different layers in a PCB design. Stack-up design choices and 


parameters are affected by many factors (such as impedance, physical structure, blind holes and so on). Stack-


up structure features affect the impedance on your signal lines. Changing the stack-up parameters can help to 


Figure 21: Impedance Calculator Software 
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achieve your desired impedance, however, there may be other factors in your design that affect the stack-up 


to consider and balance. Some relationships to consider are listed below.  


• The thicker the dielectric thickness is, the higher the impedance value will be. 


• The smaller the dielectric constant is, the greater the impedance value will be. 


• The thicker the copper weight is, the lower the impedance value will be. 


• A thinner impedance trace width means a higher impedance value. 


• Greater Inductance means higher impedance. 


• Greater Capacitance means lower impedance. 


 


For microstrip and stripline transmission lines, the largest factors that affect the impedance of a line are the 


dielectric constant of the substrate, the thickness of the copper and the width of the line. Our dielectric 


constants are listed in Section 3.1 Material Selection & Properties. Please inquire about our available Rogers RF 


substrates if desired. Next, you may select your desired copper weight. With these two factors chosen, our 


impedance calculations can aid you in determining the width of your transmission lines.  


10.4 Hopetimepcb TDR Calculations 


TDR is “Time Domain Reflectometry” is a measurement technique for determining the characteristics of 


electrical lines in a PCB by observing reflected waveforms. TDR can also refer to a Time Domain Reflectometer, 


a type of electronic instrument needed to use time-domain reflectometry to analyze electrical or optical 


transmission media such as coaxial cable and optical fibre. For example, we can use TDR on a twisted pair wire 


or coaxial cable to locate faults and discontinuities in wire connection and other transmission media. 


Hopetimepcb  can use Time Domain  Reflectometry  (TDR) as a way to test whether  impedance  in a PCB is 


matched  or not. However , our factory  usually  uses a different  machine  to test. A TDR test is performed  by 


applying a very fast electrical step signal to the PCB using a controlled impedance cable and probe. The TDR 


testing equipment  records and graphs the changes in impedance  value using the part of the signal, which is 


reflected back. This graph data shows the impedance values for that PCB or the values simulated by the TDR 


test with average, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values.  


10.5 TDR Coupons 


A TDR coupon is a type of small test board on which we can perform impedance testing to verify if the board’s 


impedance matches your request. Testing the impedance trace in a PCB after fabricating is difficult, and the 


board may be scrapped due to the fixture. Thus, to replace PCB impedance testing, we provide a TDR coupon 


for simulating the board traces to test the impedance of the PCB. On the TDR coupon, we will include 


specifications of the impedance value, trace width and expected dimensions of the PCB so that test results of 


the TDR coupon should match. 


Hopetimepcb  will provide serialized  TDR coupons  for each batch of PCB free of charge with our impedance 


report. If we have a PCB order with 2000 PCBs, of which we build one batch of 1000 pieces first, then build 


the rest a few days later, then we provide two coupons, one for each batch. The TDR coupon for each batch 


of PCB are fabricated at the same time as when fabricating the boards. Each coupon is built at the same time 


as PCB  fabrication  to ensure  that  they  match  your  PCB , this  way , we provide  a TDR  coupon  to you  for 


impedance testing of each batch.  
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11.0 – Flexible and Rigid-Flex PCBs 
Flexible Printed Circuit Boards (FPCBs), also known simply as Flex PCBs, are a technology that allows for the 


manufacturing and assembly of printed circuits on a flexible dielectric substrate. FPCBs can be assembled using 


standard electronic components (i.e. resistors, capacitors, complex ICs), but the manufacturing process of the 


dielectric material and copper traces allow the board itself to take a non-standard or irregular shape. The 


option for flexible circuits is a valuable service in many different areas of the electronics industry, from common 


household devices to complex leading-edge technology; examples include: 


• Communications 


• Computer Hardware 


• Automotive 


• Medical 


• Aerospace 


• LED Lighting 


 


Figure 22 - Flexible PCB 


In addition to their convenience in terms of form factor adaptability, flexible PCBs also offer a number of other 


advantages that have contributed to their recent rise in both demand and accessibility. As size constraints on 


electronics projects become more stringent with each passing year, the reduction in weight, thickness, and size 


that comes with switching to an FPCB design becomes all the more appealing. In many small form factor 


designs , flexible  PCBs  are used  simply  to connect  various  rigid  PCBs  together  in place  of bulkier  wires  or 


cables.


 


Hopetimepcb can also offer turnkey services for rigid-flex PCBs in the case where flexible sections are 


used to connect standard rigid PCBs, as described above. 


FPCBs also offer advantages in terms of durability that might be surprising to those who are unfamiliar; notably, 


flexible PCBs are often able to withstand both sudden movement and sustained vibration better than their 


rigid counterparts. It is also straightforward to mount the FPCB on a heat sink to improve thermal performance. 


The following  subsections  outline  Hopetimepcb ’s PCB  fabrication  capabilities  concerning  flexible  PCBs , 


providing  various  maximum  and  minimum  manufacturing  parameters  to be used  for  reference  when 


designing  a flexible  PCB  project . Detailed  information  on various  flexible  PCB  material  is also  provided , 


followed by a discussion of rigid-flex PCBs in terms of their advantages, applications, and the manufacturing 


thereof.


 


11.1 Flexible PCB Fabrication Capabilities
 


As an experienced  long -time  provider  of flexible  PCB  services , Hopetimepcb  offers  leading -edge 


capabilities  in FPCB fabrication . Table 28 shows Hopetimepcb ’s standard fabrication  capabilities  concerning 


FPCBs. Any information not included below or in the subsequent subsections should be treated the same as 


Hopetimepcb ’s rigid PCB capabilities  and requirements . Please note that Hopetimepcb  is currently  working 


toward UL certification for FPCBs, but cannot provide this service for the time being.
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Table 28 


Flexible PCB Technology Matrix 


Available Layer Counts 1 to 4 layers 


Maximum Finished PCB Dimensions 220 x 500 mm 


Minimum Finished PCB Dimensions 10 x 10 mm 


PCB Dimension Tolerance ±0.15 mm (preferred)  –  ±0.10 mm (minimum) 


Minimum PCB Thickness 0.07 mm (single-layer), or 0.13 mm (2-layer) 


Copper Weight Limits 0.5 oz. to 2.0 oz. 


Surface Finish Options ENIG (preferred)* 


Coverlay Colour Amber (yellow), Black 


Bending Radius Approx. 15-20 times board thickness 


Lead time 14-days for 2-layer design at prototype quantities 


Minimum Drill Size 6 mil 


Controlled Impedance Available  –  ±5 Ω (<50 Ω) or ±10% (>50 Ω) 


Trace Width / Spacing Same as Rigid PCB trace/space, given in Section 4.1 


*Other surface finish options available, but require a special estimate and may not be feasible for all projects 


11.2 Flexible PCB Materials 


11.2.1 FPCB Material Options & Datasheets 
Hopetimepcb In an effort to provide all clients with the best possible solutions for their unique and individual 


projects, Hopetimepcb offers a variety of adhesive-less flexible PCB substrates for your project.  Hopetimepcb
’s standard FPCB material stock includes the following options: 


• Panasonic R-F775 


• ShengYi SF305 


• ShengYi SF201 


• ShengYi SF202 


Tables 29 through 32 show a summary of the material datasheet information for the four options listed above. 


To download the full datasheets, simply click on the options in the list above. 


Table 29 
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https://industrial.panasonic.com/content/data/EM/PDF/ww_cbmcatalog_1909_rf775.pdf

http://www.syst.com.cn/ajax/download.aspx?name=2020/02/20200218181457196.pdf&type=&itemid=1307

http://www.syst.com.cn/ajax/download.aspx?name=2018/09/20180917172517687.pdf&type=&itemid=1308

http://www.syst.com.cn/ajax/download.aspx?name=2020/02/20200218181221964.pdf&type=&itemid=1311
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Table 30 


 


Table 31 
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Table 32 


 


11.2.2 Adhesive-Less vs. Adhesive-Based Materials 
Two broad types of FPCB base materials are available for use in flexible PCB projects. Similar to their rigid 


counterparts, FPCBs are composed of copper cladding bonded to a dielectric material that separates the copper 


layers. Originally, the standard method for bonding copper foil to flexible dielectric material was to use flexible 


epoxy or acrylic-based adhesives. More recently, adhesive-less options have become available on the market, 


where the copper foil is attached directly to the dielectric core without the use of adhesives. 


 


Figure 23 - Simple Stackups for Adhesive-Based FPCB Material (Left) and Adhesive-Less Material (Right) 
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Adhesive-less flex core materials are generally favoured over adhesive-based options for the superiority they 


provide in many areas of finished PCB characteristics. Though adhesive-based materials can sometimes offer a 


stronger bond between the copper foil and the dielectric, this is highly dependent upon the specific adhesive 


used. Meanwhile, adhesive-less materials generally offer higher bend radius, lower minimum finished board 


thickness, stronger plated hole integrity, more accurate controlled impedance characteristics, and improved 


heat performance. In order to meet IPC 2223C guidelines regarding FPCBs, adhesive-less materials are often 


required . That  being  said , Hopetimepcb  can  source  specific  adhesive -based  materials  if required  for  a 


particular  project , but  there  will  likely  be  some  additional  cost  and  lead  time  associated  with  the 


procurement.


 


11.3 Rigid-Flex PCBs
 


Rigid-Flex PCBs are hybrid devices, normally consisting of multiple standard PCBs made of


 


rigid FR4 material, 


where each rigid PCB is connected by a length of flexible PCB, as shown in the image below.


 


This arrangement 


is superior to simple wire or cable connections in many cases due to its adaptable form-factor as well as its 


improved mechanical connection strength. 


 


 


Figure 24 - Example of a Rigid-Flex PCB 


Rigid-flex PCBs allow the complex pieces of a design to be laid out using standard rigid PCB practices while still 


offering many of the advantages in adaptability and reduced form factor that come with FPCBs. That being 


said, there are a few key requirements to keep in mind when designing a rigid-flex board for fabrication: 


• The number of copper layers for the rigid and flexible portions must be exactly equal 


• A minimum space of 1.0 mm (40 mil) from all board edges must be kept entirely free of holes and 


components to allow for proper bonding of the rigid sections to the flexible sections 
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12.0 Panelization  
Panels consist of multiple circuit board designs combined together in order to form a single large board called 


a “panel”. Some designs strive to fit multiple circuit boards onto a single panel, as more circuit boards on one 


panel can be more cost-efficient. There are two main types of panelization, simple panels (also called arrays), 


and complex panels. Simple panels have the same circuit board repeated on one panel, while complex panels 


are composed of different circuit boards on the same panel. 


Panelization is a way to safely manufacture multiple PCBs simultaneously while keeping the PCB’s separation 


process afterwards as smooth as possible. In terms of large volume PCB manufacturing, the cost will be lower 


based on how many boards fit onto a single panel as the process will be more efficient. Higher panelization 


efficiency requires carefully setting PCB design sizes for effective panel space usage. For the highest efficiency, 


circuit board length and/or width should be integer divisors of default panel size when margin and spacing are 


taken into account. 


We at Hopetimepcb  offer  panelization  services  to clients  for PCB fabrication ,  but we do not offer  any set 


default panel sizes. We only require the PCB design to be panelized to have a circuit board size within a range 


of 50mm *50mm  to 500 *500 mm . Hopetimepcb  primarily  produces  low  and  medium  volumes  of PCB . 


Therefore  when  fabricating , we typically  will  automatically  adjust  for the most  appropriate  panel  size for 


better  material  utilization . With  these  smaller  volumes  of PCB  fabrication , the  cost -saving  from  higher 


production  efficiency  is not  significant ; therefore , Hopetimepcb  does  not  offer  cost -saving  for  using 


panelization.


 


However, producing multiple designs simultaneously does save a portion of the shipping costs. 


You are not required to layout the panels yourself as our technicians will do this to optimize our process. 


12.1 Fiducials 


Fiducial markers, also known simply as fiducials, are marks meant to be seen on images produced by an imaging 


system. Fiducials, also known as circuit pattern recognition marks, are a point of reference for SMT placement 


equipment to accurately locate and place parts onto the printed circuit boards. By measuring the fiducials 


locations relative to the board layout, the machine can compute how much each part must be moved relative 


to the layout to ensure accurate part placement. 


We at Hopetimepcb can apply these fiducial marks onto our fabricated panelized boards if specified. Multiple 


fiducial  marks  are needed  as common  measurable  points  to precisely  determine  a board 's orientation . At 


least three fiducial  marks  placed  asymmetrically  are needed  to allow machines  to determine  the offset  of 


both the X and Y axis and determine  if the PCB has rotated  during  clamping . If a clamped  board  has been 


rotated,


 


the SMT placement  machine will automatically  rotate parts to match. Additional  fiducial marks are 


required to further fine-tune the targeting for placement of parts such as ball grid array packages. The lower 


end boards do not require as much precision and may only have two fiducials or use screen printed fiducials.  


12.2 Tooling Holes 


Tooling holes on PCBs are added for a variety of reasons depending on the requirements of the equipment 


being used. They are mainly used to aid in PCB alignment and orientation for drilling and routing during 


assembly . We at Hopetimepcb  apply  tooling  holes  to panelized  boards  when  specified , and our hole  size 


must be in 
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the range of 0.8mm to 4.0mm. For typical tooling holes, Hopetimepcb suggests to drill tooling holes at the 


standard size of 2.0mm. 


12.3 V-Score 


Hopetimepcb  can  apply  scores  to  our  fabricated  panelized 


boards when requested. Scores are essentially V-shaped grooves 


made on a panel with multiple  boards so the PCBs can be easily 


separated . Typically , scores are V-shaped grooves  with 1/3rd 


removed on top and 1/3rd cutaway on the bottom, leaving 1/3rd 


of  the  material  remaining  in  the  middle  to  hold  the  PCBs 


together in a panel. For thin panels, thinner than 0.8mm/31mil (


down to min. 0.6mm/24mil), one-sided scoring is recommended. 


V-scores  must  be applied  as straight  lines  onto  PCB boards , so 


various  restrictions  exist  for  use . Scores  must  be  straight  V-


shaped  lines to pre-separate  the circuit  boards  and are formed 


with precision 


cutting tools;


 


therefore,


 


scores can only be used for square or 


rectangular PCBs. 


 


12.4 Tab Routing 


Hopetimepcb  can  also  apply  tab  routing  to  our 


fabricated  panelized  boards if required . Tab routing 


is a popular  PCB  panelization  approach  that  uses 


small tabs on all 


four sides of a PCB to attach to the other boards or 


rails. Tab routing can include tabs with or without 


perforations. Of these,


 


the perforated type allows 


PCBs to be separated manually. A key advantage of 


using tab routing is that non-rectangular boards can 


be produced, all panelized circular or irregular shaped 


PCB use tab routing. However, a disadvantage of tab-


routing is the additional board material that is 


required, which increases fabrication costs. PCBs can 


be removed from panels before or after assembly 


because panels allow for easier assembly, the usual approach is to remove PCBs after assembly. When 


removing  PCBs  from  panels  after  assembly , extra  care  is taken  so that  the  parts  are  not  damaged . We 


at Hopetimepcb  can panelize  your design for you to optimize  our production . However , if you require your 


own  tab  design ,


 


we  require  that  (as  seen  in Figure  27b) dimension  “A” be  a minimum  of 0.8mm  but 


recommend  1.6mm . Dimension  “B”


 


depends  on the thickness  and  number  of layers  of your  board . Our 


customer  service  team  can assist  you with  this  step  to suit  your  design .


 


Tab routing  is our recommended 


routing method.


 


Figure 25: V Score Profile View 


Figure 27a: Photo of Tab 
Routing Holes 


Figure 27b: Tab Routing 
Dimensions 
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13.0 Report Types and Report Writing 
The standard final report for a PCB includes a variety of sections. Hopetimepcb will provide PCB reports with 


the following sections. These sections are described in detail below. 


• Products final audit report 


• Certificate of Compliance 


• Test Report 


• Solderability Test Report 


• Cross-section Record 


• Impedance Report 


13.1 Products Final Audit Report 


The Products Final Audit Report section of the PCB report contains information on the fabrication and assembly 


for that PCB. The PCB order data is recorded here, such as the Bill of Materials with parts and part quantity 


needed for each PCB. The fabricated PCB specifies physical data such as material used, board thickness, copper 


thickness , hole  size , board  dimension , bow  and  twist , line  width  & space . Hopetimepcb  includes  all the 


materials for PCB fabrication and parts for assembly with the PCB order data in this report. 


13.2 Certificate of Conformance (C of C) 


The Certificate of Conformance is the section of the PCB report with material data and test records that certify 


how the used materials meet specifications for various directives or guidelines. Firstly, the material 


composition data provides proof of the PCB being RoHS Compliant. Secondly, material property data will prove 


that this PCB complies with the UL Standards needed for UL certification and UL flammability . Hopetimepcb 


will include these official certifications  with our final PCB report and provide necessary PCB data in order to 


prove conformance with the certification date and a date code included. 


13.2.1 RoHS Compliance 
Hopetimepcb  will  provide  data  with  confirmation  of  RoHS  Compliance  in  our  C of  C (Certificate  of 


Conformance) section of the PCB Report when RoHS Compliance is required. When an order is required to be 


RoHS  Compliant , we will  carefully  regulate  the use  of high  concern  substances  like  cadmium , lead , and 


mercury during PCB fabrication and assembly. (See section 14.0 RoHS Compliance for more information) 


13.2.2 U.L. Certificate 
Hopetimepcb  can include  UL Certificates  and related  verification  data  in our "Certificate  of Compliance " 


section of the final PCB Report . To obtain a UL Certificate , it is required  that the Underwriters  Laboratories 


test  representative  samples  of the  PCB  and  that  these  samples  comply  to requirements  given  on  UL 


Standards. Underwriters  Laboratories Inc. test a PCB for thermal shock, bond strength, and plating adhesion 


and investigates the fabrication and assembly process before approving UL recognition.  
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13.3 Test Report 


Hopetimepcb will perform a variety of tests over the course of PCB fabrication and assembly with the reports 


for these tests included in this section. An Electrical Test Report with the result from a Flying Probe Test or a 


Fixture (Bed Board) Test is always included in this section (See section 9.0 Electrical Testing for an overview of 


these  methods ). Also , when  required , Hopetimepcb  can perform  a HI pot Test  and record  results  in this 


report  section . Lastly , we can perform  functional  tests  when  test  parameters  are specified  by the client , 


providing a functional test report afterward.  


13.4 Solderability Report 


The Solderability Test Report is a description of our solderability test results, including test type, factors, and 


results. This report shows our testing methods, the test conditions, and how we measured and compared the 


final test results to reach a conclusion on the PCB’s solderability. 


13.4.1 Peel Strength Report 
Peel strength is a way to measure the bond strength of a material, typically an adhesive measured with average 


load per unit width of bond line. If required, we can perform a peel strength test and provide a report on this 


PCB’s peel strength. 


13.5 Cross Section Report 


The Cross-Section Report includes a variety of cross-sections, micro-sections, and X-sections showing the 


physical design data for this PCB. In this section of the PCB report, physical data such as copper thickness, hole 


wall  thickness , and solder  mask  thickness  will  be included . Hopetimepcb  will  provide  cross -sections  and 


various other diagrams showing the PCB’s various layers and micro-via. 


13.6 Impedance Report (TDR) 


Impedance Report is an optional report that Hopetimepcb  will provide if impedance data is required by the 


client . An impedance  test  is performed  using  a Time  Domain  Reflectometry  (TDR ), the  test  results  are 


recorded  in this  report  along  with  the  PCB ’s stack -up. A TDR  test  is performed  by applying  a very fast 


electrical  step signal to the PCB using a controlled  impedance  cable and probe. The TDR testing equipment 


records and graphs the changes in impedance value using the part of the signal, which is reflected back. This 


graph data shows the impedance  values for that PCB or the values simulated  by the TDR test with average, 


standard  deviation , minimum  and maximum  values. (See section 10.0 Controlled  Impedance  PCB for more 


information)
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14.0 RoHS Compliance 
RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) is a mandate for restricting the use of certain hazardous substances 


in electrical and electronic equipment. RoHS aims to restrict the use of hazardous substances such as cadmium, 


lead, and mercury in the manufacture of electronics and electronic devices. RoHS Compliance essentially refers 


to acting in full accordance with RoHS regulations while keeping documentation on the testing of RoHS 


controlled substances. 


14.1 PCB Raw Material  


For a PCB to be considered RoHS compliant, it cannot have restricted raw materials over a certain limit in its 


materials. Hopetimepcb strives to ensure that any of our fabricated PCB boards that have been requested to 


be RoHS Compliant conform to the RoHS given maximum limits. Requesting RoHS compliance will limit your 


choice of dielectric board material. The following are restricted materials in the PCBs: 


• Lead (Pb): < 0.1% 


• Mercury (Hg): <0.1% 


• Cadmium (Cd): <0.01% 


• Hexavalent Chromium(Cr6+): <0.1% 


• Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB's): <0.1% 


• Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE's): <0.1% 


• Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) 


• Butyl benzyl phthalate (BBP) 


• Dibutyl phthalate (DBP) 


• Diisobutyl phthalate (DIBP) 


14.1.1 Solder 
Solder is a fusible metal alloy that can be melted and used to make electrical connections between electronic 


components. Solders can be separated into two main types: lead-free solder, which is RoHS compliant, and 


non-RoHS compliant leaded solder. Leaded solder alloys commonly used for electrical soldering are 63/37 Sn-


Pb, which has the lowest melting point (183 °C or 361 °F) of all the tin-lead alloys. However, due to the use of 


lead, this type of solder is not RoHS compliant. 


For the assembly  of our turn-key orders , we at Hopetimepcb  use lead-free solder  that  fully  complies  to 


RoHS  guidelines . Our  solder  used contains  only  Tin (Sn), Silver (Ag), and Copper (Cu) as raw materials . 


Various lead-free solders were developed to provide RoHS compliant solder that can be used for commercial 


PCB assembly. Currently, the most popular commercial lead-free solder is an alloy of Tin-Silver-Copper due to 


its reduced melting point of 217 ˚C. 
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15.0 Assembly Considerations 
The last parameter a circuit designer should consider is the population of their PCB with electrical components. 


Modern PCB manufacturing automates the process of soldering components to boards, which allows for faster 


and lower-cost production for boards with many components. For a small quantity of boards with few 


components of manageable size, hand soldering is more efficient as it does not incur machine setup costs. 


Therefore, to provide the best possible price for our service, not all orders use automated assembly. 


Pitch is  the  distance  between  SMD  pads  measured  center  to  center . At  Hopetimepcb , the  smallest 


component size we can place is 0201 imperial (0603 metric) as our component pads cannot have a finer pitch 


than 0.2mm


 


(8mil) to prevent  shorts  in the soldering  stage. Moreover , your component  outlines  and pads 


should also have a clearance of at minimum 0.2mm (8mil) between components, and we recommend more if 


possible. Fine pitch assembly requires stricter tolerances and more precise manufacturing thus we charge an 


additional cost for component assembly with pitches of 0.5mm (20mil) or less. Another cost consideration 


is placing  components  on both sides  of the board . While  we are fully  capable  of two-sided assembly , the 


extra step adds extra cost, therefore should only be designed when necessary. 


For assembly service, please ensure you include a “pick and place” file with your order as described in Section 


2.5 Centroid File / Pick and Place File as well as a Bill of Materials as described in Section 2.6 Assembly Bill of 


Materials (BOM).  


15.1 – Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) 


Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) is a tool in circuit board assembly to efficiently and accurately detect 


production errors before boards leave the facility. AOI uses cameras and image processing software to identify 


assembly errors such as missing or misplaced components, soldering short circuits and disconnected 


components. 


At Hopetimepcb,  AOI is one tool we use to provide the best product quality to our turn-key customers. We do 


not conduct AOI on bare PCBs  as our other testing methods are effective,  and AOI is generally more used for 


component  related issues. Due to the added labour of setting up the AOI equipment , it is more economical 


for our clients if we conduct this type of inspection on larger (>=50 pcs) or complex orders (>=50 components


). All of our work is visually inspected by our quality assurance technicians. There is no additional  cost when 


AOI is used, as it is included in our standard assembly services. 


15.2 ‒ X-Ray Inspection 


For Ball Gate Array (BGA) and Quad Flat No Lead (QFN) packed components, the solder pads are placed below 


the component. This saves space on a board, allowing for more density among components and a smaller 


overall board size. The disadvantage of these components is that their solder joints cannot be visually 


inspected, whether by a technician or automated inspection. Therefore, in order to ensure the proper 


installation of these components, x-ray equipment is utilized to see through the components and observe the 


solder joints. The use of this additional equipment and labour adds to the cost of the order when BGA or QFN 


components are used. 
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15.3 – Functional Testing (FCT) 


Functional Testing (FCT) is the final testing method to be performed after a PCB is fully assembled. The purpose 


of FCT is to find component failures, assembly defects, or potential design issues. FCT results allow for 


troubleshooting to occur as soon as possible and confirm that components function as specified. The purpose 


of FCT lies mainly in avoiding assembly issues like shorts, opens, missing components, or the installation of 


incorrect parts. This testing provides additional assurance above our AOI and visual inspections. 


Functional testers typically work on a computer that runs advanced testing software, which in turn operates 


the various testing instruments such as digital multimeters, input/output PCBs, and communication ports. The 


FCT procedure determines whether boards pass or fail based on whether or not the test results satisfy a set of 


predefined requirements. Often, the FCT procedure includes multiple cycles of testing, each with different 


loading conditions or operating modes, according to the specific function of the PCB under test.  


At Hopetimepcb, we offer Functional Testing (FCT)  in addition to our turn-key assembly services. If you desire 


FCT for your project, we simply ask that you specify detailed instructions  for the FCT of your particular  PCB. 


Of course , we at Hopetimepcb  are  happy  to assist  you  in developing  a proper  FCT  procedure  if you  are 


unsure . Our  functional  testing  engineer  will  preview  your  requirements , such  as  test  scope  and  test 


instruction , design  the test jig if necessary , set up the instruments , and prepare  the test report  form and 


design testing workflow.


 


At Hopetimepcb , we maintain  state -of-the-art functional  test  equipment , such  as adjustable  DC power 


supplies, a 200MHz digital oscilloscope, a signal generator, an LRC multi-meter, and a universal programmer. 


In the case that a board does not pass FCT, a troubleshooting program will be launched to find the root cause 


of the failure . A Design  for Assembly  (DFA) form will be issued  by our process  engineer , and an 8D quality 


assurance  report  will be created  by our quality  engineer . This DFA report  will be sent to the customer  as a 


design reference, and another as a sample in our quality improvement guideline.


 


 


If you have any further questions about your order, please consult our sales team during the quotation stage 


of your order. Design issues that arise during production may delay your order. 


 


Thank you for working with Hopetimepcb to make your project a success!  
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